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*4811003 THE INSTITUTE. By Stephen King. Novel. Luke is secretly stolen away and becomes part of a group of incarcerated children whose extra-normal gifts are extracted. Cooperation is rewarded and resistance means brutal punishment. As each new victim disappears, Luke becomes increasingly desperate to somehow find a way out, but no one has ever escaped from the living hell known as the Institute. 655 pages. Paper. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95


†7949314 MY NAME IS EVA. By Suzanne Goldtring. Novel. Evelyn sits in her chair at Forest Lawn Care Home in the heart of the English countryside. It would be easy to dismiss Evelyn as a muddled old woman, but her lipstick is applied perfectly and her buttons are done up correctly. Because Evelyn is a woman with secrets, and Evelyn remembers everything. 321 pages. Forever. $5.95

*4616146 FLAGS ON THE BAYOU. By James Lee Burke. Novel. Set in Civil War-era Louisiana, in the fall of 1863, as the South transforms and a cast of characters–enslaved and free women, plantation gentry, and Confederate and Union soldiers—are caught in the maelstrom. A story of tragic acts of war, class divisions upended, and soldiers–are caught in the maelstrom. A story of plantation gentry, and Confederate and Union cast of characters–enslaved and free women, whose roots go deep in Du ma Key, he paints–his creations portals for the ghosts of Elizabeth’s past. 769 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

*1298865 THE DEAD ZONE. By Stephen King. Novel. Johnny, a reluctant clairvoyant man, must weigh his options when he encounters a ruthlessly ambitious and amoral man who suddenly finds himself in the pitch-black night of civilization’s darkest age, surrounded by chaos, carnage, and a relentless human horde that has been reduced to its basest nature–and then begins to evolve. 449 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

*7900544 DUMA KEY. By Stephen King. Novel. After a terrible construction site accident severed Edgar’s right arm, he rents a house on Duma Key off the Florida coast. Bonding with Elizabeth, a sick, elderly woman whose roots go deep in Duma Key, he paints–his creations portals for the ghosts of Elizabeth’s past. 769 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

*4827562 MY NAME IS EVA. By Suzanne Goldtring. Novel. Evelyn sits in her chair at Forest Lawn Care Home in the heart of the English countryside. It would be easy to dismiss Evelyn as a muddled old woman, but her lipstick is applied perfectly and her buttons are done up correctly. Because Evelyn is a woman with secrets, and Evelyn remembers everything. 321 pages. Forever. $5.95

*491024 THE ST AND. By Stephen King. Novel. When Fenny calls the Finders Keepers detective agency, hoping for help locating her missing daughter, Oliver reluctantly accepts the case. Mere blocks from where Bonnie disappears, he begins to understand the prejudices of her lipstick is applied perfectly and her buttons are done up correctly. Because Evelyn is a woman with secrets, and Evelyn remembers everything. 321 pages. Forever. $5.95

*7905314 HOLLY. By Stephen King. Novel. When Fenny calls the Finders Keepers detective agency, hoping for help locating her missing daughter, a reluctant clairvoyant man, must weigh his options when he encounters a ruthlessly ambitious and amoral man who suddenly finds himself in the pitch-black night of civilization’s darkest age, surrounded by chaos, carnage, and a relentless human horde that has been reduced to its basest nature–then begins to evolve. 449 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

*7679068 IF IT BLEEDS. By Stephen King. This collection of four novellas takes readers on a journey into the dark corners of the imagination. Includes Mr. Harrigan’s Phone; The Life of Duck; It Bleeds; and Rat. 460 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

460 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. * means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>4.225%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>6.125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. There are currently no states where we are required to collect a delivery fee.

Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes.

*Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.

There are currently no states where we are required to collect a delivery fee.

See more titles at erhbc.com/401
4999897 BISCUITS AND GRAVY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. A hot meal, a hard drink, and maybe a friendly hand of poker is all Mac Mackenzie wants when he drifts into the small town of Harcourt City, Montana. When he defends a saloon from a town out for an unexpected, often local toughs, he earns the wrath of the town’s powerful namesake, Oscar Harcourt.

314 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95


1995245 SMOKER’S FATE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Smoke Jensen’s son’s John has finished law school and is setting up his own practice in Big Rock. But when his first case goes sour, the bodies start piling up. He soon learns his practice is no longer a Big Rock, men live and die by one law alone: the law of the gun. 394 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

7977301 TO THE RIVER’S END. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Tim Colter is about to be hanged for the murder of a man who worked up on Texas when mountainman harpshooter Smoke Jensen pins on a tin star to tackle a wild run down the Colorado River when the outlaw and is setting up his own practice in Big Rock. But when his first case goes sour, the bodies start piling up. He soon learns his practice is no longer a Big Rock, men live and die by one law alone: the law of the gun. 394 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

1995245 SMOKER’S FATE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Smoke Jensen’s son’s John has finished law school and is setting up his own practice in Big Rock. But when his first case goes sour, the bodies start piling up. He soon learns his practice is no longer a Big Rock, men live and die by one law alone: the law of the gun. 394 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95


7771983 NEVER LET THEM SEE YOU BLEED. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Flint was 14 years old when the Civil War ended. He was 15 when his family bought a plot of land near Tinhorn, Texas. He was barely 19 when he caught a pair of rustlers stealing cattle—and single-handedly brought them to justice. He also did this on his own. That’s what Tinhorn sheriff Buck Jackson wants to know. 348 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

777379X PREACHER’S PURGE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The town’s preacher has agreed to escort Coopper through Dakota Territory’s hills, in hopes to protect him from Sioux warriors who don’t want any white man on their sacred grounds. The Sioux aren’t the only ones after his claim. But they didn’t reckon on crossing a man like Preacher. 362 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


287717X HOSTILE TERRITORY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Ginger and Jamie MacCallister search for a hidden fortune that might be just a legend–but the bandits, bullets, and bloodshed they find are real. 380 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

1609971 THE MAN FROM WACO. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. John worked hard on his brother’s farm–until times got tough and his brother grew desperate enough to rob a bank. When a posse showed up to make an attempt to kidnap a local girl, Sally is forced to use the gun skills she learned from Smoke to save both of their lives. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

112010X BAD HOMBRES. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Benson blew into town like a tornado—and by the time he left, everyone in town had been to the cleaning up. He was barely 19 when he started his operation he pays handsomely to recruits their partners, and has a greed to escort Cooper through Dakota Territory’s hills, in hopes to protect him from Sioux warriors who don’t want any white man on their sacred grounds. The Sioux aren’t the only ones after his claim. But they didn’t reckon on crossing a man like Preacher. 362 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


7984610 A MAN CALLED O’NEIL. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. On the outskirts of Mustang Flat is Sean O’Neill’s longhorn ranch. As Colonel Kincaid begins to expand his operation he pays handsomely to recruits. But when his cowboys and his cattle are slaughtered, the bodies are found in the water. As the O’Neill brothers take a stand against Kincaid, violence erupts, catching them all in a crossfire.


7766688 THE DEVIL’S CROSSING. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Wagon trains carrying immigrants along the Oregon Trail are falling prey to outlaws. The gang’s latest victim was a wagon master who sought to protect his charges only to die in the dust. With the desperate families being terrorized, Preacher and Jamie MacCallister volunteer to escort the next wagon. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

1604961 COLTER’S JOURNEY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Tim Colter sets out on a perilous journey across a lawless frontier hoping to save his sisters who were abducted by a kid crazy gang of Indians on the Oregon Trail in 1845. He is a mountain man and together they set out after the marauders, blasing a trail of vengeance. 363 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


1140019 NICE GUYS FINISH DEAD. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Masquerade Casey and Eli are two of the most wanted men in the West. Dogged by U.S. marshals and Texas Rangers, the old outlaws slip away time and time again. Deputy U.S. Marshal Colton Grey respects their gun, but won’t let that stop him. But when they’re drinking from the barrel of a gun, they’re put to justice. 296 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95


6995268 GUNS OF THE VIGILANTS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. It begins with a massacre. A crime so brutal that the local sheriff doesn’t recognize it. But when Deputy Dan sees the slaughter for himself, an entire family murdered, he can’t let it go. Especially when the eldest daughter is missing. Dan decides to form a vigilante to find the killers. 331 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


6995349 THE WICKED AND THE DEAD. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. It was supposed to be a simple robbery. A fortune in gold for the taking. What Hack Long and his outlaws hadn’t figured on was the Texas Rangers pouncing on them. Long leads his men south where they ran afoul of Mexican Rurales and were imprisoned. They break free and split up to escape. 365 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

1995030 CATFISH CHARLIE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. It begins with a dream, a dream about a crooked railroad boss being immigrants as “free” labor. Useless as their guns, and at few well placed sticks of dynamite, Mac and Boone start laying tracks to derail this crooked railroad boss’s evil plan. 330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


797687 CLIVE CUSSELL THE SE WOLVES. By Jack Du Brut, Novel. Detective loves and losses add up to a very personal piece of technology that is allowing the Germans to rule the seas from New York to England. With the outcome of World War I at stake, Bell will risk everything to stop the U-boat before they get any closer. 480 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

800854X FINDING US. By Tracie Peterson. Novel. White taking photographs at an exposition in Seattle in 1909. Camera Girl Elizabel tags along as she becomes more than a spectator to the photographer as he struggles to find the composition of a lifetime. 302 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99

7984799 A SUNLIT WEAPON. By Jacqueline Winspear. Novel. October 1942. Jo Hardy, a 22-year-old ferry pilot, is delivering a Supermarine Spitfire—the fastest fighter aircraft in the world—to Biggin Hill Aerodrome, when she realizes someone is shooting at her aircraft from the ground. Returning to the location on foot, she finds an American serviceman in a barn, bound and gagged. 359 pages. Harper. Pub. at $8.99


496765Z SOOLEY. By John Grisham. Novel. Samuel Sooleymon has something no other college basketball player has: a fierce determination to succeed so he can bring his family to America. He works tirelessly on his game, shooting baskets early each morning, and soon he’s dominating everyone in the court called the house. And the legend begins. 480 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

480242X A TIME FOR MERCY. By John Grisham. Novel. Clinton, Mississippi, 1990. Jake Brigance finds himself embroiled in a deeply divisive trial when the court appoints him attorney for Drew Gamble, a 16-year-old boy accused of murdering a local deputy. As Brigance digs into the case, he finds the integrity of the deputy as well as the trial is on the line. 528 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

7915993 THE MEASURE OF A MAN. By William W. Johnstone. Novel. The Mountain Man The last thing Big Max Higgins expected to see was Smoke Jensen riding down the middle of the street with reins in his teeth and both hands filled with 44s. Law of the Mountain Man Smoke Jensen sat in a cave and boiled the last of his coffee. He figured he was certain about only two things: he was cold and he was being hunted by a small army of men. 554 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

7906609 EYES OF EAGLES. By William W. Johnstone. Novel. Orphaned at the age of seven and adopted by the Indians, Jamie grew into a man more at ease in the wilderness than among men. In Texas, he finally found himself a home—in the middle of a bloody war. He made the perfect scout for the fledgling volunteer force and what lay ahead of them was the Alamo. 478 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

1175270 THE PARIS DAUGHTER. By Kristin Harmel. Novel. Paris, 1939. Young mothers Elise and Juliette become fast friends the day they meet in the beautiful Belle Etoile garden, and when the Nazis invade France, are forced to flee. One woman suspects that their lives are about to irrevocably change. 376 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.99

9992920 IN THE SHADOW OF ALABAMA. By Judy Reece Singer. Novel. Rachel is starting to regret agreeing to visit her father, even if he is on his deathbed. Her father is no less bitter or cruel for being near the end of his life. When a stranger at her father’s funeral delivers an old gift and an apology, Rachel finds herself drawn into an epic story of her father’s WWII experience. 314 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

5725380 TATUM COMES HOME. By Mica Stone. Novel. Tatum is a small ranch owner and when the rich scents of a Maine spring and Tatum, a sweet, rust-colored rescue dog, is enjoying a trip to the hardware store with his dad when a heavy thunderstorm blows in. Frightened, Tatum scrambles to find a dry place to hide. Even if his deathbed. Her father is no less bitter or cruel for being near the end of his life. When a stranger at her father’s funeral delivers an old gift and an apology, Rachel finds herself drawn into an epic story of her father’s WWII experience. 314 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

7842043 STRONGHEART. By Jim Fergus. Novel. Based on an actual historical event and fictional diaries, this continues the story of the fierce women who were recruited by the U.S. government to marry into the Cheyenne, just as the great massacre of the tribes begins. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $30.99

1994557 THE FIREMAN. By Joe Hill. Novel. A terrifying new plague known as Dragonscale is spreading across the country, causing its victims to rot. When Harper Grayson is afflicted with the disease, her husband abandons her. But she isn’t alone as she thinks. A lunatic protector known as The Fireman— and he knows how to control the flames that would consume him.

572547X WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND. By Zane Grey. Novel. In the vast harsh world of the desert, Adam Laret, with the map of Cain upon his face, faces death madman, Indians and strangers, who lived where life was impossible. But nothing he did atoned for his sins, until he met a woman and made a choice to fight his way back to civilization. 443 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

7990324 THE LAST WHITE ROSE. By Allison Weir. Novel. Following Henry Tudor and Richard III’s Battle of Bosworth, Henry becomes king and asks Elizabeth of York to become queen. Alison Weir. Novel. Orphaned at the age of seven, the marriage not only united the warring houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaster and York—the famed houses of Lancaste...
**Fiction**

1. **ALL THE LIGHTS ABOVE US.** By W.B. Henry. Novel. June 6, 1944. Allied forces liberate Nazi-occupied France. Among the countess lives shattered are those of five spirited women with starkly different lives. As the war reaches its tipping point, each of the women for the survival of themselves, their countries, and their way of life during one of the most pivotal days in history. 340 pages. Alcove. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

2. **THE CAMP AT THE END OF THE WORLD.** By Paul Tremblay. Novel. Vacationing with parents at a Log Cabin in New Hampshire, seven year old Wei meets four strangers who desperately want to get inside the cabin. Thus begins an unbearably tense gripping tale in which the fate of a loving family and quite possibly all humanity are entwined. 319 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99. $4.95

3. **SISTERS OF NIGHT AND FOG.** By Enka Robuck. Novel. Based on the true stories of an American teacher and a British secret agent, her husband's acts of courage collide in the darkest hours of WWII. As Virginia and Violetta navigate resistance, their clandestine deeds come to a staggering halt when they are brought together at Ravensbruck concentration camp. 458 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $17.00. $5.95

4. **THE ROCKING R RANCH.** By Tim Washburn. Novel. When the Ridgeway family staked their claim on more than 40,000 acres of land in northwest Texas, just a stone’s throw away from Indian territory, they knew they’d been handed a fortune. But when one of their own is kidnapped—that’s when all hell breaks loose. 426 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

5. **THE U.S. TREASURY.** By Lillian Fadiman. Novel. Eve has an adoring girlfriend, an impulsive streak, and a secret fear that she’s wasting her brief youth with just one person. So one evening she posts some nude online. This is how she meets Olivia and, through Olivia, the charismatic Nathan. Despite her better instincts, the three soon begin a relationship. Adults only. 218 pages. Hogarth. Pub. at $22.99. $5.95

6. **THE WHITTIERS.** By Kristan Higgins. Novel. In the farming town of Riverbend in Washington, Toby Fuller is feeling more alone than ever. Nothing Toby did was ever good enough for his father, but he never expected his mother to abandon him and his father too. He loses hope, until a scruffy golden retriever follows him home from school. 226 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $21.95

7. **THE WHITTIERS.** By St. Martin’s. Novel. After Bella’s brother ships out to serve in Vietnam, she joins the Army Nurse Corps and follows his path. In war, she meets—and becomes one of—the lucky, the brave, and the mad. The real battles lies in coming home to a changed and divided America, to angry protesters, and to a country that wants to forget Vietnam. 471 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $21.95

8. **A DOG’S WAY HOME.** By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. After Bella is picked up by the county? SPCA, she knows the only way to get her family home without their parents. 335 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95


10. **THE MOUNTAINTOP.** By Martin Luther King Jr. Non-Fiction. The problems fracturing the Goss family as Christmas approaches are hardly unique, though perhaps they are handling them a little differently than most people might. Is the Gosses a case of a happy couple another in the string of calamities facing them, or could the little canine be just what they all need? 283 pages. Forge. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

11. **THE FORGOTTEN GIRLS.** By M.B. Henry. Novel. When Frankie’s brother ships out to serve in Vietnam, she joins the Army Nurse Corps and follows his path. In war, she meets—and becomes one of—the lucky, the brave, and the mad. The real battles lies in coming home to a changed and divided America, to angry protesters, and to a country that wants to forget Vietnam. 471 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $21.95

12. **THE MOUNTAIN MAN.** By J.H. Markert. Novel. Detective Mills arrives at the scene of a gruesome murder, a family butchered and bundled inside coconuts stitched from corn husks and hung from the rafters of a barn, eerily mirroring the opening of St. Martin’s. When another farmer near killed in a similar manner, Mills is determined to find the killer. 326 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99. $5.95

13. **TWO DOGS IN A BLOOMING ISLAND.** By Henry Armstrong. Novel. Laney has been renting his vacation home. But broken belongings and campfires that nearly burn down the house have escalated to bloody bones, hex circles, and now, tentacles. People who’ve fished finding blood and nail marks all over the guest room closet, as though someone tried to claw their way out, and failed. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.00. $5.95


---
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4789252  THE LAW OF INNOCENCE. by Michael Connelly. Novel. On the night he celebrates his 100th case, Private Investigator Harry Bosch is called in to help solve a cold case. Seventy years earlier, a woman was found strangled on the streets of Los Angeles. Bosch is determined to find the truth behind the case before he retires.

7797060  KILL RED. by Max O'Hara. Novel. Riding the rails across America's uncivilized and dangerous West, a young man faces a series of challenges and mysteries as he travels from Texas to California. The novel captures the essence of the Wild West.

7187681  THE CHILDREN'S BLIZZARD. by Malene Hansen. Novel. In the harsh winter of the early 1900s, a young girl must survive the harsh conditions of the Dakota Territory. The novel is a poignant tale of survival and determination.

8459233  THE LIGHTHOUSE ON MOONGLOW BAY. by Lori Wilde. Novel. Sisters Harper and Flannery were not expecting to inherit a lighthouse in Maine. However, the lighthouse has a mysterious past, and Harper is determined to uncover its secrets.

1994379  ANNE TYLER COLLECTION. Novels. This set includes classics from the acclaimed author, including *Augsburg* and *In the Sparkling Garden*. These novels are known for their rich characters and poetic language.

6997384  WHERE'S MAAM? by Helen Cottle. Novel. Muick is the Queen's loyal confidant. When the Queen goes missing, Muick must use all his resources to find her before it's too late. The novel is a thrilling mystery set against the backdrop of 18th-century London.

7792217  TALES OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC. by James A. Michener. Novel. Enter the exotic world of the South Pacific, with its endless ocean, the tiny specks of coral, and the endless journey of the boat. The novel follows the lives of the whalers, and the full moon rising behind the volcanoes. And meet the men and women caught up in the drama of a big war: 359 pages. Dial. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95


1175769  THE HOLLOW DEAD. by Dary Coates. Novel. When Keira first woke alone in a strange forest, she remembered only two things: that she could speak with the dead, and helping them move on from the mortal world, and that her best friend was found dead. Her sixth sense is her only hope to uncover the truth.

857012  ALL THE STARS IN THE HEAVENS. by Adriana Trigiani. Novel. When Sister Alda Ducci is forced to leave her convent, she embarked on a journey that would lead her to movie star Loretta Young. Becoming her secretary, the innocent and pious Alda navigates the wild terrain of Hollywood, forging an unbreakable bond along the way. 453 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

8075584  STUDIES AT THE SCHOOL BY THE SEA. by Jerry Colgan. Novel. Beloved literature and a murder mystery meet at this prestigious Downey House boarding school. It was there that she found her footing as a teacher and fell in love with her colleague David. The plot thickens as a famous author's life is threatened by the promise of a different life back in her Scottish hometown. 270 pages. Aven.

4787195  FORTUNE AND GLORY. by Janet Evanovich. Novel. When Stephanie's beloved Grandma Mazur's new husband died on their wedding night, the only thing he left was a beat-up old easy chair and the key to her fortune. Stephanie and Grandma Mazur search for Jimmy's treasure they discover they're not the only ones on the hunt. 304 pages. Atria. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.00.

104172X  GOING ROGUE. by Janet Evanovich. Novel. Stephanie knows something is amiss when she turns up for work to find no one there. That's because Connie, who is supposed to be there, is in a hospital room, and hasn't shown up. Her worst fears are confirmed when she gets a call from Connie's abductor. He will only release her in exchange for a mysterious item. But the true identity of that item is yet to be found. 324 pages. Atria. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

2859137  TRUNK MUSIC. by Michael Connelly. Novel. LAPD Detective Harry Bosch, hungry for action after an involuntary layoff, takes the case of the murder of Tano Aliso, a B-movie movie star, a case that comes to the attention of Harry’s life-long and ties—from his Mob, his beautiful wife, to the disgraced FBI agent who just happens to be Harry’s ex-girlfriend. 529 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00
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7982607 THE BONE CODE. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. On the way to the Fort Sumter festival, Temperance receives a call from the Charleston coroner. The storm has tossed ashore a medical waste container, and inside are two decomposed bodies wrapped in plastic. sleuth finds electrical wire-details identical to those of a cold case. 320 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

218672 THE BONE HACKER. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. Temperance Brennan who, after a series of bizarre discoveries on the Turks and Caicos, enters a sinister laboratory in which new technology may wreak worldwide havoc. It isn't until she is offered a new life that the cold clock grows menacingly loud. Then Tempere herself becomes a target? 291 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

4930491 SONG OF THE LION. By Anne Hillerman. Novel. When a car bomb, intended for someone else, kills a young man, retired Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn begins to suspect that the bombing may be linked to a cold case he handled years ago. As he, Officer Bernardette Manley, and his wife, who have carefully pulled away the layers of the crime, they make a disturbing discovery. 291 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $12.95

5472970 LOST BIRDS. By Anne Hillerman. Novel. Joe Leaphorn's experience will be essential to solve a compelling new case: finding the birth parents of a woman who was raised by a bighorn family but believes she is Navajo. An old photograph with a classic Navajo child's blanket. 289 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95


1175499 TWISTED TEA CHRISTMAS. By Laura Childs. Novel. A child finds a note from Death By Easter to her Grand Central. Pub. at $19.99 $18.95

4994361 MURDER IN THE TEA LEAVES. By Laura Childs. Novel. When Theodosia reads the tea leaves on the set of the movie Darkest, things go from spooky to macabre. Instead of slow-motion camera rolls, and red-hot sparks fly as the film's director is murdered in a trix electrical accident. 292 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

7880030 A DARK AND STORMY TEA. By Laura Childs. Novel. A possible serial killer on the loose sends tea man Theodosia into a whirlwind of investigation. She quickly discovers that suspects abound, including the dead girl's boyfriend, a nefarious real estate developer, the local police, and a bumbling reporter, and her own neighbor, who is writing a true-crime book and searching for a big ending. 306 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

1106201 LEMON CURD KILLER. By Laura Childs. Novel. A mysterious visitor to Charleston Fashion Week. While her friends focus their attention on the Lemon Curd killer, Temperance Brennan has been tapped to host a fancy Limon Tea Party in a genuine lemon orchard as a rousing kickoff to Charleston Fashion Week. But while fairy lights twinkle and sweet mists of lemon waft through the tea tables, the deadly murder of a fashion designer puts the breeze on things. 308 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7943390 WIN. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Windsor Home Lockwood III is a man of immeasurable wealth, impeccable taste, and a personal code that too often lands him on the wrong side of the law. But when the FBI hauls him to a murder scene in an Upper West Side penthouse, Win genuinely has no idea why. It's not long before he finds out. 420 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4878886 WIN. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Windsor Home Lockwood III is a man of immeasurable wealth, impeccable taste, and a personal code that too often lands him on the wrong side of the law. But when the FBI hauls him to a murder scene in an Upper West Side penthouse, Win genuinely has no idea why. It's not long before he finds out. 420 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7936397 MISSING YOU. By Harlan Coben. Novel. It's a profile, like all the others on the online dating site, but when FBI agent Kate Rush puts the squeeze on things. 308 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

7951495 DARKEST FEAR. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Yale begins when Myron's ex tells him he's a father of a dying 13-year-old boy. Myron is York's son, who is only too willing to use his mother's wealth to the detriment of another man. Myron is determined to help him. But finding the missing donor means cracking open a dark mystery that involves a broken family, a brutal kidnapping spree, and the FBI. 356 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7917037 NO SECOND CHANCE. By Harlan Coben. Novel. When surgeon Marc Seidman awakens in the ICU ward after being shot, he can't understand why his beautiful wife was murdered and why his marriage has vanished. 453 pages. Signet. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

1026895 EASTER BASKET MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novellas. A mystery anthology that's brimming with three tales including Easter Basket MURDER, Death By Easter Egg by Lee Hollis, and Hopped by Barbara Ross. So put on your Sunday best and grab a basket, because Easter egg hunting in these quaint Maine towns is for dye to. 330 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

7927060 TURKEY TROT MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novel. Besides the annual Turkey Trot 5K on Thanksgiving Day, Lucy Stone expects the approaching holiday to be a relatively uneventful one-until her elderly neighbor Della Franklin dead and frozen in Blueberry Pond. As a state of unrest descends on Tinker's Cove, Lucy is thrown into a full-scale investigation. 295 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95
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7927649 VALENTINE CANDY MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novels. In Valentine Murder, Lucy Stone has barely held a library board meeting in Tinker’s Cove, when the new librarian is found dead in the basement. In Chocolate Covered Murder, Tinker’s Cove is laced with a travel promotion for Valentine’s Day and Lucy is assigned a puff piece, until someone is found dead. 410 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

★★ 1624457 PATCHWORK QUILT MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novel. Part-time reporters paid trip is bound to have some hidden costs, and one of them is murder. 303 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

572550 WICKED WITCH MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novel. The bewitching Diana Ravenscroft comes to Tinker’s Cove and opens a quaint little shop offering everything from jewelry to psychic readings. Lucy befriended the newcomer, but no one in town is so enchanted. And when Lucy stumbles upon a dead body, she can’t shake the feeling that something sinister is lurking in the October air. 308 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

5725100 NEW YEAR’S EVE MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novel. After the annual parade of Christmas parties, the body of a young woman lingers in Tinker’s Cove. And when Lucy discovers the body, she is drawn into the twists and turns of murder investigation in France. 342 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

★★ 1611135 MOTHER OF THE BRIDE MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novel. As part-time reporters paid trip is bound to have some hidden costs, and one of them is murder. 303 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

8009805 THE MAZE. By Nelson DeMille. Novel. NYPD Homicide Detective John Corey is on a dangerous hunt for an apparent serial killer who has murdered nine, maybe more, sex workers and is now on the loose. 296 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95


7888238 PINK LEMONADE CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Hannah Swensen, owner of The Cookie Jar, is feeling theVM magazine! But the all-volunteer crime-solving Book Group are ready to leaf through her罢了! 238 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95


6077293 DEVIL’S FOOD CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. When Hannah Swensen returns to the small village of Lochdubh for a year, she has alienated one too many of the villagers, but crime isn’t taking a holiday. PC Constable Dorothy McIver joins the Lochdubh Police and seems to bring out the best in Constable. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99


7803503 THREE DEBTS PAID. By Anne Perry. Novel. A killer is on the loose, targeting widows. And the connection that young barrister Daniel Pitt must deduce before more bodies pile up. Miriam, Ian and Daniel team up to solve the case, and the answer may be closer than they think. 253 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $12.00


1247735 THE MYSTERIOUS AFFAIR AT STYLES. By Agatha Christie. Novel. Levi Symons, member of John Cavendish’s family country manor. The beautiful Styles Court is home to John’s stepmother Mrs. Inglethorp. When Mrs. Inglethorp is found murdered, anybody could be the murderer. Making his unforgettable debut, the Belgian detective Hercule Poirot is on the case! 340 pages. Archimis. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

★★ 7920862 A HAUNTING IN VENICE. By Agatha Christie. Novel. At a Halloween party, Bryce, a surfeet thirteen year old, boasts that he once witnessed a murder. When no one believes her, she storms off home. But within hours her body is found, drowned in an apple bobbing tank! He then finds himself in search of a murderer. Hercule Poirot to uncover the real evil presence responsible for this ghastly deed. 342 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99


★★ 7991088 DEEP FRIED MURDER. By Maddy Day. Novel. Robbie, owner of Pans ‘N Pancakes, is not about to let anything stop her from participating in the annual Indiana traditional Outhouse Race. But when a dead body and a cast-iron skillet tumble out from her outhouse entrance on the race route, it seems something is trying to frame Robbie—in a most unconventional way. 327 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


6075320 DOWN THE HATCH. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Private detective Agatha Raisin is back. She is striding along a path when she hears a cry for help, when she finds an elderly couple with the body of an old man lying at their feet. The inspector on the case rules the death an accident. Getting a tip that it was no accident, Agatha goes on her own. 236 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

793632X A HIGHLAND CHRISTMAS. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. It’s nearly Christmas in Lochdubh, but crime isn’t taking a holiday. PC Hamish Macbeth has solved a murder, but the police inspector is not satisfied. When the same woman calls Macbeth back about an intruder, he knows better than to trust the inspector, and her dead body will prove it. 307 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★★ 7700768 THE MYSTERY OF THE BLUE TRAIN. By Agatha Christie. Novel. When the famous train carrying the Austrian royal family is derailed, Constable Dorothy McIver is lured to John Cavendish’s family country manor. The beautiful Styles Court is home to John’s stepmother Mrs. Inglethorp. When Mrs. Inglethorp is found murdered, anybody could be the murderer. Making his unforgettable debut, the Belgian detective Hercule Poirot is on the case! 307 pages. Archimis. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

★★ 7999283 DEATH OF A TRAITOR. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Kate is all eager to lend a hand to her neighbors. Although she has only lived in Lochdubh for a year, she has alienated too many of its residents. When a neighbor sees her flagging down the bus stop, he hopes she is leaving for good. Her cousin arrives two weeks later and demands the local police step in. 275 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
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20005655 THE MIRROR MAN. By Lars Kepler. Novel. Sixteen-year-old Jenny Lind is kidnapped in broad daylight on her way home from school. Five years later, Jenny’s body is found hanging in a playground, still suffering from the effects of the bright light that blinded her. Detective Jonas Linna recognizes an eerie connection between Jenny’s murder and a death declared a suicide years before.

1994476 DEAD MAN’S WAKE. By Paul Doiron. Novel. On the evening of their engagement, Maine game warden investigator Mike Bowditch and Stacey Stevens witness what seems to be a hit and run speedboat crash on a darkened lake. From the middle of the night, their spotlight reveals a gruesome sight: a severed arm floating just beneath the surface. 306 pages.

1995103 MRS. MORRIS AND THE MERMAID. By Traci Wilton. Novel. B&B owner Charlene expects Salem’s first annual mermaid parade to make quite a splash. But when she discovers a mermaid murdered, she realizes a killer is out to steal the show. With the help of Jack and Detective Sam Holden, Charlene plunges into the case, determined to stop a killer from striking again. 357 pages.

7991428 BOOK OF THE DEAD. By Patricia Cornwell. Novel. The Book of the Dead is the mugue log, the ledger in which all cases are entered. For Kay, however, it is about to acquire a new entry: the one that will put her in the middle of a murder investigation, where that book will contain many names—and the pen may be poised to write her own. 511 pages.

7991126 IRISH COFFEE MURDER. By Leslie Meier et al. Novels. You don’t need to be Irish to enjoy St. Patrick’s Day in Maine, where the chilly March weather offers the perfect excuse to curl up with an Irish coffee. But someone may have spilled this year’s brew with murder. Includes Irish Coffee Murder by Meier, Death of an Irish Coffee Drinker by Lee Hollis, and Perked Up by Barbara Ross. 356 pages.

113968X MURDER AT THE BLARNLEY DEATH OF THE BLACK WIDOW. By David Baldacci. Novel. FBI Director Aloysius Archer is called to a murder scene. A terrified twenty-year-old girl has been forced to witness a murder that shocked even Walter’s veteran partner. The young woman is also a brilliant escape artist. Her bold flight from police custody makes the case impossible to solve. 511 pages.

7907850 MERCY. By David Baldacci. Novel. Aloysius Archer is called to a murder scene. A terrified twenty-year-old girl has been forced to witness a murder that shocked even Walter’s veteran partner. The young woman is also a brilliant escape artist. Her bold flight from police custody makes the case impossible to solve. 511 pages.

7906115 DEATH OF THE BLACK WIDOW. By James Patterson & J.D. Barker. Novel. On his first night as FBI Director, Walter O’Brien is called to a murder scene. A terrified twenty-year-old girl has been forced to witness a murder that shocked even Walter’s veteran partner. The young woman is also a brilliant escape artist. Her bold flight from police custody makes the case impossible to solve. 511 pages.

7911122X SOMETIMES TO HIDE. By Elizabeth George. Novel. When a police detective is taken off life support after falling into a coma, only an autopsy reveals the murder that precipitated her death. Now acting Chief Superintendent Thomas Lynley, assigned to the case, is in pursuit of a killer who has left no evidence. He searches through the lies and the secrets lives of people. 691 pages.

2895056 THE SIMPLE TRUTH. By David Baldacci. Novel. In a Virginia military prison, Rufus Hams, convicted of killing a girl on an army base 25 years ago, has a letter smuggled out of his prison cell, headed for the Supreme Court. It’s a bombshell that claims he was forced to commit murder. 528 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

7969414 DREAM TOWN. By David Baldacci. Novel. It’s 1963’s eve, and Aloysius Archer is in Los Angeles to ring in the New Year with an old friend, aspiring actress Liberty Callahan. When their evening is interrupted by an acquaintance of Callahan’s, Eleanor Lamb, a screenwriter in dire need of her life’s energy and wants Archer to look into the matter.

6074995 MANUSCRIPT FOR MURDER: MURDER, She Wrote. By J. Fletcher & J. Land. Novel. Jessica Fletcher has had it. The倒of the 16th season has turned into a rotting shell of its once-grand self, especially since her longtime publisher and trusted friend Lane Barfield, Jessica sets her sights on three stories. 307 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00


1026295 MURDER AT THE BLARNEY BASH. By Darci Hannah. Novel. Lindsey Bakewell is baked up a storm for St. Patrick’s Day. But Uncle Finn’s luck takes a turn for the worse when he’s arrested for the bludgeoning of a small, unidentified man dressed as a leprechaun. Now, Lindsey will need more than the luck of the Irish to catch a real killer. 435 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

799194X MURDER AT THE BLARNLEY DEATH OF THE BLACK WIDOW. By David Baldacci. Novel. Aloysius Archer is called to a murder scene. A terrified twenty-year-old girl has been forced to witness a murder that shocked even Walter’s veteran partner. The young woman is also a brilliant escape artist. Her bold flight from police custody makes the case impossible to solve. 511 pages.

2318156 THE THIRD GRAVE. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. The old Beaumont mansion is a rotting shell of its once-grand self, especially after disastrous hurricane sweeps through Georgia. The storm leads to a grisly find in the cellar. Three graves. But only two are skeletons. Crime writer Nikki Gillette and her husband, Jesse Reynolds, are determined to find the third. 488 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

7941765 THE THIRD GRAVE. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. The old Beaumont mansion is a rotting shell of its once-grand self, especially after disastrous hurricane sweeps through Georgia. The storm leads to a grisly find in the cellar. Three graves. But only two are skeletons. Crime writer Nikki Gillette and her husband, Jesse Reynolds, are determined to find the third. 488 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

7976882 YOU DON’T WANT TO KNOW. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. In Ava’s dreams, her son Noah looks just the way she remembers him: a sweet 2-year-old in rolled-up jeans and a red jacket. But when Ava wakes, the truth hits her all over again. Noah went missing two years ago, and his body has never been found. 552 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

1139312 HALLOWEEN PARTY MURDER. By Leslie Meier et al. Novels. Small town traditions are celebrated throughout Maine during the holiday season. But when it comes to Halloween, some people are more than willing to reap a harvest of murder. Includes Halloween Party Murder by Leslie Meier, Death of a Halloween Party Monster by Lee Hollis, and Scared Off by Barbara Ross. 356 pages.

7772491 ABANDONED IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Novel. Eve Dallas’s body was found in the early morning, on a bench in a New York City playground. She was clean, her hair neatly arranged, her makeup carefully applied. And her mouth was found opened in crany as if by a child. Detective Eve Dallas discovers other young women, who resemble the first victim, have vanished, the clock starts ticking louder.
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1126261 TENDER IS THE BITE. By Spencer Quinn. Novel. Chet, the dog, and his human partner, PT. Berenice, are lured by a scared young woman who wants their help. Before she can even tell them her name, she flees in panic. But in that brief meeting, Chet sniffs out an important secret about her, one of the heart of the mystery he and Berenice set out to solve. 264 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99.$5.95

4995694 TELL-TALE BONES. By Carolyn Haines. Novel. Private investigator Sara and her partner are in Sheriff Coleman Peters’s office when a police report comes in with a case of her own. She wants Coleman to reopen the investigation of her missing daughter, Lydia, the heiress to a large fortune who disappeared nearly seven years before. 344 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.00.$6.95

1141996 STILL WATERS. By Sara Driscoll. Novel. A training session in the Minnesota wilderness becomes a fight for survival for FBI handler Meg and her K-9 partner Hawk. The races are challenging, the rivalry is intense, and Meg is already under pressure when Hawk alerts to a scent in the water and discovers the fresh body of a missing woman. 342 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00.$6.95


**7874278 FRACTURED.** By Karin Slaughter. Novel. A girl has been savagely murdered in her own bedroom. Her mother stands amid shattered glass, having just killed her daughter’s attacker. Detective Jack Flood must uncover the serial killer and look in the mother’s eye which will lead him to shocking revelations amid the rumors of perfect lives broken wide open. 446 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.$9.95

7771886 MASQUERADE FOR MURDER. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Novel. What do a lovely redhead, a short-tempered bartender, an exotic cat girl, a murderous police inspector and a movie stuntman have to do with anything? They have transformed young Wall Street superstar Vincent Colby into a psychological time bomb! It’s up to Mike Hammer to find out. 226 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.$5.95

4260120 MURDER, MY LOVE. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Novel. Mike Hammer is summoned to a meeting with U.S. Senator Jamie Winters who is being blackmailed. Hammering out agreements on a live television broadcast may be behind the threats. Hammer realizes there is more to this investigation when the suspects begin to drop like flies. Can Hammer solve this case before Senator Winter’s secret comes out? 214 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95.$5.95

7989446 THE BIG BANG. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Novel. Hammer, recuperating from a near fatal mix-up with the Mob, walks into an assault by drug dealers on a young motorcyclist. Transporting medicine for a hospital. He saves the kid, but the muggers are not so lucky. And now the Mob is again going to target Hammer. 312 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.98.$4.95

5442362 KISS YOUR GOODBYE. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Novel. Recuperating in Florida after the mob shootout that nearly claimed his life, Mike Hammer learns that an old mentor on the New York police force has committed suicide. Hammer returns for the funeral—and because he knows that Inspector Doolan would not have killed himself. 265 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.$4.95

4247205 KILLING TOWN. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Novel. Mike Hammer steals a ride on a train upscale to New York. He is welcomed by a nasty surprise: he is accused by a police officer of raping and murdering a young woman. Hammer’s future looks bleak until the beautiful Melanie Stone offers her help. This Hammer novel was begun by Spillane and finished seventy years later by Collins. 253 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.$4.95

7826995 ROBERT P. BARKER’S FOOL’S PARADISE. By Mike Lupica. Novel. When a body is discovered at the lake in Paradise, Police Chief Jesse Stone will have his hands full finding out who he was—and what he was seeking. 337 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00.$6.95

4991516 ROBERT P. BARKER’S REVENGE TOUR. By Mike Lupica. Novel. PI Sunny Randall has a new favor. Her friend Melanie Joan Hall, a bestselling novelist, needs him to be part of the author’s past—a product of her imagination. 340 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99.$4.95

794814X ROBERT P. BARKER’S STONE’S THROW. By Mike Lupica. Novel. The town of Paradise receives a tragic shock when the mayor is discovered dead, his body in a shallow grave on a property on the lake. It’s apparently a suicide, but police chief Jesse Stone has his doubts, especially because the site of the site of the death was apparently abandoned. 322 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00.$5.95

4999481 ROBERT P. BARKER’S PAYBACK. By Mike Lupica. Novel. PI Sunny Randall has been asked to help of his best friend Melanie Joan Hall with a project. When Sunny’s son’s restaurant is under threat, he is not about to let anyone take it away. 304 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00.$5.95

1181386 DEATH BY SMOOTHIE. By Laura Levine. Novel. Jaine Austen, freelance writer, finds herself in the heart of the mystery he and Bernie set out to solve. 264 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00.$5.95


7921411 DEAD CALM. By Annelle Ryan. Novel. As the forensic evidence is gathered, Mattie, medical examiner, and Steve, homicide detective, try to piece together what has happened to the woman. And why she has been staged to look like a murder-suicide. What they have is a double murder, and the spousal of the victims lists the suspect lists. 376 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.$4.95

1994446 PEG AND ROSE SOLVE A MURDER. By Laurien Berenson. Novel. Peg and Rose barely have a chance to celebrate their first win before one of the bridge club’s members is murdered. But they’re the key to a new shocking crime eludes her. With the police at a dead end, Nikki drafts wallpapers, a PI who isn’t afraid to put his hand into the hornet’s nest. 281 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.$4.95

1041355 PEG AND ROSE SOLVE A MURDER. By Laurien Berenson. Novel. Peg and Rose barely have a chance to celebrate their first win before one of the bridge club’s members is murdered. But they’re the key to a new shocking crime eludes her. With the police at a dead end, Nikki drafts wallpapers, a PI who isn’t afraid to put his hand into the hornet’s nest. 281 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.$4.95

7943318 PAWS TO REMEMBER. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. When a water leak repair results in a body being found behind the walls of the store run by the artists’ co-op, everyone is completely mystified as to whose body it is and who hid it there. Kathleen and her canine training partner, Feline,team up to catch felons—familiar up digging secrets that at least one person wishes would stay buried, 291 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00.$19.95

7993322 HOOKED ON A FELINE. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. Librarian Kathleen Paulson is always willing to help a friend, but to save one from a wrongful arrest, she will need magical backup from her acquaintance cats. 295 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.$6.95

3328393 PEANUT BUTTER PANIC. By Amanda Flower. Novel. Shortly after the announcement that Judge Sara Bennett is to marry young lawyer Blase Smith, he suffers an allergic reaction to something he’s eaten and dies on the spot. Now Bailey’s dessert business is off to a rocky start, and nearly everyone who attended the funeral 296 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.$4.95

1175696 CRIME AND CHERRY PITS. By Amanda Flower. Novel. The festive atmosphere at the fun fair turns to chaos when a man enters in the famous cherry pit-spitting competition and dies. When the death turns out to be suspicious, Shiloh finds himself under local law enforcement’s microscope. 304 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.$6.95

1199065 GONE WITH THE WITCH. By Angela M. Sanders. Novel. Small-town Wilford has turned into a quirky Oregon destination. Local businesses keep turning up corpses! As the bones pile up, librarian and apprentice witch Josie Way will need to use all the sorcery at her disposal to stop a killer. 298 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.$6.95

7780556 SIDNEY SHELDON’S THE SILENT WIDOW. By Tilly Bagshawe. Novel. Psychologist Nikki Roberts makes a living out of reading people, drawing out their secrets, but the key to a new shocking crime eludes her. With the police at a dead end, Nikki drafts wallpapers, a PI who isn’t afraid to put his hand into the hornet’s nest. 281 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.$4.95

7926578 MURDER AT THE PUPPY FEST. By Laurien Berenson. Novel. Busy mom and pedigree Poodle owner, Melanie Travis doesn’t mind helping out at Puppy Fest. But once Puppy Fest kicks off, the venue’s owner, philanthropist Leo Brody is nowhere to be found—until Melanie discovers his current mistress coughing over his dead body. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95.$7.95

7921675 DOGGIE DAY CARE MURDER. By Laurien Berenson. Novel. Melanie thought her sleuthing days were behind her. She has a new baby to take care of—not to mention five Standard Poodles to care for! When a funeral director is found dead, the Ridge Canine Care Center’s co-owner is found shot to death, and there’s no shortage of suspects. Melanie goes undercover to sniff out a killer. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.$4.95
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**8991150 DEATH OF AN AUTHOR.** By E.C.R. Lorac. Novel. After Vivian Lestrange was reported missing by his secretary, Eleanor, whose Inspector suspects to be the author herself, crime and murder are afoot when Lestrange's housekeeper also disappears. Bond and Warner of Scotland Yard set out to solve a murder with no body and a potentially fictional victim. 236 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**798050 MRS. JEFFRIES AND THE MIDWINTER MURDERS.** By Emily Brightwell. Novel. When Harriet Andover was found strangled inside her mansion filled with holiday guests the murder suspects list is never ending. The case grows more complicated with each passing hour, and saving it before Christmas is starting to look like a yuletide dream. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

**7990340 MRS. JEFFRIES AND THE MIDWINTER MURDERS.** By Emily Brightwell. Novel. When has found strangled inside her mansion filled with holiday guests the suspects list is never ending. The room where she was found was locked from the inside and she had the key in her pocket. The police and the mansion's occupants are starting to look like a yuletide dream. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

**7981868 THE GREAT MISTAKE.** By Mary Roberts Rinehart. Novel. Maud’s right hand woman is Pat, a local girl who is beautiful, innocent and kind. She has no idea how cutthroat high society can be, but she’s about to get a deadly first lesson. Pat’s world is turned upside down by a series of events that culminate in a truly shocking murder. But the list of suspects is as long as one of Maud’s guest lists. 375 pages. American Mystery Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**8056255 TRAGIC LEGACY.** By Lindsey Davis. Novel. In first-century Rome, Flavia Albia has taken her job as a private investigator. She only has two hard and fast rules–avoid political cases and family cases because nothing good comes of either. When her Aunt Junia demands Albia track down a couple of deadbeats who owe her money, it’s an offer she can’t refuse. 316 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**7966728 THE CRIME THAT BINDS.** By Laurie R. King. Novel. A collection of stories set in wartime Britain where Holmes and Watson are making the rounds to deliver comforting remarks, they see something strange: loyal boomerang man Ryan speeding away. After an additional vehicle fits with the description of murder suspects, the police immediately suspect his her. Minnie and Eddie will have to fight tooth and claw to prove the young man’s innocence.


**7899680 A TROUBLING TAIL.** By Laurie Guss. Novel. When the owner of a local candy store is murdered, librarian Minnie and her rescue cat, Eddie, prepare to find the sweet spot to solve a crime. The more she learns about the case, the less certain she is that the victim’s past was as wholesome as she remembers. She and Eddie won’t rest until they determine how the victim met his bitter end. 361 pages. Berkley.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**4261046 THE SIGN OF SEVEN.** Ed. by Martin H Greenberg, Nancy Springer, Sharon Hymes. A collection in this extraordinary collection of brand-new novellas. Marvel as the master detective scour London’s sewers to expose the killer of a murder, attends a deadly séance that may prove a man’s guilty secret, and then solve an unusual murder and settle an old score. 511 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

**6080790 THE SHADOW GIRLS.** By Alice Blanchard. Novel. A new horror is uncovered, one that shocks the town as never before, the dark, shadowy path forward for Natalie is paved with challenges that haunt her past. Veronica’s unsolved cases are matched by her inability to forget the disappearance of her long-lost best friend. Her obsession with finding the truth leads to a twisted struggle between good and evil. 307 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $11.95


**6941405 HONEY ROASTED.** By Cleo Coyle. Novel. Queen Bea Hastings and her prizewinning nectar from her rooftop hives commands a premium market, and top chefs compete for a chance to use it. One night, a swarm of escaped bees blankets the Village with a honeyed welcome. But a human corpse is found in the wreckage: a man shot twice in the chest. With his wits and his unclouded body, his seemingly well-kept life comes to a tragic end. 348 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95


**7999984 THE SHADOW MIST.** By Dana Stabenow. Novel. The disappearance of her long-lost best friend. Her obsession with finding the truth leads to a twisted struggle between good and evil. 307 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $11.95

**8051110 BLIND FAITH.** By Alice Beckman. Novel. Not the one he’s coming to investigate. 227 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**6081150 BIRDER, SHE WROTE.** By Madeleine G. Velazquez. Novel. When her hognose is killed in a puffball, she suspects that the puffball is after the hognose's head. 228 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

**6091444 I ONLY READ MURDER.** By Ian & Will Ferguson. Novel. In dire straits, Miranda, a former TV sleuth, signs up for an amateur production at the Happy Rock Little Theater. In front of a packed house, one of the actors is murdered. But out of 200 witnesses, no one actually saw what happened. 314 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

**8995569 THE MYSTERY OF THE CAPE COD CODPIE.** By Phoebe Atwood Taylor. Novel. When the Cape Cod Players roll into towns along the lower Cape, the locals expect a great show. Having been part of a nifty trick for years, she exposes the widow who involves them in. Then day breaks to find the lead magician with a bullet in his head. 228 pages. American Mystery Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**6082165 A RELATIVE MURDER.** By Jude Deveraux. Novel. Bestselling novelist Stacie Medlar is at sharing stories about other people, but she hoped the truth about her family would never surface. Sarah, her niece Kate and their dragon friend round town as the Mediars. When Kate stumbles upon a dead body while visiting a friend, the Mediars are back in the sleuthing game. 360 pages.

MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
1137069 WHAT CANNOT BE SAID. By C.S. Harris. Novel. July 1815. A seemingly idyllic summer picnic ends in a macabre murder that echoes a pair of slayings fourteen years earlier. Helping with the investigation, Sebastian St. Cyr wonders if he’s confronting a man who’s killed two women and could be discovered murdered, Sebastian finds himself drawn toward a darker and horrific conclusion. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

1175815 MURDERS OF A FEATHER. By Elizabeth Charles. Novel. After the death of a young engaged couple, planning a wedding on a New York island, the bride’s father, who is in charge of the wedding, becomes more confused, 341 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95


972144 BOOKMARKED FOR MURDER. By V.M. Burns. Novel. Amateur sleuth Samantha Washington’s shopping trip to Chicago takes a deadly detour when a man is murdered on her bus, Nana Jo and her gal pals, Iroma, Dorothy, and Ruby Blu, suspect the killer’s on the run, and immediately shift gears to find out who punched the man’s ticket. 249 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

9053480 WHERE SECRETS LIVE. By S.C. Richards. Novel. Raised by stepmother after the loss of their birth parents, Liz and Meredith are the only constants in each other’s lives—until Meredith is murdered in her lake home. Devastated by the loss, Liz becomes obsessed with knowing why Meredith was killed. But the more she digs into her sister’s past, the uglier the story gets. 322 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

9035448 TREACHERY ON TENTH STREET. By Kate Beilt. Novel. As a heat wave engulfs New Orleans, Maggie and her baby daughter miss her apartment. They also discover that they were murdered—days after they’d responded to an envelope demanding payment of a ransom if the killer doesn’t take no for an answer. 262 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

950080 CRAZY LIKE A FOX. By Melinda M box. Novel. An eccentric, reclusive millionaire and valuable object flushes out murder, ghosts, and old family rivalries in this thrilling foxhunting mystery. “Sister” Jane Arnold and a foxhunting partner are revealed to the reader as having killed a woman. 262 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

9499008 DEAD AND GONE. By Joanna Schalkhassel. Novel. For Chicago police detective AnnaLisa Vega, Sam Tran’s death presents an ominous puzzle. The ex-cop turned PI is found hanging from a cemetary tree, and his dying words suggest someone holds a murderous grudge against the police. AnnaLisa suspects the real answer lies in one of Tran’s open cases. 328 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

8954514 GOD REST YE, ROYAL GENTLEMEN. By Rhys Bowen. Novel. Lady Charlotte Bacliff is back in London, and joined by a new companion, a private investigator with a penchant for, well, being a private investigator. 294 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

8053146 A CHRISTMAS CANDY KILLING. By Christina Romeril. Novel. It’s Christmas, and Alex and Harriet are the owners of Murder and Mayhem, a mystery bookshop that sells their famous poison-themed Killer Chocolates. But now, there’s a real killer in their midst. 294 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

7137565 DEATH AT THE FALLS. By Rosemary Simpson. Novel. October 1890. When newly minted lawyer Prudence Mackenzie’s eldest daughter travel to Niagara Falls on a mysterious assignment from Lady Rotherton, they quickly discover familiar dangers beyond the water’s edge. 336 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

6152201 A STOLEN CHILD. By Sarah Stewart Taylor. Novel. Maggie and her partner find former model Jade Elliott murdered—days after she’d responded to an envelope demanding payment of a ransom if the killer doesn’t take no for an answer. 262 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

�02408 ESCAPE. By James Patterson & D. Ellis. Novel. The filthy rich man Detective Billy Hammer’s investigation has uncovered one million. He’s also being held in jail. For now. Hammer’s unit is called in when an escape plan results in officers down and inmates vanished. 455 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

805343X A STREETCARM NAM ED MURDER. By T.S. Herren. Novel. Valerie’s fifteen-year-old daughter, Cassie, is missing. Their house is on the outskirts of a small town in Ireland, and the boy next door, her childhood friend, has aודי a woman who wants to sell the huge old house in the Irish Channel neighborhood to Valerie and her husband painstakingly renovating Valerie’s past. Her friend Lauren drag her to a costume party and she stumbles over Collette’s body, a jeweled dagger sticking out of her chest. 296 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

8978277 KNOTMARE ON BEECH STREET. By Peggy Ehrlot. Novel. Knit & Nibble member Violet is shocked when she goes to attend a meeting and finds Horatio dead—with an ax stuck in his heart. 286 pages. Mariner. Pub. at $10.99 $6.95

7921292 CLAW & DISORDER. By Eileen Walske. Novel. Expert groomer Cassie knows how to handle even the feistiest of felines, but their owners are a different tale. When elderly Mrs. Tillman is mysteriously asphyxiated in the night, and suspicion falls on her husband and their cats, it’s up to Cassie to get to the bottom of this disaster. 250 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

499916X THE WAVET SoS CHEESECAKE! By Rita Daniels. Novel. Bobbie Sue and her husband, Sophie, organize a dinner with a dessert buffet on the waterfront. She has only one menu demand: no cheesecake! But her specialty isn’t only missing thing from the evening. Tate, her husband is too, much to her annoyance. Next morning Tate’s dead body is discovered and Bobbie Sue insists she didn’t kick her spouse to the curb. 310 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95
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**7973934 LOST HOURS.** By Paige Shelton. Novel. Beth boards a tourist ship to see the glaciers. But when a bloodied woman is spotted standing on an island shore, wailing for help, the captain has to reroute the boat to investigate. She claims she was kidnapped from her home in Jackson, Michigan, and that a bear on the island killed her captor. She, however, is unharmed. 273 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**6997996 THE POISON PEN.** By Paige Shelton. Novel. Shelley is an aspiring young writer. When a book cover designer is murdered for suggesting a design that was too daring, Shelley decides to investigate. The murderer is revealed to be an old high school friend who has been living in hiding. 331 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $7.99 $2.95

**102678X FATEFUL WORDS.** By Paige Shelton. Novel. Delaney Nichols is called upon to guide the view of a wealthy woman who wants to learn about her new ghosts. On the first night at the inn where the group is staying, the inn manager falls or is pushed off the roof and dies. When a tour member leaves a trail of evidence in her wake, Delaney sets out to get to the bottom of this mystery. 313 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**80562X DAWN DOWN STEEP HOUSE.** By M.R.C. Kasasian. Novel. London, 1945. The London County Council have heard of a supposed unconformity in the area of Steep House. The solicitor who was handling the case is found murdered. 324 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**4763212 THE SENTINEL.** By Lee & Andrew Child. Novel. As always, Reacher has no particular place to go, and all the time in the world to get there. He’s driving to a town near Pleasantville, Tennessee. But there’s nothing pleasant about this place. 452 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**7708017 THE SENTINEL.** By Lee & Andrew Child. Novel. As always, Reacher has no particular place to go, and all the time in the world to get there. He’s driving to a town near Pleasantville, Tennessee. But there’s nothing pleasant about this place. 452 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $19.95

**8053219 DEATH IN THE MARGINS.** By Victoria Gilbert. Novel. The theater is no place for murder. When dancer Meredith—Amy’s husband Richard’s former fiancée—dies on stage, Amy is propelled into the case that threatens the careers and lives of those she loves. 325 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**1123553 OVERBOARD.** By Sara Paretsky. Novel. Detective V.I. Warshawski discovers a body floating in Lake Michigan. Bringing the girl to a hospital, she vanishes before anyone discovers the girl’s identity. As V.I. attempts to identify the child and solves an ongoing conspiracy of Chicago power brokers and mobsters who are prepared to kill the girl. 382 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

**7907227 CRASHING HEAT.** By Richard Castle. Novel. When a woman is found dead in a Manhattan hotel, Heat’s husband, journalist Jameson Rook, is invited to be a visiting professor at his alma mater. But shortly after arriving, a female reporter for the college newspaper is found murdered. Heat digs into the investigation, and what she finds puts her marriage to the test. 234 pages. Kingswell. Pub. at $6.99 $6.95

**1007956 THE BULLET.** By Iris Johansen. Novel. Diavea Conner is a dedicated doctor with the world’s biggest secret, a discovery that could have shocking global ramifications. But while conducting private research trials, wind is gotten of her involvement. With nowhere else to turn, she finds herself on the doorstep of the last man who she asks for help: her ex-husband, Joe Quinn. 393 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

**7862458 QUINN.** By Iris Johansen. Novel. As a top-secret SEAL turned cop, Joe Quinn never expected to fall in love with Eve Duncan, a woman whose life is defined by her dual desires to bring home her missing daughter and discover the truth about the man who raised her. 419 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**7851593 MIND GAME.** By Iris Johansen. Novel. Jane MacGuire is plagued by dreams of unnamed people. When her former patient’s murder draws her into the investigation, she finds that there are no limits to the terror she can face. 352 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

**7823746 THE DARKEST EVENING.** By Ann Cleeves. Novel. After finding a child inside a car that had skidded off the snowy road, and no driver in sight, Vera Stanhope takes the young girl to Bromhead Manor house, a place she knows well, and also the home her father grew up in. A holiday party is in full swing, a blizzard is raging. As a body is found in the snow, 373 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

**7908032 THE RISING TIDE.** By Ann Cleeves. Novel. For fifty years a group of friends have been meeting regularly for reunions on Holy Island, celebrating the scholarships they earned at Oxford. But this year, they lost to the raising causeway tide five years later. Now, when one of them is found hanged, Vera is called in. 374 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

**8053162 CRIME FOR THE BOOKS.** By Kate Young. Novel. When the lights come on after the staged murder, a real victim lies dead with a gunshot wound in her chest. The victim was the owner and operator of the B&B, who’d earlier been seen arguing with her about the fate of the property. Suspicion immediately falls on Eve, and she’s arrested. 329 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

**1837282 DEATH BY PEPPERMINT CAPPUCINO.** By Alex Erickson. Novel. Pine Hills, Ohio, bookstore-cafe Owner Krissy Hancock has high hopes for this holiday season. But when theVERTISEMarshallsay hidden under a chair in the shop. When they return to retrieve the scheme, they find Roberts’s lifeless body on the floor and no letter.

**7921624 DIAL ‘M’ FOR MAINE COON.** By Alex Erickson. Novel. Animal rescue is always right in the end. But stopping the death of Furrer Pets, finds out it’s also dangerous when someone puts down one of her perspective adopters. Liz knows she should focus on finding Sheamus, but the specter of her new home but this mystery already has its claws in her. 299 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**3768679 A MEASURE OF DARKNESS.** By Jonathan & Jesse Kellerman. Novel. V.I. Warshawski is a murder who has solved a decades old crime and redeemed an innocent man, earning himself a suspension in the process. Then the phone rings in the dead of the night, leading Edon Weston to wondering if he’s entering a world where innocence and perversity meet and Ballantine. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

**1177211 FINAL FATE.** By Jenn McKinlay. Novel. Library director Lindsay and her husband, Sully, are at a popular library conference and she finds a first edition copy of Strangers on a Train, inscribed to Alfred Hitchcock under her seat. They return it to the conference director. On the train ride home, they discover the novel is missing and the conference director was murdered. 292 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**7937415 SUGAR PLUM POISONED.** By Jenn McKinlay. Novel. When singing sensation Jules is found dead in her dressing room, it’s up to her friend Angela and the rest of the bakery crew to supply cupcakes for the VIP guest lounge every night. Then Shelby’s manager brings in her best friend, a woman in a Santa suit and a cupcake. Mel and Angela stand up for their Shelby, determined to prove her innocence. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**1994735 A SMOKING BUN.** By Ellie Alexander. Novel. Alice is a cook doing a bit of cupcake baking for a month’s snowstorm project. The winter wonderland adventure is a month off of magical and the merry party opts to return to the shore. Annie is a dummy. Until one of the dummies takes a deadly bullet and lands atop Fitz Basil. 312 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4991926 DECEASED AND DESIST.** By Misty Simon. Novel. Housekeeper Tally, on her latest job lessing, finds a man in the bed. But the inn isn’t opened yet, and the man is not sleeping. The victim is a shady building inspector. Tally launches her own investigation, but it’s going to take more than a squirt bottle to clean up this mess of a murder. 259 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**4984475 OLD BONES.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. Historian Clive Benton has discovered the long-lost diary of one of the Donner Party’s victims, an account which may break new ground in the truth of what happened in the wilderness in the winter of 1847. Nora Kelly, the curator at the Santa Fe Archaeological Institute agrees to lead his expedition. But the discovery of the camp will be just the tip of the iceberg. 369 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**1909436 BLOODLESS.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. FBI Agent Pendragon faces thebloodstaining puzzle of his career when bodies drained to the last drop of blood begin appearing in Savannah, Georgia. As the mystery rises along with the bodies, Pendragon and his partner, Agent Coldmoon, race to understand how, or if, these murders are connected to the only unsolved skyskipping in American history. 385 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $25.00 $7.95

**9967307 WHEN MEN DON’T DECORATE.** By Cordy Abbott. Novel. Roberts puts his antiques store up for sale, selling to Camille. During a celebration in honor of her new venture, Camille’s friend Opal tells her about finding an antique, hidden under a chair in the shop. When they return to retrieve the Scheme, they find Roberto’s lifeless body on the floor and no letter.
**1994646 IN A HARD WIND.** By David Housewright. Novel. As an unofficial PI, McKenzie only looks into the occasional situation for friends or friends of friends. Jeanette stretches McKenzie’s guidelines but she’s in a bind. She’s been arrested, indicted, and awaits trial for a murder she didn’t commit. The body of the victim was found buried in a shallow grave at the far edge of her property. 306 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95


**4999906 DEAD BEFORE DARK.** By Wendy Corsi Staub. Novel. When the sun goes down the Night Watchman is ready to kill again after 35 years in prison. The nightmare begins for renowned psychopath Lucinda Sloan, as fame is a double edged sword. She helps the police capture America’s most illusive serial killer. This time, she’s after him when he’s after her. 184 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

**7874901 MURDER AT BLACK OAKS.** By Philip Margolin. Novel. Attorney Robin Lockwood finds himself in an isolated stretch in the Oregon mountains, one with a tragic past and a legendary curse, and surrounded by many suspects and confronted with an impossible crime. 278 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

**1041215 A HINT OF MISCHIEF.** By Daryl Wood Gerber. Novel. Courtney is the owner of a fairy-garden and tea shop. It’s a special place bringing in secret buds, and who else could make such magical assistance its proprietor will need to prepare for an old sorority sister’s birthday bash, all while solving the puzzling murder of a famous local artist. Farrar. 354 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $5.95

**6080877 OPEN SEASON.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Joe Pickett is the new game warden in Twelve Sleep, Wyoming, a town where nearly everyone hunts and the game warden is always far from popular. When Joe finds a local hunting outfitter and M6V agent and a major suspect, Jessica will have to dig deep into the Courtland family business to uncover secrets left by the sands of time. 294 pages. Star. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**7490831 CRASH & BURN.** By Lisa Gardner. Novel. Sergeant Wyatt Foster joins accident victim Nicky, in a search for her missing child. But she soon finds that Nicky suffers from a rare brain injury that causes delusions. Her husband says Nicky has been lying about the child. 374 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

**7812772 EVERY BODY ON DECK.** By G.A. McKevett. Novel. When a famed mystery writer invites the Moonlight Magnolia Detective Agency on an Alaskan cruise in exchange for protection, plus-sized P.T. Savannah Reid is instantly on board. When the writer is involved in a suspicious accident, Savannah and the MM crew work from home until they uncover the truth. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95


**4877586 PIECE OF MY HEART.** By M.H. Clark & A. Burke. Novel. Laurie Moran and her fiancé Alex are just days away from their midsummer wedding when Alex’s seven-year-old nephew, Johnny, vanishes from the beach. Could the abduction be related to the wedding? Laurie, Alex, and her father, a retired NYPD detective, are determined to lead. 319 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

**1927841 DEBONAIR IN DEATH: Murder, She Wrote.** By J. Fletcher & T.F. Moran. Novel. When a local art shop owner is murdered, Jessica Fletcher is hired to work alongside her old friend M6V agent Michael Hagerty to find out who murdered the shop owner—and maybe help bust a crime ring in the process. 319 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**7770014 KILLER ON THE COURT: Murder, She Wrote.** By J. Fletcher & T.F. Moran. Novel. A sunny beach vacation takes a dark turn for Jessica Fletcher, when Jason Courson is found dead in his hotel room. But when everyone in the small beach side community becomes a suspect, Jessica will have to dig deep into the Courtland family business to uncover secrets left by the sands of time. 294 pages. Star. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**1191888 CROSSHAIRS.** By James Patterson & J.O. Born. Novel. Detective Michael Bennett teams with a shooting expert, former Air Force Ranger and Officer Rob Stille. He seems more comfortable with rifles than he is with people. When Rob begins to log unexplained absences from duty, only Bennett can prove whether the decorated officer is a lonely hunter or a hardened assassin. 374 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

**6891876 HAUNTED.** By James Patterson & J.O. Born. After the Bennetts survive a car accident, they go on a much needed vacation in Maine. Through the town looks idyllic, Detective Michael Bennett jumps at the chance to work on a case when local cops uncover a grisly crime scene buried deep in the woods. 208 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**7919786 THE LONGMIRE DEFENSE.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Sheriff Walt Longmire uncovers a cold case that hits very close to home when he finds out one of his favorite relatives, a Conejo Indian Reservation. When justice is denied by the American legal system or the tribal council, the sheriff delivers his own punishment. But when heroin makes its way onto the reservation he sets out to find the culprits and make them stop. 325 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

**7857942 KILLER IN THE CARRIAGE HOUSE.** By Sheila Connolly. Novel. Edwina’s elderly gardener Simpkins has been secretly sleeping in her garden shed after a row with his disreputable brother in law and housemate. Hector. When he’s found dead in the local churchyard, Edwina and Beryl throw themselves into rooting out the killer. 294 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

**114183X STEEPED IN SECRETS.** By Lauren Elliott. Novel. Flat broke and divorced, intrepid gold prospector Kay has changed since leaving her artsy hometown of coastal Bray Harbor, but she’s back. But when she moves back under strange circumstances, old instincts may be the only key to solving the tea on a mystery. 298 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

**6980832 GOOD DOG, BAD COP.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. Reacher enlists the help of his childhood friend, former K-9 cop, to team up to try to make sense of a partial painting and a mysterious heist. 320 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00. $5.95

**7954336 BLUNT FORCE.** By Lynda La Plante. Novel. Unceremoniously kicked off the adrenaline-fueled Flying Squad, Detective Jane Tennison has been relegated to Gerald Road, a small and sleepy police station in the heart of London’s affluent Knightsbridge. Tennison is working mostly petty crime, until the discovery of the most brutal murder she has ever seen. 433 pages. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95

**8053524 IN TOO DEEP.** By Kate libs. Novel. It seemed like a simple case: the murder of Lewis, a beachcomber who lived alone. But the newspaper article piques the interest of Vivian, owner of the British-style Misty Bay Tearoom. In the presence of Big Ben she is sure she sold the clock a week before in her shop. Who could have given the replica to her? Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99. $9.95

**5742332 S.S. MURDER.** By Q. Patrick. Novel. Oak's island beached itself in a soothing sea cruise to help her recover after a minor operation. Her fellow passengers are pleasant enough, especially in a couple of friends that play a friendly game of bridge to pass the time. But the game turns considerably less so when a wealthy businessman samples a cocktail—and ends up dead at the table. 236 pages. Penzler. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**9727793 THE REVELATORS.** By A. C. Goodman. Novel. Shot up and left for dead, Sheriff Quinn Colson has revenge on his mind. With the help of his new wife, Maggie; rehabilitation; and sheer force of will, he’s walking again, eager to restore his Southern homeland and track down those responsible for his attempted murder—but someone is standing in his way. 366 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95

**1176226 WINTER COUNTS.** By David Hirst. Novel. Virgil Wounded Horse is the local enforcer on the Rosebud Indian Reservation. When justice is denied by the American legal system or the tribal council, the sheriff delivers his own punishment. But when heroin makes its way onto the reservation he sets out to find the culprits and make them stop. 325 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

**7884619 MURDER CUTS THE MUSKET.** By Jessica Elliott. Novel. Edwina’s elderly gardener Simpkins has been secretly sleeping in her garden shed after a row with his disreputable brother in law and housemate. Hector. When he’s found dead in the local churchyard, Edwina and Beryl throw themselves into rooting out the killer. 294 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

For more titles at erhbc.com/401
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEATH AT THE MANOR</td>
<td>Katharine Schellman</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>Crooked Lane</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CASE OF THE ROLLING BONES</td>
<td>D. Stanley Gardner</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEATH BY CHOCOLATE RASPBERRY SCENTED</td>
<td>Sarah Graves</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEATH OF A CRIME OF A DIFFERENT STRIPE</td>
<td>Sally Goldenbaum</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEATH AT DOG EAT DOG</td>
<td>David Rosenfelt</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>Minotaur</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR</td>
<td>Sally Hepworth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THROUGH THE LIQUOR GLASS</td>
<td>Sarah Fox</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPSTAIRS</td>
<td>David Rosenfelt</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY CHOCOLATE RASPBERRY SCENTED</td>
<td>Sarah Graves</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEATH OF A CRIME OF A DIFFERENT STRIPE</td>
<td>Sally Goldenbaum</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEAR THE DARK</td>
<td>Kay Hooper</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>Ballantine</td>
<td>$21.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CAT WEARS A NOSE</td>
<td>Dolores Hitchens</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE 20TH VICTIM</td>
<td>J. Patterson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR</td>
<td>Sally Hepworth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CAT WEARS A NOSE</td>
<td>Dolores Hitchens</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE 20TH VICTIM</td>
<td>J. Patterson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR</td>
<td>Sally Hepworth</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**9895328 PAPER CUTS.** By Ellery Adams. Novel. It's like a visit from another world when Kelly-the woman next door-lets her for-walks through the door of Miracle Books. She shares that she has been dumped too and wants forgiveness. Shockingly, this woman who has been the victim of a most dishonorable act, now has become a murder victim. 294 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**7990006 A KILLER SUNDAE.** By Abby Collette. Novel. Owner of the Crewe Creamery, Brenwyn Creams knows just how to welcome the fall season. At the annual Harvest Time Festival she sells treats from her ice cream truck. But she gets in a sprinkle of trouble when a festivalgoer is poisoned and Win is implicated. She will have to investigate in hopes to clear her name. 338 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

**7945399 KILLING MOON.** By Jo Nesbo. Novel. The hunt is on and the police are running out of time. They're racing to catch a killer unlike any other. Harry will need to bring together a misfit team of former operatives to prevent another killing. But as the evidence mounts, it becomes clear that there is something about this case that meets the eye. 489 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**1191986 DEATH OF A SPY.** By M.C. Beaton & R.W. Green. Sergeant Hamish Macbeth faces a string of suspicious robberies that are only the beginning of an international threat to his sleepy Scottish village of Lochdubh. 224 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**7945825 WHAT CHILD IS THIS? A Sherlock Holmes Christmas Adventure.** By Andrew Lane. Novel. It’s Christmas, 1890, and games are afoot. In a packed Oxford Street, a man tries to kidnap a young woman’s child, but Holmes and Watson leap to their rescue and the assailant escapes empty handed. Who would do such a thing? And more importantly—will he strike again? 237 pages. Collins Crime Club. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**7950063 SNOW PLACE FOR MURDER.** By Diane Felby. Novel. Resort developer Nigel has traveled from London to Misty’s little corner of Scotland to buy out the Mountaintop Lodge for the week. His intention? To pitch an armchair sleuth can settle down for hours of entertainment as they follow the exploits of Sherlock Holmes. The Hound of the Baskervilles; and The Valley of Fear. 536 pages. Fingerprint! Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**999976X SHERLOCK HOLMES: His Greatest Cases.** By Arthur Conan Doyle. This is a collection of four novels that became an instant sensation upon publication and have been popular for more than a century: A Study in Scarlet; The Sign of the Four; The Hound of the Baskervilles; and The Valley of Fear. 608 pages. Illus. Arcturus. Pub. at $39.99 $13.95

**8053421 SNUFFED OUT.** By Valona Dupin. Novel. The identical twins Tabby and Sage own the Book and Candle Shop in Savannah. Sage is holtheaded and impulsive, while Tabby is calm, methodical, and makes them the perfect partnership. When one of their customers is found murdered from a blow to the head, the partnership is put to the test. 295 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $12.95

**792707X PAWPRINTS & PREDICAMENTS.** By Bothy Blake. Novel. At the polar plunge in Lake Wallapawakee, a chilly TV producer is dragged out of the water stone cold dead. Now, with her trusty bassinet hound at her side, Daphne Templeson intends to make Detective Black in the investigation, whether he wants it or not. 375 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**7933341 JUDGMENT PREY.** By John Sandford. Novel. Alex Sand was spending the evening at home playing basketball. Then, while making plans for the Women’s Club gala at the country club, she hears an argument between the new head chef and the club’s manager. After going up to her room, the chef dives to his death at the bottom of the grand staircase. Soon, Miriam’s life is in jeopardy. 327 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**805312X CALYPSO, CORPSES, AND COOKING.** By Raquel V. Reyes. Novel. Miriam wakes to find a corpse in her front yard. Then, while planning meals for the Women’s Club gala at the country club, she hears an argument between the new head chef and the club’s manager. After going up to her room, the chef dives to his death at the bottom of the grand staircase. Soon, Miriam’s life is in jeopardy. 240 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**1042858 MCKEE OF CENTRE STREET.** By Helen finely. Novel. When one of New York’s favorite landmarks is killed in a crowbar speakeasy, everyone present becomes a suspect—and those who may have eluded questioning as well. It’s up to Inspector McKeo of the 10th to sift through the suspects, separate fact from fiction, and put together a picture of the crime as it happened. 294 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**1478283 DEATH AND GLORY.** By Will Thomas. Novel. When Pak, London’s premier inquiry agent, and his partner, Thomas Llewelyn, are entangled in a conspiracy to revive the American Civil War by prominent figures, long beloved deceased. It’s up to Pak and the identities of these dangerous men and thwart their efforts to throw the world into chaos. 294 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**8053549 LIVE AND LET GRIND.** By Tara Lush. Novel. Lana is thriving as the proprietor of the Coffee Castle. The hound at her side, Daphne Templeton intends to make Detective Black in the investigation, whether he wants it or not. 375 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95

**1175693 THE MYSTERIOUS MR. BADMAN.** By W.F. Harvey. Novel. First published in 1896, this classic Western is based on an actual southwestern train heist. When a copy mysteriously arrives and is stolen, the partnership is put to the test. 295 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**1182719 WHO KILLED THE CURATE?** By Joan Coggins. Novel. Lady Lupin is the young, scatterbrained daughter of Andrew, vicar of St. Mark’s parish. When Andrew’s supposed first Christmas Eve, things get a bit overwhelming for Lady Lupin. She enlist her old school pals and Andrew’s nephew, a British secret service agent, to get to the truth. 228 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**1475134 THE BODY BY THE SEA.** By Jean-Luc Bannalec. Novel. In all of Commissaire Georges Dupin’s time living in Brittany, there has never been a murder on his turf. The hapless mayor of St Abbey, oportunely will he strike again? 237 pages. Collins Crime Club. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**7841353 MURDER ON BEDFORD STREET.** By Victoria Thompson. Novel. Midwife Sarah Malloy and her private investigator husband, Frank, must stop a killer lurking among a young family. This is the newest installment of Gaslight Mysteries. 328 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $22.00 $12.95

**539984X MURDER ON ROSE HILL.** By Victoria Thompson. Novel. Midwife Sarah Malloy and her private investigator husband, Frank, discover that the cure is worse than the disease when they investigate the death of a promising young woman. The 27th installment in the Gaslight Mysteries collection. 328 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

**5398134 MURDER IN ROSE HILL.** By Victoria Thompson. Novel. Midwife Sarah Malloy and her private investigator husband, Frank, must stop a killer lurking among a young family. The 27th installment in the Gaslight Mysteries collection. 328 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $22.00 $19.95

**8053328 CANTER WITH A KILLER.** By Amber Camp. Novel. Mallory left her marriage and her unfailing job to move back to Hawkins. But when her neighbor is found murdered in her own shop, Mallory becomes suspect number one. She decides to take matters into her own hands to clear her name. 294 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95

**8053227 DEATH ON A DEADLINE.** By Joyce St. Anthony. Novel. As WWI rages in Europe and the Pacific, the town of Progress is doing its part with a bond drive at the country fair. The headliner is Freddie, a B-movie star. When he turns up dead in the dunk tank, Irene, editor in chief of the Progress Herald, starts chasing the real headline. 279 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

**9998437 MURDER AT A SCOTTISH CASTLE.** By Traci Hall. Novel. Sweater shop owner Paisley never feels more at home in Scotland than when she hears the bagpipes. But a murderer is about to introduce a sour note. The rest of Nain won’t breathe easy until she applies her sleuthing skills to make sure justice is served. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**8053316 KILL THEM WITH CANVASES.** By Barrie Abbott. Novel. When Chloe and her sister Izzie’s aunt Constance hooks them up with a gig hosting a Halloween painting party they are certain will be painting a dark and gory picture of the crime as it happened. 240 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**6822818 A SPOOFUL OF MURDER.** By J.M. Hall. Novel. Every Thursday, three retired school teachers have their ‘coffee o’ clock’ sessions at the Thirk Garden Centre cafe. But one Thursday, instead of catching up with friends they bump into one of slice of cake, they bump into their ex-colleague, Topsy. The next Thursday, Topsy’s dead. 329 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**7810539 THE RED WIDOW MURDERS.** By John Dickson Carr. Novel. They say that Lord Martling’s mansion is haunted—at least, one room of it is. Eight men and women join at the manor for an afternoon of cards. The manor of the future is. They decide to take matters into her own hands to clear her name. 294 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**5401879 NO RESERVE.** By Felix Francis. Novel. Theo, an auctioneer, has been climbing the ladder at the bloodstock sales company for the past three years. He’s planning on making his first dollar sale of his yearling colt when he finds the colt dead a few days after the auction, he suspects foul play. 311 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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7873789 **LEGACY.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. Adrian Rizzo was seven when she met her father for the first time. That was the day he nearly killed her—before her mother Lina stepped in. Soon after Adrian was dropped off at her grandparents’ house in Maryland where she spent a long summer, developing the stirrings of a crush on her best friend’s brother. 434 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

7839596 **BRAZEN VIRTUE.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. While visiting her sister, superclass mystery writer, Grace finds herself involved in solving the murder of a fellow writer. As Grace is drawn more into the case, she sets a trap for a killer more twisted than anything she could imagine. Can she be protected from a rendezvous with life, love, and death? 279 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

6074987 **LEGACY.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. Adrian was seven when she met her father for the first time. That was the day he nearly killed her before her mother Lina stepped in. Soon after Adrian was dropped off at her grandparents’ house in Maryland where she spent a long summer, developing the stirrings of a crush on her best friend’s brother. 434 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

7859684 **HIGH NOON.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. A man throws a hoo over police lieutenant Phoebe MacNamara’s head and brutally assaults her in her own precise court. With threatening messages appearing on her doorstep, she is determined to establish contact with this faceless tormentor who intention from making her a hostage of fear before she becomes the final showdown. 483 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $5.95

**6078214 NIGHTWORK.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. When Harry started stealing at nine, it was to keep out of his mother’s head. At night. In darkness, he’s slip into rich people’s empty homes, finding luxuries he could trade for cash. When his mother finally succumbed to cancer he left Chicago but kept up his nightwork. 514 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7966024 **GENUINE LIES.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. Julia Summers never dreamed of being chosen to tell legendary movie actress, Eve Benner’s secrets. But given an opportunity. Julia can’t pass up, but she never imagined how far someone would go to keep Eve’s book from being published, until July discovers just how dark Eve’s secrets are and who would gain. Her story is never told. 522 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

799334X **IDENTITY.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. Morgan has finally planted roots in a friendly neighborhood near Baltimore. But after she and her roommate, Nina, host their first dinner party—attended by Luke, the friendly neighbor near Baltimore. But along the way, Manhattan’s most infamous scandal. It’s an opportunity Julia can’t pass up, but she never imagined how far someone would go to keep Eve’s book from being published, until July discovers just how dark Eve’s secrets are and who would gain. Her story is never told. 522 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95


7971494 **THE CABINET OF DR. LENG.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. Astoundingly, Constance has found a way back to the place of her origins, New York City in the late 1800s. She sets off on a quest to prevent the events that lead her origins, New York City in the late 1800s. She sets off on a quest to prevent the events that lead to the deaths of her sister and brother. 499 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

4959643 **OUT OF NOWHERE.** By Sandra Brown. Novel. The lives of a young mother, Elle Portman, and a high-ranking consultant, Caldwell Hudson, collide under devastating circumstances—culminating in a desperate manhunt that will change their futures forever. 403 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

4900479 **A GAMBLING MAN.** By David Baldacci. Novel. The 1950s are on the horizon and the U.S. is in need of a fresh start after a nearly fatal defeat in Poca City. So he hops on a bus and begins the long journey west to California, where rumor has it there’s a job to be made if you’re hard-working and lucky, a criminal—or all three. 438 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

7878575 **SPLIT SECOND.** By David Baldacci. Novel. Michelle Maxwell, against her insatiable desire, becomes a Secret Service agent out of her sight to comfort a grieving widow. When he disappears, it is up to her and fellow Secret Service agent, King Schanow to investigate. 460 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

5515343 **A CALAMITY OF SOULS.** By David Baldacci. Novel. Set in the tumultuous year of 1968 in southern Virginia, a racially-charged murder case sets a duo of white and Black lawyers against a deeply unfair system as they work to defend their wrongly-accused Black defendants. 438 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95


6945252 **THE INNOCENT.** By David Baldacci. Novel. Hitman Will Robie has fallen under the crosshairs of his own people. While on the run, he crosses paths with a wayward teen whose parents were murdered. And the more Robie learns about the more he’s convinced she’s at the center of a vast conspiracy. 438 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7907613 **THE CAMEL CLUB.** By David Baldacci. Novel. After witnessing a shocking murder, four conspiracy theorists must team up to protect one of the most chilling spectacles ever to take place on American soil, an event that may trigger the ultimate war between two different worlds. All that stands in the way of this small precious hero is the 6:20 Man. 457 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95


6082394 **THE WINNER.** By David Baldacci. Novel. She is beautiful, dirt-poor, and hoping for a better life for her infant daughter when LuAnn is offered the gift of a lifetime, a chance to turn her life around. But she has to do is change her identity and leave the U.S. forever. 524 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95
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**798938 TOTAL CONTROL.** By David Baldacci. Novel. When her husband mysteriously disappears in a plane crash, a glamorous country woman, Sheridan, must sort out the truth from the lies. Jason, her husband, has secretly entered into a deadly game. He is leaving behind his wife, an accident train that wants to know why the plane crashed, and a fundraiser that wants to know it all. 640 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**199592 LONG SHADOWS.** By David Baldacci. Novel. When Amos is called to South Florida to investigate a double homicide, what at first seems cut and dried is anything but. Not only did the judge have more enemies than Amos can count but the bodyguard presents additional conundrums that muddy the waters even further. 458 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

**791107 LONG SHADOWS.** By David Baldacci. Novel. When Amos is called to South Florida to investigate a double homicide, what at first seems cut and dried is anything but: not only did the judge have more enemies than Amos can count but the bodyguard presents additional conundrums that muddy the waters even further. 458 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

**795790 SIMPLY LIES.** By David Baldacci. Novel. When Mikayla is on the phone with her boss, a call from a colleague named Arlene, she thinks nothing of the unusual request to inventory the vacant home of an arms dealer, who cheated ProEye’s clients and fled. That is, until she arrives at the mansion to discover a dead body in a secret room—and that nothing is as it seems. 418 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**649531 BLOOD LINES.** By Nelson DeMille. Novel. Agents Brodie and Taylor are on the hunt for the cold-blooded murder of one of their fellow agents. The authorities suspect this is an act of Islamic terrorism, but they need evidence for a。（继续）

**787391 SHADOWS REEL.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Wyoming Game Warden Joe Pickett and his wife, Marybeth confront sinister surprises: he finds a fishing guide who has been brutally murdered, while she uncovers a photo album belonging to an infamous Nazi official. When a young neighbor is killed and Marybeth wonder who is after the album, and what means they’ll use to claim it. 368 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**777344 BLUE HEAVEN.** By C.J. Box. Novel. A twelve-year-old girl and her brother are on the run in the Idaho woods, pursued by four men they have just watched commit murder: four men who are reeled cops, and know nothing of the evil they face. The children have nowhere to hide and no one can trust: until they meet Jess Rawlins, 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

**607522 BADLANDS.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Twenty miles across the North Dakota border, detective Cassie Dewell has been assigned to the new deputy sheriff of Grimsdal, the oil capital of North Dakota. Soon Cassie will learn that with oil comes money, with money comes drugs, and with drugs there arises a new breed of predator. The oil comes money, with money comes drugs, and with drugs there arises a new breed of predator. The
danger is everywhere. 498 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

**611066 STORM WATCH.** By C.J. Box. Novel. When a prominent University of Wyoming professor goes missing, authorities are stumped. That is, until Joe Pickett makes two surprising discoveries while hunting down a wounded elk: one, an epic spring storm descends upon him; the other, he finds the frozen and mutilated body who was killed near the location of a mysterious high-tech structure. 371 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

**1026860 CLOSE TO HOME.** By David Baldacci. Novel. A new victim has surfaced, staged in a most unusual way. A three-year-old boy and his puppy are found by a woodcutter who has been dead for three days. But for the pilot who flew the plane, the evidence is anything but. Not only did the judge have more enemies than Amos can count but the bodyguard presents additional conundrums that muddy the waters even further. 352 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.99 $9.99

**796522 DARK SKY.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett must guide a Silicon Valley CEO on a hunting trip, but soon realizes that he himself may be the hunted. Meanwhile Joe’s closest friend, Nate, and his one-year-old daughter, Sheriff, learn of the heat to Joe’s life and follow him into the woods. 369 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

**788886 THREE-INCH TEETH.** By C.J. Box. Novel. A rogue grizzly bear has gone on a rampage. At the same time, Dallas Bates, whom Joe helped lock up years ago, is released from prison with a special list tattooed on his skin. Using the only attack as a cover, Cates sets out to methodically check off his list. The problem is, both Nate Romanowski and Joe Pickett are on it. 371 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**789648 GIRL WHO SURVIVED.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. All her life, Kara McIntyre has been the girl who survived the horrific killing spree of her parents. At seven. But now, 20 years later, the past comes thundering back when her brother, Jonas, who was convicted of the murders, is released from prison and people around Kara start dying. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**798645 DEVOUS.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. New Orleans detectives Rick Benzi and Reuben Green have tracked a twisted serial killer who can be seen in a DNA match on an online ancestry database finally gives him the opening he needs to track down his father. 340 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.96

**499923 GETTING EVEN.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. Yesterday’s lies. Trask McFadden is back. He has been waiting to hear. It’s been five years since Trask landed her father behind bars for horse swindling. Zachary’s Law Lauren’s ex-husband has kidnapped her children. There’s nothing she won’t do to get them back, including hiring Zachary, an unconventional attorney. 305 pages. Zebra.

**797114X CHOSEN TO DIE.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. In the Bitterroot Mountains, the cold isn’t just a minor factor—a weapon that a twisted serial killer uses to torture vulnerable women. Detectives Regan and Selena have spent months tracking down the Star-Crossed Killer. What they couldn’t have guessed is that Regan would be abducted by the very monster she’s been hunting. 364 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95

**498839 ALMOST DEAD.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. For generations the Cahills have been one of the most affluent families in San Francisco. Now, one by one, the Cahills are dying in brutal ways. Cissy Cahill is desperate to keep her young son safe, and the only way is to delve into her family’s past. 359 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

**572591 SHIVER.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. Detective Reuben “Diego” Montoya faces a serial killer who has the Big Easy running in terror. He finds himself drawn to the ex-wife of one of the victims and suspects that her fear of a local mental hospital might be connected to the case. But as the killings escalate, Montoya finds himself running out of time. 588 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**4999320 THE LAST SINNER.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. There are killers so savage that they leave a mark not just on their victims’ bodies, but on their souls as well. 438 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**572593 LOST SOULS.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. All 27-year-old Kristi needs is to fulfill her father’s wish: to find her birth father. She will take him to the top. When she learns that four girls have disappeared from All Saints College in two years, she decides to enroll and retrace their steps. Then, loyal to both her. A Kristi senses there’s something that links them—something terrifying. 438 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**795489 THE INNOCENT.** By Harlan Coben. Novel. More than training Matt turns up dead, and a nun is found murdered. The authorities see all signs pointing to a former criminal with one murder already under his belt. And once again, Matt and his wife Olivia are forced outside the law in a desperate attempt to save their future together. 419 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $14.00 $11.95

**795490 THE MATCH.** By Harlan Coben. Novel. Wilde has returned to the Ramapo Mountains in the wake of a failed bid at domesticity that confirms what he’s known all along: he belongs on his own, free from the constraints of modern life. Suddenly, a DNA match on an online ancestry database ancestry database finally gives him the opening he needs to track down his father. 419 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.96
794094 THE FINAL DETAIL. By Harlan Coben. Novel. One of Myron Bolitar's colleagues at MB SportsReps, Espen has been arrested for the murder of a client, a fallen baseball star attempting to make a comeback. Determined to prove Esperanza's innocence, Myron gets close to the truth, the only viable suspect besides Esperanza is Myron himself. 372 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

798451 THE MATCH. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Wilde has returned to the Ramapo Police Department of his native New York state. He wakes one day at home and finds that his brother has been plucked out of his life by a woman who owns a church in a galaxy that confirms what he's known all along: he belongs on his own, free from the comforts and constraints of modern life. Suddenly, a DNA match on an online ancestry database brings him closer to his past than he's ever dreamed, and finally gives him the opening he needs to track down his father. 343 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $20.99

203090 RUN AWAY. By Harlan Coben. Novel. You've lost your daughter. She's addicted to drugs and to an abusive boyfriend. You do the only thing a parent can do: you follow her into a dangerous world you never knew existed. Before you know it, both your family and your life are on the line—and now you must face the evils of that world head-on to save her. 446 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7991304 FOOL ME ONCE. By Harlan Coben. Novel. A war vet who's been delusional since the end of the war, sees an unbelievable image captured by his nanny while she is at work: her two year old daughter playing with Maya's husband Joe—who was brutally murdered two weeks earlier. 440 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7919983 I WILL FIND YOU. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Five years ago, an innocent man was convicted of raping and murdering a young woman. Today he found out his son is still alive. David plans a harrowing escape, determined to achieve the impossible—save his son, clear his own name, and discover the real story of what happened. 329 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

4228707 TOXIC PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. Lucas Davenport and his daughter, Letty, team up to track down a dangerous group of individuals who are using the publicity of a recent case to cover their tracks and whose largest project could endanger the world. 389 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

7097907 OCEAN PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. An off-duty Coast Guard captain calls in a suspicious craft, and his hunch is proved right when the three Guardsmen who answer the call are shot and killed. When the FBI's investigation stalls out, Lucas Davenport gets a call. Davenport will need to bring in every asset he can claim—including Virgil Flowers, 438 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95

7771480 SILENT PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. Once, Bekker indulged his brilliant imagination in murder. Now he is in prison. Once, he was haunted by a man who understood the genius of murder, now he wants revenge. Lieutenant Davenport should have killed Bekker when he had the chance. Because today Bekker escapes, 404 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


7699228 THE INVESTIGATOR. By John Sandford. Novel. By age 24, Letty Davenport has seen more action and uncovered more secrets than many law enforcement professionals. Several oil companies in Texas have reported thefts of crude oil, and Letty must uncover not only who is selling the oil but what they are doing with the profits. 320 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

4996461 RIGHTeous PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. A mysterious group known as The Five is made up of vigilante killers who are very clever. They have very little to lose and then use their unlimited sources to offset the damage by those they've killed. After The Five strikes again, the dynamic team of Virgil Flowers and Lucas Davenport are sent to stop them. 432 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

1041599 BAD BLOOD. By John Sandford. Novel. A farmer delivers a load of soybeans to a grain elevator. There, a young man beats him to death with a baseball bat, drops him into the grain elevator, calls the sheriff to report an “accident.” The next day, the kid is found hanging in his cell. The sheriff wonders just how deep this case is going to take him. 422 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7782004 21ST BIRTHDAY. By James Patterson & M. Pastro. Novel. When young wife and mother Tara Burke goes missing with her baby girl, all eyes are on her husband, Lucas. He parades into New York City's old police station like a king, only to learn his wife was lured away by a suspicious craft, and his hunch is proved right. 380 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7995296 22 SECONDS. By James Patterson & M. Pastro. Novel. Someone is killing hero cops all over San Francisco. The murders are done by professionals. All the victims have the same warning scrawled on their bodies. You talk, you die. Will Detective Reacher be the next to go? 452 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

7780303 DESPERATION IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Novel. The Preachers of darkness are a group of armed men who kidnapped a young woman a year ago and have been training her for a life of abject service. Dorain, a 13 year old runaway who's been imprisoned there, might never have made it out if not for her fellow inmate Mia, who hitched the escape plan. Homicide detective Eve Dallas, who has started to investigate the mysterious evil. 374 pages. St. Martin's Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

102681X RANDOM IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Novel. While watching a band at a New York nightclub, sixteen year old Jenna is stabbed with a needle containing a toxic mix of substances. Lieutenant Eve Dallas and Detective Tom Sayle are sent to destroy this group. 400 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

7986353 GLORY IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Novel. In the gripping second entry in the In Death series, Eve Dallas investigates two connected deaths of highly successful women. The beautiful, powerful, and wealthy Eve can claim──including her own lover, Roarke, 313 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $5.95

6132875 PAYBACK IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Novel. Homicide detective Eve Dallas is called to investigate the suicide of Martin Greenleaf, a retired Internal Affairs Bureau captain. The closer Eve examines the body, the more suspicious she becomes. 358 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

8031584 PAYBACK IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Novel. Homicide detective Eve Dallas is called to investigate the suicide of Martin Greenleaf, a retired Internal Affairs Bureau captain. Was there a disgraced officer out there bitter enough to plan an elaborate and deadly suicide? Dallas is on the job, anyone who knows an honorable cop needs to watch their back. 406 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6082366 PRIVATE. By James Patterson & Maxine Paetro. Novel. Jack stands inside New York Stock Exchange with his former U.S. Marine comrade, whose company is being launched onto the market, eagerly waiting the opening bell. But before the bell rings, a bullet rips through the trading floor. The victim’s wife hires Jack to find the killer and his discoveries shake him to his core. 383 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

8058633 FINAL OPTION. By Clive Cussler & Bonger. Novel. The identities of three American spies in Brazil have been compromised, they turn to Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon to rescue theagents. What they find turns out to be a bloody trap designed by Cabrillo’s greatest enemy, a man driven by hate to seek the ultimate revenge. 390 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

1939521 BEttER OFF DEAD. By Lee & Andrew Child. Novel. Reacher is good at finding people who don’t want to be found, so he offers help, 371 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


6995314 NOWHERE TO RUN. By Nancy Bush. Novel. When Liv ducks out of work for lunch, it’s just an ordinary day. When she returns, she stumbles onto a massacre. All her colleagues at Zuma Software have been shot. Only luck has left Liv unsathed, and that might be running out. 389 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

7996654 TICK TOCK. By Fern Michaels. Novel. In the course of both their careers and their top secret missions, the Sisterhood and the Sisterhood of Sala Lux must have acquired enormous power. When one of their daughters is seriously injured and in a coma because of a vicious felon with scores to settle, they know it’s time for one last battle. 326 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

2172925 ROCK BOTTOM. By Fern Michaels. Novel. The Zoe that Izy re-countenants doesn’t seem like her old, confident friend. This Zoe is trying to find her way through the military. Buildings and bridges have been collapsing all over the world, causing hundreds of deaths, and Zoe suspects her firm’s inferior foundation materials are the cause. 277 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

1122630 LIAR! By Fern Michaels. Novel. Even though Luna and her brother Cullen seem like complete opposites, they’re identical in two ways: they’ll never let injustices stand and they always have each other’s back. As the siblings set out to unravel a cold case, they trace its origins to a military school in New England and a long-ago crime. 312 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95
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1126329 NO WAY OUT. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Ellie barely remembers the incident that put her in the foster care system. When she finds out she's pregnant, she's determined to make sure that all she knew for certain was that her boyfriend, Rick, was missing. Unfolding an investigation into the origins of 21 foster-care cases. Ellie must find the courage to look into her past, no matter what she finds there. 298 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

114068X ON THE LINE. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Mateo's parents fled their home in Colombia six years ago, seeking refuge from the cartel. Now the threat resurfaces to uncover a dark secret that exposes his family to dangers from the past--while clouding the investigation into who is trying to hurt Mateo in the present. 276 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

★1043412 FRONT SIDE. By Stephen Hunter. Novellas. City of Meat Charles Swagger is on the hunt for Baby Face Nelson when a tip comes to him. After a shoot-out with Chicago stockyards, Johnny Tuesday Earl Swagger investigates a violent bank robber that left two dead. Five Dolls for the Gun Hook Bob Lee Swagger is back from Vietnam. He and a butcher begins to prey on the city's young women. 466 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $21.95

4991577 TARGETED. By Stephen Hunter. Novel. Bob Lee Swagger teams that no good comes from the stone walls of a prison. When he's summoned to him, and a congressional woman is determined to make an example of him. Swagger, the congresswoman, and dozens of civilians are taken hostage. It's up to him to keep everyone alive. 365 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95


★6081983 THE A LIST. By J.A. Jance. Novel. Not forgetting those responsible for putting him in jail for murder, including Al Reynolds, Dr. Gilchrist has a vendetta of those who put him behind bars. Won’t stop until everyone on that Annihilation List is dead. And her team must stop this ruthless killer before more names are crossed off the list. 395 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $9.95

7804733 THE MUSEUM OF DESIRE. By Jonathan Kellerman. Novel. LAPD Lieutenant Milo Sturgis has solved a lot of murder cases. On many of them he taps the brain of brilliant psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware. But neither Milo nor Alex is prepared for what they find on an early morning call to a deserted museum in Bel Air. 348 pages. Ballantine. Bolo. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95


★6998143 THE MURDERER’S DAUGHTER. By Jonathan Kellerman. Novel. Grace is a psychologist who has a gift for treating troubled souls and tormented psyches--perhaps because she bears her own invisible scars. When she was five years old, her parents died in a bloody suicide. As an adult, Grace still has a dark side and when her two worlds converge, her harrowing past returns with a vengeance. 519 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

1126334 THE WHITE LADY. By Jacqueline Winspear. Novel. Set in post-World War II Britain in 1947, former wartime operative Elinor White--a veteran of two wars and trained killer who is protective of her anonymity--is drawn back into the action when she has been designated to leave behind, 321 pages. Harper. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

★369898X BAD LUCK AND TROUBLE. By Lee Child. Novel. This explosive thriller draws ex-soldier Jack Reacher into the team of elite colleagues he had worked with a decade before, to track a brutal killer. Then Jack’s comrades begin to disappear one by one, and his case turns into a skillful capture, 498 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3769887 PAST TENSE. By Lee Child. Novel. Jack Reacher visits the town where his father was born. In the town clerk’s office, Reacher is told no one named Reacher ever lived in town. As he explores his father’s life, strands of different stories begin to merge. When Reacher makes a shocking discovery the past becomes one as family as family, 382 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

★7825498 ONE SHOT. By Lee Child. Novel. A multiple homicide seems like a slam dunk to the cops, but the accused claims innocence of the crime. Jack Reacher is on a mission to change everything. Reacher is certain something is not right, and soon the slam dunk case explodes. 484 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7893639 ECHO BURNING. By Lee Child. Novel. Tumbling across the scorched Texas desert, Jack Reacher has nowhere to go and all the time in the world to get there. Cruising the same sort of two-lane blacktop as Greer. Carmen’s got a wild story to tell and he’s got a plan. Reacher is a part of that plan. 420 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $9.95

★7770235 PERSUADER. By Lee Child. Novel. Staging a brilliant ruse, Jack Reacher hurtles into the heart of a vast criminal enterprise. Trying to rescue an agent whose time is running out, Reacher must unravel a tangle of drug smuggling and mayhem. She’s found a true friend and mentor in Agent Tony Presidio. He’s got her back–until he’s called to New York to help interdict a local drug dealer. But Presidio is tied to Lucy. 406 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


5744477 NOTHING TO LOSE. By Lee Child. Novel. Jack Reacher kills four hostile locals and confront some unfinished business from his past. But in a country so vast will Harvath be able to stop them before they kill again? 405 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

★8199139 A DEEPER FEAR. By Brad Thor. Novel. Buried within the black ops budget of the Defense Department, a new spy agency has been created. Recruited as a field operative, Scot Harvath has just returned from his first assignment. The U.S.intelligence predicts the world will come to an end. To save the world, he’s only a mysterious figure. 550 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7778643 FOREIGN INFLUENCE. By Brad Thor. Novel. Buried within the black ops budget of the Defense Department, a new spy agency has been created. Recruited as a field operative, Scot Harvath has just returned from his first assignment. The U.S. intelligence predicts the world will come to an end. To save the world, he’s only a mysterious figure. 550 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


★6054479 TOM CLANCY CHAIN OF COMMAND. By Marc Cameron. Novel. A shadowy billionaire has used money and violence to gain power. But one man he can’t intimidate or bribe, President Jack Ryan. But every man has his weakness. Jack Ryan’s is family. Will his unwillingness to bend put the First Lady in the line of fire? 531 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

8056811 TOM CLANCY RED WINTER. By Marc Cameron. Novel. 1985. A top-secret F-117 aircraft crashes into the Nevada desert. And the Soviets will do anything to regain its secrets. In East of Berlin, a figure contacts the CIA with an incredible offer: In return for asylum, they’ll only a mysterious figure. 440 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

★6998461 STAND YOUR GROUND. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. After the President agrees to hold civil trials for a gang of terrorists, some of them are relocated to Hell’s Gate Prison. But after one of these late night intruders has been dropped off by a group of people in a small plane, a gunfight hits the line, leaving them stranded. 357 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95
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**7847251 FALSE MEMORY.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. It’s a fear more paralyzing than taking a flying leap off a high dive. More horrifying than anything you can imagine. It’s the one fear you cannot escape no matter where you run—no matter where you hide. It’s the fear of yourself. It’s the fear of you. And facing it can be deadly. 752 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**7982402 THE HOUSE AT THE END OF THE WORLD.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. Kate soon finds herself in an epic and terrifying battle with a mysterious entity that’s none other than a terrifying young woman who appears out of the violent squall. As Kate and her companion struggle across a dark and eerie landscape, against them is an omnipresent terror that could bring about the end of the world. 406 pages. Thomas & Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**799172X ONE DOOR AWAY FROM HEAVEN.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. Michael, head of security at a top-secret research facility, opens his eyes 24 hours following an event in which everyone perished—including him and his best friend, Shelby. Having awakened with an extraordinary ability unlike anything he—or anyone else—has ever imagined, he can be as elusive as a ghost. 369 pages. Thomas & Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**7999196 AFTER DEATH.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. As Keith’s father—now “Boss”—of Biloxi’s criminal underworld, Keith—a former law student—has one final request. His last mission was at a high cost, the loss of his own life. Keith goes back to the city of his youth and one step ahead of the law., 782 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**7968910 WINTER MOON.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. Pattern killers are collaborating, competing, and most baffling and terrifying case ever. Two clever intelligence officers, former CIA agent and the young son of the Secretary of the Treasury. Can’t stand from the clutches of Russian assassins he can’t defeat—and those are just the upsides of the job. Lucky for him, he’s got an ace up his sleeve, Zoya—former Russian intelligence officer, former CIA agent, and the Gray Man’s current lover. 512 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $9.5

**797687X BURNER.** By Mark Greaney. Novel. Court Gentry is sent on a mission by a person he doesn’t know to stand from the clutches of Russian assassins he can’t defeat—and those are just the upsides of the job. For the job is done, what could possibly go wrong? How about everything. 589 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

**784055X ARMORED.** By Mark Greaney. Novel. Josh Duffy is a professional bodyguard. He does his job, he’s got his rate, the loss of his lower left leg. There’s not much call for a high-end guardian with such an injury. A lucky run-in reunites Josh with an old comrade who offers the design team. So they do it at a lucrative jobs 642 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**2700867 BURNER.** By Mark Greaney. Novel. Court Gentry is sent on a mission by a person he doesn’t know to stand from the clutches of Russian assassins he can’t defeat—and those are just the upsides of the job. Lucky for him, he’s got an ace up his sleeve, Zoya—former Russian intelligence officer, former CIA agent, and the Gray Man’s current lover. 512 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $9.5

**7943156 THE EXCHANGE.** By John Grisham. Novel. Mitch is a partner at the largest, most prestigious law firm in the world. When a meeting in Rome asks him for a favor that will take him far from home, Mitch finds himself at the center of a sinister plot that has worldwide implications. The plot soon endangers his colleagues, friends, and family. 336 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**302771X THE RECKONING.** By John Grisham. Novel. 1946, Clanton, Mississippi. Pete Webber is a local boy, a church-going family man. One day, the patriarch of a prominent family, father, farmer, and faithful member of the Methodist church. It was one day when the world had come to town, walked into church, and calmly shot and killed his pastor and faithful member of the Methodist church. Then one October day, he drove into town, walked into church, and calmly shot and killed his pastor and faithful member of the Methodist church. His last mission was at a high cost, the loss of his own life. Keith goes back to the city of his youth and one step ahead of the law., 782 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**784138X SPARRING PARTNERS.** By John Grisham. Novels. Homecoming Mack is back, and he’s leaning on his old pals. Jake and Hap return to Mississippi to help an old friend. His only statement—‘I have nothing to say.’ 582 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**790677X THE BOYS FROM BILOXI.** By John Grisham. Novel. Keith and Hugh were childhood friends. Their dreams took them in different directions. Keith’s father became a legendary prosecutor and Hugh’s father became the ‘Boss’ of Biloxi’s criminal underworld. But when Billy Summer’s best friend, Hugh, is killed by shot gun, his father is sent to prison. 401 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**2125277 DEAD EVEN.** By Brad Meltzer. Novel. Sara Tate, Manhattan district attorney, has grabbed a case that could make her career. She’s smart, tough, and sure to get a conviction—until James. He’s the most powerful defense attorney, is hired by the other side. Hiding desperate motives, the two begin a vicious battle to settle back down in the city. But when he’s introduced to a glamorous socialite with a staggering inheritance, Stone realizes his days are about to be anything but quiet. 303 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

**212557X DILL AliMMERS.** By Stephen King Novel. Because Billy Summers gets into there’s one last hit, which promises a generous payday at the end of the line. Given that Billy is among the most talented snipers in the world, King adds a fictional character—Houdini—to the mix. Putting Houdini when it comes to vanishing after the job is done, how could possibly go wrong? How about everything. 589 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95
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1907980 LATER. By Stephen King. Novel. The son of a struggling single mother, Jamie Conklin just wants an ordinary childhood—there's no ordinary child. Born with an unnatural ability his mom urges him to keep secret, Jamie can see no one else can see and learn what no one else can learn. But the cost of this ability is higher than Jamie can imagine. 364 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

797358X THE DEVIL’S HAND. By Jack Carr. Novel. It’s been twenty years since 9/11, two decades since the United States was attacked on home soil and the government had to make the guilty pay with their lives. In the shadows, the enemy has been patient, learning and adapting. And the enemy is now ready to strike again. 524 pages. Atia. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

7971362 THE TERMINAL LIST. By Jack Carr. Novel. After his Navy SEAL team is killed in a catastrophic ambush, and then his family is murdered on the day of his return, James Reece has nothing left to lose. He applies lessons he’s had to expand his business into real estate entrepreneurship. While searching for a lost treasure that once belonged to the famous pirate queen Ching Shih, Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala are redirected to look for the missing vessel. 401 pages. Pelham. Paperback Pub. at $17.59 $9.99


117553X WINDFALL. By Wendy Corsi Staub. Novel. During a girls’ weekend getaway, three women win a billion-dollar lottery jackpot. But something is wrong—on the hilding the billion-dollar ticket—the others must face the fact that either their friend has betrayed them or a predator is lurking. 320 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

114121X ONE LAST BREATH. By L. Jackson & N. Bush. Novel. Rory Abernathy’s wedding to Liam Bastian turned into a bloodbath as a gunman opened fire on the wedding party. The only one from far and away to learn they have a child. Time has passed, but the killer’s need for vengeance hasn’t. For Rory and Liam, the only person who can run. 507 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

803203 WICKED DREAMS. By L. Jackson & N. Bush. Novel. On the Oregon coast tucked in the mountains stands Siren House, a home of women in witness protection. But nowhere is safe from the man who has marked them for death. 387 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

405326X HANDS DOWN. By Felix Francis. Novel. When private investigator Sid Halley’s friend’s stable is torched, killing horses, and his friend starts to investigate. He soon finds himself embroiled in a conspiracy that touches the very heart of the integrity of British horse racing. Can Sid figure out what happened to his friend before he’s the next target? 313 pages. Headline Crime. Paperback Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

423326X THE GIRL WITH THE LONG GREEN HEART. By Lawrence Block. Novel. Johnny Hayden and Doug Rance have a scheme to take real estate entrepreneur Wallace Gunderman for all he’s worth. But they need a way into the inside to make it work. Enter Evelyn Stone, Gunderman’s secretary and lover—and his worst enemy. 251 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

823448 NOT SO PERFECT STRANGERS. By L.S. Faison. Novel. Tasha has finally found the courage to leave her abusive husband. As she is leaving, a white woman pours on her car window, begging to be let in. Behind the car, a man is carrying a stolen manila. Tasha makes a split-second decision that will alter the course of her life: she lets her in and takes off. 313 pages. Union Square & Co. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $4.95

7796496 THE LAST KINGDOM. By Steve Berry. Novel. Enter Cotton Malone. Luke Daniels, Malone’s protege, has managed to infiltrate a renegade group on the trail of a 19th century deed that proved King Ludwig II’s long-rumored secret bore fruit. A document that could not only secure Bavaria’s independence, but also change the balance of power in the modern world. 451 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $.99 $5.95

1247816 CIRCLE OF DEATH. By James Patterson & B. Blitt. Novel. Doomsday is coming as an evil mastermind from Pakistan and Jennifer learm that Afghanistan has fallen, and a man is on the run. Pulled in to extract him, Pike’s covert company has been hit with a ransomware attack with connection to the Taliban. 417 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

4995662 THE LIE MAKER. By Linwood Barclay. Novel. Jack’s father was whisked away by witness protection, leaving Jack and his mother to pick up the pieces of their lives. Years later, Jack is a talented but struggling author. So when the U.S. Marshals approach him with the opportunity to create false identities for people in witness protection he realizes this may be a chance to find his dad. 336 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.99

8008251 COLD, COLD BONES. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. Forensic anthropologist Temperance Brennan, who, after receiving a box containing a human eyeball, uncovers a series of gruesome killings that eerily reenact the most shocking of her prior cases. Temple is at a loss to establish the motive for the killings is going on, and then her daughter disappears. 386 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $10.90 $8.95

6075312 DARK ROADS. By Chevy Stevens. Novel. Overwhelmed by grief over the death of his wife and now facing the course of her life: she lets her in and takes off. 313 pages. Union Square & Co. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

1038478 THE IPCCRESS FILE. By Len Deighton. Novel. A high ranking scientist has been kidnapped, and a secret British intelligence agency has just recruited Harry Palmer, to find out why. His search begins in a grizzly Soho club and brings him to the other side of London when he ends up among the Soviets in Beirut, what seemed a straightforward mission turns into something more sinister. 240 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $13.95

1027328 A WINTER GRAVE. By L.D. May. Novel. A young meteorologist checking a mountaintop weather station discovers the body of a man entombed in ice. The dead man is an expert on the winter weather, and a man is on the run. Pulled in to extract him, Pike’s covert company has been hit with a ransomware attack with connection to the Taliban. 417 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

7968280 THE DEVIL’S RANSOM. By Brad Taylor. Novel. Routine a cover development in Pakistan. Pike and Jennifer learn that Afghanistan has fallen, and a man is on the run. Pulled in to extract him, Pike’s covert company has been hit with a ransomware attack with connection to the Taliban. 417 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

7968280 THE DEVIL’S RANSOM. By Brad Taylor. Novel. Routine a cover development in Pakistan. Pike and Jennifer learn that Afghanistan has fallen, and a man is on the run. Pulled in to extract him, Pike’s covert company has been hit with a ransomware attack with connection to the Taliban. 417 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

1125842 AMERICAN TRAITOR. By Brad Taylor. Novel. Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill are ensnared when they get disturbing news. Their friend and colleague is in serious trouble. The former Taskforce member saw something he shouldn’t have, and now he’s on a run from the wrong people. 320 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
Spies & Thrillers

**783947 KILLING SEASON.** By Faye Kellerman. Novel. Three years ago, sixteen-year-old Ellen went missing. Her brother, Ben, could imagine nothing worse than not knowing what happened, until, on the first anniversary of her death, he found her body in a grave by the river's edge. Ben's search for the killer and the one who abducted and strangled Ellen. 695 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

**1125966 THE COLLECTOR.** By Daniel Silva. Novel. Legendary art restorer and spy Gabriel Allon discovers a beautiful master-theif to track down the world's most valuable missing painting but soon finds himself in a desperate race to prove his innocence to the Americans, Russia, and the West. 402 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.00 $7.95

**7842511 GIRL, FORGOTTEN.** By Karin Slaughter. Novel. For forty years Emily Vaughn's murder remains a mystery, her light skinned friends closed ranks, her respected, wealthy family retreated inward, the small town moved on from her grisly attack. But all that's about to change as U.S. Marshall Andrea Oliver dives into a cold case with links to her father's past. 392 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**7952163 WITHOUT A TRACE.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. Chats seems to have it all when his life changes overnight as he falls exert to the wheel and plunges 30 feet down the face of a rocky cliff. Miraculously, he survives. After climbing to safety he happens upon a cabin where he meets the kind and beautiful Aude, an American from a country under occupation. 292 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**572399 THAT DARKNESS.** By Lisa Black. Novel. When forensic investigator Maggie Gardner notices a connection between the battered body of a young girl left in a cemetery and the death of a prominent local businessman, she begins to question whether it may be the start of something much bigger. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**5733413 HEADS YOU WIN.** By Jeffrey Archer. Novel. Leningrad, Russia, 1968. Alexander Karpenko is no ordinary child, and from an early age his world has been dominated by his extraordinary father. But when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying the state, he and his mother will have to escape from Russia. In a single moment, a double twist. Alexandria, 565 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**7822081 THE RUSSIANS.** By J. Michael Bennett & J.O. Bohn. Novels. Before the Cold War, the Soviet Union was a mighty force to be reckoned with. But when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying the state, he and his mother will have to escape from Russia. In a single moment, a double twist. Alexandria, 565 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**7402650 THE DEVIL'S PUNCHBOWL.** By Greg Iles. Novel. With casino gambling in Natchez, Mississippi Mayor Penn Cage finds himself in a depraved world that draws high-stakes players with murder, corruption, and high-stakes gambling. It's a world where the vices are as deadly as the criminals. Penn alone must beat the odds tracking a sophisticated killer who counts his every move. 710 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**799317X DO NO HARM.** By Robert Pobi. Novel. A series of suicides and accidental deaths in the medical community are actually well-digussed murders and only Lucas Page can see the pattern and discern which is which. 418 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

**8808523 THE FAMILY REMAINS.** By Lisa Jewell. Novel. Detective Inspector Samuel Owusu is called to the scene after a tour guide makes a shocking discovery, one that will unearth a decades-old crime linked to the unsolved murder of three people in a grand Chelsea mansion thirty years before. 315 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**1090814 MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE.** By Roy & Iris Johansen. Novel. After a successful mission, serial killer James Barrett leads a parade of law enforcement officers to the body of his last victim. At the alleged burial site, the officers swing their shovels down and in a blink, a terrific explosion rocks the woods, killing James and most of the officers. The detonation is only the beginning of a shocking case for FBI consultant Kendra. 315 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**1997963 NEAR MISS.** By S. Woods & B. Bathe. Novel. Stone Barrington is enjoying some downtime in New York City when he's introduced to a charming new companion. Too bad she also comes with the baggage of a persistent ex-boyfriend intent on retribution. As Stone pursues a hit that could put him behind bars for the rest of his life, it's clear there's an even more treacherous game being played behind the scenes. 381 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

**224287 THE LOST POPE.** By Glenn Cook. Novel. The discovery of a miraculous fragment of papyrus with three unknown lines from the Gospel of Mary Magdalene, that could change the course of Christianity, is so explosive that a wealthy man is willing to kill to ensure no one ever sees it. 375 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

**1108584 MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE.** By Roy & Iris Johansen. Novel. After a successful mission, serial killer James Barrett leads a parade of law enforcement officers to the body of his last victim. At the alleged burial site, the officers swing their shovels down and in a blink, a terrific explosion rocks the woods, killing James and most of the officers. The detonation is only the beginning of a shocking case for FBI consultant Kendra. 315 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

---
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Drama & Fiction
Spies & Thrillers

5725887 FORSAKEN COUNTRY. By Allen Eskers. Novel. Max has lost his position as a homicide detective to live in solitude. But then the former local sheriff, Lyle, arrives with a desperate plea: his daughter Sandy and her six-year-old grandson Pip have disappeared. Lyle’s contained Sandy’s ex-husband Reed is behind it, but the new sheriff is refusing to investigate. 339 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

7745494 HAWK. By James Patterson & G. Charlton. Novel. Hawk doesn’t know her real name. She doesn’t know where she came from or where she went. She stays under the radar to survive—until a destiny that’s perilously close to Maximum Ride’s forces her to take flight. Someone is coming after her. But it’s not a rescue mission. It’s an execution. 421 pages. Jimmy Patterson. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

8053340 LITTLE RED HOUSE. By Liv Anderson. Novel. In 1997, Eve’s daughter, Kelsey, runs away to New Mexico and vanishes without a trace. Eve is convinced that she is the victim of a serial killer who’s been hunting women in the region, but Kelsey’s body is never found. Years later, Eve dies, leaving everything to her adopted twin daughters, 311 Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

4700296 THE INSTRUMENTS OF DARKNESS. By John Connolly. Novel. In Maine, Colleen stands accused of the worst crime a mother can commit and has nothing to lose. But she is famous and the daughter of a serial killer, and her family is an instant target. With her husband killed, Colleen is determined to prove her innocence. 500 pages. Atia. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

4991488 THE NAMELESS ONES. By John Connolly. Novel. In Amsterdam, four men are butchered in a canal house. Their removal has been arranged, but their families are demanding the truth. Their patriarch De Jaager: fixer, go-between, and key operative. Gunslinger and Boxers, Grave begins his search. The mission is strictly off the books. With his best friend lost, and his brother fighting a tight primary but also contending with death threats coming from hundreds of suspects. 343 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $8.95

6078109 THE SANCTUARY. By Raymond Khoury. Novel. It is 2003 in Baghdad when a horrific summit is taking shape—a state of the art, conceal ed lab is built to make a state of the art, concealed lab. 467 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

572596 HER, TOO. By Bonnie Kistler. Novel. High powered lawyer, Kelly McCann’s job is to defend wealthy men accused of sexual misconduct, and she feels on top of the world when she gets a offer from an hourly fee to settle a case that’s about to go to trial. But, she finds out that her client is her former husband’s brother. 330 pages. Henry Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95


5372593 CLIVE CUSSLER THE HEIST. By Jack Du Brul. Novel. 1914: As America’s century of dominance wanes, the country’s greatest detective Isaac Bell is faced against his most dangerous foe: the band of men, the man of the century, who has been snatching 10 missionaries in a remote area of the country. 388 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

5725240 SCORPION STRIKE. By John Gilstrap. Novel. An island paradise held hostage. A band of dangerous killers unleashed. A sinister plot that could push the superpowers to the brink of war. The Crystal Sands Resort has become the ultimate flashpoint. Their mission: defeat the attackers before more lives are lost. 404 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

1122444 HARM’S WAY. By John Gilstrap. Novel. Henchmen of a vicious drug syndicate have snatched 10 missionaries in a remote area of Venezuela and are holding them for ransom. The mission is strictly off the books. For Jonathan and Gail, the Crystal Sands mission is strictly off the books. With his best friend lost, and his brother fighting a tight primary but also contending with death threats coming from hundreds of suspects. 343 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $8.95

7745902 THE RESTING PLACE. By John Gilstrap. Novel. Viviana’s grandmother has left her a looming estate tucked away in the Scottish Highlands. A place that has housed a chilling past for centuries. A past that may have something to do with her family’s past. A past that her family has tried to forget. 330 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $12.95

1194488 LONE WOLF. By Greg Hurwitz. Novel. Once a black ops government assassin known as Orphan X, Evan left the program and reinvented himself as the Nowhere Man. His mission: to protect his family. But now, he and a fellow student have vanished without a trace. Johnathan Grave leads his covert operatives to return his team’s son, a fresh start, Sarah tries to bring it back to its original warmth, but as locals hint that the newly created Federal Reserve. 318 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

8082608 AGENT SEVENTEEN. By John Brownlow. Novel. Seventeen is a hit man, the best in the world, given the name town, there with her own loving husband—whose stories don’t add up. 346 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

7841922 THE RUNAWAY. By Nick Petrie. Novel. War veteran Peter Ash is driving through northern Nebraska when he encounters a young woman on a gravel road by his car. Peter offers her a lift, but what begins as an act of kindness soon turns into a deadly cat and mouse chase across the lonely highways with the woman’s victims in their sights. 365 pages. Hanover Square. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.55

4991508 ROBERT B. PARKER’S BYE, OUTSPOKEN. By Ace Atkins. Novel. Carolina, Victoria. America is a rising star in the world of politics. Tough, outspoken, and driven, the congresswoman has ignited a new conversation in Boston about race, poverty, health care, and the environment. Now facing her second campaign, she finds herself not only fighting a tight primary but also contending with a new killer. 300 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95

7229068 INSTA BILE. By Alexandra Ivy. Novel. Rachel Fisher’s job in cold case files has brought her back to Pike, Wisconsin, where she will be working alongside her ex-husband Zac Evans, Pike’s interim sheriff. They are racing to solve serial murders from the 1990s. Unless Rachel and Zac can find a way to get ahead of him, the nightmare will never end. 350 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

1206783 DOWN RANGE. By Taylor Moore. Novel. The once peaceful ranching community that DEA agent Garrett Kohl loves is under attack by a band of criminals. Kohl tries to resolve matters peacefully, but when the group strikes first, he has no choice but to go on the attack. 342 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $8.95

1383302 CAPTIVE. By Iris Johansen. Novel. Jane, the former member of the perfect life with Seth, until a ruthless madman threatens to destroy it. Soon Jane is on the run, struggling to stay one step ahead of Bohdan’s army and his devoted ex-husband’s own family. Jane and Seth realize nothing can be the same for them ever again. 343 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

493170X TILL MURDER DO US PART. By Dag Runolfson. Novel. Kathi Spiers can’t believe she’s found her old boyfriend. In-Justice. If the man is the same as she used to be, she may have to find him to end his dangerous, deadly cat and mouse chase across the lonely highways with the woman’s victims in their sights. 365 pages. Hanover Square. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.55
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328 pages. Atria. Pub. at $29.99

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

The daughter Jules stays out late and doesn’t return. She is the only course left to the brother who killed his parents in cold blood. Their childhood siblings seemed perfect in every way, until the riddle of the present day unfolds. It’s a tale of problems. 328 pages. Atria. Pub. at $29.99

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

When a young woman is found murdered in a Painters Mill motel, it leads Chief of Police Kate Burkholder to uncover the truth and bring a murderer to justice. Or will the killer bent on revenge destroy her once and for all? 332 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

The: 6.20 man is back, dropped by his handlers into a small coastal town in Maine to solve the murder of a CIA agent who knew America’s dirtiest secrets. Can Travis Devine uncover the truth before the time runs out? As Devine gets to know the residents of Pulnam, Maine, answers seem to appear and then transform into more questions. 556 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00

The Edge. Ed. by David Baldacci. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Set in the tumultuous year of 1968 in Chicago, a mob boss is set on a quest to prevent the events that lead to the deaths of his sister and brother. But along the way, Manhattan’s most infamous serial killer, Dr. Enoch Leng, lies in wait. 579 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00

The Secret. By Lee & Andrew Child. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. All across the U.S., respectable, upstanding citizens are showing up dead. These deaths could be accidents, and they don’t appear to be connected—until a fatal fall from a high-floor window attracts some unexpected attention. 292 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

The Secret. By L. Child & A. Child. Novel. 1992. All across the U.S. respectable, upstanding citizens are showing up dead. These deaths could be accidents, and they don’t appear to be connected—until a fatal fall from a high-floor window attracts some unexpected attention. 292 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99
Fantasy Fiction

117668 ISLAND OF GLASS. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Book Three of the Guardians Trilogy. Three stars—fire, one of ice, one of water. But when they fall from the sky putting the fate of all worlds in danger, three women and three men join forces to pick up the pieces. 321 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

608267 STARS OF FORTUNE. By Nora Roberts. Novel. To celebrate the rise of their new queen, three goddesses created three stars: one of fire, one of ice, one of water. Now to this world, her purity and beauty are nothing less than breathtaking, which her five new friends have discovered. 337 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

776914 THE BOY ON THE BRIDGE. By M.R. Carey. Novel. Once upon a time, in a land blighted by terror, there was a very clever boy. The people thought the boy could save them, so they sent him to New York and sent him out into the world to where the monsters lived. 422 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


★ 778729 THE WRINKLE IN TIME BOXED SET. By Madeleine L’Engle. Novels. Enter the author’s fantasy world and coming of age tales in this extraordinary collection. Titled includes A Wrinkle in Time, A Wind in the Door, A Swiftly Tilting Planet; Many Waters; And An Acceptable Time. Also includes an exclusive journal. 1,526 pages. Square Fish. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 466889 THE WHEEL OF TIME, BOXED SET I. By Robert Jordan. Novels. Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time has become a hallmark in epic fantasy, and captivated millions of readers. This boxed set includes volumes one, eight and nine: A Crown of Swords; The Path of Daggers; and Winter’s Heart. 2,023 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $27.97 $24.95

★ 547310 SOURCERY. By Terry Pratchett. Novel. Unseen University, the most magical establishment on the Discworld, has finally gotten its wish: the emergence of a wizard more powerful than any they’ve ever seen. But what you wish for. As the drastic consequences of sorcery begin to unfold, it’s up to an unlikely wizard to save them, 303 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★ 4999151 A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE. By George R.R. Martin. Step into the masterfully forged world of blood-splattered battlefields and ruthless rulers, dagger-toothed dragons and vengeful heroes with this collection of five original epic tales from George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series. Includes A Clash of Kings: A Game of Thrones; A Storm of Swords; A Feast for Crows; and A Dance with Dragons. 5,186 pages in five volumes. Bantam. Bantambound. $42.95

★ 843951X FIRE & BLOOD. By George R.R. Martin. Novel. Set centuries before the events of A Game of Thrones it begins with the legendary Aegon the Conqueror, creator of the Iron Throne. Aegon and his brothers begin a war of conquest that would stop at nothing—and is one last mission that only he can complete: to speak to the colossal creatures who wait beneath the waves—the krakens. 658 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

808211 THE HISTORY OF MIDDLE-EARTH I. By J.R.R. Tolkien. Novels. Celebrating the literary achievement of Christopher Tolkien, featuring double-sided dustjackets. Including The Silmarillion; Unfinished Tales; The Book of Lost Tales, Part One and The Book of Lost Tales, Part Two. 1,519 pages in four novels. Siliquass. Morrow. Pub. at $125.00 $99.95

★ 795023 ANNE RICE’S MAYFAIR CHRONICLES. Novels. The Witching Hour A great dynasty of witches. Lasher Rowan, queen of the coven, must flee from the brutal yet irresistible demon known as Lasher. Tallos When Azzol. Tallos has heavy seen, he is propelled into the haunting world of the Mayfair family. 2,272 pages in three novels. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $29.97 $21.95

★ 795447 A CURSE OF KRAKENS. By C. Abri. A whale’s life—and the world—changed when he discovered a lost magic, the power to speak to animals. He roams for home but before he can return, there is one last mission that only he can complete: to speak to the colossal creatures who wait beneath the waves—the krakens. 658 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

★ 547310 SOURCERY. By Terry Pratchett. Novel. Unseen University, the most magical establishment on the Discworld, has finally gotten its wish: the emergence of a wizard more powerful than any they’ve ever seen. But what you wish for. As the drastic consequences of sorcery begin to unfold, it’s up to an unlikely wizard to save them, 303 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★ 466889 THE WHEEL OF TIME, BOXED SET I. By Robert Jordan. Novels. Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time has become a hallmark in epic fantasy, and captivated millions of readers. This boxed set includes volumes one, eight and nine: A Crown of Swords; The Path of Daggers; and Winter’s Heart. 2,023 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $27.97 $24.95

★ 4999151 A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE. By George R.R. Martin. Step into the masterfully forged world of blood-splattered battlefields and ruthless rulers, dagger-toothed dragons and vengeful heroes with this collection of five original epic tales from George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series. Includes A Clash of Kings: A Game of Thrones; A Storm of Swords; A Feast for Crows; and A Dance with Dragons. 5,186 pages in five volumes. Bantam. Bantambound. $42.95

★ 843951X FIRE & BLOOD. By George R.R. Martin. Novel. Set centuries before the events of A Game of Thrones it begins with the legendary Aegon the Conqueror, creator of the Iron Throne. Aegon and his brothers begin a war of conquest that would stop at nothing—and is one last mission that only he can complete: to speak to the colossal creatures who wait beneath the waves—the krakens. 658 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

Romance & Women’s Stories

69947X WISH LIST. By Fern Michaels. Novel. A brilliant movie career, two adoring husbands—none of it is enough to erase the memory of her first true love. Back when she was plain, shy Aggie Bixby, a dark-eyed young man named Felix touched her heart, then vanished from her life. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95


769526 THE JURY. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Paula Woodley has suffered the broken bones and shattered self-esteem from an abusive husband. She feels powerless to stop him. The Sisterhood may not be an organization found in one of his memos, but it’s about to save a meeting with them—and they’ll be there. 765 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

794157 THE GUEST LIST. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Separated as girls after their parents died in a double tragedy, Abby has been reunited with her sister, Mallory. As the two sisters plan a party, they’re unaware that their gathering will include an unwanted guest who will do anything to keep the past hidden. 391 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $8.95
5725348 SNOWBALL UNWRAPPED. By Kristen McKanagh. Novel. Snowball is looking forward to another Christmas at her forever home, the Weber Haus Inn, where the purrfect holiday magic is as thick as the fluffy feline. She is found with a little help from the fluffy feline matchmaker.

6075305 GRACEFUL HEARTS. By Nora Roberts. Novels. Reflections When Lindsay, a ballet teacher, meets Seth, he challenges her tutoring, opening her eyes to the possibilities of a future beyond dance. Dance of Dreams features ballerina Nikole and her dark past.

7991509 DIVINE EIL. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Famed sculptor Clare has commanded the attention of the New York art world, but troubling memories from childhood still haunt her. Clare is drawn her home to Maryland, to the town where she grew up and where her father died so long ago in circumstances never really explained. She finds that her family secrets have not been laid to rest.

8058512 HOT ROCKS. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Antiques dealer Laine is a woman living an ordinary life. At least, that’s what everyone in the small town of Angel’s Gap, Maryland, thinks. They have no idea about Laine’s past.

8578626 THE PERFECT HOPE. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Hardest to anyone is opening her heart to them, or to their charming neighbor, Murphy. Murphy.

8999470 IRISH SECRETS. By Nora Roberts. Novels. Skin Deep Faye and her new handsome neighbor, Greg, are in love with each other. But when his behavior becomes threatening, Chantal hires P. Quinn Doran as a bodyguard.

9085479 BORN IN ICE. By Nora Roberts. Novel. In the tradition of The First Wives’ Club, girls are forced to choose between their friendship.

1124757 WEAPONS OF MERCY. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Life is fair. Most people know it. But what can you do about it? Plenty if you’re part of the Sisterhood. In the tradition of The First Wives’ Club this is a tale of survival, sweet revenge, and the healing power of friendship.

1999347 LETHAL JUSTICE. By Fern Michaels. Novel. The Sisterhood: a group of women from all walks of life by friendship and a quest for justice. Armed with vast resources, tip-top expertise, and a loyal network of allies around the globe, the Sisterhood will not rest until every wrong is made right.

2897862 RED LILY. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Hayley came to Memphis hoping for a new start, for herself and her unborn child. She wasn’t looking for a handout from her distant cousin Roz, just a job at her thriving In the Garden nursery. What she found was a home surrounded by beauty and her best friends. She’s over bad—including Roz’s son Harper. To Hayley’s chagrin, she has begun to dream about Harper—as more than a friend.

7936193 BORN IN FIRE. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Maggie is a top-notch celebrity. When she gets a strange message from her pal, Gabby Richardson, Maggie knows her services are needed. Gabby has become involved with The Haven, a commune that promises to guide its members toward a more spiritually fulfilling life. But Gabby’s marriage has turned to distrust ever since she was refused permission to leave. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

7908283 SUMMER BEGINS. By Nora Roberts. Novels. The story of an unforgettable young woman, with a temper as bold as her art.

7981237 SOMETHING ABOUT TOMORROW. By Nora Roberts. Novels. The Heart of Devin MacKade For a long while Sheriff Devin MacKade thought his future would include Cassie. That’s what’s divorced. Devin can now follow the fall of his wife. MacKade Shane MacKade is used to getting what he wants, especially when it comes to women. So it’s a shock when he is rebuffed by the brilliant Dr. Rebecca Knight. 475 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

6075304 BRIGHT STARS. By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Once More with Feeling musicians Raven and Brandon rose to the top of the charts before their relationship imploded. Five years later they are back together working. In Opposites Attract Tennis stars Ty and Asher worked together in the sport. A steamy affair had them break up. Three years later Asher is making a comeback. 401 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

6075355 CHARMED HEART. By Nora Roberts. Novels. Reflections When Lindsay, a ballet teacher, meets Seth, he challenges her tutoring, opening her eyes to the possibilities of a future beyond dance. Dance of Dreams features ballerina Nikole and her dark past.

7936161 BORN IN ICE. By Nora Roberts. Novel. In the tradition of The First Wives’ Club, girls are forced to choose between their friendship.

7936181 IRISH SECRETS. By Nora Roberts. Novels. Skin Deep Faye and her new handsome neighbor, Greg, are in love with each other. But when his behavior becomes threatening, Chantal hires P. Quinn Doran as a bodyguard.

7936163 MADE TO ORDER. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Maggie is a top-notch celebrity. When she gets a strange message from her pal, Gabby Richardson, Maggie knows her services are needed. Gabby has become involved with The Haven, a commune that promises to guide its members toward a more spiritually fulfilling life. But Gabby’s marriage has turned to distrust ever since she was refused permission to leave. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


7936160 BORN IN ICE. By Nora Roberts. Novel. In the tradition of The First Wives’ Club, girls are forced to choose between their friendship.

8095139 FREE FALL. By Fern Michaels. Novel. The Sisterhood: a group of women from all walks of life by friendship and a quest for justice. Armed with vast resources, tip-top expertise, and a loyal network of allies around the globe, the Sisterhood will not rest until every wrong is made right.

5725348 SNOWBALL UNWRAPPED. By Kristen McKanagh. Novel. Snowball is looking forward to another Christmas at her forever home, the Weber Haus Inn, where the purrfect holiday magic is as thick as the fluffy feline. She is found with a little help from the fluffy feline matchmaker.

5978660 TRUE HORIZONS. By Nora Roberts. Novels. All the Possibilities: Shelby Campbell stands apart from the politicians demanding her Senator Al MacGregor’s time. However, they are connected by an ennity, shared between their families. One Man’s Art: Grant Campbell is commissioner of the city. Then Genevieve Grando appears on his doorstep one night seeking shelter from a raging storm. 420 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

7955117 THE NEXT ALWAYS. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Maggie is a top-notch celebrity. When she gets a strange message from her pal, Gabby Richardson, Maggie knows her services are needed. Gabby has become involved with The Haven, a commune that promises to guide its members toward a more spiritually fulfilling life. But Gabby’s marriage has turned to distrust ever since she was refused permission to leave. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

5978628 RED LILY. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Hayley came to Memphis hoping for a new start, for herself and her unborn child. She wasn’t looking for a handout from her distant cousin Roz, just a job at her thriving In the Garden nursery. What she found was a home surrounded by beauty and her best friends. She’s over bad—including Roz’s son Harper. To Hayley’s chagrin, she has begun to dream about Harper—as more than a friend.

5978629 SUMMER BEGINS. By Nora Roberts. Novels. The story of an unforgettable young woman, with a temper as bold as her art.

5895156 FREE FALL. By Fern Michaels. Novel. The Sisterhood: a group of women from all walks of life by friendship and a quest for justice. Armed with vast resources, tip-top expertise, and a loyal network of allies around the globe, the Sisterhood will not rest until every wrong is made right.
8053715 BLUE SKIES. By Robyn Carr. Novel. A story of three friends—Nikki, Dixie and Carlisle—could seriously use a fresh start. When they are offered the chance to join a new airline in Las Vegas, they don’t hesitate. With nothing to lose and everything to gain, these friends are starting over in their search of their own blue skies. 376 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

8053871 THE PROMISE. By Robyn Carr. Novel. Scott has a bustling family practice in the small Oregon town of Thunder Point. The town and its people have embraced the widowed doctor and father of two. Scott knows it’s time to move on from his loss, but the dating pool is limited. He is a stunning physician’s assistant applies for a job. His clinic. 363 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

6082139 A LITTLE BIT COUNTRY. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. While Rorie is on vacation, her car breaks down on an orange road, and horse rancher Clay comes to her rescue. She soon discovers that a city girl can fall in love with a country man. And the other way around. 410 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

8053863 PHANTOM EVIL. By Heather Graham. Novel. One assignment calls to Jackson, Angelina too strongly to resist. In a historic mansion in New Orleans’s French Quarter, a senator’s wife falls to her death. Most think she jumped; some say she was pushed. And yet others believe she was beckoned by the ghostly spirits inhabiting the house. 360 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

8053677 ANGEL’S PEAK. By Robyn Carr. Novel. Four years ago, air force sweethearts Franci and Sean reached an impasse. She wanted marriage and a family. He didn’t. But a chance meeting proves that the bitter breakup hasn’t cooled their sizzling chemistry. 374 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

8053790 FORBIDDEN FALLS. By Robyn Carr. Novel. With her tight shirts and short skirts, pastor’s assistant is not a phrase that springs to mind what’s right after the fire. And this kind of crisis can be ongoing, but the prime suspect disappeared right after the fire. And this kind of crisis can be going. 394 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

4993414 6 RAINIER DRIVE. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Justine and Seth are trying to make plans and sort out their future after losing their business—the Lighthouse restaurant—to arson. The investigation is ongoing, but the prime suspect disappeared right after the fire. And this kind of crisis can be going. 416 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

8053578 DENIM AND DIAMONDS. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Restless teenager Ellis left home for an audacious dream. She was going to L.A. to find a job at a Fisherman’s Wharf cafe, and there she meets Andrew. As she gets to know him, his words and actions don’t add up. Reflections of Yesterday, she finds out since Angie fled her hometown with 10,000 dollars and a broken heart and she knows Simon still lives there. 384 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

8053788 READY FOR MARRIAGE. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. When Hope Goodwin, alone in the world after the death of her twin brother, moves to San Francisco and takes a job at a Fisherman’s Wharf cafe, and there she meets Andrew. As she gets to know him, his words and actions don’t add up. Reflections of Yesterday, she finds out since Angie fled her hometown with 10,000 dollars and a broken heart and she knows Simon still lives there. 394 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99


1238398 FOR THE PROMISE. By Robyn Carr. Novel. Four years later, Leona and her family have moved to Santa Fe, a story set in Spain. With her beloved younger siblings aren’t ready to leave. To contact the unenlightened, Nola needs to enlist the help of an ex-CIA man. 374 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $2.97

5725577 WRANGLER’S CHALLENGE. By Lindsay McKenna. Novel. At the Bar C Ranch, where a group of ex-military vets are putting their lives back together, including one strong, gentle bear of a man who makes her feel safe. 312 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95
...
**ROMANCE & WOMEN’S STORIES**

795381 NO PLACE LIKE HOME. By Linda Lael Miller et al. Novellas. There’s nothing more festive than a winter romance, and in these heart-warming stories, love is a gift that can take you by surprise. Includes: The 24 Days of Christmas by Linda Lael Miller; Christmas Angels by Kat Martin; The Christmas Caroluse by Mary Carter; and A Rose in Winter by Laura Florand. 474 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


72502X THE MERRY VISCount. By Sandy MacKenzie. Novel. Miss Caroline Anderson’s stagecoach trip to Little Puddledon is waylaid by a greedy uncle and forced to marry a man she doesn’t love. But while their family’s peacekeeper, but the leopard inside him doesn’t sit well with her about the case, but no one except Mark, the handsome new Carnegie librarian, will listen to her. 332 pages. Bethany. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7991479 DARK DEMON. By Christine Feehan. Novel. Natalie, who has been fighting demons for her whole life, now must deal with a childhood friend and a love interest. The demon hunter and the woman with the ability to see into the future are drawn to each other. But will they be able to survive the ghostly games? 440 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

798517X AN AMISH MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE. By Rachel J. Good. Novel. When widower Stephen moves his five children from New York State to Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, his only plan is to buy his family’s farm stand. But on his first trip to the market, his day is turned around when Nettie saves him and makes him appreciate it can’t forget. 396 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. $7.95

104428X UNWRAPPED. By Kathie Lane. Novel. Jac has a problem: trying to find love. After fleeing from the alter (again), the runaway bride drives off with her skittish business woman, to take her in his muddy river and onto her land, bringing the promise of something they’ve both been searching for. 306 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

1121197 BEFORE I GO. By Brian Charles. Novel. Year after her husband’s plane crashed into the Pacific Ocean, Abby knows she needs to start moving beyond her grief. They shared a deep love, made even stronger by the heartache they went through together. But when Ben goes alone, he’s trying to make his way back to Abby. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

1247166 CHRISTMAS EVE COWBOY. By Diana Palmer et al. Novellas. Three stories of holiday romance and three rugged cowboys who are ready for love—whether they know it yet or not. Includes Once There Was a Lawman by Diana Palmer; Christmas Creek Cowboy by Delores Fossen; and Coming Home For Christmas by Rooney. 312 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

1499304 JUDGE’S LAW. By Lori Foster. Novel. For Jude, his frustration has a name, May. She’s everything the former bad boy actor was hoping to find—open, honest, lovable, and full of curves, but she may not seem to appreciate in herself. Every time Jude tries to get close to the skittish businesswoman, to take him to her heart, he finds he’s joking. 380 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

1559136 SINGLE WHITE VAMPIRE. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. Gideon and his team of GhostWalkers have seen and experienced it all. Until he hears the laughter of a woman with the ability to see into the future. But will she be able to change him from a bloody andAddicted to a full on addiction. 400 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7991312 GHOSTLY GAME. By Christine Feehan. Novel. Gideon and his team of GhostWalkers have seen and experienced it all. Until he hears the laughter of a woman with the ability to see into the future. But will she be able to change him from a bloody and addicted to a full on addiction. 400 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7803821 HIGHLAND WOLF. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. Lady Claray MacFarlane never thought about finding love, but that she will guard his soul. But nothing seems real until the Wolfling appears in her life. Nessa is a Carpathian, and no one has ever made her feel like Valsila. If they claim each other as lifemates, it will change them both to the bone. 428 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7977131 AN AMISH MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE. By Rachel J. Good. Novel. When widower Stephen moves his five children from New York State to Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, his only plan is to buy his family’s farm stand. But on his first trip to the market, his day is turned around when Nettie saves him and makes him appreciate it can’t forget. 396 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. $7.95

Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95


2191210 DARK WHISPER. By Christine Feehan. Novel. Gideon, who was once a Carpathian, is back! Will he be able to find love again or will his past prevent him from finding true love? 340 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7981219 ONE DANGEROUS NIGHT. By Cathy Maxwell. Novel. When Elise’s stagecoach crashes in a storm, she finds herself cast adrift in the wilds with no one to help her. Christopher Fitzhugh-Cox, the missing Duke of Culmack, is the only one to help her. He is Elise’s ideal guy, but he was wrong about the case, but no one except Mark, the handsome new Carnegie librarian, will listen to her. 332 pages. Bethany. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

780217X HER LAST PROMISE. By Kathryn Hughes. Novel. Tara was just a girl when she lost her mother. Years later, she receives a letter from a London solicitor, its contents shake her to her core. Someone has left her a key to a safe deposit box. In the box lies an object that will change everything Tara thought she knew and lead her on a journey to deepest Spain in search of answers. 450 pages. Headline. $12.99

7993382 CONVENIENCE. By Leigh Greenwood. Novel. As Lillie gets used to the idea of being an empty nester, her husband May doesn’t seem to appreciate in herself. Every time Jude tries to get close to the skittish businesswoman, to take him in her arms, she thinks he’s joking. 380 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

780217X HER LAST PROMISE. By Kathryn Hughes. Novel. Tara was just a girl when she lost her mother. Years later, she receives a letter from a London solicitor, its contents shake her to her core. Someone has left her a key to a safe deposit box. In the box lies an object that will change everything Tara thought she knew and lead her on a journey to deepest Spain in search of answers. 450 pages. Headline. $12.99

7993382 CONVENIENCE. By Leigh Greenwood. Novel. As Lillie gets used to the idea of being an empty nester, her husband May doesn’t seem to appreciate in herself. Every time Jude tries to get close to the skittish businesswoman, to take him in her arms, she thinks he’s joking. 380 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

7993382 CONVENIENCE. By Leigh Greenwood. Novel. As Lillie gets used to the idea of being an empty nester, her husband May doesn’t seem to appreciate in herself. Every time Jude tries to get close to the skittish businesswoman, to take him in her arms, she thinks he’s joking. 380 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

6082393 Love on the Silver Screen. By Masha DeLIMIT. Novel. Joseph is a Carpathian, and no one has ever made his life feel like Valsila. If they claim each other as lifemates, it will change them both to the bone. 428 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7991479 DARK DEMON. By Christine Feehan. Novel. Natalie, who has been fighting demons for her whole life, now must deal with a childhood friend and a love interest. The demon hunter and the woman with the ability to see into the future are drawn to each other. But will they be able to survive the ghostly games? 440 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

580576X THE ARTIST OF CHOICE. By T. Hatterly & K. Woodhouse. Novel. After witnessing a wrongful conviction as a young girl, Rebecca—the first female court reporter in Montana—is now determined to defend the innocent. When she gets a chance to win a courtroom trial, something, it’s a dream come true for Bree, Mikki and Ashley. But while their business is thriving, their personal lives are not. 488 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7990593 THE BOARDWALK BOOKSHOP. By Susan Mallory. Novel. When fate brings three strangers to a charming place for sale on the California coast, the Boardwalk Bookshop is born. Fleeing from Chicago, adding to the promise of something they’ve both been searching for. 306 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

7990593 THE BOARDWALK BOOKSHOP. By Susan Mallory. Novel. When fate brings three strangers to a charming place for sale on the California coast, the Boardwalk Bookshop is born. Fleeing from Chicago, adding to the promise of something they’ve both been searching for. 306 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

7990593 THE BOARDWALK BOOKSHOP. By Susan Mallory. Novel. When fate brings three strangers to a charming place for sale on the California coast, the Boardwalk Bookshop is born. Fleeing from Chicago, adding to the promise of something they’ve both been searching for. 306 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

7990593 THE BOARDWALK BOOKSHOP. By Susan Mallory. Novel. When fate brings three strangers to a charming place for sale on the California coast, the Boardwalk Bookshop is born. Fleeing from Chicago, adding to the promise of something they’ve both been searching for. 306 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95
To ALL THE DOGS I’VE LOVED BEFORE. By Lizzie Shane. Novel. The last person librarian Elinor wants to spend time with is her first love, Levi Jackson, but it seems her mischievous rescue dog has other ideas. Without fail, Dory slips from the house whenever Elinor’s back is turned. And in Pine Hollow, calls on a dog, butter cars on Main Street go straight to Levi. 384 pages.

The MUSEUM OF LOST QUILTS. By Janice Kay Johnson. Novel. When Patience Dumont invites Elinor to help Bess by getting her son, Sam, to help her move to Shiloh Run, Elinor “knows” that Sam isn’t really the boy she’s been told. When Elinor’s back is turned, she takes matters into her own hands. 377 pages. Novel. As a bishop’s daughter and the oldest of six, Elinor is expected to do her best to please her father. But her brief marriage taught her that life is infinitely more complicated and difficult recovery. She secretly hoped to propose to him, but now, with his injuries he will be unable to become a farmer again. 331 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.


1196421 THE HAWAIIAN QUILT. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Novel. Mandy has always longed to see Hawaii, so before joining the Amish church and considering marriage with her girlfriend Gideon, she convinces three friends to join her on a cruise of the Hawaiian Islands. But when Mandy and friends miss the cruise ship after a port of call on Kauai, how will they adjust and get back home? 280 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

THE AMISH QUILTMAKER’S STAR. By Shelley Shepard Gray et al. Novellas. For the Amish, the day after Christmas is a time for family, feastings, and exchanging simple gifts. For three different couples, it will bring another unexpected joy, as each woman finds her own true love. 344 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

THE BEGINNING. By Beverly Lewis. Novel. Susie’s Amish life has been shaped by events beyond her control, with the tragic deaths of her Dat and brother carring long shadows. Unfortunately, her concerns are soon multiplied when she learns her younger sister’s urgent desire for answers about her adoption. 344 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

AN AMISH NEW BEGINNING. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Four stories spread the warmth of Amish living on every page. Includes A Cup Half Full by Beth Wiseman; Home Sweet Home by Amy Clipston; A Flicker of Hope by Ruth Reid; and Building Faith by Kathleen Fuller. 408 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

THERAPY DOGS. By Janice Kay Johnson. Novel. Although heartbroken at the news that the woman she thought was her soulmate isn’t as interested in order to find out what is the best thing she needs to find out who she could have been. This includes a relationship with her biological father and the chance to make a connection with a young widower who recently moved to her Amish community. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

THE MUSEUM OF LOST QUILTS. By Janice Kay Johnson. Novel. Elinor has the most fulfilling job: as a librarian! On the first day of the new year, Elinor finds a series delves into the complexities of a blend of Amish family. Are love and faith enough to carry them through? The real truth behind the Murdocks’ disintegration of their love for a young Amish maidel. 7856628 TELLING THE TRUTH. By Westfield. Novel. In a small Missouri town is energized by new opportunities. But the Morning Star Marketplace also has brought unexpected joy, as each woman finds her own true love. 344 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.


FINDING HOPE. By Janice Kay Johnson. Novel. Although heartbroken at the news that the woman she thought was her soulmate isn’t as interested in order to find out what is the best thing she needs to find out who she could have been. This includes a relationship with her biological father and the chance to make a connection with a young widower who recently moved to her Amish community. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

THE HAWAIIAN QUILT. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Novel. Mandy has always longed to see Hawaii, so before joining the Amish church and considering marriage with her girlfriend Gideon, she convinces three friends to join her on a cruise of the Hawaiian Islands. But when Mandy and friends miss the cruise ship after a port of call on Kauai, how will they adjust and get back home? 280 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

AN AMISH SEVENTH CHRISTMAS. By Shelley Shepard Gray et al. Novellas. For the Amish, the day after Christmas is a time for family, feastings, and exchanging simple gifts. For three different couples, it will bring another unexpected joy, as each woman finds her own true love. 344 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

THE AMISH QUILTMAKER’S STAR. By Shelley Shepard Gray et al. Novellas. For the Amish, the day after Christmas is a time for family, feastings, and exchanging simple gifts. For three different couples, it will bring another unexpected joy, as each woman finds her own true love. 344 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

THE MUSEUM OF LOST QUILTS. By Janice Kay Johnson. Novel. Elinor has the most fulfilling job: as a librarian! On the first day of the new year, Elinor finds a series delves into the complexities of a blend of Amish family. Are love and faith enough to carry them through? The real truth behind the Murdocks’ disintegration of their love for a young Amish maidel. 7856628 TELLING THE TRUTH. By Westfield. Novel. In a small Missouri town is energized by new opportunities. But the Morning Star Marketplace also has brought unexpected joy, as each woman finds her own true love. 344 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.


FINDING HOPE. By Janice Kay Johnson. Novel. Although heartbroken at the news that the woman she thought was her soulmate isn’t as interested in order to find out what is the best thing she needs to find out who she could have been. This includes a relationship with her biological father and the chance to make a connection with a young widower who recently moved to her Amish community. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

THE MUSEUM OF LOST QUILTS. By Janice Kay Johnson. Novel. Elinor has the most fulfilling job: as a librarian! On the first day of the new year, Elinor finds a series delves into the complexities of a blend of Amish family. Are love and faith enough to carry them through? The real truth behind the Murdocks’ disintegration of their love for a young Amish maidel. 7856628 TELLING THE TRUTH. By Westfield. Novel. In a small Missouri town is energized by new opportunities. But the Morning Star Marketplace also has brought unexpected joy, as each woman finds her own true love. 344 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.
what they really

Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

5999952. INVISIBLE. By Danielle Steel. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Antonia is the product of a loveless marriage between an aspiring actress and an aristocrat from a once-distinguished family. As a child she learns to survive the people around her by making up stories. She gets a summer job at a Hollywood studio and when her employer suddenly she is in need. Paperback at $31.00

$5.95

4102262. A BABY IN ALASKA. By Heidi McLaughlan. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Sam has three weeks in Alaska to acquire a small aviation company and serve as best man in a wedding—albeit with his infant nephew in tow. Thankfully, maid of honor Kacey Ryness can’t resist helping, even if the acquisition might eliminate her job. Could romance be on the horizon? 280 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

7680278. THE WEDDING DRESS SECRETS. By Jennifer Rieve. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. After fashion designer Cressida loses both her home and her design house in the London Blitz, she returns home. After joining the sewing circle, she finds her attraction grows. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

5725695. FOUR WEDDINGS AND A DUKE. By Michelle McLean. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. As the middle—and least manageable—sister of a House of Commons heir, Julia begins a new life. She meets Heath, a divorcee himself, and their friendship soon blossoms into an unexpected love. Realizing that combining families will be a challenge, Julia and Heath must reconcile their love for their children with the love for each other. 348 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00

$5.95

6082090. A COWBOY FOR THE TWINS. By Melinda Curtis. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Rodeo star Tate needs a break! And small town Prospect is just the spot to recuperate. Handsome cowboy next door Travis is committed to giving foster boys a second chance. But will the social worker’s belief in his second chance when he lets the social worker believe she’s his girlfriend? 377 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

6996558. LIKE CATS AND DOGS. By Kate McMurray. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Can you battle like cats and dogs, and still be perfect for each other? Things are getting rough in this Brooklyn neighborhood when new neighbors move in next door to the Whale Street Waterfall and get on the wrong side of cafe owner Lauren. 400 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95

$5.95

6996434. AUTUMN SKIES. By Denise Hunter. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. The Bluebell Inn is turning a profit for the Best Bets siblings to sell it and move on. Only Grace has plans to stay in Bluebell, North Carolina, where she hopes her growing business will save her family’s livelihood. Unbeknownst to them is the persistent sense of unworthiness in her life. 368 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95

$5.95

6083129. THE RANCHER’S SECRET CRUSH. By Cari Lynn Webb. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When city girl Elise comes to the Bluebell Inn, she’s in for a surprise—expect her to run the ranch! Thankfully, Ryan—the rugged cowboy next door doesn’t mind taking on this new role. As they get into a groove working the farm together, their attraction grows. 334 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

1599538. THE MISTRESS AMISH BACHELOR. By Vannetta Chapman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. After paying the price for a crime committed by her brother 30 years ago, Noah wants a fresh start—which means finding where he’s been for the last decade from his Amish community. But Sarah is determined to uncover his past and find Father and grow close. Noah’s history is the only thing standing in their way. 268 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

$5.95

159933X. THEIR UNLIKELY AMISH COURTSHIP. By Cathy Liggett. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. No one can believe that Benjamin and Miriam are dating—and they’d be right. But the Amish bachelor needs the fake courtship to prove he can carry on the family business. They convince their community they’re truly in love. Except Miriam is more caring than he thought, and he might be in danger of falling for his own charade. 264 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

$6.95

6083066. THE AMISH BAKER’S SECRET. By Amy Grochozewski. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Cassie dreams of opening a bakery—but that dream hinges on her good friend Martin. Martin once fled the Amish community due to his struggles with autism. Now he’s back to fulfill his promise to help Cassie set up her longed-for bakery. 267 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

1042351. THE WIDOW’S BACHELOR AGAIN. By Marta Perry. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When her runaway orphaned niece, Amish widow Dorcas sees the conflict between the pair and suggests an arrangement. The teenager will stay with her for a while to give them both a much-needed break. Only Jacob’s frequent visits—and Dorca’s growing attraction—aren’t part of the plan. 281 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

1042354. JUST AFTER SUNSET. By Stephen King. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Everything’s Eventual. The master of Macabre’s collection of short stories, thirteen in all, his first since Everything’s Eventual. Who but Stephen King could turn a Port-O-San into a slimy birth canal, or a roadside honky-tonk into a place for endless love? 539 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

$7.95

1040489. THE ORMISTON TRUTH. By Tiffany Higgins. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. After a three-year absence, Melba returns home to find her brother Chester has sold the family orchard. 329 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95


$5.95

1040493. THE MOONLIT DECISION. By Susan Page Davis. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. As the moon’s path changes, so does Elizabeth’s life. Will she choose her past or her future? 329 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

1040488. THE VIRGIN’S TALE. By Sarah J. Maas. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. To protect her family and her village, would she give herself up to a man who could be her enemy? 329 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
**Short Stories**

1248966 EGYPTIAN MYTHS & TALES. Ed. by Catherine Taylor. The legends of ancient Egypt are tied intimately to the Nile. After it. This collection brings the stories and customs of the river culture to life. Beautifully bound with gold foil stamping. 432 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00  $15.95

787806 NATIVE AMERICAN MYTHS & TALES: An Anthology of Classic Tales. Ed. by Catherine Taylor. From the Algonquins and Iroquois of the northeast, across the Great Plains of the Blackfoot and Cheyenne, to the Navajo and Apache of the southwest, native American tribes have maintained their own unique mythology. Their deep seated respect for nature reverberates through the tales featured in this beautifully bound amber foil stamped collector’s volume. 478 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00  $17.95

**25583X WILLIAM HOPE HODGSON HORROR STORIES.** Hodgson, in company with Bram Stoker, H.P. Lovecraft, and many other authors, created the foundations of the modern horror short story. His dark and the delightful. This collection of Hodgson’s tales highlights his sinuous storytelling prowess. Beautifully bound with blue foil stamping. 432 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00  $17.95

**7825719 A STROKE OF THE PEN: The Lost Stories.** By Terry Pratchett. A delightfully funny, fantastically inventive collection of 20 newly unearthed short stories from the pen of the author of Terry Pratchett. Meet the inventor, the first covenanter to cultivate fire, as he discovers the highs and lows of progress; haunt the Ministry of Nuisances with the defunct evicted ghosts of Pilgrim Towers; and learn what a gift a sixpence given to a squirrel can be. Illus. 220 pages. Harper. Pub. at $21.95  $9.95


4994493 THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER. By Mark Twain. Novel. One of the most impenetrable and exuberant characters in the history of literature, Tom Sawyer explodes onto the page in a whirl of bad behavior and incredible adventures. Features a sueble-like custom cover, beautiful golden metallic foil, and a ribbon bookmark. 246 pages. Paper Mill. Paperback. At $17.99  $7.95

**5150043 THREE MEN IN A BOAT/THREE MEN ON THE BUMBLE.** By Jerome K. Jerome. Novels. One of the late-Victorian gentlemen, George, Harris, and the writer himself, take a boat trip along the River Thames. What ensues is a hilarious journey through their lives. *Men on the Bumle*. When three hilariously incompetent friends decide to take a temporary home in the picturesque country of the British Isles, they encounter more surprises than they bargained for. 346 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback. $6.95

**1892928 THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND.** By Jules Verne. Novel. Five Civil War prisoners escape their Confederate jail by building a raft made of logs and a temporary home in the picturesque country of the British Isles, they encounter more surprises than they bargained for. 346 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback. $6.95

**1541827 THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND.** By Jules Verne. Novel. Five Civil War prisoners escape their Confederate jail by building a raft made of logs and a temporary home in the picturesque country of the British Isles, they encounter more surprises than they bargained for. 346 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback. $6.95

**8787125 THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW: 125 Years of Literary History.** Ed. by Tina Jordan with N. Qasim. Here is its best, funniest, strangest and most memorable coverage from the past 125 years. With scores of stunning vintage photographs, readers will discover how literary tastes have shifted through the years—and how the latest. Book Review’s coverage has shaped how we read today. 368 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8¼ x 10¼. Pub. at $50.00  $11.95

**1266231 THE DARK SIDE OF ALICE IN WONDERLAND.** By Angela Youngman. The first time anyone has investigated the vast range of darker, more threatening aspects of this famous story and the way Alice has been transformed over the years. This is the Alice of horror films, Halloween, murder and mystery, spectral ghosts, political satire, mental illness, weird beasts, Lolita, Tarot, pornography, and steam punk. Photos. 185 pages. Pan & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

**4997727 THERE ONCE WAS A LIMERICK ANTHOLOGY.** Ed. by Michael Croft. For poetry lovers who laugh out loud with this captivating collection of more than 350 limericks. A limerick is a five-line rhyming poem with a bouncy rhythm, and comical sentiments. Limerick legends Bishop, Edward Lear, and Carolyn Wells are featured, as are renowned political figures, poets, and writers. 84 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95  $4.95

**DVD 7891813 AN EVENING WITH EDGAR ALLAN POE.** Journey into the dark, beating heart of the definitive gothic writer, Edgar Allan Poe’s striking poetry, including “The Raven,” and *Stories & Tales*. An assembly of chilling tales, recounted in a riveting audio performance. Monterey. Pub. at $29.99  $9.95
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5720621 DETECTIVE COMICS: 80 Years of Batman. By Bill Finger et al. Features the very first Batman story, the debuts of other legendary characters including Robin, Batgirl, Batwoman and even Bat-Mite. Two-Face, the Riddler and Man-Bat, and more. Collects Detective Comics #35, #36, #267, 298, 327, 359, 400, 437, 443, 457, 474, 482, 500, 567, and #742. 416 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

5720622 SHOCK SUSPENSIONS: The EC Archives. By Bill Gaines et al. These hard as nails tales of betrayal, larceny, and murder are the works of legendary creators Al Feldstein, Wally Wood, Jack Davis, Bob Powell, and more. Collects Shock SuspenStories #13-18. 212 pages. Dark Horse. 8x10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

1036729 WEIRD SCIENCE, VOLUME 3: The EC Archives. By Harvey Kurtzman et al. Speculating on the wonder and horror posed by space travel, this collection features the zenith of these space exploration by comics pioneers Al Feldstein, Wally Gaines, Wally Wood, and more. Also includes the adaptation of two Ray Bradbury tales. The Long Years and Mars is Heaven. Collects Weird Science #13-18. 214 pages. Dark Horse. 8x10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

1652265 TALES FROM THE CRYPT, VOLUME 3: The EC Archives. By Bill Gaines et al. This volume of the complete collection of the hallowed magazine features classic tales of horror, murder, and the supernatural! Collects Tales from the Crypt #29-34. 216 pages. Dark Horse. 8x10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

4276285 TAILS OF THE SUPER-PETS. By Robert Bernstein et al. Everyone loves Krypto the Superdog, Streaky the Supercat, and Ace the Bat-Hound, but not everyone has met Aquaman’s pet diabetic toad. Comet the flying horse, or the fantastic Super-Monkey! Collects Action Comics #261, #266, #277, #292, #293, Adventure Comics #210, #226, #227, #322, #364; Batman #125; Superman #78; Superman #176; and Wonder Woman #23. 180 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

7933967 SEXTLED, VOLUME 1. By Ameko Kaeruda. Light Novel. Tanya is a talented Medecine student who just got kicked out of her party by a sexist scumbag. So what’s a girl to do? Go to the wasteland and blow stuff up of course. One small problem though: she inadvertently frees a mythical Sorceress named Laplace who was sealed away for the past 300 years. 197 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

1999168 SUPERMAN: Cryptone Nevermore. By Dennis O’Neil. The very word has become synonymous with hidden vulnerability, a modern-day Achilles’ heel. The fragmentary remains of Superman’s doomed home planet, this glowing green meteor with the aura of a fallen warrior. Hero since he first arrived on Earth. Collects Superman #233-238; #240-242. 184 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

1999167 THE VAULT OF HORROR, COMPLETE TRILOGY. By Ameko Kaeruda. Collects Tales From the Crypt, Tales From the Vault Of Horror, Tales From The Crypt Presents: Creepy, features work from many of the grandmasters of comics storytelling. Artists include Frank Frazetta, Al Williamson, and more. B&W. 256 pages. Dark Horse. 8x10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

1999166 THE HAUNT OF FEAR, VOLUME 1: The EC Archives. By Johnny Craig et al. This volume includes unforgettable stories drawn by all-star comic artis: John Totleben, Steve Ditko, Harvey Kurtzman, and more. Collecting issues #15-17 and #4-8. 209 pages. Dark Horse. 8x10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
**7186349** RICK AND MORTY: Ever After. By Sam Maggs. When Morty has to crawl for a test, Rick uses his latest invention to absorb all of the knowledge he needs from his textbook: Avalon: Bad Stories for Bad Children. But Rick and Morty are both pulled into the universe contained within the volume that sets off an adventure through a twisted mirror version of Grimm’s Fairy Tales. Collects Ever After #1-4. 110 pages. Oni Press. Pub. at $19.99

**879592** WALDYS UNCLE SCROOGE: Cave of Ali Baba. By Carl Barks. When Uncle Scrooge, Donald, and the nephews are approached by a wayward archaeologist bearing fragile clay tablets that point the way to Ali Baba’s cave, the hunt is on for the most fabulous treasure of the ancient world, and more! 198 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00

**1175424** TIMELY’S GREATEST: THE COLORS OF JOE SIMON & KIRBY ORMINNUS. By Joe Simon et al. Collects Daring Mystery Comics #1-3, Red Raven Comics #1, Marvel Mystery Comics #12-25, Human Torch #1-20, Marvel Comics #1-10, USA Comics #1-3, All- Winners Comics #1-10, Mystic Comics #7. 848 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $150.00

**7993072** ADVENTURE INTO FEAR OMNIBUS. By Stan Lee et al. Featuring monster stories from Marvel legends and the ghoulish adventures that helped make stars of the macabre Man-Thing and Morbius, the Living Vampire. Collects Fear #1-100, vol. 1, 1973-98. 1152 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $249.99

**795146** TIMELY’S GREATEST: THE GOLDEN AGE HUMAN TORCH OMNIBUS. By Carl Barks. Collects Marvel Comics #1-84; Marvel Mystery Comics #2-34, #83; The Human Torch #7-26, #28-36, All- Media #1-8, Young Men #24-28; Men’s Adventures #27-28; Captain America #76; and The Thunderer from Daring Mystery Comics #7. 1032 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $249.99


**1135386** CAPTAIN AMERICA, VOLUME 6: The Man Who Sold the United States. By Steve Englehart et al. In an intricate story line, Kirby’s “Madbomb” saga featured an aristocratic cabal seeking to wrest control of the country. Also includes Kirby’s “Bicentennial Battles” that encompasses American history from the Revolution to World War I. Collects Captain America #180-200 and Captain America’s Bicentennial Battles Treasury Edition. 480 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $49.99

**1176498** CAPTAIN AMERICA’S BICENTENNIAL BATTLES. By Jack Kirby. Kirby’s “Madbomb” saga featured an aristocratic cabal seeking to wrest control of the country. Also includes Kirby’s “Bicentennial Battles” that encompasses American history from the Revolution to World War I. Collects Captain America #180-200 and Captain America’s Bicentennial Battles Treasury Edition. 480 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $49.99

**7951345** ADVENTURES INTO TERROR, VOLUME 1: Atlas Comics Library. By various creators. Includes a treasure trove of stories drawn by many of the most stylistically accomplished artists of the Golden Age including Golden Age artists Carl Burgos, Mike Sekowsky, Joe Maneely, and Joe Sinnott. Collects issues #3-44, #3-8.

**2041257** BRZRKR, VOLUME ONE. By Keanu Reeves and Matt Kindt. The plug is pulled and the United States is revealed as B. is half-mortal and half-god, cursed and compelled to violence. But after wandering the world for centuries, B. has found a refuge in the government’s Bicentennial Battles (1976) #1 and the Marvel Bicentennial Calendar 1976. Marvel. Pub. at $29.99

**4044846** KEVIN SMITH’S BARKED UP THE TREES. By Various. The collection of eight new stories from the popular webtoon that follows the adventures of the super heroes’ own dog, the Fido of the Pack. Collects BRNZKR #1-4. BOOM! Studios. Pub. at $16.99

**261992X** BATMAN: White Knight Presents Harley Quinn. By Katana Collins. When Starlight’s grisly crime scenes hint at an impossible link to the Joker, the GCPD—aided by the most dangerous man in Gotham, Mr. Quinby—turns to Harley Quinn to crack the case. Collects Batman: White Knight Presents–Harley Quinn #1-6 and Harley Quinn Black + White + Red #6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

---

**Graphic Novels & Comics**

**1027247** JUICY TITS. By Kon-Ki. A collection of eight tom-com shorts from one of ero mangas most controversial masters. With a focus on buxom ladies, judo athletes and bunny girls Kon-Ki’s latest isozaiy quality! Adults only. B&W. FAKKU. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


**8007834** THE RED BAGDE OF COURAGE, NO. 80: Classics Illustrated. By Stephen Crane. When his idealistic son has enlisted against his mother’s wishes and is now shaken by a sense of fear. But when the confrontation begins and, fearing for his life, he escapes from the field, other feelings, above all guilt and shame for deserting and for having retreated without a wound, pierce his heart and eventually force him back into the fray. 48 pages. Classic Comic Store. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


**7995989** THE MIGHTY THOR OMNIBUS, VOLUME 1. By Stan Lee et al. These are the first days of Thor’s reign, when he held the feature slot in a long running anthology titled Journey into Mystery, and he created a deluxe, hardcover presentation as majestic as the hallowed halls of Asgard, and the milestones are many. Collects Journey into Mystery (1952) #579-580 and Annual #579-580.

**1175203** THE MARVEL ART OF JOE QUESADA. By John Rhett Thomas. This volume doesn’t overlook a detail of Quesada’s cardboard, giving his best interior and cover artwork, as well as a wealth of unpublished images and sketches, plus commentary from Quesada himself. Fully filled, most in color. 320 pages. Marvel. 11½x10¾. Pub. at $50.00


**7686439** RICK AND MORTY: Ever After. By Sam Maggs. When Morty has to crawl for a test, Rick uses his latest invention to absorb all of the knowledge he needs from his textbook: Avalon: Bad Stories for Bad Children. But Rick and Morty are both pulled into the universe contained within the volume that sets off an adventure through a twisted mirror version of Grimm’s Fairy Tales. Collects Ever After #1-4. 110 pages. Oni Press. Pub. at $19.99

**7893072** ADVENTURE INTO FEAR OMNIBUS. By Stan Lee et al. Featuring monster stories from Marvel legends and the ghoulish adventures that helped make stars of the macabre Man-Thing and Morbius, the Living Vampire. Collects Fear #1-100, vol. 1, 1973-98. 1152 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $249.99

**1175424** TIMELY’S GREATEST: THE COLORS OF JOE SIMON & KIRBY ORMINNUS. By Joe Simon et al. Collects Daring Mystery Comics #1-3, Red Raven Comics #1, Marvel Mystery Comics #12-25, Human Torch #1-20, Marvel Comics #1-10, USA Comics #1-3, All- Winners Comics #1-10, Mystic Comics #7. 848 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $150.00

**7993072** ADVENTURE INTO FEAR OMNIBUS. By Stan Lee et al. Featuring monster stories from Marvel legends and the ghoulish adventures that helped make stars of the macabre Man-Thing and Morbius, the Living Vampire. Collects Fear #1-100, vol. 1, 1973-98. 1152 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $249.99

---
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$075186 BELOVED AND OTHER STORIES. By Johnny Craig. This volume of Craig’s crime and horror work collects comics stories he wrote and drew for Vault of Horror, Shock SuspenStories, and Crime SuspenStories. In our title story, a man seeks shelter in the mountains only to fall in love with the mysterious woman inside. Also includes his masterpiece “Undertow!” (May 1954). B&W, 8½ x 11, Paperback. Pub. at $35.00  

$298338 H GIRL: Hisasi 2011-2018. Comprising over 100 illustrations from Hisasi’s various comics and magazine covers, this collection covers eight years of Hisasi’s celebrated career. A collection of pin-ups and character art that covers the artist’s early career, this full color artbook also features dozens of previously undisclosed rough drafts revealing a side of Hisasi that is not only accessible but also dazzling. FAKKU. 8½ x 11, Paperback. Pub. at $39.95


$104056 BATGIRL, VOLUME 1: The Bronze Age Omnibus. By Frank Robbins et al. Batgirl started her vigilante career when mild-mannered librarian Barbara Gordon assumed a costumed persona. Features Detective Comics #359, #362, #367-371, #384-385, #388-390, #392-393, #396-397, #400-401, #402-404, Batman #315-329, Batman Family #1, #3, #5, #7; 224 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $12.95 

$699854 ATLAS COMICS LIBRARY, VOLUME 2: Venus. Ed. by Michael J. Vassallo. The issues collected here dive deep into the series’ awesome, eccentric dark side—mermaids, zombies, and battling gods abound (including the earliest Marvel appearances of Thor and Loki). Comprising the last ten issues of Venus, July 1942 to April 1952. 290 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½ x 11, Paperback. Pub. at $49.95

$117521 MARVEL: June 1962 Omnibus. By Stan Lee & L. Lieber. Collects Journey Into Mystery #83; Amazing Fantasy #15; Tales to Astonish #35; Astonishing #2; Tales of Suspense #53; Strange Tales #100; Kid Colt, Outlaw #106; The Fantastic Four #6; Linda Carter, Student Nurse #7; Millie the Model #110; Love Romances #101; The Incredible Hulk #73; Mosskune Vol. 3; Rawhide Kid #30; 520 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00

$110795 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME FIVE, 1938-39. By Chester Gould. Tracy goes underground to bring down the elusive mobster Ramm; joins forces with Junior and bumbling newcomer Brightons Spotts to foil criminal Chavez and his partner JohnNiele; and pays a heavy price as he teams with G-Man Jim Tyler to thwart the schemes of an international criminal named Karpse, his icy sweetheart, Marno, and more. Includes a silk ribbon bookmark. B&W, 253 pages. Clover Press. 11½ x 6¾, 4¼, Pub. at $59.99

$432757 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 7. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (July 4 to December 26, 1943) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 218 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95

$430778X WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 6. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. In this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (January 3 to June 27, 1943) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 224 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95

$433711 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 23. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (January 7 to June 24, 1951) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 195 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

$432797 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 22. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (July 2nd to December 31, 1950). 200 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $11.99 

$432794 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 21. This legendary strip is finally presented in a series of hardcover collector volumes, with the individual volumes painstakingly restored, faithfully recolored, and re-presented in chronological order (July 2nd to December 31, 1950). 192 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $11.99

$432775 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 19. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. This deluxe hardcover revives vintage strips (January 31, December 25, 1949) for a new generation, capturing a monumental shift in the comics world where story and character took on new depth. 152 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $11.99

$794070 WEIRD SCIENCE, VOLUME TWO: The EC Archives. By Al Feldstein & William Gaines. Gleaning starships, intrepid space explorers, and bug-eyed monsters are the rocket fuel for these epic tales. Includes omens of the future, and the stories behind them. 166 pages. EC Archives, Volume 22. 8½ x 11, Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 


$788542 WATCHMEN, COLLECTOR’S EDITION. By Alan Moore. Begins as a murder mystery but soon unfolds into a planet-altering conspiracy. As the resolution comes to a head, the unlikely group of reunited heroes—Rorschach, Nite Owl, Dr. Manhattan, and Ozymandias—must test the limits of their convictions and ask themselves where the true line is between good and evil. Boxed. Collects Watchmen, #1-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $125.00
7880995 LIES MY MOTHER TOLD ME: Tall Tales from a Short Woman. By Melissa Rivers. If you think Joan Rivers said funny, outrageous, and ridiculous things onstage, wait ‘til you read the funny, outrageous, and ridiculous things she said offstage—that you make you laugh out loud—and keep Melissa Rivers in therapy for the foreseeable future. Post Hill. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

7967599 LITTLE WEEKEND GREG THE HORSE IN MY GARAGE ANNUAL. By Paddy F. McManus. This collection of stories is a hilarious addition to McManus’s already impressive body of work. The author weighs in on his childhood, everyday life, and outdoor tales with his by now familiar commentary that elicits a belly laugh from all types of readers. 207 pages. Illus. $9.95

7804003 TODAY'S VETERANS AN ENEMY YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN BEFORE: A Love Letter to the Generation That Fought Our Wars. By Jonathan L. Weller. This book is a love letter to the veterans of our nation’s wars. It is a collection of personal stories and reflections from veterans of the Vietnam, Gulf, and Afghanistan Wars. It is a celebration of the sacrifices and challenges they faced and the strength and resilience they displayed. Weavers Pub. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

7879127 THE BABY EAGLE GUIDE TO WOKENESS. Finally a guide that can make us all exactly the same! Told with humor you will see how to burn down entire systems, knock down their foundations, and then build your own. $5.95

8005609 EVERYTHING IS AN EMERGENCY. By Jason Adam Katzenstein. A New Yorker cartoonist illustrates his life-long struggle with OCD in cartoon vignettes both frank and funny. In images surreal, witty, and confessional, Katzenstein shows us OCD in all its glory, even when it feels like it’s ruining your life. In B&W. 243 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

7721609 BIG DWEEB ENERGY: A FoxTrot Collection. By Bill Amend. This collection includes full-color FoxTrot Sunday comics from 2010-2012, and is packed with Amend’s delightful artwork and signature geek humor. Bust out your Rubix cube, fire up your Dungeons and Dragons strategy videos, don your Star Wars costumes, and get ready to celebrate your inner dweeb. 304 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

8120033 BIG DWEEB FIDE BALDERDASH, VOLUME 2: The Complete Sequential Comic Strips. By Walt Kelly. This volume features two full years’ worth of meticulously restored Pogo strips, including daily and Sunday strips. This collection includes material that has never before been collected, and picking up exactly where Volume Two left off. With copious and often hysterical commentary provided by the best and brightest the Big Apple has to offer, and the best of the best on the other side of the ocean. Be sure to get this book and two others in your collection to get the full effect of Kelly’s genius. 368 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x9¼. Pub. at $39.99 $13.95

793534 THE BATHROOM READER, VOLUME 3, 1984-1986. By The Bathroom Readers’ Institute. Longtime fans and new readers alike will be astounded by a treasure trove of wonderfully weird (and true) stories about the realpeople behind the culture, history, sports, science, and everyday folks, including the always popular madcap misadventures of dumb crooks. 408 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

7906242 MOM JOKES: Like Dad Jokes, Only Smarter. By L.B. Johnson & P. Bottoms. Celebrates facing life’s stressors with sarcasm, mockery, and another glass of wine. Women of all walks of life will laugh along with one-liners, retorts, bawdy jokes that critique childrearing, housecleaning, relationship snatus—and the burden of being the funniest and smartest member of the household. 256 pages. Paperback Pub. at $12.99 $6.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Publisher/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete Carl Barks Disney Library.</td>
<td>By Geoff Tabbiris.</td>
<td>Abrams. 12¼x9¼. Pub. at $40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LIFE AND TIMES OF BETTY BOOP: The 100-Year History of an Animal Icon.</td>
<td>By Ken Spears.</td>
<td>Fantagraphics. 6½x9¾. Pub. at $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE NEW YORKER ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CARTOONS.</td>
<td>Ed. by Bob Mankoff.</td>
<td>Fantagraphics. 6½x9¾. Pub. at $22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BEASTS OF THE GABY.</td>
<td>By Guy Delisle.</td>
<td>Drawn &amp; Quarterly. 11x14. Pub. at $15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LIFE AND TIMES OF BETTY BOOP: The 100-Year History of an Animal Icon.</td>
<td>By Ken Spears.</td>
<td>Fantagraphics. 6½x9¾. Pub. at $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE NEW YORKER ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CARTOONS.</td>
<td>Ed. by Bob Mankoff.</td>
<td>Fantagraphics. 6½x9¾. Pub. at $22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BEASTS OF THE GABY.</td>
<td>By Guy Delisle.</td>
<td>Drawn &amp; Quarterly. 11x14. Pub. at $15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LIFE AND TIMES OF BETTY BOOP: The 100-Year History of an Animal Icon.</td>
<td>By Ken Spears.</td>
<td>Fantagraphics. 6½x9¾. Pub. at $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE NEW YORKER ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CARTOONS.</td>
<td>Ed. by Bob Mankoff.</td>
<td>Fantagraphics. 6½x9¾. Pub. at $22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BEASTS OF THE GABY.</td>
<td>By Guy Delisle.</td>
<td>Drawn &amp; Quarterly. 11x14. Pub. at $15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Hilarious Maps for a Ridiculous World.*

From countries that eat their national foods to countries that pay their taxes with cow dung, these maps are filled to the brim with amazing facts. A unique visual history of the world, this book presents a completely new perspective on geography. Fully illustrated with hilarious maps, this book is a playful and informative look at the world as we know it.

*Eye Witness to the Battle of Gettysburg.*

When Santa and the stork arrive at the same chimney at the same moment? Fully illustrated. 208 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x13¾. Pub. at $49.99

*Children's Books*

**Little Library Animal Books:** Babies and toddlers will love this attractive box set of six board books. Each features a beautifully illustrated early learning concept with an animal theme. Conveniently packaged in an attractive carry along box, Ages 1-4. Page Publications. Pub. at $17.99

**Creativity for Kids: 75 Fun Activities to Promote Creative Thinking and Self Expression**

By Trisha Riche. Help children explore their curiosity and learn how to be more creative! From arts and crafts and storytelling to role playing and collaboration, this book is packed with activities that show children many different ways to be ingenious and innovative. Ages 6 to 9. Illus. in color. Publications. Pub. at $17.99

**The Velveteen Rabbit.**

By Margery Williams. Illus. by W. Nicholson. This rabbit in the stocking isn't as expensive as the other toys. He's covered in velveteen. On Christmas Day, the Boy enjoys his new toy but then quickly forgets and neglects him. Shrunken and unloved, the Velveteen Rabbit questions his worth in this timeless tale of friendship, love, acceptance and honesty. Ages 3-7. Illus. in color. 24 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $12.95

**American Girl Dress-Up: Ultimate Sticker Collection.**

By Eleanor Rose. Packed full of colorful stickers and fascinating facts about a host of American Girl characters, this spread color shows that the dolls dress the dolls. Dress your favorite characters in their signature outfits, create fun new outfits, and complete the exciting sticker stories using your own clever ideas. Fully illustrated. Ages 6-9. Illus. in color. 40 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $12.95

**1001 One-Liners.**

By Geoff Tabbiris. Here is a compilation of the best one-liners around. A home for new favorites. Dad jokes, thought-provoking comics, puns and witty observations, covering a vast range of topics from families to food, money to music, relationships to religion and so much more! 136 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $14.95

**2318598 Tow Truck Joe.**

By June Sobel, Illus. by P. Corrigan. Welcome to Motor City, a busy little town full of cars and trucks to meet! Joe the Tow and Patch the Pup are twenty-four hours a day there to help friends in need and even to save the day!

**How to Draw Everything.**

By Peter Benjamins on. Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller

**The Art of Goon.**

Ed. by Robert S. Bader. In addition to 1884, Sarah Winchester began building a large mansion in Santa Clara County, California. Under Sarah's direction, the house rose to be seven stories high and filled with mystery. The house is more than just oddly designed, however. Many people believe that it is haunted. Ages 8-12.

**A Little Golden Book Biography.**

By Freddy Katchke, Illus. by M. Plenzke. The Beatles were four friends from Liverpool who became the best-selling music act of all time. An inspiring read-aloud for young children, as well as their parents and grandparents who are fans of the Fab Four. Ages 4-8.

**My Book of 300 My Book of 300**

**PRETTY STICKERS.**

Your child will have plenty of fun with this pack worked with sticker-tastic fun! In addition to 3,000 stickers, this book features a large variety of fun and educational activities, including coloring, number and matching games, as well as games for two or more players. Ages 3-5. Fully illustrated in color. Page Publications. Pub. at $16.97

**Pretty Stickers.**

When Santa and the stork arrive at the same chimney at the same moment? Fully illustrated. 208 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x13¾. Pub. at $49.99

**Little Library First Books.**

Babies and toddlers will love this attractive box set of six board books. Each features a beautifully illustrated early learning concept. Conveniently packaged in an attractive carry along box, Ages 1-4. Publica...
**CATS AND DOGS SUPER STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK.** Have fun with playful puppies and kittens as you dress up your favorite pets. Fun skill-building puzzles like maze games and matching; and more! Ages 4-8. Fully illus. 80 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

**826666 HIGHLIGHTS BEST HIDDEN PUZZLES EVER.** Illus. by Lynn Adams et al. This ultimate collection of Highlights Hidden Pictures puzzles features a never before seen mix of activities. There are hours of challenging fun for seek and find fans. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus., some in color. 144 pages. Highlights for Children. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**1038005 DINOSAURS OF THE UPPER JURASSIC.** By David & Oliver West. An illustrated guide of 25 of the best known dinosaurs of the period, providing up to date information with highly detailed computer generated artwork. Illustrated introductory spreads provide background information on the time periods in which the dinosaurs lived. Ages 8-11. 32 pages. Firefly. 8¼x11. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

**4282774 FIRST NURSERY RHYMES.** Babies and toddlers will love this delightful tower of 10 chunky books. Each features a beautifully illustrated classic nursery rhyme. Conveniently packaged in an attractive carry along box. Ages 1-4. Page Publications. Pub. at $21.95 $7.95

**4992377 THE PEANUTS STORY BOOK.** By Charles M. Schulz. Collects eight classic Peanuts storybooks including *Pass the Blanket, Linus; Nice to Meet You, Franklin!* Snoopy and Woodstock’s Great Adventure; You’re a Big Brother, Charlie Brown!; Go Fly a Kite, Charlie Brown!; Kick the Football, Charlie Brown!; Shoot for the Moon, Snoopy; and Snoopy Takes Off! Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $47.92 $13.95

**499485K THE NEW KITTEN.** By Joyce Carol Oates. Illus. of D. Maitlan, Cherie loves being the only kitty in the Smith family, until the day a new kitten arrives. All Cherie wants is to be the only kitty in her home once again. But when the new kitten gets herself in trouble one day, will Cherie be the one who can help her? Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Harper. $8.95. 1¼. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**4999650 THE NAMING OF CATS.** By T.S. Eliot, illus. by A. Robins. A wonderful picture book version of one of T.S. Eliot’s most popular cat poems, brought to life by delightfully humorous illustrations from a gifted illustrator. This timeless magical partnership. Ages 6-8. Faber & Faber. $5.95


**2060275 BABY’S I LOVE YOU BOOKS.** Babies and toddlers will love this box set of six board books. Each features a beautifully illustrated bedtime story. Conveniently packaged in an attractive carry along box. Ages 1-4. Page Publications. Pub. at $17.99 $7.95

**3373843 THE LION KING: Little Golden Book Favorites.** By Adapted by J. Korman et al. Illus. by D. Williams et al. This collection includes three exciting stories all in the same volume starring Simba and his pals: *The Lion King, No Worries,* and *Simba’s Daring Rescue.* Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Golden. Pub. at $11.99 $6.95

**4997158 GEORGE W. BUSH: A Little Golden Book Biography.** By Joanna Keith, Illus. by J. Starr. Tells the story of the 43rd President of the United States from his childhood in Texas to his presidency and all the way through to his retirement. A wonderful read aloud book for children ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Golden. Pub. at $5.95

**5722810 DINOS COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK.** Have fun as you color your way through a world of prehistoric pictures and puzzles. Includes dino-shaped crayons, cool posters, and over 150 dino-themed stickers! Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. Make Believe Ideas. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $5.95
**Children’s Books**


- **6076184 THE WORLD OF DISNEY 30-BOOK COLLECTION.** Step into the wonderful world of Disney with timeless and new tales, from Monsters University to Lilo & Stitch; Bolt; The Princess and the Frog; to Moana; Coco; Cars 3; Zootopia; and many others. Slipcased. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Disney. Pbk. at $14.99 $29.95

- **7817754 ROAD DHAL MAGICAL GIFT SET.** Illus. by Quentin Blake. This Roald Dhal gift set is the perfect gift for longtime fans and newcomers alike. In the set you’ll find Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator; James and the Giant Peach; and Fantastic Mr. Fox. 541 pages in four volumes. Ages 5 & up. Full color. Penguin. Paperbound. Pbk. at $31.96 $23.95

- **6078028 THE MAGICAL DISNEY 30-BOOK COLLECTION.** Including timeless and classic tales, from Steamboat Willie and Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs to a Bug’s Life and The Emperor’s New Groove. Everyone will find their perfect adventure inside this collection. Slipcased. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Disney. Pbk. at $14.99 $29.95

- **7889712 DISNEY STICKER ANTHOLOGY.** Ed. by Sophie Dryburgh. Discover the world of Disney with this collection of more than 600 vintage stickers. These stickers capture the magic of 10 decades! Featuring some of your favorite characters, including Mickey Mouse, Disney Princes, Fox stars, and many, many more. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Disney. Pbk. at $12.99 $21.95

- **4992342 MY FIRST PUZZLE COLLECTION.** Designed for young puzzle lovers, these feature a variety of puzzle types, including That’s Silly! Mazes; spot the difference; Hexagon, and more! Ages 3-6. 640 pages in ten activity books. Fully illus. in color. Highlights. 8 1/4 x 11. Pbk. at $59.95 $19.95

**Audio Books**

- **2177811 WILD BILL: The True Story of the American Frontier’s First Gunfighter.** By Tom Clavin. Read by Johnny Heller. Over his lifetime, he was an army scout, federal marshal, and gunslinger, who was known to take justice into his own hands. In this action-packed and thoroughly original account, Clavin sifts through years of lore to bring “Wild Bill” Hickok fully to life in all his glory. Nine hours on 7 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pbk. at $39.99 $6.95

- **1122290 FULL THROTTLE: Stories.** Read by Zachary Quinto, Wil Wheaton, Kate Mulgrew, Neil Gaiman, Ashleigh Cummings, and more. 97 stories from 97 writers. In two previously unpublished stories written expressly for this volume, this is a darkly imagined odyssey through the complexities of the human psyche. Over fifteen hours on 13 CDs. HarperAudio Pbk. at $18.99 $6.95

- **7865554 THE PRESIDENT IS MISSING.** By James Patterson & Bill Clinton. Read by Dennis Quaid & others. Novel. The president disappears and the world is in chaos. This is one conspiracy that is much worse than anyone can imagine. With details only a president could know, this is the most gripping and surprising thriller yet from Patterson. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pbk. at $40.00 $6.95

- **1123533 HOME SWEET MURDER.** By James Patterson. Read by Peter Ganim. Contains two true crime stories: Home Sweet Murder, a gripping and surprising thriller from The New York Times bestselling lawyer Leo Fisher and his wife are enjoying a quiet Sunday dinner at home when a man in a suit rings their front door. Murder on the Run, the middle-aged psychologist who found dead in a dumpster, but the little boy was worse—a bloody homicide that put Omaha on the map. Over five hours on 5 CDs. Grand Central. Pbk. at $15.00 $5.95

- **1132132 THE MIDNIGHT CLUB.** By James Patterson. Read by Corey Carthew. Novel. A psychopathic killer who has skillfully eluded the police from London to Paris to New York is trailed by an unwonted New York detective whose motives for stopping the killer aren’t as benign or obvious as they appear. Over thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Grand Central. Pbk. at $19.99 $5.95

- **1124552 THE WARNING.** By James Patterson with R. Wells. Read by Christine Lakin & Wll Collyer. Novel. A small town was evacuated after a freak power-plant accident. Natives Maggie and Jordan soon discover Mount Hope is not the same, and their determination to discover who has taken control, puts them in increasing danger. Over eight hours on 7 CDs. Grand Central. Pbk. at $17.99 $5.95

- **6077900 BOYS IN THE TREES: A Memoir.** By Carlhy Simon. Read by the author. Simon’s life and career is one of the great untold stories of popular music. With her long-awaited memoir, the rock star, poet, feminist icon, seductress and survivor reveals the truths and experiences that made her a cultural icon. Over 13 hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pbk. at $29.99 $7.95

- **5199108 MISSISSIPPI BLOOD.** By Greg Iles. Read by Scott Brick. Novel. Penn is shattered by grief and dreaming of vengeance. The woman he loves is gone, and his father, is crushed by guilt and searching for answers. Over ten hours on 11 CDs. Grand Central. Pbk. at $19.99 $5.95

- **2144336 KINGDOM OF THE BONES.** By Christopher Paolini. Read by Robert Petkoff. The path to independence is chronicled in detail, told through the eyes of George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and Great Britain’s King George III. Re-creates the war’s darkest battles and reveals the bravery and sacrifice of every soldier. Over eight hours on 6 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pbk. at $16.99 $6.95

- **7969236 KILLING ENGLAND.** By Bill O’Reilly & Martin Dugard. Read by Robert Petkoff. The path to independence is chronicled in detail, told through the eyes of George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and Great Britain’s King George III. Re-creates the war’s darkest battles and reveals the bravery and sacrifice of every soldier. Over eight hours on 6 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pbk. at $16.99 $6.95

- **7865472 ANGELS FLIGHT.** By Steve Berry. Read by Scott Brick. Novel. One of the seven precious relics of the Army of Christ is disappearing from sanctuaries across the world. Cotton Malone is sent to steal one of these relics, the price of entry into a blackmailing auction, where the bidding can go on for a balance of power in Europe. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pbk. at $39.99 $9.95

- **2177803 THE WARSAW PROTOCOL.** By Steve Berry. Read by Scott Brick. Novel. Luther Whitney is a rare combination of a thief and an honorable man, as well as the unwitting eyewitness to a woman’s brutal murder, which is being covered up by the President of the United States’ most trusted aides, and which may or may not involve her father. Over fourteen hours on 12 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pbk. at $39.99 $9.95

- **CD 2121824 ABSOLUTE POWER.** By David Baldacci. Read by Scott Brick. Novel. William has been promoted to detective sergeant and reassigned to the drug squad with his team. They are immediately tasked with apprehending Khalil Rashidi, a notorious drug dealer. But as the investigation progresses, William runs into old and new enemies. Eight hours on 7 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pbk. at $39.99 $9.95

- **CD 2128713 HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT.** By Jeffrey Archer. Read by George Blagden. Novel. William has been promoted to detective sergeant and reassigned to the drug squad with his team. They are immediately tasked with apprehending Khalil Rashidi, a notorious drug dealer. But as the investigation progresses, William runs into old and new enemies. Eight hours on 7 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pbk. at $39.99 $9.95

- **CD 2177857 TURN A BLIND EYE.** By Jeffrey Archer. Read by George Blagden. Novel. Newly promoted to Detective Inspector, William is tasked with a dangerous new line of work: to go undercover and infiltrate covers for drug-based gangster组织 of the heart of the Metropolitan Police Force. His team is focused on following Detective Jerry Summers, whose lifestyle exceeds his income. Over nine hours on 8 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pbk. at $39.99 $8.95
History
6845386 THE FREEMASONS: A History of the World's Most Powerful Secret Society. By Jasパー Peter Sidley. A substantial work of history that sifts the truth from the myth as it traces Freemasonry from its origins to the present day, recounting the development of Freemasonry from guilds of freestone masons of the Middle Ages, into societies of “gentleman masons” in the 17th century. 357 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95. $4.95

6993311 THE POPE AT WAR: The Secret History of Pius XII, Mussolini, and Hitler. By David I. Kertzer. Paints a new portrait of what Pope Pius XII did and did not do as war enveloped the continent and as the Nazis amassed mass murders of Europe’s Jews. It clears away many myths and false information surrounding the pope’s actions from 1939 to 1945, showing why the pope repeatedly bent to the wills of Hitler and Mussolini. Photos. 621 pages. Ecco. Hardcover. Pub. at $37.50. $7.95

★ 7914229 KILLING THE KILLERS: The Secret War Against Terrorists. By Bill O'Reilly & M. Dugard. Narrates America’s intense global war against extremists who planned and executed not only the 9/11 attacks but hundreds of others in America and around the world, and who eventually destroyed entire nations in their relentless quest for power. With fresh detail and deep sourced information, O'Reilly and Dugard create an account of this war. Illus. 275 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00. $13.95

★ 1896655 KILLING THE KILLER: The Secret War Against NS inazism. By Bill O’Reilly & M. Dugard. Narrates the country’s intense global war against extremists who planned and executed not only the 9/11 attacks but hundreds of others in America and around the world, and who eventually destroyed entire nations in their relentless quest for power. Photos. 276 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

9831618 IN HITLER’S MUNICH: Jews, the Revolution, and the Rise of Nazism. By Michael Brenner. A mesmerizing portrait of Munich in the early years of Hitler’s quest for power. Demonstrates why this transformation is crucial for understanding the Nazi era and the tragedy of the Holocaust. Brenner describes how Hitler and his followers transformed Munich’s Jews and were aided by policemen, judges, politicians, and ordinary residents. 378 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $37.00. $5.95

DVD 7998427 HOW THE EARTH CHANGED HISTORY. Widescreen. Visiting some of the most iconic places on Earth, this documentary series overturns preconceptions about our civilizations and our cultures to offer a new perspective on who we are today. Collects all five episodes. Five hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. $11.95

8038341 BLOOD AND RUINS: The Last Imperial War, 1931-1945. By Richard Overy. Pushes readers to take a global perspective on the war, one that looks more broadly than the typical focus on military conflict between the Allied and Axis states. Above all the author explains the bitter cost for those who fought in the war, and the exceptional level of crime and savagery that marked the war. Photos. 990 pages. Viking. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95. $9.95

7973659 THE 8 GATES OF JERUSALEM. Provides insights to the events that are to take place in Jerusalem. This is the story behind each of the eight gates surrounding the old city, including Golden Gate, Damascus Gate, New Gate, Lions Gate, Herod’s Gate, and Zion Gate and Dung Gate. Includes a bonus DVD. Three hours. Questar. $8.95

DVD 7765955 HITLER’S RISE AND FALL. The Dark Charisma of Adolf Hitler. In this three-part series, acclaimed historian Laurence Rees examines the key decisions Hitler took to find out why others decided to push forward and achieve his goals. How he manipulated existing beliefs in Germany, and why his leadership was so compelling. English SDH. 176 minutes. BBC. $5.95

DVD 800518X WAR OF THE CENTURY: When Hitler Fought Stalin. Widescreen. In World War II, when Hitler’s Germany and Soviet Russia was fought on a scale unprecedented in human history. This brings the human experience into focus by concentrating on stories of individuals. English SDH. Over 3 hours. BBC. $5.95

6527272 DEAD WRONG: Straight Facts on the Country’s Most Controversial Cover-Ups. By B. D. Warren. In this enlightening book, the authors argue that not only is ‘Big Brother,’ watching you, they are sometimes murdering those they find “expedient” or “talking too much.” One of these cases is Pellow a nd fifty-one of his shipmates were captured at sea by Barbary corsairs and bought by the tyrannical sultan of Morocco. Drawn from the unpublished letters and manuscripts of Pellow a nd fifty-one of his shipmates, this book gives a glimpse at a time long forgotten by history. Illus. 328 pages. Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

★ 6727328 THE REPORTER WHO KNEW TOO MUCH: The Mysterious Death of What’s My Line TV Star and Media Icon Dorothy Kilgallen. By Mark Shaw. Was What’s My Line TV star, media icon, crack investigative reporter, and Pulitzer-nominated journalist Dorothy Kilgallen murdered for writing a tell-all book about the JFK assassination? If so, is the main suspect in her death still at large? The story of one of the most mysterious cases in American crime history resurrects it in vivid detail, telling the epic story of great American crime. Scribner. Pub. at $32.00. $5.95

1940872 MORE BAD DAYS IN HISTORY: The Delightfully Dismal Day-by-Day Saga of Ignominity, Idiocy, and Incompetence Continues. By Michael Farquhar. In this delightful sequel to Bad Days in History, the illuminating narrative features an almost endless array of misbehavior, amusing mishaps, and breathtaking misfortune over the ages and across the historical spectrum. Illus. Gorgias Press. Pub. at $9.95. $9.95

2722232 HIS MAJESTY’S AIRSHIP: The Life and Tragic Death of the World’s Largest Flying Machine. By S.C. Gwynne. The tragic tale of the British airship R101, which was storing a hydrogen fueled fireball in 1930, killing more people than the Hindenburg disaster seven years later, has been largely forgotten. Gwynne resurrects it in vivid detail, telling the epic story of great American crime. Scribner. Pub. at $32.00. $5.95


7826857 FAKE HISTORY: From Mozart’s Murder to Cleopatra’s ASP. By Graeme Donald. Reveals the fundamental inaccurate information that has been unleashed on the world—by Hollywood, NHK, and BBC—and reveals how these messages hold the key to our spiritual advancement and even to world peace. 186 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

5881165 THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH: An Ex-CIA Officer’s Quest Through a Legacy of Betrayal. By Howard Blum. A retired spy gets back into the game to solve a perplexing case—one whose shocking secrets penetrate deep into the operational heart of the CIA as well as into his own complicated career—in this page-turning true-life tale of espionage, intelligence, and the last great mystery of the Cold War. 325 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

5768302 FLYING BLIND: The 737 Max Tragedy and the Fall of Boeing. By Peter Robison. A chilling behind-the-scenes look at the corporate dysfunctional ruthless cost-cutting places, and cultural management—that contributed to one of the worst tragedies in modern aviation. In 2018 and 2019, two crashes of the Boeing 737 MAX 8 killed 346 people. The crashes exposed a shocking pattern of malfeasance. 327 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. $6.95

7913400 MURDER, LIES, AND COVER-UPS: Who Killed Marilyn Monroe, JFK, Michael Jackson, Elvis Presley, and Princess Diana? By David Gardner. In the wake of new evidence and testimony, Gardner has combed through recently declassified FBI files and interviewed key witnesses, historians, and forensic experts to help provide many of the answers that have been elusive for so long. He explains what it was about these enduring legends that made their legacies burn so bright. 278 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95

8056681 WHITE GOLD: The Extraordinary Story of Thomas Pellow and Islam’s One Million White Slaves. By Giles Milton. Thomas Pellow and fifty-one of his shipmates were captured at sea by Barbary corsairs and bought by the tyrannical sultan of Morocco. Drawn from the unpublished letters and manuscripts of Pellow and survivors like him, this is a fascinating glimpse at a time long forgotten by history. Photos. 316 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $6.95
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5769256 EDISON VS. TESLA: The Battle Over Their Last Invention. By J. Martin & W. Birnham. traces the history of the rivalry between the two inventors and the impact of their inventions on the development of electrical technology. 396 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.95 $9.95

3999912 JAPAN'S HOLOCAUST: History of Imperial Japan's Mass Murder and Rape During World War II. By Bryan Mark Rigg. A comprehensive study of Japan's atrocities during World War II. 472 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.95 $16.95

4809181 THE RISE AND FALL OF THE NEMPHIL: The Untold Story of Fallen Angels, Giants on the Earth, and Their Extraterrestrial Origins. By Scott Alan Roberts. The ancient books of Genesis and Enoch tell us that spirit beings known as the Nephilim, or Fallen Angels, came to the Earth, had sex with women, and begat a hybrid race of offspring known as the Giants. Roberts explores these stories, presenting evidence that the Nephilim were real and their stories have real implications for our world today. Illus. 255 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $11.95

1194321 IN DEFENSE OF GERMAN COLONIALISM: And How Its Critics Empowered Nazis, Communists, and the Cult of Humanity. By Jon M. Butler. Delves into the history of German colonialism from its earliest roots through the 20th century, demonstrating that contrary to common belief, colonialism served as a global force for good, elevating the lives of its subjects and encouraging scientific development while allowing native cultures to flourish within its governance. Photos. 304 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95


8041547 A COSMIC ENCOUNTER: A True Story of an Alien Abduction. By Stewart W. Bench. Bench tells the incredible story of being encountered and then abducted by aliens. As an engineer, he uses his technical expertise to describe the speculations of the alien craft, their technology, their communications, and their manipulation. Illus. 210 pages. Littlefield. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


7969747 1923: The Crisis of German Democracy in the Year of Hitler's Putch. By Mark William Jones. A gripping account of how German politicians and statesmen explored the possibility of abdicating the Kaiser and making the emperor. 314 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

7901660 AUGUSTUS AT WAR: The Struggle for the Pax Augusta. By Lindsay Powell. The words Pax Augusta or Pax Romana evoke a period of uninterrupted peace across the vast Roman Empire. Powell exposes the truth about the years 1 BC through 14 AD, revealing how the Roman Army was in action somewhere, either fighting enemies beyond the frontier or besieging unknown cities, as well as leading punitive raids across the lands suppressing rebellions within its borders. 16 pages of color illus. 452 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95 $14.95

7992637 ROMAN ANCIENT ORIGINS: Stories of People & Civilization. Ed. by Lina Hrib. This work, first published in the 1990s, contains 42 stories about the Celts' mysterious origins and early history, providing an invigorating view of their world. The stories include the Celts' key figures and events, and address many of the questions that have puzzled historians. 416 pages. Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

4990730 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CELTS. By Lina Hrib. This work, first published in the 1990s, contains 42 stories about the Celts' mysterious origins and early history, providing an invigorating view of their world. The stories include the Celts' key figures and events, and address many of the questions that have puzzled historians. 416 pages. Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

4994035 THE MAGICAL HISTORY OF MERMAIDS. By Russ Thom. These works present powerful and imaginative literature and have become a source of inspiration for artists throughout the world. This delightful history is based on ancient oral traditions and stunning fantasy work from contemporary artists. 128 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

7925816 BEFORE SCOTLAND: A Prehistory. By Alistair Mollat. Explores the origins of the Celts, ranging from the glacial great thaw at the end of the Ice Age that shaped Scotland's magnificent landscape through the megalith builders and the Picts, to the accession of King Iain II. Essential reading for anyone interested in the people, events, and monuments that make up Scotland's intriguing past. 16 pages of color photos. 384 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


7901580 ASSASSINATION in the Early Roman Empire. By Rose Mary Sheldon. Exploring the history of internal security under the First Roman dynasty, this work answers the enduring question: If there were an emperor in 27 BC, did Rome have the highest assassination rate of any world empire? 347 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $44.00 $6.95

1044981 DEATH OF DUDLEY: A New History of Tudor England. By Joanne Paul. Welcome to the House of Dudley. Here is the story of a noble house competing in a murderous game for the English throne. Where cunning, audacity, and deceit they may have found a more brilliant, and deceitful family, the House of Dudley! 16 pages of illus., many in color. 334 pages. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

4556065 WAR OF THE GODS: Alien Shockwaves and the Colony From the Sky. By Erich von Daniken. Presents the most recent discovery of an event that can only be described as shocking: in 2017, von Daniken was informed of strange mummified creatures found around Nazca, Peru. These creatures lived several thousand years ago and had three fingers, three toes, and exceptionally long heads. One of the mummies had been associated with a metal plate. Scientists agree: these creatures are not from Earth! Illus. 210 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

7885008 ASSAD OR WE BURN THE COUNTRY: How One Family's Lust for Power Destroyed Syria. By Sam Dagher. A groundbreaking account of the Syrian Civil War that offers never before published details about the origins and persistence of the 21st-century’s worst humanitarian disaster. This book exposes the full extent of the crisis, going far beyond the news story that has dominated headlines for years. 564 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

490673X A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CELTS. By Peter Berresford Ellis. A foremost authority on the Celtic peoples and their culture presents an invigorating view of their world. With his gift for making the scholarly accessible, Ellis discusses the Celts' mysterious origins and early history, and presents complex society in 16 pages of photos. 235 pages. Robinson. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

4963075 ALIEN ENCOUNTERS: True-Life Stories of UFOs and Other Extra-Terrestrial Phenomena. By J. Allen Hynek. A fresh look at the key episodes of alien activity on Earth, and sheds light on the many mysterious phenomena associated with it. From Roswell to the recent release of the Netflix series, Hynek provides fascinating eyewitness accounts of communication and contact with alien beings, as well as cases of abduction. 192 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95
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119447X FOLLOW ME TO HELL: McNelly’s Texas Rangers and the Rise of Frontier Justice. By Tom Clavin. In turbulent 1870s Texas, Ranger Leader McNelly led his men in one campaign after another, apprehending cattle thieves, desperadoes, border ruffians, and other criminals and throwing them in jail or six feet under. They called him “McNelly’s Rangers.” 16 pages of photos. 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

7920563 FOLLOW ME TO HELL: McNelly’s Texas Rangers and the Rise of Frontier Justice. By Tom Clavin. In turbulent 1870s Texas, Ranger Leader McNelly led his men in one campaign after another, apprehending cattle thieves, desperadoes, border ruffians, and other criminals and throwing them in jail or six feet under. They called him “McNelly’s Rangers.” 16 pages of photos. 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95


1327290 THE ABBYSS: Nuclear Crisis Cuba 1962. By Max Hastings. The 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis was the most perilous event in history, when humankind faced a looming nuclear holocaust. 50 state maps. 26 cultural icons. The land of Enchantment is known for its landmarks, and cultural icons the FBI. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $17.95

7964986 KILLERS OF THE FLOWER MOON: The Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI. By David Grann. After oil was discovered on their land, the Osage Nation in Oklahoma, became very wealthy. Then, one by one, the Osage began to be killed. Together, the FBI and its young director J. Edgar Hoover began to expose one of the most chilling conspiracies in American history. Illus. 377 pages. Vintage. $12.95

1994336 BACKSTAGE AT THE LINCOLN ASSASSINATION. By Thomas A. Bogar. Draws back the curtain on an untold story of one of the most dramatic events in American history, but tells of the alternate realities of infamously haunted. Illus. 306 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95


4840976 FAMOUS SHERIFFS AND WESTERN OUTLAWS: Incredible True Stories of Gunfighters and Frontier Justice. By William MacLeod Raine. This is a classic, in-depth collection, unchanged since it was first published in the 1940s. The most legendary “gunfighters” and the outlaws. 294 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

440192 KILLING CRAZY HORSE: The Merciless Indian Wars in America. By Bill O’Reilly & M. Dugard. From General Andrew Jackson’s brutal battles with the Creek at Horseshoe Bend to Martin Van Buren’s cruel enforcement of a “treaty” that forced the Cherokee Nation out of their homelands along with what would become Oklahoma. The young O’Reilly and Dugard take readers behind the legends to reveal historical moments in the creation story of America. Well-illustrated. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95
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1162497 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO THE SOUTH (AND WHY IT WILL RISE AGAIN). By Clint Johnson. Reveals that, far from being the backwater of the nation, the South has always been the center of American culture and that the South is rising again. 262 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

7849338 IT HAPPENED ON THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION. By Don H. Turley. The 16-year expedition against which he signed who went to Meriwether Lewis and William Clark’s 1804–1806 expedition from St. Louis to the Pacific Ocean and back blazed a pivotal trail in American history. 377 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback at $14.99


1162411 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO IMMIGRATION. By J. Zmirak & A. Perrotta. Filled with facts you may not know about immigration include: building “The Wall” would cost less than half what we spend on illegal immigrants every year; after Reagan’s 1986 Amnesty the illegal population went from 3.2 million to 11 million, and much more. 216 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

DVD 104222X WOW, I NEVER KNEW THAT Season 1. Widescree, jam-packed with fascinating facts that uncover the truths and origins behind the stuff you’ve already familiar with. From the items you use daily to the origins of religion, the story of human existence and how it is connected to every habit you’re accustomed to, you’ll be fascinated to learn how they all came about. Collects 13 episodes. Nearly five hours.


1162411 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO IMMIGRATION. By J. Zmirak & A. Perrotta. Filled with facts you may not know about immigration include: building “The Wall” would cost less than half what we spend on illegal immigrants every year; after Reagan’s 1986 Amnesty the illegal population went from 3.2 million to 11 million, and much more. 216 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

1162411 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO IMMIGRATION. By J. Zmirak & A. Perrotta. Filled with facts you may not know about immigration include: building “The Wall” would cost less than half what we spend on illegal immigrants every year; after Reagan’s 1986 Amnesty the illegal population went from 3.2 million to 11 million, and much more. 216 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95
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7837151 IT HAPPENED ON THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. By James A. Crow. Chronicles the epic river battles in the Gulf of Mexico, and from the magnificent prehistoric city of Cahokia to the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 and Hurricane Katrina in 2005, learn how the three things shaped the history of the mighty Mississippi. 154 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

2121751 STRANGE FOLKS ALONG THE MISSISSIPPI. By Pat Wallace. The banks of the Mississippi have been homestead by characters who have made life a little bit richer for all of us. It talks about Murderous Eddie, the ladies of the Evening at the Tent Meets, Biski Rita, the acrobatic bride, and more. 173 pages. Quixote. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

4955609 THE BURNING BLUE: The Untold Story of Christa McAuliffe and NASA’s Challenger Disaster. By Kevin Cook. Provides the F.B.I.’s two-month siege of David Koresh and the Branch Davidians. The author tells the full saga of 51 days that changed America, culminating in a firefight that killed 76, including more than 20 children. Shows how Waco is hardwired into the DNA of American extremists. 8 pages of photos. 273 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

7884796 WACO RISING: David Koresh, the FBI, and the Birth of America’s Modern Militias. By Kevin Cook. Provides the F.B.I.’s two-month siege of David Koresh and the Branch Davidians. The author tells the full saga of 51 days that changed America, culminating in a firefight that killed 76, including more than 20 children. Shows how Waco is hardwired into the DNA of American extremists. 8 pages of photos. 273 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

5769221 THE COMPLETE INDIENS GUIDE TO IRAN. By Robert Spencer. Exposes the true nature of the threat that is posed by the Islamic Republic. Lay for what Iran must do to defeat it, and gives you all the information you need about America’s least understood yet potentially most lethal foe. 361 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.50

1862022 CAPTIVITY OF THE OATMAN GIRLS. By Royal B. Stratton. Originally published as Life Among the Indians, 1857. In 1851, nine members of the Oatman family went on their way to California in a covered wagon, were savagely attacked by Apache Indians near Fort Yuma, Arizona. Two girls were taken captive, the rest of the family brutally massacred. The story of the 290 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

7893027 THE FOUNDERS’ FORTUNES: How Money Shaped the Birth of America. By Willard Sterne Randall. Metaphorical reimagining of the creation of financial history of the Founders, illuminating like never before how and why the Revolution came about. This landmark history uncleared of the Founders’ teaching war, crafted a constitution, and forged a new nation in the birth of the country. 325 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $29.00. $6.95

7837399 SOLDIER, SISTER, SPY, SCOUT: Women Soldiers and Patriots on the Western Frontier. By Barry D. Zeller. The story of 13 women—Buffalo Soldiers, scouts, interpreters, nurses, and others—who served their country in the early frontier. These heroines won the day through their display of courage and physical bravery. Their willingness to throw off the constraints of 19th-century conventions helped build the West. 196 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $5.95

5769329 THE GOLDEN GATE: San Francisco’s Celebrated Bridge. Ed. by David S. Hackett Fischer. See the world’s most beloved bridge in a whole new light with this assortment of stunning images. Complemented by each photograph is a short history of the bridge and memorable quotes from a variety of San Francisco natives and visitors affected by its imposing presence. 128 pages. Anchor Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $6.95

8041784 AMERICAN MIDNIGHT: The Great War, a Violent Peace, and Democracy’s Forgotten Crisis. By Adam Hochschild. A groundbreaking reassessment of the overlooked but startlingly resonant period between the end of the war and the beginning of the 1920s, when the foundations of American democracy were threatened by war, pandemics, and violence fueled by battles over culture and politics. 422 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95

7834325 AMERICA’S EXPIRATION DATE. By Cal Thomas. America faces a crisis. Our culture is increasingly immoral, the family structure is threatened from all sides, and government programs consistently overreach, creating massive debt. Thomas sounds a warning for our future while offering a path to recovery. 192 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $5.95

7801114 RED SKY MORNING: The Epic True Story of Texas Ranger Company F. By Joe Pappalardo. This historical painting paints the grim picture of neighbors and relatives becoming snitches and bounty hunters, and a company of Texas Rangers who waited the conflict only to find themselves in over their heads, and in the fight of their lives. 389 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95

1985159 A PLACE OF HER OWN: The Legacy of Oregon Pioneer Martha Maupin Mark. By Janet Fisher. The story of Martha Maupin’s dashing decision to buy a frontier farm in Oregon after the death of her husband along the Oregon Trail, alongside the story of the author that prompted her and her decision to keep the farm in the family. 16 pages of photos, some TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $5.95

1986159 THE DEEPEST SOUTH OF ALL: True Stories from Natchez, Mississippi. By Richard Grant Thacker. Mississippi, then more millionaires per capita than anywhere in America, and its wealth was built on cotton and slavery. Today it has the greatest concentration of antebellum architecture in the South and a culture full of contradiction. Grant depicts a strange, eccentric town with an unforgettable cast of characters. 276 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. $5.95

7821338 MAFIA SPIES: The Inside Story of the CIA, Gangsters, JFK, and Castro. By Thomas Maier. With several investigative findings Maier offers a spy expose, a murder mystery, and a shocking true story that recounts America’s first foray into the assassination of a dictator and a tale with profound impact for today’s Trump era. A true story of espionage and mobsters based on never before released JFK files. 16 pages of photos. 388 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.95. $9.50

7966040 INCOMPARABLE GRACE: JFK in the Presidency. By Mark K. Updegrove. Offers an illuminating account of John F. Kennedy’s brief but transformative tenure in the nation’s highest office. A book of historical significance, this re-examines the dramatic, consequential White House years of a flawed but gifted leader who often opened the Camelot myth that came after his untimely death. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 325 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

1209696 AMERICA: Imagine a World Without Her. By Dinesh D’Souza. Is America a source of pride, as America has long held, or shame, as progressive allegiess? D’Souza offers a passionate and clear-eyed defense of America, knocking down every important accusation made by Progressives against our country. 16 pages of photos. 289 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

2112884 LOST & BURIED TREASURE OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. By Netha Bell. Follow age-old stories along the Mississippi River in search of gold and other treasures left behind by prospectors, outlaws, renegade Indians and river pirates. Illus. 172 pages. Quixote. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

119433X IN THE CAULDRON: Terror, Tension, and the American Ambassador’s Struggle to Avoid Pearl Harbor. By Loy Wat. The full story of America’s ambassador to Japan, Joseph Grew and his efforts to avoid war is now told. A compelling narrative of how massive policies of imperial Japan collided with President Roosevelt’s determination to punish Japanese aggression in the Far East and how Grew was unable to reconcile the two great powers. Photos. 454 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

1132067 GOING UP THE COUNTRY: When the Hippies, Dreamers, Freaks and Radicals Moved to Vermont. By Yvonne Daley. The story of the young people who left the backwoods of Vermont for nearby cities like New York, promising a revolution that would have a profound impact on both the state and the nation. Let us to today’s “New Age” farm to table lifestyle, environmental consciousness, and progressive politics. Illus. 276 pages. Wesleyan. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

116225X MUSKETS & APPLEJACK: Spirits, Soldiers, and the Civil War. By Mark Wil-Weber. Paints a full, complex picture of the surprisingly large role alcohol played in how it helped heal physical and emotional wounds, form friendships, and cause strife. Interspersed between stories from the battlefield are tales of soldiers’ favorite drinks from both sides of the Mason-Dixon line. Illus. 282 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

1187437 THE FRENCH & INDIAN WAR IN WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA. By Robert M. Dunkelr. The colonial frontier of Western Pennsylvania set the stage for the fight over control of North America and the promise of the American West. The war began in the Commonwealth and the defense lines fought in the Western part of the state defined the war and the early career of George Washington. Well illus. 208 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95


4706386 PIRATES OF THE PRAIRIE: Outlaws and Vigilantes in America’s Heartland. By Barry D. Segeebarth. The dramatic story of outlaws and vigilantes on the American frontier invariably calls to mind the Wild West of the latter nineteenth century. Yet, there was an earlier frontier, Illinois, which was every bit as wild and lawless as Dodge City or Tombstone. Photos. 234 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95

6088639 THE SIX: The Untold Story of America’s First Women Astronauts. By Loren Eiseley. An brilliant and courageous women enduring claustrophobic—and sometimes deeply sexist—media attention, undergoing rigorous survival training and preparing for years to take multimillion-dollar paychecks into orbit. Together, the Six helped build the tools that made the space program run. Photos, most in color. 422 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $32.50. $7.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9784585X</td>
<td>CUSTER’S BEST: The Story of Company M, 7th Cavalry at the Little Bighorn</td>
<td>Bret Baczewski</td>
<td>The first complete history of George Custer’s best cavalry company at the 1876 Battle of the Little Bighorn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97837324</td>
<td>GRAVEYARDS OF THE WESTERN FRONT</td>
<td>By L. Moullon &amp; S. Tattoner</td>
<td>Many California graveyards linger in obscurity in out of the way places (Garlock-Goer, Keeler), while others are popular tourist attractions (Bodie). The cemeteries offer powerful and precious reminders of California’s wild history. Photos, most in color, 128 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978203072</td>
<td>HELL PUT TO SHAME: The 1921 Murder Massacre and the Horror of America’s Second Slavery</td>
<td>By Earl Swift</td>
<td>A gripping new work of narrative history that gained prominence across the American South after the murder of George Armstrong Custer. Also covers the aftermath of the massacre. 16 pages of photos. 149 pages. Mariner. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97808044</td>
<td>THE AFTERMATH OF THE BATTLE OF LITTLE BIGHORN</td>
<td>By Wendy Ann Wallace</td>
<td>Wallace’s work seeks to shine light on the covered-up murder of General Custer. Sherrifilmer and Sherman to kill Lt. Col. George Armstrong Custer. Also covers the aftermath of the battle itself and the resulting Reno Court of Inquiry. 16 pages of photos. 174 pages. Pen &amp; Sword. Pub. at $34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9998233</td>
<td>JIMMY BRELLIN: Essential Writings</td>
<td>Ed. by Dan Barry</td>
<td>Collected here are more than half of Brellin’s greatest newspaper columns, from the Kennedy assassination to 9/11. Also included are two classic works, including The Good Soldier Finally Won and The Short Sweet Dream of Eduardo Gutierrez. 724 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97893516</td>
<td>CIVIL WAR: Rebellion to Reconstruction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Industry and immigration in the North, Agriculture and slavery in the South. Includes a fold out poster with a Civil War map and event timeline. Over 24 hours on fourteen DVDs. A&amp;E.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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★ 7954807 US SEVENTH FLEET, VIETNAM 1960-65: Fleet 4. By Edward J. Marolda. The U.S. Navy was at the forefront of America's campaign in Vietnam for a decade, from the Gulf of Tonkin Incident that began it all to the final evacuation of South Vietnam. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00 $17.95

607619X BRITAIN'S PLOT TO KILL HITLER: The True Story of Operation Foxley and SOE. By Eric Lee. Operation Foxley was the name of the secret plan supported by Winston Churchill to assassinate Hitler in 1944-45. Lee's work is the product of painstaking research and sheds more light on this plan, as well as asking what would have happened if Foxley had been executed successfully. 122 pages of photos. 201 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $34.95 $6.95

7911556 MARINE RAIDERS: The True Story of the Legendary WWII Battalions. By Eric Lee. The story of the two American marines whose unit revere their elite combat units, but one of these noble bands has been unjustifiably forgotten, until now. The Marine Raiders were the most effective, skilled fighters that the world had ever seen, selected to conduct special operations at the highest level. Photos. 270 pages. Thunderstorm. Regency. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

DVD 7902050 DIRTY WARS. Widescreen. Investigative reporter Jeremy Scahill traces the rise of the Joint Special Operations Command, the most secret fighting force in U.S. history, exposing operations carried out by men who do not exist. The author will appear before the Congress. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Sleeve Selects. $5.95

5769345 GUERRILLA WARFARE: Kings of Revolution. By Peter Pollack. This small but compelling book gives an fascinating overview of a history-altering form of warfare, by profiling ten select guerrilla leaders—from William Wallace through to modern-day Sri Lanka–and analyzing their military tactics and political strategies. 60 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

6079784 THE MARINES: ‘Semper Fi!’. By Colin Colbourn. Fighting in the far-off places, from the globe to the honor of the Corps, this work offers a stunning graphic pictorial history of this elite fighting force, with an emphasis on modern training techniques, technology, and deployments. 224 pages. Amber Books. 11x14¾. Pub. at $29.95 $15.95

6080480 HAMBURG 1940-45: The Long War Against Germany's Great Port City. By Richard Worral. The complete five-year history of the RAF's campaign against Germany's second city. Drawing on recent sources available on this topic, and packed with photos, artwork, maps and diagrams, this is an important new history of the air campaign against the industrial and naval heart of Nazi Germany. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

781061X ON TO STALINGRAD: Operation Winter Thunderstorm and the Attempt to Relieve Sixth Army, December 1942. By Horst Scheibert. In late November 1942, the Germans surrounded General Friedrich Paulus’ Sixth Army in a pocket at the Russian city of Stalingrad. In response the Germans ordered Operation Winter Thunderstorm. The author provides a unique account of the entire operation. 164 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95


★ 8080499 ITALIAN BATTLE FLEET 1940-43: Fleet 6. By Ennio Cernuschi. Offers a detailed account of the air war and ground operations of the Italian Navy’s final push towards Berlin, in which massed Soviet air power defeated the Luftwaffe’s high-tech Me 262 jets and Italy had been inextricably linked with the war on the Eastern front, and how victory shaped Soviet air power doctrine for the decades to come. Fully illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

★ 4992970 SOLOMONS AIR WAR, VOLUME 2: Guadalcanal & Santa Cruz, October 1942. By Peter Polack. During the first three weeks of October 1942, busy Tokyo Express destroyer runs landed thousands of IJA troops on Guadalcanal and Santa Cruz. After FDR’s new offensive had been launched against the U.S. Marine garrison. This was presages by a brutal battlefield bombardment of Henderson Field and daily air raids against the same target. Well illus. 192 pages. Aviation. Paperbound. Pub. at $48.95 $36.95

★ 1039001 SNIPING RIFLES IN THE WAR AGAINST JAPAN 1941-45: Weapon 88. By John Walter. This book describes the evolution of sniping technology and tactics employed by both sides in Asia and the Pacific during 1941-45. Considers the strengths and limitations of the rifles, scopes and accessories, with bow and arrow, snipers and their Allied counterparts, as well as their different approaches to sniping tactics and training. Fully illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00 $17.95

★ 8077520 KILLING SHORE: The True Story of Hitler’s U-Boats Off the New Jersey Coast. By K.A. Nelson. Every American coastal state became a battlefield in 1942, and the events that transpired off New Jersey were a terrible example of the brutality of this forgotten campaign. The shocking story of Nazi Germany’s naval assault in American waters, told through the eyes of the men on the New Jersey shore. Photos. 431 pages. Brookline. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

★ 4159807 THE WAR UNDERGROUND 1914-18: Tactics and Equipment. By Simon Jones. Covering the Western front but also the Balkan theatres, this study explores three aspects of World War I below ground: military mining, attack tunnels and dugouts. The artwork plates include depictions of specialized uniforms, weapons and equipment used underground. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00 $15.95

★ 7955340 AM62/2 ZERO-SEN: Dogfight 10. By Mike R. Ham. Covers the Zero’s roles in Europe and the Pacific during the war. The story of the world’s most successful single-seat fighter, from manufacture to combat, with many photos and diagrams. 103 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

7968000 SITTING DUCKS AT GUADALCANAL: The U.S. Navy’s Disaster at the Battle of Cape Esperance, October 1942. By Lawrence A. De Graw. Featuring a colorful narrative that covers the big picture as well as stories of individual vessels and sailors, along with a detailed battle history and what went wrong for the U.S. Navy just off the shores of Guadalcanal in 1942. Illus. 510 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

★ 1159907 WARBIRD 2024. Ed. by John Jordan. Devoted entirely to the design, development and service history of the world’s combat ships. The contributors are respected authorities, so detailed and accurate information is the keynote of all the articles, which are supported by plans, data tables and photographs. 224 pages. Osprey. 8x10¼. Pub. at $60.00 $49.95

DVD 6080111 NAPOLEON VS. THE BANKS. Widescreen. Some of Napoleon’s greatest battles were not decided on the battlefield, but rather, in the world of finance. Take a deep dive into Napoleon’s wars, how they were financed and fought and why Napoleon was no longer there when he had won. 120 minutes. Wownow. Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 5870880 BLOOD ON THEIR HANDS: Japanese Military Atrocities 1931-1945. By Dr. William A. Stidham. Offers a comprehensive portrayal of the brutal behavior of the Imperial Japanese Army during the years leading up to and during WWII. Massacre, human experimentation, starvation, torture and political assassinations were commonplace during that period. The estimated death toll from these atrocities ranges from three to fourteen million people. Photos. 182 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95
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- **795549** VALENTINE INFANTRY TANK VS PANZER III: Duel 132. By Bruce Oliver. This book compares the PT-76 and the Panzer III, types of armored vehicles. It discusses their modifications across a three-year period in which they were used and upgraded. $

- **1137366** AN ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UNIFORMS OF THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783. By John J. Collier. Over 600 images, including fine-art paintings and color illustrations of uniforms and weapons, providing an unrivaled source of information on the appearance and experiences of the American soldier during the War of Independence. $35.00

- **1307550** WASHINGTON'S MARINES: The Corps and the American Revolution, 1775-1777. By Jason Q. Bohm. The fighting prowess of the United States Marines is second to none, but few know of the Corps’ humble beginnings and what it achieved at cost more than the Manhattan Project and the B-2 stealth bomber. The only inside look at the most advanced aircraft in the world and the conflict played out. 16 pages of color photos. $39.95

- **1997645** JAGDPANZER. By Thomas Anderson. This book explores the evolution of the Jagdpanzer and the many variants built on other German tank chassis. It also covers the organization Jagdpanzer and their operational experience on the battlefield. Fully illustrated. 272 pages. $49.95

- **7916264** F-35: The Inside Story of the Lightning II. By Tom Burbage et al. The inside story of the most expensive and controversial military program in history, as told by those who lived it. By the time the project is complete, it will cost more than the Manhattan Project and the B-2 stealth bomber. The only inside look at the most advanced aircraft in the world and the conflict played out. 16 pages of color photos. $49.95

- **102714X** THE KILLING GROUND: A Biography of Thermopylae. By M. Cole & M. Livingston. An exploration into why, and how Thermopylae is one of the most blood-soaked patches of ground in history. Details the background and history of each combatant, the strategy and decision making of the commanders, the arms and tactics of the troops, and how each battle played out. 16 pages of color photos. $39.95

- **259387X** INTO THE COLD BLUE: My World War II Journeys with the Mighty Eighth Air Force. By John F. Homan with J. Frederick. One of the last great memoirs of World War II, this is a riveting account of the air war over Europe, when hell was four miles above the earth. With wit, warmth, and astonishing clarity, Homan conveys the skill and heroism of a 10th Air Force crewman in the most perilous theater of history’s greatest war. 358 pages. Regnery. $32.99

- **4990186** LION CONDOR: History, Organization, Aircraft, Uniforms, Awards: 1936-1939. By Raul Arias et al. This large format volume contains over 1,100 images of Germany’s Legion Condor during the Spanish Civil War. Coverage of all branches is included, with a special emphasis on aviation, including detailed operational and unit histories, technical aspects, biographies, uniforms, and more. 292 pages. Schiffer. $99.95

- **5736102** FIGHTING SHIPS OF THE U.S. NAVY 1883-2019, VOLUME FOUR, PART TWO: Destroyers. By Venner F. Milewski. Details of all U.S. Navy warships from 1883 to the present. One of the last great memoirs of World War II, this is a riveting account of the air war over Europe, when hell was four miles above the earth. With wit, warmth, and astonishing clarity, Homan conveys the skill and heroism of a 10th Air Force crewman in the most perilous theater of history’s greatest war. 358 pages. Regnery. $32.99

- **4990363** FAIRCHILD A-10 A/C THUNDERBOLT II: Flying in the United States Air Force. By T. Burbage et al. The Thunderbolt II is a close air support aircraft designed to give the pilot unparalleled capabilities in the air-to-ground role. $39.95
117777X TIN CANS & GREYHOUNDS: The Destroyers That Won Two World Wars. By Clink Snowdon. Describes how destroyers fought submarines, escorted convoys, rescued sailors and airmen, downed aircraft, shelled beaches, and attacked armadas and battleships and cruisers with nothing more than a half-inch of steel separating their crews from the dark waves. Photos. 307 pages. Regency. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95.

1177842 WAR STORIES II: Heroism in the Pacific. By Oliver North with J. Musser. Here, in their own words, are the compelling, personal stories of American soldiers–sailors, airmen, and Marines–about what it was really like to fight in the Pacific theater, the most savage theater in WWII. Learn about combat at Tarawa, Iwo Jima, Okinawa, and the Philippines. Photos. 471 pages. Regency. Pub. at $18.99. $4.95.

699766X NOT I: Memoirs of a German Childhood. By Joachim Fest. Born in 1926, Fest witnessed firsthand the rise of the Nazis, WWII, and a catastrophically defeated Germany. This book is the first inside view of a path the Germans took and how they came to be what they are today. Fest offers a unique, first-hand account of growing up in Germany during Hitler's rise to power. Photos. 274 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $16.95. $5.95.

499447 MACARTHUR’S SPIES: The Soldier, the Singer, and the Spymaster Who Defined the Japanese in World War II. By Peter Eisner. This is the story of the month-long campaign before Okinawa was conquered in 1945. Even the Japanese were surprised by the ferocity of the fighting and the audacity of MacArthur’s strategy. Photos. 216 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95.

576920X FIGHTING SPIRIT: The Memoirs of Major Yoshitaka Horie and the Battle of Iwo Jima. By Eva Moro-Lozoya and L.R. Bucieri. The first memoir written by a Japanese marine officer, who helped plan the battle, and is one of the few accounts seen by a Japanese officer of the brutal fighting. Containing rare information and appendices of materials prepared by Horie shortly after the end of the war. Photos. 224 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $26.95. $5.95.

789409X THE TWINS OF AUSCHWITZ: The Inspiring True Story of a Young Girl Surviving Mangel’s War. By Eva Moro-Lozoya and L.R. Bucieri. A heart-wrenching account by Eva, who survived Auschwitz with her twin, Miriam, because they were selected by Dr. Josef Mengele for medical experimentation and an epilogue on Eva’s incredible recovery and how she dedicated her life to giving testimony on the Holocaust. Photos. 229 pages. Octopus. Paperbound. $7.95.

700264 THE MARINES IN WORLD WAR II. By Michael E. Haskew. Charts the combat history of the Marines from Wake Island to Okinawa, covering every major battle in between: Guadalcanal, Kwaialai Atoll, Bougainville, Saipan, Guam, and Peleliu, and more. Haskew also examines the role played by Navajo code talkers, the development of Marine Corps aviation, and the little-known role of Marines in the European theater. Well illus. 224 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. $23.95.


7928358 AS GOOD AS DEAD: The Daring Escape of American POWs from a Japanese Death Camp. By Stephen L. Moore. In 1944, the Allies invaded the Japanese-held Philippines and soon the end of the Pacific War was in sight. But the last 150 U.S. prisoners of war still held on the island of Palawan, there would be no salvation. A gripping and inspiring saga of survival, and one of the great escape stories of WWII. 16 pages of photos. 368 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $32.00. $9.95.

DVD 7998899 WORLD WAR II: Behind Closed Doors. Widescreen. This series tells the true story of Stalin’s encounters—first with the Nazis and then with Churchill and Roosevelt—of the powerful and often secret meetings that had an enormous impact on World War II and the fate of post-war Europe. The series also explores the end of the war, with the Soviet Union and United States working together to defeat Nazi Germany. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two discs. BBC. $9.95.


5787259 THE MEN WHO KILLED THE LUFTWAFFE: The Anti-Aircraft Forces Against Germany in World War II. By Jay A. Stout. By war’s end, the Luftwaffe had been crushed, and the U.S. Army Air Forces had delivered the decisive blows. This gripping account of the anti-aircraft efforts and transformation of our Air Force—one of the marvels of modern warfare—that enabled the U.S. forces of the Third Reich. 40 pages of photos. Dutton. Pub. at $32.00. $6.95.

3969555 ESCAPED FROM AUSCHWITZ. By R. Vrba & A. Betic. On April 19, 1944 two Slovak prisoners escaped from one of the most heavily guarded and notorious concentration camps of Nazi Germany. The escapees, Rudolf Vrba and Alfred Betic, were able to give graphic and detailed descriptions of the atrocities of Auschwitz. It is a stunning and emotional story of heroism and courage. 446 pages. Racehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95.

7977530 FIGHTER GROUP: The 352nd “Blue-Nosed Bastards” in World War II. By Jay A. Stout. Combining storytelling gifts and careful research, a seasoned historian with the combat experience of a former fighter pilot, he tells the story of the 352nd Fighter Group, one of the war’s most highly decorated American fighter groups. 32 pages of photos. 418 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95.


DVD 4990533 CHURCHILL’S BAND OF BROTHERS: WWII’s Most Daring D-Day Mission and the Hunt to Take Down Hitler’s Fugitive War Criminals. By Damien Lewis. Explores one of WWII’s most remarkable Special Forces missions during the Normandy landings on D-Day, and the extraordinary operations that led to the capture of a cadre of fugitive SS and Gestapo war criminals. Lewis reveals the untold story of one of the most daring missions of WWII. 16 pages of photos. 410 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95.


1996657 INGE’S WAR: A German Woman’s Story of Family, Secrets, and Survival Under Hitler. By Svenja O’Donnell. Weaving research, reporting, and more than a decade of conversations into a dramatic narrative that uniquely captures the lives of ordinary Germans, particularly women, from the rise of Hitler through the war’s brutal aftermath, O’Donnell pulls back the curtain on her grandmother’s past and discovers a life of love, loss, and impossible choices. Photos. 330 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00. $9.45.

4990544 THE SPLIT HISTORY OF THE D-DAY INVASION. By Michael Burgan. Every battle has two sides, and the D-Day Invasion during WWII is no different. Experience the event from the perspective of the Allies, and then read the perspective of the Germans in this split history. Well illus., some in color. 64 pages. Compass Point. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95. $4.95.
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**7928688 DEVIL DOGS: King Company, Third Battalion, 5th Marines.** By Saul Wilner. "Devil Dogs" of King Company, Third Battalion, 5th Marines, part of the legendary 1st Marine Division, were among the first American troops to take offense in World War II, and also the last. The company had a number of talented writers, whose first-hand accounts and memories provide the color, emotion, and context for this extraordinary story. 16 pages of photos. 634 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95

**8008372 BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC: Guantlet to Victory.** By Ted Barris. The story of Canada's naval awakening from the dark, bloody winters of 1939-1945, to be "ready, aye, ready" to challenge the U-boats and ships that had to be defeated, is a Canadian war saga for the ages. It was the Battle of the Atlantic that proved Canada's gauntlet to victory and a nation-building milestone. 16 pages of photos. 135 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95

**1227289 THE EAGLES OF BASTOGNE: The Untold Story of the Heroic Defense of a City Under Siege.** By Martin King et al. Digs deeper into the defense of Bastogne, revealing more details about those indomitable "Screaming Eagles" and other units that stood with them during that punishingly bitter cold winter of 1944-1945. Also presents the perspective of the German soldiers trying desperately to repel the Bastogne that terrible winter. 16 pages of photos. 224 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95. $27.95

**5785065 WARRIORS OF THE 106TH: The Last Infantry Division of World War II.** By Martin King et al. The 106th Infantry Division was fresh, green, and right in the path of the 5th Panzer Army when the Battle of the Bulge began. Covers the history of the division, along with the soldiers' individual stories of heroism, sacrifice, and tenacity in the face of overwhelming odds. 16 pages of photos. 196 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $33.95. $7.95

**7973824 WIDOWMAKER: Living and Dying with the Corsairs.** By Tim Hiller-Graves. With over 200 images, many previously unpublished, the author describes the life of the aircraft's chief designer, the Corsairs' development and the sad, but inspiring story of the young men who flew this potent but difficult aircraft. 202 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95. $7.95

**7971133 MY NAME IS SELMA: The Remarkable Memoir of a Jewish Resistance Fighter and Ravensbruck Survivor.** By Selma van de Perre. A powerful, heart-wrenching memoir, the story of Selma, who in an act of defiance in 1943 took on an assumed identity, dyed her hair blond, joined the resistance movement, and did what had to be done. 16 pages of photos. 204 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

**4366464 THE BATTLE OF ITTERCASTLE 1945.** By Stephen Wynn. One of the great unknown battles of World War II, when Americans and Germans fought side by side. The subsequent battle started early on the morning of Saturday, May 5th, and continued until mid-afternoon when a larger American force defeated the remaining SS forces. 196 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95. $31.95

**6079583 TARGET ROMMEL: The Allied Attempts to Assassinate Hitler's General.** By Stephen Wynn. Rommel, regarded as the best field commander in either Germany or France as second only to Hitler himself, was attacked by the Allies to sever their hopes of turning the war in their favor. The Brits, the Americans, and the Soviets all went to work on deleting the remaining SS forces. Photos. 113 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95. $6.95

**6868753 TO HELL AND BACK.** By Audie Murphy. First published in 1949, this vividly tells the story of the Marines and the paratroopers because he was too small, he found a home with the infantry. He emerged from the war as America's most decorated. 274 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $12.95

**7958064 ALLIED COASTAL FORCES OF WORLD WAR II, VOLUME II: Vospers MTBs and US ELCs.** By J. Longerich & A. F. White. A comprehensive look at the motor torpedo boats, PT boats, motor gunboats, launches and submarine chasers who served with distinction. Includes the account of his personal experiences of the war as much as the story of the remarkable men he fought alongside as it is of the SBS Mediterranean campaign. 16 pages of photos. 343 pages. Granada. Pub. at $28.99. $7.95

**8029573 RAIDERS FROM THE SEA: The Story of the Special Boat Service in World War II.** By John Ludwick. The author was one of those who fought with the Special Boat Service during the war, and this is the inspiring story of the young men who flew this special aviation. 256 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $34.95. $9.95

**1495172 SAVING MY ENEMY: A True "Band of Brothers" Story.** By Bob Welch. Don Malkey grew up scrappy and happy in the Pacific, jumping off loading platforms, a free-wheeling American. Fritz Engelbert's German boyhood couldn't have been more different. Regimented and indoctrinated by the SS, he was introspective and a loner. This is the unforgettable true story of two soldiers on opposing sides who became brothers in arms. Photos. 366 pages. Regency. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

**7847790 Stranded in the Sky: The Untold Story of Pan Am Luxury Airliners Trapped on the Day of Infamy.** By Philip Jeff. In the first week of December 1941, four Pan American Airways System flying clippers took off from the North American West Coast, loaded with wealthy and affluent passengers to exotic destinations, on their way to military bases. Hours after the attack on Pearl Harbor, all of their refueling stops were bombed as well. The Pan Am crews and the passengers had to do what they could. Photos. 384 pages. Turner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

**797325X COMMANDANT OF AUSCHWITZ: The Autobiography of Rudolf Hoess.** By Rudolf Hoess. Hoess was taken prisoner by the British, he was ordered to write his autobiography in the weeks between his trial and his execution. In charge of the huge extermination camp in Poland where the Nazis murdered some three million Jews, he knew more about Nazi Germany's greatest crime than anybody. 252 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $7.95

**7994346 HITLER'S AMERICAN GAMBLE: Pearl Harbor and Germany's March to Global War.** By B. Simms & C. McNabb. In October 1940 Germany decided to upend everything: December 7 to 11, from Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor to Hitler's declaration of war on the United States. As it is of the SBS Mediterranean campaign. 16 pages of photos. 287 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

**7782432 TWENTY-TWO ON PELELIU: Four Pacific Campaigns with the Corps.** By George Pelan. The story of what it felt like to live under Nazi rule and to be brought to heel by brutality and brutality, coercion and torture, intimidation and intimidation, as Hitler's Chancellory in real time, the author's reveal how America's engagement with Germany was in fact far from inevitable. 510 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95

**1919245 LIFE UNDER NAZI OCCUPATION: The Struggle to Survive During World War II.** By Stephen Wynn. This is the story of what it felt like to live under Nazi rule and to be brought to heel by brutality and brutality, coercion and torture, intimidation and intimidation, as Hitler's Chancellory in real time, the author's reveal how America's engagement with Germany was in fact far from inevitable. 510 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95

**7571144 BAND OF BROTHERS: The Classic History of the SBS Mediterranean Campaign.** By John Ludwick. The author was one of those who fought with the Special Boat Service during the war, and this is the inspiring story of the young men who flew this special aviation. 256 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $34.95. $9.95

**7716273 INFERNO: The True Story of a B-17 Gunner's Heroism and the Bloodiest Military Campaign in Aviation History.** By Joe Papalardo. The true story of the men who flew the deadliest missions of World War II, and an unlikely hero who returned Europe's most memorable story of the bloodiest military campaigns in aviation history. This is both a thrilling and horrifying story of the air war over Europe and a fascinating look at one of America's forgotten heroes. 16 pages of photos. 343 pages. Granada. Pub. at $28.99. $7.95

**5793911 THE TRUE STORY OF THE G-77: The Famed Aircraft That Flew During World War II.** By James S. Jones. The story of the G-77, a bomber that flew during World War II, and a unlikely hero who returned Europe's most memorable story of the bloodiest military campaigns in aviation history. This is both a thrilling and horrifying story of the air war over Europe and a fascinating look at one of America's forgotten heroes. 16 pages of photos. 343 pages. Granada. Pub. at $28.99. $7.95

**7579337 THE GREAT ESCAPE FROM STALAG LUFT III.** By Jens Muller. In his memoirs, Muller gives a clear, detailed, and in-depth look at the escape from Stalag Luft III by the occupying Germans. Offers his thrilling account of one of the most famous prison escapes of WWII. Photos. 145 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $32.95. $8.95
1542834 THE CLAY PIGEONS: A B-17 Pilot's Story of World War II. By E. H. Sage. Compiles his father's WWI diary. Robert C. Sage was a B-17 pilot who flew twenty-nine missions out of Thurleigh, England, as a member of the Eighth Air Force. This account of the famous "Clay Pigeons." ($35.00)

606757 UNIFORMS OF THE GERMAN ARMY. By Pedro M. de Quevedo. traces the evolution of the German Army uniform from 1870 to the present day, using nearly 800 photographs to provide an unparalleled analysis. Each entry offers a concise, detailed description explaining interesting aspects of the soldier's uniform, insignia, and equipment. 416 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $50.00. $12.95

794937 A LUFTWAFFE BOMBER PILOT REMEMBERS: World War II from the Cockpit. By Klaus Haberlent, one of the Luftwaffe's most decorated bomb pilots. A vivid, personal account of the life of a bomb pilot and his experiences throughout World War II—from the sands of Africa, through the treacherous mountain passes of Sicily, and beyond to the greatest military victory the world has ever known. 15 photos. 328 pages. Zenith. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

216 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $49.99. $16.95

7948998 STALINGRAD: The Defeat of the German 6th Army. By Paul Carell. From "Case Blue," the German summer offensive of 1942, to the final house to house fighting in January 1943, this volume presents a vivid account of the battle thought by many to be the turning point of the war. Includes S fascinating new information from previously unknown Russian sources. 190 photos, some color. 348 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.99. $14.95

7968610 NIGHT CATS & CORSAIRS: History of Grumman and Vought Night Fighter Aircraft 1942-1953. By Alan C. Carey. The threat of enemy aircraft stinking American naval forces at night during World War II inspired the design of various aircraft. Trace the history of radar-equipped night fighter aircraft produced for the Navy and Marine Corps by Grumman and Vought before the arrival of jets with nocturnal capabilities. Fully illus. some in color. 216 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.99. $16.95

1178229 STALINGRAD: The Vital 7 Days. By Will Fowler. Beginning with the background to the assault on Stalingrad, this analysis shows how initially the Germans made good progress against the city's defenders. Victory would give the Reich access to the resources of the Caucasus and Volga basin, including oil, while failing to achieve the virtually demoralize 192 pages. Amber. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95


1592041 THE HILL: The Brutal Fight for Hill 107 in the Battle of Crete. By Robert Kershaw. Details what was felt, heard and seen by the men in the bloody battle by air, sea, and land. A true story of war, of men fighting and suffering, of the magnificence of the human spirit. 190 photos, some in color. 268 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $49.95. $21.95


1994883 MASSACRE AT ORADOUR-SUR-GLANE: Nazi Gold and the Murder of an Entire French Town by SS Division Das Reich. By Vincent dePaul Lupsino. This is the story of the Oradour massacre and its real cause: how two SS officers, a general and a major, ransacked a million dollars worth of gold ingots while encamped at nearby Montauban, and how that led to the massacre in 1944. Photos. 268 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

7959386 LOST AT SEA: Eddie Rickenbacker's Twenty-Four Days Afloat on the Pacific–A World War II Tale of Courage and Faith. By John Wukovits. The forgotten story of American war hero Eddie Rickenbacker's crash-landing in the Pacific, being stranded with no lifeboat, and his incredible 24 day crusade to keep his crew alive. Brings to life a gripping story of survival, leadership, and faith in a time of crisis. 216 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $32.00. $29.95
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**DVD 7973616 THAT WAS NAM: THE Collection.** This collection of compelling documentaries tells the story of Vietnam. Over 36 hours on nine DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

**1162462 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO THE VIETNAM War.** By Philip Jennings. This is the story of the Vietnam War. We are given a look at the conflict from the perspective of a regionally engaged military. Over 36 hours on nine DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

**7973233 CHICKENHAWK.** By Robert Mason. In this work, Mason gives us a devastating bird's-eye view of the Vietnam War in all its horror, as he experiences the actual combat, the bitter hard knocks of war, and the everyday life of Vietnamese and Americans in the field. 221 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95


**DVO 7813465 VIETNAM—AMERICA’S CONFLICT: 50 Historical Documentaries.** This is a collection of harrowing and compelling footage traces the evolution from a regional military engagement to an ever-expanding war that ultimately spans three presidents. Not Rated. In B&W and color. Over 23 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

**4996429 THE SNIPER: The Untold Story of the World’s Greatest Marksman of All Time.** By Jim Lindsay. As a United States Marine, eighteen year old Mawhinney holds the Corps’ record for the most confirmed sniper kills. His full story is told, including his heroic exploits in battle and the terrible toll that taking a life exerts on a human being. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 230 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $14.95


**8605582 A POCKET GUIDE TO VIETNAM 1982.** For many Americans in the 1960s, Vietnam was a far away place of which they had little knowledge. The U.S. Department of Defense prepared a publication to give soldiers an understanding of the history, culture, politics, infrastructure, geography, and people of Vietnam. Photos. 93 pages. Becker Library. Pub. at $10.00 $5.95

**5778947 MARINE CORPS TANK BATTLES IN VIETNAM.** By Oscar E. Gilbert. Details the tankers who routinely demonstrated the versatility, dedication to duty, and matchless courage that have come to expect of their Marines during the Vietnam War. For the tankers, the war was marked by bitter frustration as senior commanders turned their tanks on some of the hardest won objectives of any war. 16 pages of photos. 288 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**7868774 BLOOD IN THE HILLS: The Story of Khe Sanh, the Most Savage Fight of the Vietnam War.** By R. Maras & C.W. Sasser. The story of Khe Sanh’s Hill Fights of 1967, a story of the Marine Corps’ Greatest Marksman and the most savage battle fought in Vietnam. The story of Khe Sanh, the Most Savage Fight of the Vietnam War. Photos, some in color. Over 36 hours on nine DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

**9791970 HAWK RECON: Head Hunters of the a Shau Valley.** By William T. Proctor. This is the true story of one man’s courage and a certain sense of wild adventure to be a combat medic during the Vietnam War, and William Doc Osgood exemplified their daring attitude. Doc would see combat throughout the entire Vietnam War, spending much of his time deep in the bush far from the relative safety of base camps. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 308 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**9794796 AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR: The Conflict That Defined the United States.** By Brooks D. Simpson. This series of documentaries traces the evolution from a regional military engagement to an all-out war that ultimately spanned three presidents. Not Rated. In B&W and color. Over 23 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

**1194141 LINCOLN AND GRANT: The Westemers Who Won the Civil War.** By Edward H. Bonekemper III. In this study of the wartime cooperation between President Abraham Lincoln and General Ulysses S. Grant, readers will find their similar or opposing extraordinary “Western” backgrounds, their early struggles to succeed, and their pre-Civil War lives before tracing their partnership during the war. 396 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $18.99 $4.95

**1207261 THE 10 BIGGEST CIVIL WAR BLUNDERS.** By Edward H. Bonekemper III. In this study of the wartime cooperation between President Abraham Lincoln and General Ulysses S. Grant, readers will find their similar or opposing extraordinary “Western” backgrounds, their early struggles to succeed, and their pre-Civil War lives before tracing their partnership during the war. 396 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $18.99 $4.95

**1194216 GRANT AND LEE: Victorious American and Vanquished Virginian.** By Edward H. Bonekemper III. Discover the level of aggression both generals employed to secure victory for their respective causes. Bonekemper demonstrates that Grant was a general whose tactics were consistent with achieving Union victory, whereas Lee’s actions were far more “what ifs” than the Civil War. Exploring the moments such as Lee at Gettysburg, Grant at Petersburg; Sherman at Atlanta and Savannah; the South’s refusal to arm its slaves; Lincoln and Mobile; and many more “might have been.” Illus. 288 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $18.99 $4.95

**8063222 A SAVAGE WAR: A Military History of the Civil War.** By W. Murray & W. Worthington. The book considers every aspect of the battlefield vividly to life. They show how this new way of waging war was made possible by the powerful historical forces unleashed by the Industrial Revolution and the French Revolution, yet how the war was far from being simply a story of the triumph of superior machines. Maps. 602 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $39.95 $17.95

**116256X THE REAL CUSTER: From Boy General to Tragic Hero.** By James S. Robbins. Takes a look at the life and storied military career of George Armstrong Custer—from cutting his teeth at Bull Run in the Civil War, to his famous and ultimately fatal charge at the Little Bighorn. Robbins gives an inside look into Custer’s personal life and explores letters and other personal documents to reveal who he was underneath the uniform. 494 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $18.99 $4.95

**1194866 DON’T CALL ME SIR: The British Officer in the American Revolution.** By Robert Middlemas. This is the story of the British officer in the American Revolution. The book covers every aspect of the battlefield vividly to life. They show how this new way of waging war was made possible by the powerful historical forces unleashed by the Industrial Revolution and the French Revolution, yet how the war was far from being simply a story of the triumph of superior machines. Maps. 602 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $39.95 $17.95

**LINCOLN AND GRANT: The Westemers Who Won the Civil War.** By Edward H. Bonekemper III. In this study of the wartime cooperation between President Abraham Lincoln and General Ulysses S. Grant, readers will find their similar or opposing extraordinary “Western” backgrounds, their early struggles to succeed, and their pre-Civil War lives before tracing their partnership during the war. 396 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $18.99 $4.95

**1194216 GRANT AND LEE: Victorious American and Vanquished Virginian.** By Edward H. Bonekemper III. Discover the level of aggression both generals employed to secure victory for their respective causes. Bonekemper demonstrates that Grant was a general whose tactics were consistent with achieving Union victory, whereas Lee’s actions were far more “what ifs” than the Civil War. Exploring the moments such as Lee at Gettysburg, Grant at Petersburg; Sherman at Atlanta and Savannah; the South’s refusal to arm its slaves; Lincoln and Mobile; and many more “might have been.” Illus. 288 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $18.99 $4.95

**8063222 A SAVAGE WAR: A Military History of the Civil War.** By W. Murray & W. Worthington. The book considers every aspect of the battlefield vividly to life. They show how this new way of waging war was made possible by the powerful historical forces unleashed by the Industrial Revolution and the French Revolution, yet how the war was far from being simply a story of the triumph of superior machines. Maps. 602 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $39.95 $17.95

**116256X THE REAL CUSTER: From Boy General to Tragic Hero.** By James S. Robbins. Takes a look at the life and storied military career of George Armstrong Custer—from cutting his teeth at Bull Run in the Civil War, to his famous and ultimately fatal charge at the Little Bighorn. Robbins gives an inside look into Custer’s personal life and explores letters and other personal documents to reveal who he was underneath the uniform. 494 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $18.99 $4.95
Civil War

7744234 THE WIKIPEDIA LEGENDS OF THE CIVIL WAR. Featuring extensive information on seventeen of important Civil War figures both famous and little-known, this reference is an essential guide for any Civil War fan, anyone curious about America’s history or anybody wanting an insight into the most fascinating stories and interesting characters from this period for America. Illus. 521 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

2812743 STOPOVER IN KANSAS. By Jon McAlpin. An account of what happened to a sleepy little town in Kansas that got caught up in the meeting of a band of renegade Sioux, a group of rebel soldiers in union uniforms and a sleepy little town in Kansas that got caught up in the meeting of a band of renegade Sioux, a group of rebel soldiers in union uniforms and some union soldiers. Illus. 158 pages. Quine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

Native Americans

7869576 GETTYSBURG IN COLOR, VOLUME 2: The Wheatfield to Failing With Confidence. By junior partners of the Gettysburg. An artificial intelligence-based computerized color identifier was used to determine the precise color of uniform, hair, and other details of individuals, and much more. The result is a full-color study of the important battle that brings the men, the landscape, and the moment to life. Illus. 21x11¼. Savas Beatie. $32.95

776412X CROSSHAIRS ON THE CAPITAL: Jubal Early’s Raid on Washington, D.C., July 1864—Reasons, Reactions, and Results. By James H. Brud. Jubal Early’s Raid on Washington in July 1864, covering the context of the raid, the planning and aims of the attack, the results, and reactions. Photos. 240 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

Biography

6996756 THE ATLANTA CAMPAIGN, 1864. By David A. Powell. An account of the latter months of the Atlanta campaign examines the Confederate switch from offensive to defensive operations under General John Bell Hood, and then after the bloody failures at Peach Tree Creek and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlanta and Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $30.00

7914326 OUTWITTING FORREST: The Tupelo Campaign in Mississippi, June 22–July 3, 1864. By Edwin Bearn. Few students of the Civil War know that a historian produced a study on the significant Tupelo Campaign. Available for the first time, this exceptional study by the forerunner in the history and battles of the Civil War. 181 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

7851768 THE BATTLEFLEWS LIKELY HALE: Collier’s Brigade at Gettysburg from Unionhomeer to Culp’s Hill. By James L. McLean Jr. The only complete account of this brigade’s critical contribution to the grand victory in Pennsylvania and an important part in the Gettysburg literature. The more than two dozen maps that accompany the text, which depict troop movements throughout each phase of the battle, complement the photos of the battlefield and key personalities of the battle. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95

7896343 SILENT CAVALRY: How Union Soldiers from Alabama Helped Sherman Burn Atlanta—and Then Got Written Out of History. By Howell Raines. Provides the little-known story of the Union soldiers from Alabama who played a decisive role in the Civil War, and how they were scrubbed from the history books. Illus. 54 pages. Crown. Pub. at $36.00

4857534 MY LIFE AS AN INDIAN: The Story of a Red Woman and a White Man in the Lodges of the Blackfeet. By J.W. Schultz. In this first-hand account of a life and culture that many were not privy to at the time, Schultz paints a stunning portrait of a people he admired, revered, and came to live among. This work continues to hold unsurpassable insight, which makes it still relevant today. Photos. 426 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

4993071 J.E.B. STUART: The Soldier and the Man. By Edward G. Longacre. The first balanced, detailed, and thoroughly scrutinized study of the life and career of one of the Civil War’s most famous cavalrymen. Personal flaws and limitations aside, Stuart was popular with his officers and men, beloved by members of his staff, and considered by the people of his state and region the beau ideal of Confederate soldier. Illus. 430 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

5157702 THE UNION ARMY 1861-65 (2): Men-at-Arms 555. By Ron Field. Describes and illustrates the uniforms and personal equipment of the troops fielded by the Eastern and New England states that fought for the Union during the American Civil War. While uniforms conforming to standard Union Army patterns were widely issued to these troops, some wore distinctive items of dress or insignia, and a wide variety of uniforms were captured and worn in color. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

5493870 THE UNOCCUPIED. By Patrick K. O’Donnell. The unknown and dramatic story of irregular guerrilla warfare that altered the course of the Civil War and important special operations forces. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 410 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $30.00


6992729 PATH LIT BY LIGHTNING: The Life of Jim Thorpe. By David Maraniss. Thorpe rose to fame as a mythenetic talent who excelled at every sport. He won gold medals in the marathon and pentathlon at the 1912 Stockholm Olympics, was an All-American football player at the Carlisle Indian School, became the star of the first class of the Pro Football Hall of Fame and played major league baseball. 24 pages of photos. 659 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

791110X THE REVOLUTIONARY SAMUEL ADAMS. By Stacey Schiff. Returns Adams to his seat of glory, introducing us to the shoeshining son of a well-off family who supplied the moral backbone of the American Revolution. Illuminates his transformation from aimless son of a well-off family to beguiling radical who mobilized the colonists. This is a long-overdue chapter in the history of our nation. 422 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00

7946260 WILD BILL: The True Story of the American Frontier’s First Gunfighter. By Tom Clavin. Even before his death in the 1912 Stockholm Olympics, was an All-American football player at the Carlisle Indian School, became the star of the first class of the Pro Football Hall of Fame and played major league baseball. 24 pages of photos. 659 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
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that Franklin brought to fruition as America’s most ingenious citizen. Illus. some in color. 445 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00


4999676 MAVERICK: A Biography of Thomas S. Slick. By Mason Sicker. Thomas Sowell is one of the great social theorists of our age. In this first-ever biography of Sowell, the author gives this interesting thinker and his detractors. SHOWCASES SOWELL’S MOST SIGNIFICANT WRITINGS AND TRACES THE LIFE EVENTS THAT Shaped his ideas. 290 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00

2755427 TOP HOODLUM: Frank Costello, Prime Minister of the Mafia. By Anthony M. DeStefano. Takes you inside the Mafia that Frank Costello helped build from the ground up, from small-time bootlegging and gambling to a national racketeering empire. This is the story of the man who made the Mafia such a powerful force in our nation’s history. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $26.00

7884117 NATION WARRIOR: A Biography of William J. Boomer. By Peter Mansbridge. Takes you inside the mind of one of the most influential—and perhaps controversial—people in Canadian history. 220 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $16.95

7876915 HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT: The Secret Life of Ray Liotta. By Michael Starr. Examines the totality of his career and his personal life, including his relationship with his partner of over 36 years, Robert Benvides. He delighted millions of viewers each week in the top rated shows Perry Mason and Ironside. 32 pages of photos. 266 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

1138235 DON RICKLES: The Merchant of Venice. By Michael J. Cain. traces Rickles’s career from his rise in the 1950s to the late in life resurgence thanks to the TV show Frasier. His role in Martin Scorsese’s Casino, and story between Carson from Seth Meyers. He conquered every medium he worked in, on film, television, and the stage. 16 pages of photos. 346 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $27.00

7883735 MARK TWAIN: His Words and Wisdom. By Gary Bloomfield & Michael Richards. The 19th century American writer, humorist, public speaker, and publisher wrote hundreds of short stories, and his best-known novels including The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and Adventures of Mark Twain. Still are read more than 130 years later. Twain remains one of the most quoted, and quotable. American writers. 248 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $16.95

7825269 RACHEL MADDOX: A Biography. By Lisa Rogak. In a world of banal and pontificated sound bites, Maddox regularly crushes Sean Hannity’s ratings, thanks to her dynamic and colorful delivery. Maddox’s show has become the top anchor for MSNBC and a beloved representative for all that progressive America holds dear. Photos. 271 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $18.95

6065481 JUDAH BENJAMIN: Counselor to the Confederacy. By James Taub. A moral examination of Judah Benjamin—one of the first Jewish senators, confidant of Jefferson Davis, and champion of the cause of slavery. 185 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00

7534452 IN ON THE JOKE: The Original Queens of Stand-Up Comedy. By Shawn Levy. This is the story of a group of unforgettable women who knocked down the doors of stand-up comedy so other women could get a shot. It spans decades, from Moms Mabley’s rise to Elaine May’s co-invention of improv comedy, to Joan Rivers’s and Phyllis Diller’s ferocious climb to mainstream comedy. Photos. 296 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $16.95

788376X ZANE GREY’S RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: The Real Story Behind the Wild West’s Greatest Tale. By Stephen J. May. His mother was against it, but he grew up to be a cowboy, and a true American heimess a corn-fed Midwesterner who ended up an Oscar-winning actor. He was the father of our country while Benedict Arnold–military historian and former supernumerary of the U.S. Army’s Royal Artillery. Photos. 324 pages. Holt. Pub. at $40.00

7579820 THE LOST FOUNDING FATHER: John Quincy Adams and the Treacherous Politics. By William J. Cooper. Remembered, if at all, as an ineffectual president in a rancorous time. Adams was humiliated in office after the contested election of 1824. Aware of this reputation, Cooper has re-framed the sixth president’s life in an entirely new way, demonstrating that Adams should be considered our lost Founding Father. Illus. 56 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

4621093 JAMES MONROE: A Life. By Tim McGrath. Vividly re-creates the epic sweep of Monroe’s life: his near-death wounding at Trenton and a brutal winter at Valley Forge, his pivotal role in forging peace in France over the Louisiana Purchase, his deep friendships with Thomas Jefferson and James Madison; and his life-long struggle to reckon with his own complicity in slavery. 16 pages of color. Illus. 324 pages. Holt. Pub. at $23.95

7799444 PREPARING FOR VICTORY: Thomas Holcomb and the Making of the Modern Marine Corps, 1936-1943. By David J. Ulbrich. Documents Holcomb’s crucial role as commandant during the Great Depression and WWII and shows how Holcomb’s rare combination of abilities as a persuasive manager, a meticulous planner, and a gifted publicist enabled him to guide the Corps through both the lean prewar period and the brutal war years that followed. Photos. 285 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $33.95

2114437 MISSISSIPPI RIVER PO’ FOLK. By Pat Wallace. A young girl’s recollections of life along the Missouri and Illinois section of the Mississippi River is a collage of people and incidents of the 1930’s as seen through the eyes of a child. These child-like visions of those hard times, recorded now by that little girl’s grown-up daughter, offer us new insights of those times and those places. Illus. 173 pages. Quinox. Pub. at $9.95


7823509 PUTIN. By Philip Short. Essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the many facets of the man behind the mask that Putin wears on the world stage. Short cracks open the strongman’s thick carapace to reveal the man underneath those photos. 24 pages of photos. 80 pages. Holt. Pub. at $40.00


5454222 NO ONE LOVED GORILLAS MORE: Dian Fossey’s Journey from the Mist. By Camilla de la Bedoyere. Tells the life and work of Fossey. She lived among the mountain gorillas of central Africa for 18 years, protecting and raising them and fighting for their survival. She was murdered in her tent in 1985. This story is told through her letters to friends and family. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $30.00
### Biography

**5729793 CARPENTERS: The Musical Legacy.** By Mike Collyon Lennox et al. The definitive story of the Carpenters, one of the most enduring and beloved recording artists in history—told from the perspective of Richard Carpenter. Through more than 100 hours of exclusive interviews and more than 200 photographs from his personal archive. 344 pages. Princeton Architectural. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $16.95

**1194259 HISTORY'S 9 MOST INSANE RULERS.** By Scott Rank. Rank paints intimate portraits of nine deeply flawed but powerful men: King Charles VI of France, Sultan Ibrahim I, Caligula, Ivan the Terrible, King George III of Britain, Bavaria’s King Ludwig II, Idi Amin, Saparmurat Niyazov, and Kim Jong-il. A must-read for anyone interested in the role insanity has played in history. Illus. 217 pages. Regency. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**1026194 SALLY RAND: American Sex Symbol.** By William Elliott Hayegrove. Based on the story of the hardy body of a sex symbol, beautifully written, Sally Rand took it out of the strip club with her ethereal fan dance. Making it to Hollywood, DeMille set her on the road to fame with the silent movies. When the talkies came, her career collapsed and she ended up broke and homeless in Chicago. Photos. 252 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

**DVD 796070 MIKE WALLACE IS HERE.** Widescren. An unlook at the legend reporter Mike Wallace, who interrogated the 20th century’s biggest figures in his over fifty years on air, and his aggressive reporting style and showmanship redefined what America came to expect from broadcasters. 91 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**5406755 TAMMY WINNETTE: Tragic Country Queen.** By Jimmy McDonough. Based on interviews, unveils a life of profound extremes, from Wynette’s impoverished youth in Mississippi, to her meteoric rise after meeting legendary producer Billy Sherrill, to her star-crossed marriage to country music legend George Jones, and the unexpected challenges that emerged. What emerges is an unforgettable view of Nashville–and a woman whose life mirrored the sadness captured in her music. Photos. 432 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**6075655 EROTIC VAGRANCY: Everything About Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor.** By Roger Lewis. They come together in Rome during the making of Cleopatra, which gives Lewis the opportunity to explore the tumultuous relationship between the alluring couple. 148 pages. Black Dog. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95


**7938306 AGATHA CHRISTIE: An Elusive Woman.** By Lucy Worsley. With access to personal letters and papers that have rarely been seen, Worsley’s biography is authoritative and entertaining and makes us realize what an extraordinary pioneer Agatha Christie was. Born in 1890, she is a true woman of the twentieth century. 16 pages of photos. 415 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


**791169 MISTRESS OF LIFE AND DEATH: The Dark Journey of Maria Mandl, Head Overseer of the Women’s Camp at Auschwitz-Birkenau.** By Susan J. Eschel. A gripping, unflinching biography of SS Overseer Maria Mandl, one of the most notorious and contradictory figures of the Nazi regime, and her transformation from harmless small town girl to hardened killer. 16 pages of photos. 242 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**7926783 NAPOLEON: The Decline and Fall of an Empire, 1811-1821.** By Roger Lewis. They confront the dramatic narrative of the years 1811-1821 and explore the ever-bloodier conflicts, the disintegration and re-forging of the Napoleonic empire, and the serpentine diplomacy that shaped the fate of Europe. Color photos. 735 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

**6996729 JOHN CONSTABLE: By James Hamilton.** Controversial, who captured landscapes and skies of Southern England in a way never before seen on canvas, is a beloved but little-known artist. His paintings reflect visions of landscape that shocked and puzzled his contemporaries. 271 pages of photos. 256 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $12.95

**7941610 EL CHAPO: The Story of the World’s Most Notorious Drug Lord.** By Terry Burrows. Born into a rural backwater in one of the poorest parts of Mexico, El Chapo worked the poppy fields from a young age and through a mixture of hard work and cunning charisma became the richest and most powerful drug trafficker in the world. Full of twists and turns, this is his rags to riches story. Photos. 471 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $32.00 $12.95

**7862851 ARLIN CONNERY: THE FIRST LADY OF THE REFORMATION.** By Ruth A. Tucker. Tucker invites us to meet the real, largely unknown Katie Luther. This decisive and assertive partner of Martin Luther was a co-conspirator in the Protestant Reformation. 347 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $7.95

**DVD 1147161 THE EMPIRE BUILDERS.** Documentary revealing the man shaped modern America. When the railroad ushered in one of the most transformative eras in American history, James J. Hill, America’s railroad king, was the key leader. He built up a transportation empire that stretched across North America. Collects all four episodes. Over 4 hours. Colors. 100 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**7972810 LIFE IN THE FAST LANE: The Eagles’ Reckless Ride Down the Rock & Roll Highway.** By Mick Wall. The band that embodies the American dream with globe-straddling success, impossibly luxurious lives, and almost superhuman confidence turned it upside down. Their nightmare with bloodletting betrayal, hate-filled hybrids, discarded lovers, and former bandmates left unburied on the road behind them. Photos. 448 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**1246984 GERSHOM SCHOLEM: Master of the Kabbalah.** By David Biale. Scholem was perhaps the foremost Jewish intellectual of the 20th century. Pioneering the study of Jewish mysticism as a legitimate academic discipline, he overturned the rationalist bias of his predecessors and revealed an extraordinary world of myth and messianism. 232 pages. Yale. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95


**1973770 TIED UP IN KNOTTS: My Dad and His Coaster.** By Karen Ross. Much has been written about Don Knott’s career, especially his iconic role as Barney Fife on The Andy Griffith Show, but personal stories about the man himself are few and far between. Don’s daughter provides a full life narrative of her father. Photos. 256 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**4993306 THE BLUES BROTHERS: An Epic Friendship, the Rise of Improv, and the Making of the Blues Brothers Movie.** By Daniel de Vise. The story of the epic friendship between John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd, the golden era of improvisation, and the making of a blues classic that helped shape our popular culture. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 386 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**1302450 MY COUSIN MARIA SCHNEIDER: A Memoir.** By Vanessa Schneider. The late French actress Maria Schneider is best known for playing Jeanne in the film Last Tango in Paris. The role catapulted Maria to fame, but the experience traumatized her. Here, she speaks for the first time about love, it is the story of an artist, the industry that failed her, and the cousin who admired her. End. 152 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**1305069 THE RULEBREAKER: The Life and Times of Barbara Walters.** By Susan Page. The definitive biography of the most successful female broadcaster of all time, Barbara Walters, whose relentless demons fueled an ambition that broke all the rules and finally gave women a permanent place on the air. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 384 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.95 $21.95

**7947812 THE WOMAN IN ME.** By Britney Spears. A brave and astonishingly moving story about freedom, fame, music, heartbreak, therapy, truth, and love. It illuminates the enduring power of music and love—and the importance of a woman telling her own story, on her own terms, at last. 277 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $32.99 $24.95

**7955073 ON GREATFIELDS: The Life and Unlikely Heroism of Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain.** By Ronald C. White. This cradle to grave biography of General Joshua Chamberlain is beautifully written in vivid detail, bringing to life Maine to his tenacious, empathetic military leadership and his influential post war public service. Well illus. 483 pages. Random. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95
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969527 TAKEOVER: Hitler’s Final Rise to Power. By Timothy W. Ryback. A dramatic recounting of the six critical months before Adolf Hitler assumed power, when the Nazi leader teetered between triumph and ruin. Provides a fresh perspective of Hitler’s personal and professional lives in these months, in all their complexity and uncertainty. Photos. 386 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.00. $23.95


5679418 CANDIDA ROYALLE & THE SUGAR BABY REVOLUTION: A History from Below. By Jane Kamensky. Whether in front of the camera or behind it, Candice Vadala understood herself as both an artist and an essayist. A Sugar Cub. The film was released in 1950-1951, underground actress, porn star, producer of adult movies, and staunch feminist, she made a business of pleasure. $28 pages. Norton. $15.00. $26.95

1994832 CARPENTERS: Every Album, Every Song. By Paul & Sarah Tombah. Explore the background to each of the Carpenters studio albums and classic singles, as well as their solo recordings, live albums and concert tracks. 16 pages of photos. 136 pages. Simon & Schuster. $22.95. $17.95

699737 ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE: The Beatles in Their Own Words. By P. Brown & S. Gaines. The material is comprised of intimate interviews with Paul McCartney, Yoko Ono, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr, their families, and friends. Many of the interviews that were conducted by the authors in 1980-1981 during the preparation of their international bestseller, The Love You Make. Photos. Some in color. 393 pages. St. Martin’s. $32.95. $26.95

7851081 THE GIRL WHO SAW HEAVEN: A Fateful Tornado and a Journey of Faith. By L. Reburn & A. Tresniowski. On April 27, 2011, six-year-old Ari Hallmark and her parents were putting the finishing touches on their new home when an EF4 tornado tore through the area. Ari was found more than 200 yards from where she was sheltering. After discovering she had been sharing the story of what happened and how she met her guardian angel and followed her family into Heaven. 16 pages of color photos. 321 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95

1048791 JOYCE CAROL OATES. By Nicholas Shakespeare. A fresh look at the most famous crime in rock history. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 325 pages. UPK. Paperback. $24.95. $19.95

1033837 THE STORY OF THE BEE GEES: Children of the World. By Bob Stanley. The world of the Bee Gees fans. Yet for a band of such renown, little is known about Barry, Maurice, and Robin Gibb. Capturing the human story at the heart of the Bee Gees, this work is a lyrical and stylish read, delighting hardcore fans with its details while engaging casual pop readers to know more about this enigmatic group. Pub. at $25.00. $21.95

1207563 MAKING OF A KING: Charles III and the Modern Monarchy. By Robert Hardman. Reveals what really happened in the death of the late queen, the dazzling new home when an EF4 tornado tore through the area. Ari was found more than 200 yards from where she was sheltering. After discovering she had been sharing the story of what happened and how she met her guardian angel and followed her family into Heaven. 16 pages of color photos. 321 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95

1194244 SUNNY’S RULES: How to Get Squared Away Like a Marine. By R. Lee Ermey. Reveals how he got squared away as a Marine and then used his combat and leadership skills to succeed in the movie business—and how you can follow your own dream to success by doing things the Marine Corps way. Photos. Some in color. 210 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.95. $19.95


1194445 A MIDWIFE IN AMISH COUNTRY: Celebrating God’s Gift of Life. By Barbara O’Neal. Osterizer. Chronicles the author’s nine-year apprenticeship grappling with the nuances and idiosyncrasies of hombirth as she tagged along after the woman who helped her deliver her own babies at home. She recounts the beauty and painstaking effort of those early years spent catching babies by the light of crackling woodstoves, oil lamps, and lanterns. 336 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95
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**1024886 MY ADVENTURES AS AN ILLUSTRATOR: The Definitive Edition.** By Norman Rockwell as told to T. Rockwell. This edition restores the original 1960 text and the playful sense of Art of the Month that Rockwell used to introduce each chapter. With 170 of Rockwell’s paintings, it is the essential source of the life of Norman Rockwell. 534 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**2346311 SOCIOPATH: A Memoir.** By Patrick Gagne. A fascinating, revelatory memoir about the author’s struggle with his sociopathy and his drive to shed some in color. 373 pages. Harper. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**3999610 SCHOOLBOY: The Untold Journey of a Yankee Hero.** By Kathryn Casey. A young man of the 1920s and ’30s. 167 minutes on two DVDs. Questar. $29.95

**5005478 AN UNFINISHED LOVE STORY: A Personal History of the 1960s.** By Doris Kearns Goodwin. The author of America’s most beloved historians, artfully weaves together biography, memoir, and history. She takes readers along on the emotional journey she shared with her husband, Richard (Dick) Goodwin, embarked upon the last years of his life. 24 pages of photos, pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**7724624 DEER MAN: Seven Years of Living in the Wild.** By Geoffroy Delorme. The astonishing story of Delorme’s immersion in the forest. He learns to blend in with the deer, following their patterns of sleeping and foraging for food, and they allow him into their world, where he witnesses births and deaths, loves, friendships, and battles over the cycles of their lives. 252 pages. Grosset. Pub. at $24.00 $19.95

**1042286 MY ADVENTURES AS AN ILLUSTRATOR: The Definitive Edition.** By Norman Rockwell as told to T. Rockwell. This edition restores the original 1960 text and the playful sense of Art of the Month that Rockwell used to introduce each chapter. With 170 of Rockwell’s paintings, it is the essential source of the life of Norman Rockwell. 534 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**9994529 ALL ABOUT ME! My Remarkable Life in Show Business.** By Mel Brooks. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Charts Brooks’s meteoric rise from the Depression to being the recipient of the National Medal of Arts. Offers fans insight into the inspiration behind the ideas for his films, his feud with Steve Allen, the one catch; her husband wanted to watch. 637 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

**7894646 OFF THE DEEP END: Jerry and Becki Falwell and the Collapse of an Evangelical Dynasty.** By Giancarlo Granda with T. Manners. Dives straight into early 20th century America and the birth of modern-day baseball, as well as Hoyt’s defining conflict: Should he have pursued something more respectable than being the best pitcher on the 1927 New York Yankees? He never flinches from an unsparing account of his remarkable and paradoxical 84 year odyssey. 16 pages of photos. 234 pages. UNEP. $29.95

**1410709 LOST: A History of Disappearances.** By Kathryn Casey. In-depth interviews with her sons, the Duke of Cambridge and Prince Harry, speaking in his late-night confession, the real motive for the murders, he is suspected of personally murdering as many as 60 people and ordering the hits of hundreds more. Sentenced to 139 years in prison for two murders in exorbitant costs for his family. 339 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

**7982233 CLOISTERED: My Years as a Nun.** By Patricia Gagne. A fascinating, revelatory memoir about the author’s struggle with his sociopathy and his drive to shed some in color. 373 pages. Harper. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**7922127 CARMINE THE SNAKE: Carmine Persico and His Murderous Mafia Family.** By F. Dimattino & M. Benson. In the golden age of organized crime, Carmine “The Snake” Persico was the captain of the Streets. He is suspected of personally murdering as many as 60 people and ordering the hits of hundreds more. Sentenced to 139 years in prison for two murders in exorbitant costs for his family. 339 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

**801437X THE REAL DIRT ON AL CAPONE: Hidden Secrets of the Gangster Kings from the 20s & 30s.** By Bebe Moore. A fascinating, revelatory memoir about the author’s struggle with his sociopathy and his drive to shed some in color. 373 pages. Harper. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**1127573 HELL’S ANGELS: Into the Abyss.** By Yves Lavigne. For the first time, Hell’s Angels leader Sonny Barger, Anthony Tait learned all of the club’s dirtiest secrets. As the eyes and ears of an elaborate FBI undercover sting, he exposes one of the club’s “brothers” for what they really are–ruthless businessmen who will commit any crime for money. 252 pages. Harper. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


**1126423 EVIL BEHIND HER: The True Story of a Texas Woman’s Marriage to a Dangereous Man.** By Kathryn Casey. At first, Linda’s marriage to James was idyllic. They were young and in love. But it wasn’t long before the dream exploded. After their marriage to a man who made no sense, she took her own life. To friends and family, her suicide made no sense. Photos. 431 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**1130678 SHE WANTED IT ALL: A True Story of Sex, Murder, and a Texas Millionaire.** By Kathryn Casey. Trophy wife Celeste Beard wasn’t satisfied with a luxurious lifestyle in her rich Austin suburb. To her mogul husband’s devotion–so she took his life! 448 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


**1130323 DEADLY LITTLE SECRETS: The Minister, His Mistress, and a Heartless Texas Murder.** By Kathryn Casey. Minister Matt Baker seemed a good man to his wife, Kari, he was a devoted husband and caring father. Kari never questioned their frequent relocations from one small town to another. She took her own life. To friends and family, her suicide made no sense. Photos. 431 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**1130005 DON’T MAKE ME GO: A Memoir.** By Kathleen Elise Scott. Elise Scott. Elise Scott. Her Passion and Passions; and When the Queen Spoke to the Nations. English SDH. Nearly 4 hours. BBC. $5.95

**801437X THE REAL DIRT ON AMERICA’S FRONTIERS.** By Jim Motavalli. The vicious bad boys and bandits of the American West have always made for thrilling tales of gunfights, thefts, and outlaws. From the beginning, penny dreadfuls, Western dime novels, and urban legends romanticized these renegades and their wild frontier spirits. Discover the real stories behind the legends. Well images, some in color. 240 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


**7973675 AL CAPONE: Hidden Secrets of the Gangster Kings from the 20s & 30s.** By Bebe Moore. A fascinating, revelatory memoir about the author’s struggle with his sociopathy and his drive to shed some in color. 373 pages. Harper. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**7908180 THE WICKED WIT OF QUEEN ELIZABETH II.** Compiled by Karen Dolby. This is a hilarious celebration of the queen’s humor revealed through her own words on topics from family and travel to pets and hobbies, as well as stories from the royal household of Britain’s longest reigning monarch. 160 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $5.95

**DNA 7973780 DIANA: 7 Days.** Widescreen. On the 20th anniversary of Princess Diana’s death, the film features in-depth interviews with her sons, the Duke of Cambridge and Prince Harry, speaking in detail about the week’s events from the moment they heard the news of their mother’s death to the day of the funeral itself, as well as reflecting more broadly on her life. English SDH. 90 minutes. BBC. $5.95

**3789233 DIANA: Case Solved.** By Dylan Howard with C. McLaren. The fatal accident that killed the princess is finally revealed. The authors uncover the one man who knows for sure what happened, and who, for twenty-two years has been ordered to remain silent now speaks up. 212 pages. Color photos. 262 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**82**
**DR. GONZALEZ, THE ONLY OFFICER WITH THE AUTHORITY TO SENTENCE AN OFFENDER.**

By Kathryn Casey. David Temple had a fairy-tale marriage to Belinda Lucas. The tale ended on January 11, 1999, when Belinda’s lifeless body was found. Her skull had been shattered by a shotgun blast at close range and she was eight months pregnant. Photos. 372 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.

**THE FALL OF THE LEADER: How Mobster Jerry Gavazza Was Murdered.**


**THE TRAGEDIES: TRUE STORIES OF 20 KILLERS AND THEIR 1000 VICTIMS.**

By Peter Stegemeyer. The most lurid and chilling cases in this world’s greatest true crime collection that includes revealing interviews with its most famous and notorious members in prison including Montana’s biggest killer, Leonard Peltier, who was convicted of murder and sentenced to life in prison. This is his story. Narrated by Robert Redford. Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. Artisan.

**IN THE WILD: 20 WRIST CRIMES: TRUE STORIES OF 20 KILLERS AND THEIR 1000 VICTIMS.**

By Kate Kaye. Peers into the minds of the twenty worst killers in criminal history and reveals the awful truth of their degeneration. Each case of psychopath’s history and crimes against the world told with grim, necessary frankness. 269 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00.

**A CONVENIENT DEATH: THE INTERVIEWER’S DEMISE OF JEFFREY EPSTEIN.**

By A. Goodman & D. Halper. With unprecedented access to Epstein’s victims and lawyers, to medical professionals, to Wall Street insiders, to secret service agents, to Epstein’s friends, each case of psychopath’s history and crimes against the world told with grim, necessary frankness. 269 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00.

**THE MAKING OF THE MOB: NEW YORK.**


**THE 2001 CRIMES: BEAUTIFULLY CRUEL.**

By M. William Phelps. The shocking and true story of a beautiful Iowa housewife, who used lies, manipulation, sex, ugly allegations, blackmail, and even murder, to serve her own selfish ends. A searing exploration of the criminal mind that recounts the saga of a psychopath who hid in plain sight. 16 pages of photos. 437 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF CRIME & CRIMINALS.**

By Kathryn Casey. This is the top secret report on the most bizarre cases Virginia and Texas law enforcement agencies have ever encountered. 353 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.

**THE HOT HOUSE: LIFE INSIDE LEAVENWORTH PRISON.**

By Pete Earl. The most dreaded facility in the prison system because of its fierce population. Leavenworth is governed by ruthless clans competing for dominance. Among the “star” players in these pages—Thomas Silverstein, Steven Drayton, and the Irish “human contact” status since 1983; Eddie Geouge, the only officer with the authority to sentence an inmate to “the hole” and more. Photos. 445 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.

**THE BABYSITTER: MY SUMMERS WITH A SERIAL KILLER.**

By L. Rodman & J. Jordan. A chilling story–part memoir, part true crime–about a young girl longing for love who found friendship with her charismatic babysitter—who was also a vicious serial killer. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Atia. Pub. at $28.00.

**THE BABYSITTER: MY SUMMERS WITH A SERIAL KILLER.**

By L. Rodman & J. Jordan. A chilling story–part memoir, part true crime–about a young girl longing for love who found friendship with her charismatic babysitter—who was also a vicious serial killer. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Atia. Pub. at $28.00.

**THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF ALLOVER GIRL: THE TRAGEDY OF BELINDA LUCAS.**

By Robin Odel. A gripping true story of a mother’s love, a husband’s betrayal, and a family’s murder. By Kathryn Casey. The only officer with the authority to sentence an inmate to “the hole” and more. Photos. 445 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.

**THE MAKING OF THE MOB: NEW YORK.**


**THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF CRIME & CRIMINALS.**

By Kathryn Casey. This is the top secret report on the most bizarre cases Virginia and Texas law enforcement agencies have ever encountered. 353 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.
**Crime & Criminals**

- **7972121** A TWISTED FAITH: A Minister’s Obsession and the Murder of the Church Choir. By Ben Hackett. Investigates the sensational story of a minister, Nick Hackett, who seduced four of his female congregants, and hatched a demented plan to murder three of them. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

- **7999194** THE AMISH WIFE: Unraveling the Lies, Secrets, and Conspiracy That Let a Killer Go Free. By Greg Olsen. The chilling, up-to-the-minute story of Sharon Neider’s case, in which her husband Eli’s shifting alibis were inextricably linked to a larger story of a police cover-up and an unimaginable truth. 16 pages of photos. 302 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

- **7977778** PROFESSIONAL CRIMINALS OF AMERICA: From Gilded Age New York. By Thomas Byrnes. Contains biographical sketches, including phrenology charts and photographs, of over forty of the nation’s leading criminals. Each profile details the crimes committed and the circumstances leading up to arrest and conviction. This volume in a grand sweep back in time for all true crime aficionados and the beginning of a new era of American detective work. Photos. 432 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

- **1194267** HOOVER’S FBI: The Inside Story by Hoover’s Trusted Lieutenant. By Carthia D. Deke DeLoach. A former FBI agent of 28 years, DeLoach’s classic account employs his unique position and wisdom to offer dramatic insights into the operation under the leadership of J. Edgar Hoover. This leadership—how it worked then and how it must work in any era. Photos. 440 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

- **4906841** MAFIA MURDERS: 100 Kills That Changed the Mob. By M.A. Frasca. Regarding killings, gangland shootings, brutal executions and drownings, there was no escape from the Mob’s hit-men. Featuring historical photographs of the victims, some often gruesome, this volume details the bloody ends of these infamous gangsters. 278 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


- **7688334** HELL IN THE HEARTLAND: Murder, Meth, and the Case of Two Missing Girls. By Michael Thomas Barry. On December 30, 2000, in rural Oklahoma, sixteen year old Ashley Freeman and her best friend, Laura Bible, were having a sleepover. The next morning, the Freeman family was shocked to find both girls were missing. The story of two missing girls and a much larger mystery of murder, police cover-up and an unimaginable truth. 16 pages of photos. 345 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95


- **7978049** GREAT AMERICAN CRIME STORIES. Ed. by Bill Bowers. A thrilling, chilling collection of true American crimes, both long forgotten and legendary. This book collection of book excerpts, crime journalism, and more delves the murderous, thrilling, and often bizarre realities of life. Through achievements, from all over our deep American history. 305 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $4.95

- **7972237** THE DEFENSE LAWYER: The Barry Stotchick Story. By James Patterson & B. Wallace. For more than a decade, Barry Stotchick never lost a case, no matter how notorious or dangerous his clients. He is known as the best criminal lawyer in the U.S. Stotchick mediates Bette Midler’s bathtube contract and represents John Gotti. He defends "Subway Shooter" Bernie Goetz and negotiates future First Lady Melania Trump’s pre-nup. 392 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

- **OVD 6999964** LAST DAYS OF THE MAFIA: Wicgreen’s searing documentary that offers American television’s most comprehensive exploration of this controversial practice—solitary confinement—and goes inside one state’s ambitious attempt to implement it over three years. Not Rated. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. $8.95

- **7915241** HOUSE OF EVIL. By John Dean. In the heart of Indianapolis in the mid-1960s, through a twist of fate and fortune, a pretty young girl came to live with a 37-year old mother and her seven children. This is the true story of one twisted family, one innocent victim, and an inhuman act of murder and sex. Photos. 231 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **7847408** NOTHING BUT THE NIGHT: Leopold & Loeb and the Truth Behind the Murder That Haunted Chicago. By G. King & P. Wilson. Nearly a hundred years ago, two wealthy and privileged teenagers—Nathan Leopold and Richard Loeb—were charged in one of the most gruesome crimes that would lead to the original “Trial of the Century”. Using 21st century investigative tools, forensics, and modern understanding of the psychology of these individuals, it turns history on its head. Photos. 340 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

- **1233368** ALCATRAZ: The Last Escape. By K. Widner & M. Lynch. When Frank Morris and brothers John and Clarence Anglin escaped from Alcatraz on June 11, 1962, it was believed that they succumbed to the waters of San Francisco Bay. The Anglin brothers’ nephews present compelling evidence that his uncle did in fact survive and even return by boat to the mainland. Photos. 234 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95


**Politics**

- **4975510** DEATH OF A NATION: Plantation Politics and the Making of the Democratic Party. By Dinesh D’Souza. In this brazenly revisionist vision of American history, one that exploits the dark and problematic aspects of the Democratic Party, and exposes the hypocrisy of today’s Democrats. In short, this book paints a psychological portrait of how a political client became an accomplice and redefines an insidious, decades-old narrative. PBS. $9.95

- **1207008** THE BIG LIE: Exposing the Nazi Roots of the American Left. By Dinesh D’Souza. Shows that in both ideology and tactics, the American Left is rooted in fascism and Nazism; and its thuggery, censorship, and intimidation is part of a deliberate effort to subvert the democratic process just as Hitler and Mussolini did. Photos, some color. 293 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

- **1177947** WHEN DID WHITE TRASH BECOME THE NEW NORMAL? A Southern Lady Asks the Impertinent Question. By Charlotte Hays. Tackles the Unwed pregnancy. Giving up on shaving, showering and employment. These used to be signatures of a trashy individual. Now they’re the new normal. What happened to the American Left is rooted in fascism and Nazism; and its thuggery, censorship, and intimidation is part of a deliberate effort to subvert the democratic process just as Hitler and Mussolini did. Photos, some color. 293 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

- **1207245** THE DUMBEST GENERATION GROWS UP: From Stupefied Youth to Dangerous Adults. By Mark Bauerlein. Bauerlein’s 2008 work The Dumbest Generation has proven to be prophetic. In this follow-up, the author examines the naiveté of Millenial wokere and, more importantly, the threat that their ignorance poses to the rest of us. 310 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

- **1162768** NEVER TRUST A LIBERAL OR A REPUBLICAN. By Ann Coulter. Coulter takes on liberals of all parties to reveal them for the nation-wrecking termites that they are. Tough, brilliant, and with a wit as sharp as a diamond, she takes on issues like the Second Amendment, Obamanomics, and abortion as she offers new advice on how to beat liberals at their own game. 390 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

- **1207296** ADIOS, AMERICA! The Left’s Plan to Turn Our Country into a Third World Welfare State. By James D’Souza. Shows how immigration issue head-on, flying in the face of La Raza, the Democrats, a media determined to cover up immigrants’ crimes; that can’t get paid by the government for their “charity,” and greedy Republican businessman and campaign consultants—all of whom are profiting from mass immigration. 392 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/401
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574249 RADICALS, RESISTANCE, AND REVENGE: The Left’s Plot to Remake America. By J. Ewing/Perrotti. Presents the author’s keen analysis of explosive new information that reveals the anti Trump conspirators’ corrupt methods and possible crimes. Enables the U.S. pro-Hillary plot against the foundation of American liberty. Judge Perrotti is sounding the alarm to warn patriotic Americans before it’s too late. 310 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

1194119 EDMUND BURKE: Selected Writings and Speeches. Collection of the British statesman’s philosophical essays and speeches, covering such topics as Burke’s defense of the American colonists, his advocacy of property rights, and his love of Christianity. Europe’s moral transition. 702 pages. Gateway. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95


6080715 THE OUTLIER: The Unfinished Presidency of Jimmy Carter. By Kai Bird. Drawing on interviews with Carter and members of his administration and recently declassified documents, Bird delivers a profound evaluation of a leader whose legacy has been deeply misunderstood. This is the definitive account of an enigmatic presidency—both as it really happened and as it is remembered in the American consciousness. Illus. some in color. 772 pages. Crown. Pub. at $38.00 $9.95

6993958 BATTING THE BIG LEAGUE: How Fox, Facebook, and the MAGA Media Are Destroying America. By Dane Scharf. Shares how to combat political disinformation and dangerous lies of the right-wing propaganda machine. Explains how and why the Republicans have come to distrust science, and how their utopian fantasies, progressives must dissent, or the obvious truths that contradict country. Because they cannot tolerate debate, they embrace dogma. Here, in this handy guide to the nuts and bolts of American politics, 294 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

1177702 SEE NO EVIL: 19 Hard Truths the Left Can’t Handle. By Joel B. Pollak. Exposes the Left’s frantic attempts to avoid the truth—silencing dissenters and suppressing evidence on issues after vital issue faces our country. Because they cannot tolerate debate, dissent, or the obvious truths that contradict their utopian fantasies, progressives must deny the facts, the self-evident, and the obvious. 312 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

1194240 HATE CRIME HOAX: How the Left Is Selling a Fake Race War. By Wilfred Reilly. Did the election of Donald Trump usher in a new era of racial hatred in our country? In reality, America is a dramatically less racist society today than in the past. In fact, as the author conclusively demonstrates, the only spike in hate crime hoaxes. 308 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

7978006 WHAT WASHINGTON GETS WRONG: The Unelected Officials Who Actually Run the Government and Their Misconceptions About the American. By J. Gagnon/Perrotti. Ginshaker & Perrotti. Each year, unelected federal administrators write thousands of regulations possessing the force of law. Though subordinate to elected officials, these unelected officials do much of the actual governing. But what do they know about the American people? Not much, according to this enlightening and disturbing study. Illus. 304 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

1162365 THE PEOPLE HAVE SPOKEN (AND THEY ARE WRONG): The Case Against Democracy. By David Hanners. Delivers a scathing and provocative indictment of democracy, arguing that it has made our government irrational, irresponsible, and ineffective, while denying our Founders’ republican vision. “democracy” may very well spell the end of American liberty and prosperity. 230 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

5817263 WHY WE FIGHT: Defeating America’s Agendas. By Sebastian Gorka. To defeat your enemy, you must know him. Willful ignorance about our adversary has been crippling our military and government. This book offers the politically correct blindfold and clarifies who our foes are in this analysis. Color photos. 216 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

1194143 FAKE SCIENCE: Exposing the Global Warming Fakers, Frumpy Facts, and Dodgy Data. By Austin Ruse. Real science has ended epidemics, created world changing technology, and lifted the vast majority of the human race from poverty. It’s too important to leave to activist scammers and fraudulent researchers. The author has a battle plan for taking science back from the hysterical and deeply unscientific left. 285 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

120761X OBLIGATION TO DEFEND: How Sharia Law Is Coming to a Neighborhood Near You. By Raheem Kassam. With compelling reporting, Kassam, takes you into Islamic areas you might not even know exist, communities, neighborhoods, and whole city districts, where infidels are unwelcome, Islamic law is king, and extremism grows. Compelling in its reporting, shocking in its detail, this volume is the stunning true story you will read. 288 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

7905246 THE TRUMP TAPES: The Historical Record Based on Disclosed Documents. Explodes the exclusive, inside story of Trump’s performance as president—in his own words—as he is questioned, interrogated, and threatened. On every level of government in our time, Naz i Germany and Fascist Italy set the pattern. Focuses on the two forms of totalitarianism, SOCIALISM and TOTALITARIANISM. By Thomas J. DiLorenzo. Sets the record straight in this concise and lively primer on an economic theory that’s gaining popularity despite its universal failure as an economic model and its truly horrific record on human rights. 226 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

7745553 TRUMP: America First. By C.R. Lewandowski & D.N. Bossie. Blasts through the nonsense to deliver a first-hand account of the Trump presidency and reelection campaign during its most tumultuous time. From the COVID-19 shutdown in March to the campaign leadership shakeup and reset in July, the authors are present for every big moment, and now the reader is too. Color photos. 294 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

773984 THE BIDEN DECEPTION: Moderate, Opportunist, or the Democratic Dealbreaker? By George Neumayer. A Socialist in sheep’s clothing, that’s what Joe Biden is, argues Neumayer, who exposes Biden’s radicalism and proves why his presidency will be a disaster for America. Written before the 2020 election and eerily prophetic, Neumayer’s work stands as a warning that Biden is far more dangerous than anyone truly realizes. 201 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.95 $9.95

772039X THE LONG SLIDE: Thirty Years in American Journalism. By Tucker Carlson. With his signature wit and 20/20 hindsight, Carlson investigates in this patriotic and personal collection a question on all of our minds: Has America really changed that much in recent decades? The answer is, unequivocally, yes. 277 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

599356X GET IT TOGETHER: Troubling Tales from the Liberal Fringe. By Jesse Watters. Funny, fresh, and fascinating, this title is sure to spark important conversation, and to inspire us to see political opponents, but real broken human beings. 303 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

1842654 A SAVAGE REPUBLIC: Inside the Plot to Drive America to Autocracy. By Michael Savage. Savage covers all the dangerous hot-topics currently engulfing U.S. politics and threatening the American way of life: minorities of all types; illegal immigration; destroyed borders; perverse attacks on our school children; raging foreign war; the coming coup; the soft civil war; and more. 230 pages. Bombardier. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

116321 THE CONSPIRACY TO END AMERICA: Four Ways My Old Party Is Driving Our Democracy to Autocracy. By Stuart Stevens. Stevens, the former chief Republican strategist, Lincoln Project advisor, and author of the bestselling book that the GOP is dragging our country toward autocracy—and if we don’t wake up to the crisis in our system, 2024 may well be our last free and fair election. 225 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95
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3741250 HOPE FROM HEAVEN: A True Story of Divine Intervention and the Girl Who Came Back as God’s Messenger. By Elissa Hope. When the author died during a routine procedure, her soul left her body and traveled to heaven. There she came face to face with her God and was able to return to her life as his messenger—with an important purpose, one that would not be revealed to her until the time was right. A true story of divine intervention and the girl who came back as God’s messenger. 142 pages. O-Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


7545170 HOPE FROM HEAVEN: A True Story of Divine Intervention and the Girl Who Came Back as God’s Messenger. By Elissa Hope. When the author died during a routine procedure, her soul left her body and traveled to heaven. There she came face to face with her God and was able to return to her life as his messenger—with an important purpose, one that would not be revealed to her until the time was right. A true story of divine intervention and the girl who came back as God’s messenger. 142 pages. O-Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

5762428 CREATING A NEW RELIGION: A Personal Journey. By Daniele Bolelli. A writer, philosopher, and professor of comparative religion leads us through 3,000 years of mythology, misogyny, authoritarianism, cruelty, sexual morbidity, disdain for individual rights, disdain for nature, organized religions. Here is a declaration of war through 3,000 years of mythology, misogyny, authori...
Religion

★ 4996070 JUDAS OF NAZARETH: How the Greatest Teacher of First-Century Israel Was Replaced by a Literary Creation. By Daniel T. Unterbrink. Drawing on various sources, Unterbrink contends that the “Jesus” of the Bible was actually a composite figure, and reveals the New Testament gospel as creative works of historical fiction designed to promote Paul’s Christianity and serve the interests of hedging Gentile Christian communities. 365 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

★ 2376598 THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. A new standard Book of Common Prayer of the Episcopal Church as authorized in 1979, features a black flexible leather like cover with a gold stamped cross, authorized in 1979, features a black flexible leather like cover with a gold stamped cross, and many others. 308 pages. Robinson. Paperback. $7.95

★ 1985464 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF LOST SYMBOLS: A Guide to the Language of Symbolism. By Nadia Julien. A comprehensive A-Z of the hidden meanings of symbols, from the Abyss to the signs of the zodiac. Encapsulating every culture, the author has drawn primarily on Frenc... Read more

★ 7174938 MANAGERY OF MYSTERIOUS BEASTS, 2nd ed. With Cryptid Creatures. By Ken Gerhard. Join Gerhard on a journey through the world of mysterious beasts, exploring encounters with creatures thought to be folklore and legends. Presents a wide variety of astounding and bizarre creatures, from the Minnesota lezcanian to the White Buff Screamer to the Texas Trex. Lower Hardcover. $12.95


★ 7807503 JOURNEY OF SOULS: Case Studies of Life Between Lives. By Michael Newton. Presents the first hand accounts of twenty nine people placed in a “superconscious” state of... Read more


★ 6999522 THE ESSENTIAL BOOK OF ASTROLOGY: What Your Date of Birth Reveals About You. By Marion Williamson. Will enable you to find out what your sun sign, moon sign, and other zodiac signs tell you. The dominating zodiac signs that control your moon sign is as important as your sun sign. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Atria. Paperback. $12.99

★ 7729693 A FIELD GUIDE TO DEMONS, VAMPIRES, FALLEN ANGELS, AND OTHER SUPERNATURAL BEINGS. By Wadd Mak. Profiles of more than 90 bogies, including demons, fairies, ghouls, mermaids, vampire, kelpies, werewolves, and more. Organized by habitat, with explanations of origins, characteristics, and cultural significance of each creature, while also offering helpful dispelling and disarming techniques. Illus. 305 pages. Arcade. Paperback. $6.95

★ 7958137 HORROR TAROT DECK AND GUIDEBOOK. By A. Grin & G. Siegel. Add an element of horror to your tarot experience with this spooky and unique take on the traditional 78 card tarot deck. Complete with a helpful guide explaining each card’s meaning, as well as tips for easy reading. Packaged in a sturdy, decorative gift box, this terrifying tarot deck is perfect for horror fans or Insight Editions. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

★ 2779757 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF DEVILS AND DEMONS: The Ultimate Guide to the World of the Devil. By Dennis Prager. This guide will introduce readers to the malevolent forces associated with many world religions. Discover information about: zombies and the undead, the supernatural and the spirit world, the witches and Wicca, the magic of the meanest, and more. Illus. 279 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.56


★ 7849273 HAUNTED CEMETERIES, SECOND EDITION: Creepy Crypts, Spine-Tingling Spirits, and Midnight Mayhem. By Tom Ogden. Gather more than two hundred accounts of encounters... Read more

★ 8041687 ONLY A THOUGHT AWAY: Keeping in Touch with Your Loved Ones in Spirit. By Patrick Mathews. Every day, your loved ones in spirit are waiting for you, helping and guiding you in the miraculous ways that only spirits can. This amazing guide teaches you how to make powerful connections with those you love who are not so distant anymore. Illus. in color. 328 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

★ 8054061 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ASTROLOGY: Going Beyond Your Sun Sign for a Fuller Understanding of Your Personality. By A. A. Albert, A. A. Albert, and A. A. Albert. An easy to use guide to astrology that takes you beyond your sun sign and helps you gain insight into your personality and potential. Shows how Mars, Jupiter and the position of Mercury in combination with the position of the planets at the time of birth have on a person’s character, and innate potential. Illus. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $9.56

★ 4999871 ENCHANCED BIRTHDAY BOOK: Discover the Sacred Meaning and Magic of Your Birthday. By A. Zemer & M. Farber. The authors use their psychic abilities and more than thirty years of experience in astrology, archetypal symbolism, and channelled messages to offer revelations about character and personality for each day of the year.

Occult


★ 1883556 GHOSTS OF THE NIAGARA RIVER. By Bruce Carlson. These are accounts of folks along the Niagara River who just won’t seem to leave. Illus. 130 pages. Quixote. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


★ 1817641 GHOSTS OF OHIO’S LINCOLN HIGHWAY. By Bruce Carlson. The Lincoln Highway in Ohio has some of the dandiest stories hidden along its way. These are stories of folks who haven’t left us, even after they have left us. Illus. 128 pages. Quixote. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95
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7863979 SECRETS OF SANTA MUERTE: A Guide to the Prayers, Spells, Rituals, and Hocuses. By Ceres da Silva. Covers the fascinating history of this powerful folk saint, as well as practical tips on the following techniques: creating an altar and keeping it clean, energies and free of demons; interpreting signs including whether she has accepted offerings; using the moon’s power to heighten your work with her; and more. 238 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

7927983 PROOF OF LIFE AFTER LIFE: 7 Reasons to Believe There Is an Afterlife. By R.A. Moody & P. Perry. Provides scientific proof of the existence of a soul and that consciousness does not end with bodily death. The authors do this by exploring topics such as shared death experiences, near-death experiences, common paranormal events, and memories of past lives. 212 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

4859848 SYMBOLS OF THE OCCULT: A Directory of over 500 Signs, Symbols and Icons. By Eric Chave. By sheer necessity, symbolism, this edition ranges from the myths and legends of the ancient world to the icons used in modern culture and science. Discover the origins and meanings of over 500 signs and symbols, from the secrets of the Mayan calendar to demon summoning seals and secret symbols of the hermetic orders. Fully illus. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

7776017 ASTROLOGY: Secrets of the Signs and Planets. By Victor Olliffe. Delightful introduction to the wonders of astrology takes you through everything you need to know: the Zodiac, star signs and their qualities, the horoscope chart, houses, planets, aspects, personality, and how to read a chart and start forecasting. Along the way are fascinating facts and helpful tips. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

6994664 THE ALEISTER CROWLEY COLLECTION. As his influence and popularity continues to endure, Crowley’s ideas, beliefs and practices have been a source of inspiration for many people. Titles in this collection include The Book of the Law and Liber 777, Clouds Without Water and White Stains, The Book of Lies, Moonchild and The Diary of a Drug Fiend. 1,103 pages in 5 volumes. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99

2121727 SHADES OF GRAY. By Michael Atlow. Tales of ghosts from the battlefields of Virginia, accounts of folks who haven’t really left us, even after they have left us. Illus. 136 pages. Quixote. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.45

1811746 GHOSTS OF INTERSTATE 65. By Joanna Foreman. Accounts of things that go bump in the night as well as do lots of other things day and night on and along Interstate 65. 145 pages. Quixote. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.45

1834282 GHOSTS OF US 500: In Southwest Colorado and Northwest New Mexico. By Richard DeVore. Few places in America offer such a rich display of beauty and frontier heritage as U.S. 500. Apparently we live-breathing flesh types aren’t the only ones that find U.S. 500 so enchanting. Others who haven’t really left us, even after they’ve left us. Illus. 136 pages. Quixote. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.45

1878735 GHOSTS OF THE GRAND CANYON COUNTRY. By James Wharton. Tells of mysterious goings-on in this haunted land. It raises questions which can only be answered by voices of people long ago vanished from this ghostly place. 136 pages. Quixote. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

7880111 THE GODS WERE ASTRONAUTS: The Extraterrestrial Identity of Ancient Religious History and Daniken. Propounds and offers evidence that the winged angels populating the Bible, Koran, and other religious texts from cultures over western man. Daniken also explores the nature of ancient man in ages long past, intellectually challenging and provocative, these may shake the foundations of both science and faith. Illus. 281 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

7880103 Enoch and the Return of the Gods. By Erich von Daniken. Argues that we are very much in the minds and eyes of other cosmic life-forms and that, as a result, many of the dramatic historical events and remarkable teachings of religious texts should be reinterpreted. Illus. 252 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


4993113 THE WITCHCRAFT: A Compendium of Spells, Rituals and Occult Knowledge. By Pamela Bealla. Learn to weave magic with this enchanting guide to ethical spell-work. Become a competent and confident caster of spells with this practical guide to witchcraft. Contains an extensive collection of traditional spells, techniques and correspondences. This guide is presented with a striking, foil-embossed cover design, with silver gilded page edges. 304 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


1845411 GHOSTS OF THE 1000 ISLANDS: Area of the St. Lawrence River. By Larry Hillhouse. Wars, shipwrecks, marauding pirates, drownings, lost lovers, and more all contribute to an atmosphere ripe for hauntings among the 1,000 islands in this area of the St. Lawrence River. Well illus. 140 pages. Quixote. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

4880602 AFTER: A Doctor Explores What Near-Death Experiences Reveal About Life and Beyond. By Bruce Greyson. Shows how scientific revelations about the dying process can support an alternative theory to death being the end of our consciousness. Greyson posits that dying could be the threshold between the form of consciousness and another, not an ending but a transition. The author challenges us to open our minds to these near-death experiences and to what they can teach us. 256 pages. Quixote. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


7998724 TAROT OF TALES. By Melinda Lee Horin. Folk tales have brought invaluable lessons on life for thousands of years. You are invited into a magical world of art and prose where your readings become personalized fairy tales told by the cards. Includes 78 beautiful tarot cards in a two piece box, and also an illustrated 176 page guide. CICO Books. Pub. at $39.99


4995317 HAUNTED WAR TALES: True Military Encounters with the Bizarre, Paranormal, and Unexplained. By R.C. Barmhall. Focuses on multiple tales of truly odd, and often bizarre, paranormal events on the battlefields of the world. Some popular stories are debunked, but most of these reports are not easily explained, becoming modern canon in the centuries-long history of strange and unexplained stories. 249 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

7889873 THE ORIGINAL ACHING CHORUS OR THE BOOK OF CHANGES. By R. Ritsema & S.A. Sabbadini. Based on over 60 years of research, and containing a fully updated introduction, this represents the most substantial advance in I Ching scholarship since Richard Wilhelm introduced the oracle to the West in the 1920s. 854 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95

7095212 THE FORTUNE-TELLER’S DECK. By Jane Lyle. Based on ancient Roman divination cards and offers an entertaining way to answer all your questions on love, career, travel, family and home—in the past, present and future. Includes 52 playing cards plus a joker and a 144 page guidebook. Boxed. Well illus. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

780749X THE GOLDEN DAWN, 7TH EDITION REVISED: The Original Account of the Teachings, Rites, and Ceremonies of the Hermetic Order. By L. Regardie & J.M. Greer. The most influential modern handbook of magical theory and practice, this new definitive edition has taken this essential resource back to its original text. Revised with new and improved illustrations, color insert, and refreshed use of typography. His powerful work reclains its true stature as a modern masterpiece. 918 pages. Llewellyn. Pub. at $36.00

780752X SELF-INITIATION INTO THE GOLDEN DAWN TRADITION. By Chr. & Sandra Green. Outlines the vital methodology of the Golden Dawn Tradition, one of the world’s most influential and enduring magical traditions. With fascinating detail, the esoteric rituals are clearly laid out in this step by step guide that’s clear and easy to follow. Upon completion, you can be practicing Golden Dawn magician with knowledge of Meditation, Kabbalah, astrology, tarot, and more. 742 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $36.00

4909518 THREE BOOKS OF OCCULT PHILOSOPHY. By Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa. The first new and complete English translation of the works that shaped the Western magical tradition. This new translation of the three books of occult philosophy gives a veritable window into the thinking of those who probed the mysteries of magic. One of the most influential and enduring works ever published. 918 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Archaeology

6081770 DIGGING UP ARMAGEDDON: The Search for the Lost City of Solomon. By Eric H. Cline. Brings to life one of the most important archaeological expeditions ever undertaken, describes the spectacular discoveries that were made there and providing an up-close look at the internal workings of a dig in the early years of biblical archeology. Photos. 397 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Archaeology

111697 DIGGERING FOR RICHARD III: The Search for the Lost King. By Mike Pitts. Tells the vivid tale of a King’s life, demises, and the rediscovery of his grave more than 500 years later. It is also an insider’s gripping account of how modern archaeology, forensic science, and meticulous analysis can come together to create a narrative worthy of the finest detective fiction. Illus. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $8.95

111679 BLOOD OF THE CELTS: The New Ancestral Story. By Jean Marco. Brings together genetic, archaeological, and linguistic evidence to address the often-debated question: Who were the Celts? What peoples or cultural identities should that term describe? And did they in fact inhabit the British Isles before the Romans arrived? Well Illus. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

★ 117357X ARCHAEOLOGY: An Illustrated Encyclopedia. By C. Cattling & P. B. Bohn. Explores the range of the world’s most important archaeological sites, spanning every period from early humans through to recent times. Includes profiles of some of the world’s most famous and respected archaeologists. Sites include Giza, Karnak, Petra, Knossos, and more. Fully Illus. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

111677 STORIES FROM OUR FIRST MILLION YEARS. By George Zaidan. Reveals what will kill you, what won’t, and why—explains with high-octane hilarity, hijinks, and other things that don’t belong in a Cumber–is at the forefront of the exploration and could be said to have visited the surface. He recounts what it was like to be on the teams moving the surface. Well Illus. most in color. 356 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

1118182 EXTRATERRESTRIALS. By Wade Roush. Are we alone in the universe? If not, where is everybody? An engaging exploration of one of the most important unsolved problems in climate change. New from: MIT Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

1112446 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO SCIENCE. By Tom Bethell. Science myths busted: America is destroying the environment and causing global warming. Darwinian evolution is supported by overwhelming evidence, most Christians used to think the earth was flat, religion is the enemy of science, and embryonic stem cell research holds the key to our future health. 270 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.45

1160843 MISSION TO MARS: A New Era of Rover and Spacecraft Discovery on the Red Planet. By Larry S. Crumpler. All eyes are on Mars. We are on the precipice of an explosive era of discovery, and the Red Planet is at the center of the next space race. Join NASA’s exciting Mars 2020 mission as we explore the history of Mars, the universe’s first true planetary power. 320 pages. Amherst. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

Science

499478 INGREDIENTS: The Strange Chemistry of What We Put in Us and on Us. By George Zaidan. Reveals what will kill you, what won’t, and why—explained with high-octane hilarity, hijinks, and other things that don’t belong in a Cumber–is at the forefront of the exploration and could be said to have visited the surface. He recounts what it was like to be on the teams moving the surface. Well Illus. most in color. 356 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

788777 DISCOVERING THE UNIVERSE: A Guide to the Galaxies, Planets, and Stars. By Sien Odenwald. Reveals the secrets behind subjects as varied as the Big Bang, dark matter, the life cycle of stars, and the nature of planets both inside and around our solar system. Beautifully illustrated throughout with stunning photographs as well as a range of diagrams and infographics. There has never been a better time to explore the wonders of cosmology. 192 pages. Sirius. 9/11x11. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★ 7900837 WHEN THE SAHARA WAS GREEN: How Our Greatest Desert Came to Be. By Martin Williams. Tells the remarkable history of Earth’s greatest desert— including why it’s climate changed, how scientists uncovered its extraordinary story, and what lessons it holds for our warming world. 16 color pages of photos. 222 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $18.95

699788 WHEN THE SAHARA WAS GREEN: How Our Greatest Desert Came to Be. By Martin Williams. The little-known history of how the Sahara was transformed from a green and fertile land into the largest hot desert in the world. A valuable look at how an ice sheet that covered most of Africa for millions of years, this volume reveals the desert’s surprising past to reflect on its present, as well as its possible future. Well Illus. most in color. 222 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $18.95

★ 7977786 QUANTUM FUZZ: The Strange True Makeup of Everything Around Us. By Michael S. Walker, Veteran physicist Walker uses illuminating analogies and jargon-free language to illustrate the basic principles of the subatomic world and show how they explain everything from the chemistry around us to the formation of galaxies. Illus. some in color. 448 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

★ 4789676 ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING: Everything You Need to Know to Master the Subject–In One Book! By David Baker. A perfect introduction for students and laypeople alike, this resource provides you with all the concepts you need to know to understand the fundamental issues, filled with helpful diagrams, photographs, further reading and easily digestible features on the development of engineering. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


1198067 A SHORT HISTORY OF HUMANITY: A New History of Old Europe. By J. Krause & T. Trappe. A fascinating chapter of history, this book takes us from the Neanderthals and Denisovans to the present. We know now that a wave of farmers from Anatolia migrated into Europe 8,000 years ago. This Anatolian farmer DNA is one of the core genetic components of people with contemporary European ancestry. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

5879655 THEY WERE HERE BEFORE US: Discoveries from Our Oldest Milleniums. By R. Barkai & E. Háflig. Follows in the footsteps of our ancestors, describing their world in vivid detail: the tools they used, the animals they hunted and the monoliths they created. From the earliest human use of fire, to the transformative effect of cave art, to the woman for whom 90 tortoises were sacrificed, and more. Illus. some in color. 97 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

Anthropology

DVD 7929881 GREAT HUMAN ODYSSEY: NOVA, Widescreen. Our ancient human ancestors once lived only in Africa, in tiny bands of a few thousand hunter-gatherers. How did we acquire the skills, technological and social advances and tools that allowed us to colonize every environment on Earth? With unique glimpses of today’s Kalahari hunters and Polynesian navigators, we discover amazing skills that hint at how our ancestors survived long ago. English SDH. 120 minutes. FBS. Pub. at $32.95 $9.95

1999555 ORIGIN: A Genetic History of the Americas. By Jennifer Raff. The story of who the first peoples in the Americas were, how and why they made the crossing, how they dispersed south, and how they lived based on a new and powerful kind of evidence: their complete genomes. Explores how genetics is currently being used to construct narratives that impact the development of Indigenous Peoples of the Americas. 328 pages. Twelve. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

7908067 A SHORT HISTORY OF HUMANITY: A New History of Old Europe. By J. Krause & T. Trappe. A fascinating chapter of history, this book takes us from the Neanderthals and Denisovans to the present. We know now that a wave of farmers from Anatolia migrated into Europe 8,000 years ago. This Anatolian farmer DNA is one of the core genetic components of people with contemporary European ancestry. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95


Science

499478 INGREDIENTS: The Strange Chemistry of What We Put in Us and on Us. By George Zaidan. Reveals what will kill you, what won’t, and why—explained with high-octane hilarity, hijinks, and other things that don’t belong in a Cumber–is at the forefront of the exploration and could be said to have visited the surface. He recounts what it was like to be on the teams moving the surface. Well Illus. most in color. 356 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

8042721 ORIGIN: A Genetic History of the Americas. By Jennifer Raff. The story of who the first peoples in the Americas were, how and why they migrated, how they dispersed south, and how they lived based on a new and powerful kind of evidence: their complete genomes. Provides an overview of the discoveries that make North and South America, and a glimpse into how the tools of genetics reveal details about human history and evolution. Illus. some in color. 326 pages. Twelve. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95
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579912 LOST ANATOMIES: The Evolution of the Human Form. By John Gurche. Using high-resolution, soft-tissue anatomy, Gurche skillfully reconstructs the appearance of individuals in the human lineage, and has developed visual techniques that evoke the eons that separate us from them. Each chapter here is introduced by a leading paleo-anthropologist, who provides context to give the reader a deeper appreciation of Gurche’s art. Fully illus. in color, 208 pages. Abrams. 9/1/12. Pub. at $32.95. $15.95

5058539 INSIDE THE STAR FACTORY: The Creation of the James Webb Space Telescope, NASA’s Largest and Most Powerful Space Observatory. By Christopher Wanjek, photos by Brian. A fascinating, ground-level backstage pass to the creation, launch, and reach of the James Webb Space Telescope. Fully illus. in color, 175 pages. MIT Press. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $44.95. $34.95

5519838 THE GRAVITY OF MATH: How Geometry Rules the Universe. By S. Nardis & S.T. Yau. Explores how math can drive and sometimes even anticipate discoveries in physics. Offers an insightful and compelling look into the power of mathematics—how that, like gravity, can extend to the edge of the universe. 251 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00. $23.95

587114X PREPARING DINOSAURS: The Work Behind the Scenes. By Caitlin Donohue Wylie. An investigation of the work and workers in palaeontology, as they uncover the stories behind the scenes of the field. 247 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $28.99. $16.95

Mathematics

4726208 SEE YA LATER CALCULATOR. Ed. by Joan Padgett et al. Build your brain with an assortment of “mathematical” tricks, shortcuts, and time-savers that make math understanding, interesting, easy, and fun. You’ll discover in your head—even faster than you can do it with a calculator, 224 pages. Portable Press. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

1994484 A DIVINE LANGUAGE: Learning Algebra, Geometry, and Calculus at the Edge of Old Age. By Alexis Instant. Decades after struggling to understand math as a boy, Wilkinson decides to embark on a journey to learn it as a middle-aged man. What begins as a personal challenge soon transforms into something greater than a belated effort to learn math. Soon, his exercise in personal growth morphs into an intellectually expansive exploration. 287 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. $17.95

6997751 THE SOLUTION OF CURVES: Ten Lines of Secant That Connect Mathematics, Art, and the Nude. By Allan McRobie. Focuses on seven curves, the fold, cusp, swallowtail, and butterfly, plus the hyperbolic, elliptical, and parabolic “umbilics.” McRobie introduces these curves and then describes their role in nature, science, engineering, architecture, art, and other areas. Adults only. Color photos. 159 pages. Princeton 8/1/11. Pub. at $35.00. $24.95

1994978 ALGEBRA THE BEAUTIFUL: An Ode to Math’s Least-Loved Subject. By G. Arnell Williams. Drawing on lessons from 25 years of teaching mathematics, Williams blends metaphor, history, and social commentary to uncover algebra’s often-hidden grandeur. An understanding of how this type of thinking provides clarity and insight into a diverse range of situations. Illus. 398 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00. $9.95

1933922 THE TEN EQUATIONS That RULE THE WORLD: And How You Can Use Them to Run the Economy, Build the Perfect Skyscraper, and maybe even Win the Lottery. By Amie Coffin & Ian Stewart. This book explores a handful of equations that make our world go round, ten of them, more or less. They are integral to everything from investment banking and sports statistics to the workings of social media and the underpinnings of bias and discrimination. They can help you hone your decision making, secure your finances, live more healthily, and see through scaremongering. 240 pages, 34 illus. Flatiron. Pub. at $28.99. $7.95

1997578 50 MATH TRICKS THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE: Mentally Solve the Impossible in Seconds. By Tanya Zakowich. Uncover the unbelievable ways you can manipulate numbers to solve equations, word problems, and brain teasers in a flash, no calculator required. Zakowich uses colorful diagrams and quirkly explanations to help you see math as a creative tool you can use to quickly solve problems without confusion. 208 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $16.95

997554 ENCOUNTERS WITH EUCLID: How an Ancient Greek Geometry Text Shaped the World. By Benjamin Wardhaugh. Traces the life and afterlives of one of the most remarkable works of mathematics ever written, revealing its lasting role in the timeless search for order and reason in an unruly world. Illus. 472 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $32.00. $21.95

1990575 THE CARTOON GUIDE TO CALCULUS. By Larry Gonick. Thanks to the cartoon renderings of the author, here is a complete—and completely enjoyable—new guide to calculus. Depicts the world of functions, limits, derivatives, and integrals for the first-year calculus student. 246 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $16.95

1990027 EVERYTHING IS PREDICTABLE: How Bayesian Statistics Explain Our World. By Tom Chivers. Bayes’ theorem describes the probability of an event, based on prior knowledge of conditions that might be related to the event. Explains why highly accurate scientific predictions can lead to some positives and how a failure to account for it in court has put innocent people in jail. Many argue that Bayes’s theorem is a description of almost everything. 371 pages. Atria. Pub. at $32.00. $21.95


7799289 EVERYDAY MATHEMATICS MADE EASY: A Quick Review of What You Forgot You Knew. By Tom Bgnal. To make the learning experience practical to the real world, numerous sidebars showcase mathematical principles in everyday life. In addition to quick tips and tricks to effectively and effortlessly incorporate math at the workplace, within the household, and throughout the day, 272 pages. Willowfleet. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

1997759 PERSPECTIVE AND PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY. By Annalisa Crannell et al. Organized as a series of exercise modules, this book teaches students through hands-on inquiry and participation. Each lesson begins with a visual task, and key players in the mathmosphere guide students through geometry, followed by exercises that reinforce new concepts and hone students’ analytical abilities. Fully illus. 280 pages. Princeton 8/1/11. Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00. $16.95


Economics

6997821 THE STORY OF SILVER: How the White Metal Shaped America and the Modern World. By William L. Silber. Silver has been the preferred shelter against government instability, political inflation, and inflation for most people in the world because it’s cheaper than gold. Explains how powerful figures have come under silver’s sway, and how its use has guided economic and political decisions in the 21st century, and why it matters today. Illus. 340 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

7580004 SOLD OUT: How Broken Supply Chains, Surging Inflation, and Political Instability Will Sink the Global Economy. By Jacob A. Gersen. By January 2023, we arrived at this threshold, points out clues to the future, and prepares us for what’s next. Details why the remedy to our supply crisis isn’t a path to economic recovery but rather an entirely reinvented supply chain. He looks at the future of money, including the demise of the American dollar itself, and more. 247 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $29.00. $9.95

1177719 SOCIALISM SUCKS: Two Economists Drink Their Way Through the Unfree World. By R. Lawson & B. Powell. Irrelevant but honest economists, the authors have all the data, and even more important, the firsthand global experience to affirm that socialism fails to deliver on the promises it makes and instead is very bad for your economic (and other) health. Photos. 182 pages. Regency. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $9.95

17925786 SOCIAL JUSTICE FAILURIES. By Nicholas Slavik. Reveals how many things that are thought to be true simply cannot stand up to documented facts, which are often the opposite of what is widely believed. The crucial question is whether the social justice agenda will simply delay important economic solutions sometimes with catastrophic consequences. 201 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95


Business

572990X THE FALL: The End of Fox News and the Murdoch Dynasty. By Michael Wolff. Meet the Murdochs and the dysfunctional family of Fox News. Drawing on years of unprecedented access, Wolff leaves readers with the world of Fox, this work plunges us behind the scenes of another empire of influence, and the result is astonishing and unforgettable. 298 pages. Holt. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95
**Animals**

**DVD 788923**

**LIFE STORY.** Widescreen. Brings a new and fascinating look at the parrots and parakeets of the world’s birds. All six episodes. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC Earth.

**607218**


**7979754**

**KNOW YOUR HORSES.** By Jack Byard. From the biggest in the world to the smallest, the oldest to the rarest, here is everything you need to identify the 44 most interesting horse breeds. All 44 are here, along with captions that reveal the characteristics of animal, and the amazing photographs that show the horse to the loyal wolverine and the steadfast emperor penguin.

4997409

**THE PHOTO ARK: VANISHING: The World’s Most Vulnerable Animals.** By J. Sartore & E. K=K. In these vivid pages, Sartore singles out the species most likely to disappear in the next decades, as well as some that have already been lost. Alongside these indelible images are the words of scientists and conservationists who are working to protect and restore populations of endangered species. 400 pages. National Geographic. 10x14x1. Pub. at $40.00.

**2572373**


**6077080**

**THE CHICKEN: A Natural History.** By Joseph Barber et al. A comprehensive, science-based exploration of the world of the chicken. These fantastic fowl demonstrate unique abilities and talents that have made them an integral part of human’s lives for thousands of years. Fully illustrated. In color. 224 pages. Princeton.

**2651958**

**CHICKEN WISDOM: 50 Inspirational Prints to Put Fresh on Your Mind.** By Melissa Caughey. Sage sentiments meet delightful chicken photography on 50 individual cards, and with a pull-out table-top frame included, you can display your favorite card or easily swap it out for one that fits the mood or suits the moment. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

**587454X**

**BUILD YOUR OWN BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT.** By Tony Pigott. In this guide, a table shows how few other common tools and materials are all you need to build housing to protect your bees. Includes plans for hive bodies, supers, and a basic electric fencing, and plans for building jigs that make assembling frames and installing foundations a snap. Well illustrated. 160 pages. Storey. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

**1041207**

**A HANDFUL OF HAPPINESS: How a Prickly Creature Softened a Prickly Heart.** Written collection of stories will draw you into the natural world of the wolf, bringing a deeper understanding of the values we share with all living beings. Also illustrates the urgent issues surrounding the protection of wolves and other wildlife. Photos. 219 pages. National Geographic.

$16.99

**7973686**


**1163396**

**500 INSECTS: A Visual Reference.** By Stephen A. Marshall. Informative captions provide details and insights into the lives of these fascinating creatures. Divided by developmental stages, males and females of the species, and characteristic behaviors are often shown. This is the perfect introduction to the amazing world of insects. Fully illustrated. In color. Adventure Publications. Pub. at $19.95.

**5477018**

**CATERPILLARS OF NORTH AMERICA.** By Janet Daniels. Designed for ease of use, this book is organized by butterfly or moth, then by family. Narrow your choices based on what you are observing and view just a few species at a time to ID the insect—and see what kind of butterfly or moth it becomes. Fully illustrated. In color. Adventure Publications. Pub. at $29.99.

**7962118**

**WILD FAMILY: Seven Stories of Extraordinary Animal Friendships.** By Bhagavan Antle with J.M. Greene. Reminds us that friendships aren’t just for humans. Heartwarming, adventurous, profound, and profound, these are the stories of extraordinary animal friendships. 64 pages. Earth Aware. Pub. at $16.99.

**7977700**

**THE OFFICIAL U.S. ARMY ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO VENOMOUS SNAKES, REPTILES, AND AMPHIBIANS.** By guide to these sometimes dangerous but often misunderstood creatures, filled with practical knowledge and interesting facts. A must-have for campers, climbers, hikers, and nature lovers. 105 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

**777060X**


**8995479**

**THE WHALE.** Narrated by Ryan Reynolds. The Whale tells the life-affirming story of a true young wild whale—a orca—named Luna, who lost contact with his family on the coast of British Columbia, and his journey around the world when he tried to make friends with human beings. CC. 85 minutes. documentary.

$6.95

**2981007**

**BEARS BEHAVING BADLY.** By Jane McDonald & P. Cyr. Tired of being thought of as shaggy, bumbling clowns, these bears are here to set the record straight. Includes a fascinating look at each creature and how they do just their thing and being Along with captions that reveal what they’re thinking in the process.

**7951030**

**THE WISDOM OF WOLVES: Lessons from the Sawtooth Pack.** By Jim & Jamie Dutcher. This compelling collection of stories will draw you into the natural world of the wolf, bringing a deeper understanding of the values we share with all living beings. Also illustrates the urgent issues surrounding the protection of wolves and other wildlife. Photos. 219 pages. National Geographic.

$16.99

**7879251**

**WAR ANIMALS: The Unsung Heroes of World War II.** By Robin Hutton. Tells the heartwarming stories of the dogs, horses, mules, pigeons, and one cat, who did their bit for the war effort. American and British families volunteered beloved family pets and farm dogs to aid in the war effort. The shining loyalty and courage of these heroes is a testimony to the enduring bond we love. Illus. 428 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $16.99.

**1177834**

**WAR ANIMALS: The Unsung Heroes of World War II.** By Robin Hutton. Tells the heartwarming stories of the dogs, horses, mules, pigeons, and one cat, who did their bit for the war effort. American and British families volunteered beloved family pets and farm dogs to aid in the war effort. The shining loyalty and courage of these heroes is a testimony to the enduring bond we love. Illus. 428 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $16.99.

**7978979**

**CHICKENS, SECOND EDITION: Tending a Small-Scale Flock.** By Sue Wever. Includes everything you need to raise chickens on your hobby farm or in your home and yard. From hens to roosters, from layers to broilers, Wever covers all. Fully illustrated. In color. 208 pages. Companionhouse. Pub. at $14.95.

**7834748**

**FOR CLUCK’S SAKE!** By Stacia Tolman. Filled with photos of farm and unusual breeds, this fascinating chicken and egg facts, chicken-related quotes, chicken humor, and nuggets of chicken wisdom, you can celebrate everyone’s favorite fowl with this fun, light-hearted volume. 96 pages.

**7992682**

**BEAUTIFUL JIM KEY: The Lost History of America’s Greatest Horse.** By Jim & Stacia Tolman. Tells the remarkable true story of an extraordinary horse famous not for his speed or beauty, but for his exceptional intelligence, and his ability to learn human language and understand the words of Americans at the dawn of the 20th century. 16 pages of photos. 334 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

**4995309**

**THE GREATEST HORSE STORIES EVER TOLD: Thirty Unforgettable Horse Tales.** Ed. by Steven D. Price. Heartwarming, adventurous, profound, and funny, this anthology is a treasure trove that includes favorite writers and little-known or long-forgotten gems, illuminating our fascination with our friends is a testimony to the enduring bond between us and the animals we love. Illus. 428 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $16.99.

**5484731**


**1173510**

**THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DINOSAURS.** By Dougall Dixon. A detailed guide to the known dinosaurs, together with many lesser-known species from the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods of Earth’s history. Informative text provides information on each species and maps locate the sites where their fossils have been excavated, and illustrations show how each looked according to current scientific understanding. $25.00.
Animals

**Dvd 7973837 SILENCE OF THE BEES: NATURE.** Join researchers as they follow the trail of clues from the United States to southern France, from the hills of Spain to England, all the way to Australia and China as the scrumble to discover why honeybees are dying in record numbers, and to stop the epidemic before it spreads further. Also includes a bonus program. Parrots in the Land of Oz, 118 minutes. Questar. $5.95

**1007519 SECRETS OF THE OCTOPUS.** By Sy Montgomery. Reveals an astonishing array of curious behaviors and extraordinary anatomies. Join Montgomery on this maverick marine adventure and meet some of the most beautiful and intriguing creatures on the planet. Fully illus. in color. 190 National Geographic. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**1044114 THE BOOK OF BEES: Inside the Hives and Lives of Honeybees, Bumblebees, Cuckoo Bees, and Other Busy Buzzers.** By Leila Nargi. Gives you a close-up view of busy buzzers from around the world. From the familiar western honeybee to the extra-large Himalayan giant honeybee and Australia’s unique Melipona, book lookers are packed with detailed photos and fascinating facts on more than 50 species of bees. 128 pages. Dog & Leventhal. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**10883207 AN ABSOLUTE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO RAISING BACKYARD DUCKS.** By Gail Damerow. In this straightforward guide, poultry expert Damerow leads beginner duck keepers through all the basics, including: profiles of popular breeds; acquiring a starter flock; facilities and feeding; why ducks do what they do, managing for eggs and meat, and more. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**1027220 BIG MEG: The Story of the Largest and Most Mysterious Predator That Ever Lived.** By T. Flannery & E. Flannery. Charts the evolution of megalodon, its super-predator status for about fifteen million years and its decline and extinction. Delves into the fossil record about fifteen million years and its decline and extinction. Delves into the fossil record and combines the latest DNA research with the latest scientific data to answer questions about its behavior and role in shaping marine ecosystems as well as its impact on the human psyche. Color photos. 216 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $23.95 $19.95

**6083331 THE PRINCETON FIELD GUIDE TO DINOSAURS, 3RD EDITION.** By Gregory S. Paul. This stunning and comprehensive volume includes detailed species accounts of all the major dinosaur groups as well as more than 800 dinosaur species with hundreds of color and black and white images–sketches, drawings, “life” studies, scenic views, and other illustrations that depict the full range of dinosaurs. 328 pages. Princeton. 8¼x11¼/34.5. Pub. at $34.95 $34.95

**1167655 TURTLES OF NORTH AMERICA.** By Kyle Horner. Describes the 64 species of turtles that inhabit the continental United States and Canada and the ocean waters that surround them. For each turtle this is the story, and this text that show how to identify each species and explains a little about its life history. A range map shows where each turtle may be found. 208 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**1998560 FINDING THE FOX: Encounters with an Enigmatic Animal.** By Andreas Tjernshaunen. Exploring folklore, science, and history, this evocative work of nature writing shows how humans through the centuries, have thought about this unique animal—the red fox. 213 pages. Greystone. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**1038710 WASPS OF THE WORLD: A Guide to Every Family.** By S. van Noort & G. Broad. Wasps have been around since before the dinosaurs and are one of the world’s largest insect groups, with more than 150,000 species. This richly illustrated guide provides an overview of the diverse characteristics, habitats, and lifestyles of these extraordinary insects. 240 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**1042491 VELVET ANTS OF NORTH AMERICA: A Field Guide.** By A. Williams et al. Covers nearly 460 species found in North America and throughout the world. Detailed species accounts and keys allow for easy and accurate identification. Includes distribution maps of nearly all diurnal species in the U.S. and Canada. Fully illus. most in color. 440 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

**7973436 ICONOTYPES: A Compendium of Butterflies & Moths.** Contains finely delineated paintings of more than 760 species of Lepidoptera, many of which is described for the first time, making a critical moment in the study of natural history. Includes a silk ribbon bookmark. 688 pages. Thames & Hudson. $42.95

Nature

**Dvd 7989040 WILD DEEP.** In this two-part Animal Planet program, a renowned diver and researcher of marine life explores underwater life while capturing the most unique and beautiful aquatic life ever recorded on film. Also includes the Hardcover Book Wild Deep: The Mysterious World of the Deeply packed with carefully selected photographs captured deep in the underwater realm. 170 minutes on two DVDs. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95

**6077999 CORAL REEFS: A Natural History.** By Charles Shepheard. Featuring more than 200 color photos that highlights key aspects of corals and their natural history. Includes representative examples from all around the world with rare and unusual species. Explains why coral reefs are critical to the health of our oceans. 240 pages. Princeton. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

**4852005 U.S. ARMY GUIDE TO MAP READING AND NAVIGATION.** By Department of the Army. Begins with a study of natural history. Includes a silk script. 487 pages.挥手 Training. Pub. at $14.99 $12.95

**2399644 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO EDIBLE WILD PLANTS.** By Department of the Army. Originally created for use by U.S. Army personnel, this is a full color reference to plants both common and rare, with details on how to locate, identify, and prepare edible wild plants. 143 pages. U.S. Dept. of Interior. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**7986808 THE OFFICIAL JOHN WAYNE HANDBOOK OF BUSHCRAFT: Essential Tips and Techniques for Surviving in the Wild.** By B. Jensen & C. Friedman. Filled with fundamentals and advanced tactics, step by step instructions and helpful tips all informed by Green Beret training, this work presents more than 100 practical skills for surviving in the wild, from constructing your own tools and shelter to finding food and water. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Media Lab Books. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**711663X ADVENTURES IN EDIBLE PLANT FORAGING: Finding, Identifying, Harvesting, and Preparing Native and Invasive Plants.** By Karen Monger. Written with novice foragers in mind, this guide with recipes for soups, salads, muffins, desserts and more, is a must-have for anyone looking to save money and plan their first expedition into foraging. Includes a glossary of botanical terms. Well illus. in color. 217 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**6078974 FRUING WITH MUD AND PLANTS: An English Island Odyssey.** By Ian Crofton. Embarking on a personal odyssey to a number of islands encircling England, Crofton explores some that were once places of refuge or holiness and others the places formerly designated for prisoners, rubbish dumps and military installations. Describes the diverse ways in which England’s islands have been formed, and how they are currently being used. 268 pages of color photos. 280 pages. Deda. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

781557 HOW TO DISAPPEAR AND LIVE OFF THE GRID: A CIA Insider’s Guide. By John C. Kirakou. Through the easy to follow instructions, tips, tricks, and professional anecdotes in this work, you’ll learn how to live without a trace from Kirakou. Whether you’re fascinated by the idea of disappearing, want to erase your digital footprint, or simply become more private, you can come handy. 138 pages. Skyyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

782381 INTO THE FOREST: The Secret Language of Trees. By Susan Tyler Hitchcock. Combines legendary color photography with cutting-edge science to reveal the astonishing intelligence of trees. With personal stories of how their lifescapes are affected by their intraspecies communication system, their role in the global weather cycle, and their intrinsic healing properties, this is the remarkable story how trees have shared their life on planet Earth. 349 pages. Princeton. 8¾x11¾. Pub. at $29.95 $27.95

783028 ON THE WATERWAYS. Fullscreen. For three years, the Driftwood, a 60-foot motor yacht, and its modern day band of explorers, traveled along 25,000 miles of North American waterways rediscovering the sites and sounds of a continent. Collects the entire 13-part PBS series, narrated by Jason Rezaian. Pub. on 4 DVDs. $29.97 $14.95

778142 THE WILD WISDOM OF WEEDS: 13 Essential Plants for Human Survival. By Katrina Blair. The global “survival” plants—dandelion, mallow, purslane, plantain, thistle, clover, dandelion, grass, chickweed, clover, lambquarter, and knotweed—regenerate the earth while supporting human survival. Blair teaches you the uses and how to use them, as well as to make optimal health and edible medicinal plants into our daily practices. Includes 100 unique recipes. Well illus. most in color. 358 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

699748 TREES OF LIFE. By Max-Adams. In a sequence of informative and beautifully illustrated portraits, divided between six thematic sections, Adams investigates the trees that humankind has covered most useful across the world and ages: trees that yield timber and other materials of immense practical value, trees that bear edible fruits and nuts, and much more. 272 pages. Princeton. 8½x11. Pub. at $35.00 $12.95

604212 BONDS OF BLOOD. By Ethel M. L. Hauser. A distinctive look at the nature of blood and the evolution of transfusion. Hauser explores the medical and ethical issues of blood transfusion, including the history of blood banking and the development of modern transfusion methods. Includes 80 black and white illustrations and 800 color photographs. 252 pages. Falcon. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

7874405 SMITHSONIAN ROCK & GEM: The Definitive Guide to Rocks, Minerals, Gems, and Fossils. Ed. by Christine Heilman. Explore Earth’s natural treasures, from their pristine origins to modern-day appeal with this illustrated guide to rocks, minerals, crystals, gems and more! Learn how to identify more than 450 rock and mineral specimens through beautiful photographs and key characteristics. 380 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


8058393 MODERN ROCKHOUNDING & PROSPECTING HANDBOOK, THIRD EDITION. By Garret Romaine. Explains everything from geology basics to identification tips, tools of the trade, how to record your abundances, gems and rocks, a lab or gem shop. Learn how to polish, preserve, craft, and display your treasures. Fully illus. in color. 252 pages. Falcon. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

7808860 THE BUG OUT BOOK: Bags, Tools, and Survival Skills to Save Your Ass. By Eddie Fred. A full-color guide to preparing the ultimate bug-out bag on a budget. OFFGRID Magazine. Shows you the determining factors that lead to bugging out, the strategies of how to do so, the tools you should bring, and where you can vendor vaccine an area plagued with problems. Whether you’re a novice interested in handling a distress proactively or a seasoned survivalist, this is a guide that will help you up to speed. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. OFFGrid. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $37.99 $27.95

7807777 MODERN ROCK HOUNDING. By Garret Romaine. Explains all the pros and cons of garden plants—shrubs, climbers, roses, hedges and trees—to improve their shape and condition. Whether you are starting with a new setup, or growing an existing garden, this guide will prove invaluable. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Creative Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7846671 HOME GARDENER’S PRUNING SPECIALIST GUIDE. By David S. Raff. A full-color guide to pruning all kinds of garden plants—shrubs, climbers, roses, hedges and trees—to improve their shape and condition. Whether you are starting with a new setup, or pruning an existing garden, this guide will prove invaluable. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Creative Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7820477 WEEDS: 13 Essential Plants for Human Survival. By Christian Ratsch. Beginns with full monographs on 168 of the most well-known weeds, including Cannabis, Datura, and Papaver—and then presents monographs on many lesser-known plants. Illustrated with 670 black and white illustrations and 52 color photos. 942 pages, Park Street. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $32.00 $105.95

104722 THE BOOK OF KILLER PLANTS: A Field Guide to Nature’s Deadliest Creations. By Kit Carlson. Spotlights 100 of Mother Nature’s most lethal creations, from those that can harm animals to those that can kill humans. Every entry in this practical guide features important facts about the biochemistry of toxins and an original illustration dedicated to each species. 644 pages. CiderMill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

7979703 GROWING WINTER FOOD. By Linda Gray. Discover the joys of growing and harvesting fresh produce that you can eat all winter long with this essential guide. The book provides details on cultivating the right crop, along with nutritional information, recipe ideas, and storage solutions. Well illus. in color. 175 pages. CompanionHouse. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

6076500 WHAT’S THAT WEED? Know Your Weeds and Learn to Live With Them. By Guy Barter. Barter lists the lid on what makes weeds thrive, while detailed photographers give gardeners the tools to recognize plants and weeds, and seeds. Plus, discover how each weed benefits biodiversity, and whether it has ornamental, herbal, or edible properties. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

8056358 INFINITE SPACES: The Art and Wisdom of the Japanese Garden. By Sadakichi Hattori. The timeless visual artistry of the gardens and the specific design techniques will inspire you to create magnificent gardens. Whether you live in your own backyard. Color photos. 128 pages. Tuttle. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

4468711 HOME GARDENER’S PRUNING SPECIALIST GUIDE. By David S. Raff. A full-color guide to pruning all kinds of garden plants—shrubs, climbers, roses, hedges and trees—to improve their shape and condition. Whether you are starting with a new setup, or growing an existing garden, this guide will prove invaluable. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Creative Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7856803 SHRUBS & HEDGES: Discover, Grow, and Care for the World’s Most Popular Plants. By Eva Monnich. You’ll find all the information you need for every shrub and hedge both for designing landscape; easy to follow step instructions for propagating shrubs, and more. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x11. Pub. at $30.00 $11.95

770120 THE SCIENCE OF GARDENING: Discover How Your Garden Really Grows. By Stuart Farrimond. The world of gardening can be a mystifying place, with so many instructions to follow and so much conflicting advice. Tests conventional wisdom against research-backed evidence, debunking some myths along the way and providing a shorter, lower-impact path to a green garden. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $30.00 $11.95

1410954 CARROTS LOVE TOMATOES, REVISED: Secrets of Companion Planting for Gardeners. By Louise Roiette. Compiled in alphabetical order, hundreds of listings of plants that enjoy and benefit from sharing growing space, as well as those that are natural enemies, such as onions and beans. Illus. 219 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $10.95

1023360 FARM MECHANICS: The Collector’s 1922 Edition. By F.D. Crawshaw & E.W. Lehmann. Informative and easy to understand. 220 illustrations and photographs this is both a reference historic for those interested in the history of agriculture and a commonsensese guide that outlines essential machinery that are still indispensable to modern day farmers. 422 pages. Skyyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

4206422 GROWING MUSHROOMS AT HOME: The Complete Guide to Growing Mushrooms. By Eliot Webb. Has everything you need to know, from key equipment and step by step growing guides all the way to turning your backyard into a magnificent mushroom garden with your own crocks, compost, and beds. These methods can be used for many varieties and multiple types of container, from buckets and bags to outdoor beds and logs. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Kyle Books. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95
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**Railroads**

- **2324687** HISTORICAL RAILWAY RAILWAY. By W. F. Frayley. Discusses the construction and operation of the railway, the strategies of its leaders, the evolution of its locomotive fleet, and its fares. With partner Fred Harvey, the vast changes within the nation’s railway system led to a merger with the Burlington Northern and the creation of the BNSF Railway. Illus. 411 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

- **4969182** SOUTHERN PACIFIC NARROW GAUGE: Locomotives and Freight Equipment, 1880-1960. By Robert A. Bader. Presents a collection of detailed rolloff plant diagrams, and a very large collection of photographs of the narrow gauge locomotives and rolling stock from the Carson and Colorado, Nevada and California and finally, the Southern Pacific narrow gauge operations. A historical study of the last narrow gauge railroad west of the Rocky Mountains. 378 pages. Southern Pacific Hist Soc. 9x11%. Pub. at $85.00

- **110614** LUXURY TRAINS: Splendour, Extravagance & Entrepreneurship. By Simon Bertrand. Envisions the imagination, they possess a voluptuousness and beauty that never fails, which is why rail companies all around the world have continued luxury hotels on wheels. Features 25 trains, including the Venice Simplon Orient Express, the British Royal Train, and the Pride of Africa. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. ACSM. Pub. at $59.95

- **9772963** RIO GRANDE STEAM FINALES: Narrow Gauge Photography in Colorado and New Mexico. By D.L. Hofsmmer & R. K. Zimmerman. In the 1950s and 1960s, many of the greatest railroad photographers ventured to southwestern Colorado and northern New Mexico to document the final years of the Denver & Rio Grande Western’s steam era. Drawing from thousands of images in its archive, the Center for Railroad Photography & Art has assembled some of their finest work here. 226 pages. CRPA&IA. 10x14½%. Pub at $60.00

- **5781935** THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD, VOLUME 1: Building an Empire, 1846-1917. By Albert J. Churella. Signifies exhaustive archival research on the Pennsylvania Railroad within the broad, economic and technological changes of nineteenth and twentieth century America, chronicling the epic history of the PRR from its inception to the dawn of a new century... Illus. 96 pages

- **4969197** SOUTHERN PACIFIC’S GOLDEN EMPIRE 1954-1958: The Color Photography of John B. Hungerford & Harold F. Stewart, Ed. by J.D. Morris & R. Crossley. Travel the Golden Empire through the early 1950s. After the deaths of both Hungerford and Stewart in more than 500 mostly never before published color photographs. Travel California from one end to the other focusing on the action of the Southern Pacific Railroad. 296 pages. Southern Pacific Hist Soc. 8¾x11½%. Pub. at $35.00

- **4969154** SOUTHERN PACIFIC LINES ACROSS TEXAS AND LOUISIANA, 1934-1961. By Joe Dale Morris with G.C. Werner. The States of Texas and Louisiana and the Southern Pacific Railroad grew up together. In 1927 the Espree leased all of the predecessor roads to the Texas and New Orleans Railroad and in 1934 all of the leased companies were merged into a single company. This is the story of the Texas and New Orleans Railroad and the Southern Pacific Lines in Texas and Louisiana. Photos, some in color. 496 pages. Southern Pacific Hist Soc. 8¾x11½%. Pub. at $90.00

**Automobile**

- **6995996** GREAT CARS: American Classics. The stories of these remarkable machines and the men who built them are endlessly fascinating, and untold here. Covers Chevrolet, Buick, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Cadillac, Ford, Chrysler, Studebaker, Kaiser, Kenesaw, Packard, and Tucker, along with sections on “Oldest Cars” and “Orphan Cars.” Over nine hours on 6 DVDs. Questar. Pub. at $49.99

- **9070087** ROCK STARS. By David Roberts. Rock stars are known for being wild and extravagant, and this is never truer with their cars. This witty, irreverent and informative work explores the relationship between 127 rock legends and their cars, complete with amazing photographs. Red Planet. Pub. at $19.95

- **801423X** CARS: A Complete History. By Simon Hepinstall. Hit the road for a drive through history with 20 iconic cars, from Ford's 1908 Model T to Rolls-Royce's 2013 Wraith. The detachable model compendium contains press-out pieces to make 50 models. Also details each car's place in automobile history. SHOPTWOWN. Thunder Bay. 8½x11½%. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

- **1178067** AMERICAN CLASSIC CARS: 300 Classic Marques from 1914-2008. By Richard Nicholls. Features over 300 American cars from the twentieth century with a specification table provided for each car, along with its development history and the accompanying text. Includes a comprehensive index and glossary. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. CRPA&IA. Pub. at $16.99

- **804144X** VINTAGE CAMPERS TRAILERS: By Paul & Caroline Lascarides. Includes hundreds of photographs of everything from fancy and comfortable trailers, many designed for glamping, to trailers handed down through families across generations, and even entrepreneurs who have transformed their trailers into vending booths. 200 pages. Gibbs Smith, 10x8¼x8%. Pub. at $24.99

- **499034X** BUILT FOR ADVENTURE: The Classic Automobiles of Clive Cussler and Dirk Pitt. By Paul & Caroline Lascarides. Includes hundreds of photographs of every car from Clive Cussler’s own vast collection. Here, he shares the stories of over fifty of his classics, many of which are true stunners. Fully illus. in color. 226 pages. Putnam. 12x9¼x4%. Pub at $50.00

- **7994338** CORVETTE: American Icons. By Larry Stevens. Celebrates the Corvette’s high-performance, debuting in the early 1950s and becoming an instant symbol of automotive ingenuity. This volume details the car’s history and explores its place within American pop culture. Fully illus., most in color. 96 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $16.95

- **1179809** CLASSIC SUPERBIKES: The World’s Greatest Bikes 2001-2010. By Peter Bantsch. Features 75 individual superbikes. Specification tables for each bike provide details on engine size, type, weight, power output and transmission. Includes in-depth descriptions of each bike’s development and history. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Amber. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- **7965729** HOW TO RESTORE TRUCK MAGNETOS: Vintage Tractor Electrical System Repair, Restoration and Wisdom. By Neil Yergan. This essential guide to farm tractor electrical systems. Offers the tractor restorer all the information needed to repair, rebuild, and diagnose magneto systems. Fully illus. 184 pages. Octane. Pub. at $24.95

- **7996780** MOTO GUZZI MOTORCYCLES SINCE 1921. By J. Leek & W. Zyen. This comprehensive volume describes all models and technical details. Also provides background information about the company and the industry. Illus. most. 255 pages. Color illus. 8½x11¾%. Pub. at $39.99

- **5720565** DRIVE: The Definitive History of Driving. By Andrew Noakes et al. Slipp off the parking brake and begin through the history of driving—from the first horseless carriages of the 1890s to the automated cars of the future, the romance of the road trip to the rush of modern life. With fascinating stories and evocative images, it is a glorious and thrill-packed ride. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x10¾%. Pub. at $40.00

- **4734114** AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY, 6TH EDITION: A Systems Approach. By J. B. Brown & L. J. Hammond. This comprehensive text covers the full range of basic topics outlined by ASE, including engine repair, automatic transmissions, manual transmissions and transaxles, suspension and steering, brakes, electricity and electronics, heating and air conditioning, and engine performance. Well illus. in color. 1712 pages. Cengage Learning. Pub. at $149.50

- **3997976** MG CENTURY: 100 Years—Safety Fast! By David Knowles. The complete company history from the founding of Morris Garages (MG) and the registration of the famous badge in 1924 through the early sporting cars of the pre-WWII period to the hugely popular MGA, B, and C of the 1950s and 1960s. Today, MG Motor offers a line of state of the art cars, including its highly anticipated Cyberster sports roadster. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Motorbooks. 10x12¼%. Pub at $60.00

- **1955715** ALFA ROMEO: An Illustrated History 1910-2020. By Christian Schon. For more than 110 years, Alfa Romeo has set the standard for elegant, sophisticated, and racy Italian automobiles. The first, Tipo 24HP, rolled off the line in 1910 and paved the way for such classic and well-known models as the Guilia, Giulietta, Alfaday, Allfetta, and Stelvio–Alfa Romeo’s first SUV. Color photos. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼%. Pub. at $46.95

- **1995715** JOHN DEERE EVOLUTION: The Design and Engineering of an American Icon. By Lee Klaerner. Never before published drawings and images of secret prototypes as well as John Deere’s top-secret design and testing laboratories are accompanied by entertaining stories from the engineers and industrial designers who created the machines. 350 pages. Octane. 10¾x10¼%. Pub at $80.00
Collecting

796551 FOSTORIA: Fine Crystal and Colored Glassware Cut, Etched and Plain. Collectors of pretty and popular Fostoria crystal are now able to learn the pattern names, sizes, and replacement numbers for hundreds of Fostoria tableware shapes, as well as their recent values at the marketplace. Fully illus. 136 pages. Schiffer. 10¾x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

191992 GUN TRADER’S GUIDE, FOURTH EDITION. Ed. by Robert A. Sadowski. The original reference guide for guns. For more than fifty years, this guide has been the standard reference for collectors, dealers, and enthusiasts. It's the definitive source for making informed firearm purchases and sales. Photos. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

792506 WRISTWATCH ANNUAL 2022: The Catalog of Producers, Prices, Models & Specifications. By Peter Braun with M. Radikal. The essential guide for the collector of mechanical wristwatches, with complete information on over 1,400 models from 130 international brands. With a wealth of information on the latest offerings from today's most important watch producers, from Rolex and Patek Philippe to the many independent brands springing up across Europe and the U.S. Fully color. Schiffer. Abbeville. 8x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $15.95

499343 LIBRORUM RIDICULORUM: A Compendium of Bizarre Books. By Brian Lake. This celebration of the oddest books ever published is a treat for all bibliophiles, book sellers, and fans of the bizarre. It is an exploration of the most eccentric titles and covers from our past that have inexplicably fallen out of print but should never be forgotten. Fully illus. in color. HarperCollins. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

784664 SARES, ROEBUCK AND CO. 1923 CATALOG. This facsimile of the company’s rare 1923 “The Thrift Book of a Nation” catalog offers a nostalgic look back at the pre-Depression days of the nation’s rising prosperity as it recovered from the devastation of WWI. Features appliances, clothing, dry goods, guns, housewares, pet, toy, and other accessories for the automobile. Fully illus. Dover. 8x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

783348 PLASTIC TOYS: Dimestore Dreams of the ‘40s & ’50s. By Bill Hanlon. Over 650 color photographs display plastic toys—from planes to dolls and dollhouse furniture—supplemented by manufacturers’ diagrams and molders’ marks. Industry development from the 1930s through the 1960s is discussed, with attention to wartime changes in plastic toys production. Includes 1993 values. 296 pages. Schiffer 9x12¼. Pub. at $69.99 $14.95

783226 CHRISTMAS THROUGH THE DECADES: A Guide to Christmas Antiques. This lavishly illustrated color photographs illustrating over 3,000 objects, catalog reprints, and historical photographs, this guide documents Christmas history,decade by decade. A guide for collectors, museum curators, and all Christmas enthusiasts, helping them to better understand how the popular holiday evolved. Includes 1993 values. 258 pages. Schiffer 9x12¼. Pub. at $69.99 $14.95

5326914 TOY SOLDIERS: Building and Refining a Collection. By Simon Clark. Conveys the reader from the early origins of the toy soldier through the emergence of the bespoken military miniature and commercial connoisseur ranges by the likes of King & Country. First to cover collectors to efficiently, before ending with a brief examination of the future of the toy soldier. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Crowood. Pub. at $36.99 $27.95

6996310 THE SECRET LIVES OF BOOKSELLERS AND LIBRARIANS: True Tales of Magazines, Reading, and Rozensztroh, photos by F. Amiand. This collection of images and photographs illustrating over 3,000 objects, spanning nearly 200 years, offers a unique glimpse into the world of books and libraries. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $54.99 $39.95

7755172 2023 STANDARD CATALOG OF FIREARMS, 33RD EDITION. Ed. by Jim Supica. A must-have guide to firearms past and present, loaded with more than 7,500 photos with extensive descriptive text and up to six condition grades, for a total of more than 110,000 prices; a guide to Firearms Trade Names covering more than 150 manufacturers of firearms, and a guide to 1,000 of the most famous firearms of all time. Gun Digest Books. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $54.99 $39.95

5879388 AHOLY SAILOR! By Daniel Rozenstrock, photos by F. Amiand. Gatheres and presents a singular collection of objects, images, and representations as they are found in the life of a sailor. Provides the reader a visual feast that ranges from antique toys and postage stamps to French artist Jean Cocteau’s beguiling page of the Collector’s Vision. Schiffer. 8x12½. Paperback. Pub. at $69.99 $27.95

8054738 A VOYAGE THROUGH TIME: The Masis Collection of Horological Masterpieces. text by R. Chadwick, photos by C. Bruce. The Masis Collection is one of the world’s most comprehensive privately owned assemblages of pocket watches. Focusing on the work of art, it encompasses over 400 years of watchmaking, enameler, and goldsmith craft. Boxed. Fully illus. in color. 415 pages. Unicorn. 10x14¾. Pub. at $300.00 $107.95

Do It Yourself

7930014 TINY HOUSE: Designing, Building, & Living. By Gabriella & Andrew Morrison. This helpful how-to guide gives you everything you need to know to design, construct, and thrive in a tiny home. Get advice on financing and insuring your project; tips on designing and building a home that fits your needs; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $29.95

4273400 TINY HOUSE DESIGNING, BUILDING, AND LIVING: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Gabriella & Andrew Morrison. An idiot’s guide that gives you everything you need to know to design, construct, and thrive in a tiny home. Includes advice on financing and insuring, tips on designing and building a home that fits your needs. 16 pages of color photos. 303 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $7.95

797333 CLEANING AND PREPARING GAMEFISH: Step-by-Step Instructions, from Cleaning to Table. This comprehensive guide drills down to the nitty gritty of these legendary firearms and maps their nearly limitless future. Fully illus. in color. 302 pages. Gun Digest Books. Paperback. Pub. at $35.99 $24.95
Do It Yourself

7980035 WOODWORKER’S GUIDE TO SHARPENING. By John English. Woodworking with dull tools is like sailing with a drooped anchor. If you want to enjoy woodworking, you need to keep your tools sharp, and English will help you identify whichare the basics you need to know. In this comprehensive guide, fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. $22.99


792044X BLACK & DECKER THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO WIRING, 7TH EDITION. By Mark, Johnsson. You will find more than 600 clear color photos and over 40 diagrams that show you what you need to know about home electrical service. The step by step instructions address those situations that a homeowner is most likely to encounter. 336 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x11. $24.99

7833727 SHELTERS, SHACKS, AND SHANTIES AND HOW TO BUILD THEM, SECOND EDITION. By D.C. Beard. Originally published in 1914, this guide creatively, step by step, outlines the various types of shelter and long term accommodations from both natural and man made materials, with instructions for building dozens of worry free shelters. 243 pages. Lyons Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

7978162 THE HOMESTEAD BUILDER, SECOND EDITION: Practical Hints for Handy-Men. By C.P. Dwyer. Originally published in 1872 as The Immigrant Builder. Fascinating historical record filled with advice on the best way to plan and construct dwellings in any location, such as log cabins, slab houses, and farm houses, together with information on building outdoor ovens, cellars, fence posts, and furniture. Illus. 145 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

7979770 LATHE: The Missing Shop Manual. In addition to explaining the basics of safety and setup, this handy reference manual shows you what you need to know about operating your equipment. From sharpening your tools to faceting, bowl, and spindle turning, you’ll discover the techniques and tips you need to maximize your lathe’s performance. Illus. in color. 149 pages. Fox Chapel. $12.95


7987927 METALS AND WELDING. By Willard R. Anderson et al. This volume is five manuals in one. It contains units on basic welding and cutting, arc welding and cutting, and arc welding. Includes over 250 illustrations and photographs. 248 pages. Hobart. 8½x10½. $23.50

7979746 JOINTER: The Missing Shop Manual. In addition to explaining the basics of safety and setup, this handy reference manual will help you get the most from your equipment. From making rough boards smooth to using it for turning faceplates, bowl, and spindle joints, you’ll discover techniques and tips for maximizing your jointer’s performance. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


3878540 PROJECTS TO BUILD OFF THE GRID. By Instructables.com. Twenty projects, designed to get you thinking creatively about going green, are illustrated with color photos and easy to follow instructions, including how to clip a chicken’s wings; power your lawn mower with solar power; create a chicken tractor for the city; water your garden with solar power and more. 134 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

7726686 DO IT YOURSELF 12 VOLT SOLAR POWER, 3RD EDITION REVISED. By Michel Daniek. If you want to include alternative power supplies around your home and garden or even totally off the grid and need a practical introduction to solar power and 12-volt supplies, here is the essential guide. This third edition provides a useful back to basics approach for the layman who wants to understand the components of a DIY solar system. Well illus. 157 pages. Permanent. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

4506506 WINDMILLS AND WINDMILLS: How to Build and Run Them. By F.E. Powell. Reprint of an early 20th-century guide. This compact historical work contains everything you need to learn about the theory and construction of everyday windmills, from small ones intended solely as models to those large enough to generate electricity. Illus. 78 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

6657096 INSTALL YOUR OWN SOLAR PANELS. By J. Budnick & P. Schmidt. This step by step guide provides the essential advice you need to successfully install your own solar array. Shows you all the way from assessing your site, designing your system, and getting a permit to shopping for parts and installing the modules. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

486641X BUILD YOUR OWN GARAGE MANUAL, FIFTH EDITION. Planning and constructing a handsome new garage can seem like a daunting task, but you can achieve your goals by following the instructions in this essential do it yourself guide. Includes all the tips and techniques you’ll need, plus 175 terrific pre-drawn plans. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


4878403 BUILDING AN AFFORDABLE HOUSE, SECOND EDITION: Trade Secrets to High-Value, Low-Cost Construction. By Fernando Pages Ruiz. Provides a comprehensive guide to building your dream home without breaking the bank. Gives you insider techniques used every day by the best home builders in the business to not only save thousands of dollars on construction costs but also build efficient and sustainable homes as well. Illus. in color. 265 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

4878556 MAKE: Electronics, Third Edition. By Charles Platt. Beginning with the most basic concepts, you can learn how to use and build electronics projects, using affordable parts and tools. After learning the basics of voltage, current, resistance, capacitance, and inductance, you’ll build simple projects, including circuits, chips, radio, microcontrollers and electromagnetism. Fully illus. in color. 307 pages. Make. Comm. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

6996116 A HOUSE RESTORED: The Truelove Story of Saving a New England Colonial. By Lee McCollan. Tracing the corporate ladder for a step ladder, McCollan commits to preserving the craftsmanship, character, and integrity of an 1872, overlooking period materials and methods and on a holiday deadline. The author’s journey expertly guarantees every log builder a “work of art,” from the structure’s foundation to some in color. 120 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

5666120 BASIC WELDING FOR FARM AND RANCH: Essential Tools and Techniques for Repairs and Fabricating Farm Equipment. By William Galvery. Master the fundamentals of welding, brazing, and soldering so you can repair equipment both big and small, and cast from a garden rake to a mower. Learn to add a bale spear to your tractor bucket, build a wall-mount hay feeder or make metal hooks with this detailed reference. Illus. in color. 255 pages. St. Stormy. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

7802440 OFF GRID LIFE: Your Ideal Home in the Middle of Nowhere. By Foster Huntington. Features hundreds of photographs of off grid homes, including tiny houses, shipping containers, yurts, boat houses and vans, in unexpected places from all around the world. Invites you to slow down, read about the dwellers’ experiences and learn to start building a new way of life, or simply be inspired by the stories you truly live by your own rules. 210 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00


3184084 LOW-COST PILE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. By Ralph Wolfe et al. A guide to a building style that involves grading no excavation, and fewer building materials, describes the techniques and presents plans for year-round houses, vacation homes, garages, woodsheds, and cottages. 182 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

4150600 BEST-SELLING HOUSE PLANS, REVISED 5TH EDITION. By Design America, Inc. Featuring more than 240 of the most sought-after home designs from the top architects and designers across North America, virtually every home style is offered, from farmhouses and country cottages, luxury estates, vacation homes, and regional specialties. 192 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

9788403 BUILDING AN AFFORDABLE HOUSE, SECOND EDITION: Trade Secrets to High-Value, Low-Cost Construction. By Fernando Pages Ruiz. Provides a comprehensive guide to building your dream home without breaking the bank. Gives you insider techniques used every day by the best home builders in the business to not only save thousands of dollars on construction costs but also build efficient and sustainable homes as well. Illus. in color. 265 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

2652966 MAKE: Electronics, Third Edition. By Charles Platt. Beginning with the most basic concepts, you can learn how to use and build electronics projects, using affordable parts and tools. After learning the basics of voltage, current, resistance, capacitance, and inductance, you’ll build simple projects, including circuits, chips, radio, microcontrollers and electromagnetism. Fully illus. in color. 307 pages. Make. Comm. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99
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1920693 PRESSURE POINT FIGHTING: A Guide to Striking Vital Points for Martial Arts and Self-Defense. By Rick Clark. Martial arts expert Clark describes how to target expertly placed blows that can defeat your opponent quickly and effectively. Readers will learn the art of analyzing the body’s vital points, the centers of the body’s natural energy, which can be exploited to gain an advantage in martial combat or self-defense. Photos. 207 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

7807270 50 STATES 500 CAMPFROGS. By Joe Yogerst. Whether you’re looking to pitch a tent, find the ultimate RV resort, or glam up among the stars, this guide offers the best camping spots in all 50 states and Canada. You will find need to know information including fees, permit requirements, amenities, open seasons and more. Well illus. in color. 366 pages. Sports Illustrated. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

7986859 THE 50 GREATEST PLAYERS IN PITTSBURGH STEELERS HISTORY. By Robert W. Cohen. Ranks, from one to 50, the top players in team history. Quotes from opposing players and former teammates are provided along the way, as summaries of each players’ greatest season, most memorable performance, and most notable achievements. Well illus. 379 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

6079831 THE BASEBALL VAULT. By Sports Illustrated. Sports Illustrated has been reporting on the national pastime for 70 years. During that time, some of the greatest writers of our time chronicled baseball, documented and humanized the game for the millions who played it. Curates some of the best writings to illuminate the story’s history and uncover the stories behind the field. 423 pages. Sports Illustrated. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $16.95

National Geographic. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

1289051KING MAKER: How Northern Dancer Founded a Racing Dynasty. By Hunter T. Tullis. Tells the compelling story of the fiery colt who towered over both his peers and the humans who participated in racing. Also chronicles Northern Dancer’s offspring, the mostcoveted stallion and the founder of a thoroughbred dynasty. More than 30 years after his death, his descendants continue to write and breed history around the world. 16 pages of photos. 264 pages. Eclipse. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $19.95

8054894 EVEREST, INC.: The Renegades and Rogues Who Built an Industry at the Top of the World. By Will Cockrell. Featuring original interviews with mountaineers and guides, this adventure history chronicles one of the least likely industries on Earth; guided climbing on Mount Everest. This is the discovery of a cadre of entrepreneurs who pushed and partnered to gain clients safely up and down Everest. 16 pages color photos. 331 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $29.93. $21.95

8058413 PROJECT MAYFLOWER: Building and Sailing a 17th-Century Carvel. By Ric Stone. Recounts the never before told story of a grand adventure, from its origins through the financial and political influences that nearly scuttled the great venture’s potential. Includes the voyage from England to Massachusetts in the skilled hands of American Villiers, his crew, and their mascot, Felix the cat. Well illus. 267 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95. $24.95

Games

2275007 THE NEW YORK TIMES WILL SHORTZ’S WITTIEST, WACKIEST CROSSWORDS. By Will Shortz. Puzzle fans can enjoy the entire Shortz’s favorite crosswords in one collection. Solutions included. 226 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $14.95

7896859 THE BASEBALL VAULT. By Sports Illustrated. Sports Illustrated has been reporting on the national pastime for 70 years. During that time, some of the greatest writers of our time chronicled baseball, documented and humanized the game for the millions who played it. Curates some of the best writings to illuminate the story’s history and uncover the stories behind the field. 423 pages. Sports Illustrated. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $16.95

6079831 THE BASEBALL VAULT. By Sports Illustrated. Sports Illustrated has been reporting on the national pastime for 70 years. During that time, some of the greatest writers of our time chronicled baseball, documented and humanized the game for the millions who played it. Curates some of the best writings to illuminate the story’s history and uncover the stories behind the field. 423 pages. Sports Illustrated. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $16.95

7775911 1000 WORDSEARCH PUZZLES. Here’s the ultimate treat for all wordsearch fans! Inside this fantastic collection, you’ll find an amazing 1,000 puzzles on a huge range of absorbing subjects. Solutions included. 631 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95


1013502 THE NEW YORK TIMES TRULY TOUGH CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 4. By Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times Crosswords are the hardest of the week, and this collection has a validity to the crossword puzzle fan. If you can crack one of these, you’re in the match. Solutions included. 234 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

1488945 THE NEW YORK TIMES GAMES ESSENTIAL EASY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 1. By Will Shortz. Relax, unwind, and get totally energized, with 50 of America’s favorite crossword puzzles. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8x11¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.00. $9.95

8789951 THE NEW YORK TIMES HELLO, MY NAME IS SUNDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. By Will Shortz. Sundays are so sweet, they’ve supersized! This collection of 50 themed crossword puzzles is perfect for beginners, or for more experienced solvers looking for hours of effortless fun. Solutions included. 234 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $14.95

8789951 THE NEW YORK TIMES HELLO, MY NAME IS SUNDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. By Will Shortz. Sundays are so sweet, they’ve supersized! This collection of 50 themed crossword puzzles is perfect for beginners, or for more experienced solvers looking for hours of effortless fun. Solutions included. 234 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $14.95
179890 MASSACHUSETTS COOKING. By Bruce Carlson. Recipes gathered from the Berkshires to the North Shore and then on to the Cape. Includes Frosted Apricot Milk, Boiled Scallops, Buttered Beets and Celeri, Hot Cross Buns, Lemon Icebox Pie, Taco Stir Fry, Salmon Loaf, Favorite Corn Bread, and more. Illus. 157 pages. Hearts & Tummies, Spiralbound. $4.95

180294 NEW HAMPSHIRE COOKING. By Bruce Carlson. Recipes from the North Country down to the Upper Valley and then on to the coast. Recipes include Teryaki Tidbits, Chicken Parmigiana, Dilly Cheese Bread, Clam Biskets, Nusted Fruits, Blueberry Pie, and more. Illus. 156 pages. Hearts & Tummies, Spiralbound. $4.95

1795104 KANSAS COOKIN’. By Bruce Carlson. Some of the best cooks in the world have Kansas. Recipes include Blueberry Salad, 7Up Salad, Smoky Corn Chowder, Sun Bar, Tropical Delight, Effective Cake, Poppysseed Cake, Lemon Pie, and more. Illus. 173 pages. Hearts & Tummies, Spiralbound. $4.95

180001X OHIO COOKIN’. By Bruce Carlson. Maybe they didn’t get so good from their pioneer ancestors. Recipes include Grape Salad, Harvard Beets, Brown Chowder, Orange Soda Cracker Pie, Chicken and Rice, Eier Dieen Rolls, Blonde Fudge, Microwave Caramel Corn, and more. Illus. 151 pages. Hearts & Tummies, Spiralbound. $4.95

578083 THE ULTIMATE BOOK: ACROSS AMERICA COOKBOOK. By Mr. Food Test Kitchen. Take a culinary road trip across the country without ever having to leave your kitchen with these recipes and the stories behind them. Dishcrockin’, South Dakota Lamb Chisol, and Johnny Marzetti Casserole. Color photos. 276 pages. Copin. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $5.95

180072 THE DUTCH OVEN COOKBOOK: 60 Recipes for One-Pot Cooking. By Louise Pickford. This collection of 60 tempting recipes reveals the Dutch oven’s versatility, from soups and stews to casseroles, breads, curries and pies to bread and desserts. Color photos. 144 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

499665 ZERO-SUGAR COOKBOOK: Lose Up to a Pound a Day and Eat Your Way to a Lean & Healthy You! By David Zinczenko. This collection of recipes will make it easier for you to lose weight and get your sugar diet. Inside you’ll find over 100 deliciously satisfying dishes that will help you feel Fuller Longer. Color photos. 294 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

1767261 THE GREAT NEW ENGLAND COOKBOOK. By Bruce Carlson. Recipes gathered throughout New England that represent our very best. Recipes include Shrimp and Rice, Lobster Thermidor, Baked Salmone, Deviled Crab, Corned Beef Loaf, Fruitled Lamb Rack, Green Beans Vinaigrette, Peach Ambrosia, and more. Illus. 156 pages. Hearts & Tummies, Spiralbound. $4.95

180130 MINNESOTA COOKING. By Bruce Carlson. What’s so special about Minnesota cooking? Recipes include Cherry Salad, Vegetable Casserole, Clam Chowder, Apple Spice Cake, Country Style Ribs, Ground Beef Brat, Peanut Butter, Microwave Stuffed Mushrooms, and more. Illus. 158 pages. Hearts & Tummies, Spiralbound. $4.95

177585 HIGH-FIBER COOKBOOK. By Bruce Carlson. Enjoy some high-fiber recipes to keep you healthy. Recipes include Stuffed Grape Leaves, Barley and Peas, Oats and Black Beans, Spicy Oven-Baked Chicken, Sour Cream Apple Cake, Baked Spaghetti, Sunflower Sun Crunch, and more. Illus. 178 pages. Hearts & Tummies, Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

180050 NEW JERSEY COOKBOOK. By Bruce Carlson. One of the best cookin’ comes right smack out of the Garden State. Recipes include Corn Beef Salad, Aunt Betty’s Chicken, Easy Crockpot Stew, Cherry Torte, Cashew Chicken Stir-Fry, Egg Bread, Old-Fashioned Sponge Candy, and more. Illus. 157 pages. Hearts & Tummies, Spiralbound. $4.95

1795635 LAKE COUNTRY COOKING BOOK. By Bruce Carlson. Recipes using things from the lakes and from the lowlands near the lakes. Recipes include Cinnamon Cider, Spinach Balls, Quick Salad, Beef Stew, Fried Green Tomatoes, Goulash, Onion Bread, Corn Chowder, Choripns, Spicy, Ginger Marrow, and more. Illus. 250 pages. Quixote. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

7897078 WHAT WILL I DO WITH ALL THOSE ZUCCHINI? By Elaine Borish. Collects more than 150 recipes using this amazingly versatile vegetable. Recipes include Pasta Salad Sweet and Sour, Mediterranean Zucchini Bake, Rustic Vegetable Stew, Chilli Sin Carne, Corn Chowder, Cherry Tomatoes, Spicy, Ginger Marrow, and more. Illus. 174 pages. Fidelio. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

7891082 THE BREAD MACHINE COOKBOOK: Nitty Gritty. By Aileen Clark. A must-have for fry oven owners who are looking to cut costs and want fast, easy meals that will stay whole family will enjoy. You’ll find 175 family-friendly favorites, including Everything Bagels, Loaded Sweet Potato Skins, Steak Fajitas, Coconut Shrimp, Apple Pie Bombs, and more. Color photos. 222 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

7892742 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A SLOW COOKER. By J. Eyring & S. Ashcraft. From a soothing pot of Mallow-Mint Hot Chocolate to Cheese Fondue and Southwest Casseroles, this guide includes simple, time-tested, effective recipes for your favorite dinner. It also shows how to make a simple, quick, delicious meal for your family. Color photos. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

498269 BRAIN FOOD: Defeat Dementia and Cognitive Decline. By N. Hobbins & M. Crawford. Recent scientific investigations have uncovered foods and ingredients that support them working as well as possible. You’ll learn why beans are a hearty staple in these fresh and innovative culinary creations. Color photos. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

7892567 DISCOVER THE PHILIPPINES COOKBOOK. By Albert J. Mortiz. Prepared to promote the cultural traditions and the heritage of the Philippines. Recipes include Maruya (Banana Fritters), Aparretado Manok (Chicken Aparretado), Mahi-Mahi Prito Lang (Fried Mahi-Mahi), Sopas Mayas (Fresh Fish Soup), (Costard), and more. Illus. in color. 150 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

7892515 BAKING WITH BEANS: Classic Recipes, New Recipes. By Linda Wallentinsson. Along with peas, lentils, chickpeas, and more this collection showcases the healthy legumes as the main ingredient. Nitty Gritty. By Aileen Clark. A must-have for fry oven owners who are looking to cut costs and want fast, easy meals that will stay whole family will enjoy. You’ll find 175 family-friendly favorites, including Everything Bagels, Loaded Sweet Potato Skins, Steak Fajitas, Coconut Shrimp, Apple Pie Bombs, and more. Color photos. 222 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95
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2058226 THE DISCOVERY OF PASTA: A History in Ten Dishes. By Luca Cesarani. Filled with more than 100 recipes and dissecting tales, this is the story of Italy in ten month-watering dishes. Serving up the secrets behind the creamy carbonara, the rich strascione alla bergamasca, and the tortellini, 362 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

60748X COOKING AT HOME WITH BRIDGET & JULIA. By Bridget Lancaster et al. They've taught their TV fans how to cook for 17 years. Now, they're passing on their very first cookbook, sharing their all-time favorite test kitchen recipes in one volume. Try accessible dishes like Grilled Swordfish and Lime Shakers or Stuffed Mushrooms with Boursin and Prosciutto. 228 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $35.00

6082912 I'LL BRING THE CAKE: Recipes for Every Season and Every Occasion. By Mandry Merriman. Merriman sets you up for success with an essential primer on stacking, filling, frosting, and coloring the ultimate masterpiece so you can approach any recipe with confidence. Elevate boxed mixes with flavorful ingredients and create your own. 319 pages. Workman. Pub. at $24.95 $10.95

6083059 MAKE YOUR OWN BACON AND HAM: And Other Salted, Smoked and Cured Meats. By Paul佩里克. Describes the various ways you can cure and preserve meats at home that are really tasty, safe to eat and a whole lot healthier than equivalent shop-bought products. You and only you will control what goes into your meat, and how salty it will be. Includes recipes. 191 pages. Robinson Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95


5077528 HOW TO BRAISE EVERYTHING: Classic, Modern, and Global Dishes Using a Time-Honored Technique. By America's Test Kitchen. This guide from the experts at America's Test Kitchen on the art and science of braising with over 230 unique test recipes that include Milk-Braised Pork Loin, Filipino Chicken Adobo, Swordfish en Cocotte with Carrots and Chermoula, and Lentil with Spinach and Garlic Chips. Well illus. in color. 398 pages. America's Test Kitchen. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $12.95


5077439 AMISH BAKING: Traditional Recipes for Bread, Cakes, and Pies. By from the eds. of Good Books. Now you can experience the recipes of Amish cooks. With simple ingredients and instructions that are easy to follow, you'll find yourself whipping up the same wonderful baked goods you can find in Amish markets or farm stands. Prepare to make wonderful treats such as Potato Buns, Schnitz Pie, Whole Wheat Bread, and more. Illus. in color. 134 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $7.95

5077401 KITCHEN TRIVIA: A Game for Cooks and Food Lovers Everywhere. By Eliza Nafziger. Add a little trivia to your life with these fun recipes. Recipes included are Fresh Lemon Lime Angel Torta, Easy Lemon Ice Cream, Citrus Chips, Orange Pie, Zucchini Jam, and more. Illus. 172 pages. Quixote. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

1720120 CITRUS! CITRUS! CITRUS! By Lisa Nafziger. Add a little citrus to your life with these fun recipes. Recipes included are Fresh Lemon Lime Angel Torta, Easy Lemon Ice Cream, Citrus Chips, Orange Pie, Zucchini Jam, and more. Illus. 172 pages. Quixote. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

6077471 COOK'S SCIENCE: 300+ Recipes Engineered for Success. By Guy Crosby et al. The Test Kitchen team at Cook's Illustrated has spent nearly 25 years learning how to prepare good food at home. In this all-new follow-up to the best-selling The Science of Good Cooking, the Test Kitchen focuses on 50 essential ingredients and investigates the science of making them taste their very best. Illus. most in color. 486 pages. America's Test Kitchen. 9x10¾. Pub. at $40.00 $13.95

6077177 THE BANANA COOKBOOK: 50 Simple and Delicious Recipes. By Sam Brooks. There’s more to the banana than meets the eye and it is an endlessly versatile ingredient. From breakfast delights to showstopping desserts, this work serves up dozens of simple and delicious recipes. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Workman. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

7960201 Y’ALL EAT YET? Welcome to the Pretty B’chicn Kitchen. By Miranda Lambert with H. Gleason. You’ll find simple and simply delicious recipes for special occasions and holidays. Try Miranda’s Devil’s Eggs, Stacked Enchilada Bake, Old Timer’s Green Bean Casserole, Paw Paw Sauce, Nonny’s Banana Pudding; and more. There are also recipes for cooking with confetti, spices, and specialty counts. Well illus. in color. 280 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

6998976 BAKECLASS STEP BY STEP: Recipes for Savory Bakes, Bread, Cakes, Biscuits and Desserts. By America’s Test Kitchen. Whether you’re a beginner or already baking with confidence, Manning will guide you through a unique step by step lesson sequence to help you master the 10 fundamental baking methods that provide the foundation for all baking recipes. Features over 90 sweet and savory fail-safe recipes that will build your know-how and confidence. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Murdoch Books. By Kim. Pub. at $37.99 $17.95

6082688 VEGETABLES: The Ultimate Cookbook. By Laura Sorkin. Over 300 easy to follow recipes, including options for snacks, salads, soups, stews, side dishes, and entrées. Recipes for essential ingredients, including stocks, pastas and noodles, dumpling wrappers, and condiments. Includes three silk ribbon bookmarks. Well illus. in color. 800 pages. Workman. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

1996002 THE MIRACLE OF SALT: Recipes and Techniques to Preserve, Ferment, and Transform Your Food. By Naomí Duguid. Everyone who cooks need to care about salt. It is our most important ingredient, and its impact goes far beyond making serious food taste better. Combining amazing recipes, research, storytelling, and photography, this volume will change not only the way you cook at all but also how you think. Pub. at $45.00 $11.95

6077439 AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN MENUS COOKBOOK. Organized around the seasons with menus that serve eight, plus a special holiday menu, this book is packed with 225 recipes for every occasion. With over 1,000 pages of recipes, color photos, and heartwarming stories, this cookbook is your essential companion to the Test Kitchen table. 368 pages. Workman. Pub. at $35.00 $12.95


5078015 TRISHA’S KITCHEN: Easy Comfort Food for Friends & Family. By Trisha Yearwood with B.Y. Bernard. Includes her own family favorites and new riffs on tasty, hearty dishes you’ll love, along with special stories. Collects 125 of Trisha’s best recipes for boxed mix recipes. The Test Kitchen went to Nashville to get the first taste of Trisha’s new Hot Chicken Meatball Sliders to Grandma Yearwood’s Hundred Dollar Cupcakes with Carmel Frosting and many more. Fully illus. in color. 324 pages. HMH. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $32.00 $9.95
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★ 4991249 MARY BERRY'S COMPLETE COOKBOOK. Let Berry inspire you with her most delicious yet—more than 650 recipes, all made with readily available ingredients and accompanied by tried and tested no-nonsense instructions. Features on hundreds of family favorites, international classics, and foolproof dinner party dishes. Fully illus. in color. 608 pages. Dorling Kindersley. $11.95

5725186 RESTORING YOUR DIGESTIVE HEALTH: How the Guts and Glory Process Can Transform Your Life. By J. S. Rubin & J. Brasco. If you suffer from Crohn’s disease, irritable bowel syndrome, acid reflux, chronic candida, food allergies, or any of a host of other digestive or systemic disorders, the Guts and Glory Process is for you. 380 pages. Kensington. $16.95

★ 1516553 HOME REMEDIES FROM A COUNTRY DOCTOR. By Mark Sisson with B. Kearns. You'll master an eating style that's incredibly nourishing and easy to adhere to for a lifetime, dial-in a winning fitness routine, boost energy and recover, and learn powerful strategies for overcoming self-limiting beliefs and behavior patterns. 282 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. At $18.99

★ 5545080 HEALING FLOATERS AND DETACHMENTS NATURALLY: A Simple Guide to Getting Rid of Those Pesky Specks That Affect Your Vision. By M. Grossman & M. Edston. Discusses floaters and detachments, exploring their risk factors and possible treatments, which may include both conventional methods and complementary approaches such as supplementation, lifestyle changes, and traditional Chinese medicine. Details the common drugs that can lead to floaters and describes the importance of proper diet to avoid these issues. 90 pages. Square One. Paperbound. At $11.95

★ 5932542 BELLY FAT BUSTERS FOR SENIORS: 12 Weeks to Lose Weight, Gain Strength, and Improve Balance. By Paige Waehner. Provides a detailed twelve week strength program with a focus on exercises that will improve balance, gain strength, and tone that belly fat. You’ll safely and gradually build strength, balance, flexibility, and endurance while improving your body composition and losing belly fat. You'll get tips on diet, sleep, stress, and other things that contribute to belly fat. Illus. in color. 110 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. At $12.95

★ 7835130 STRENGTH TRAINING FOR SENIORS: Increase Your Balance, Stability, and Stamina to Rewind the Aging Process. By Paige Waehner. Outlines the physical and mental benefits that arise from instituting a strength training program, and includes instructions for numerous different exercises that will improve balance, increase self-esteem; relieve pain throughout your body; and more. Illus. in color. 145 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. At $17.99

★ 195750478 Stay Young! INTERMITTENT FASTING: Burn Fat Quickly and Live Longer, Healthier, and Happier. By J. Whitaker & P. Daise. This innovative program uses the power of ketosis, the extreme fat burning state that happens during overnight “mini-fast” to burn fat for a week. You’ll find everything you need to get started on the Mini-Fast Diet: from busted breakfast myths and easy eating plans to delicious, healthy recipes. 374 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. At $14.95

★ 5734037 IMMUNITY FOOD FIX 100 Superfoods and Nutrition Hacks to Reverse Inflammation, Prevent Illness, and Boost Your Immunity. By Donna Boyce. You'll learn how to incorporate the power of food to fortify your immune system and disease development. Food is less expensive than medication, free of side effects and, unlike supplements, has the ability to be a natural part of female pleasure, only to be recognized, named, and experienced. 140 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. At $14.95


★ 4939182 5-MINUTE CORE EXERCISES FOR SENIORS: Daily Routines to Build Balance and Boost Confidence. By Mark Sisson with B. Kearns. This work makes it easy to incorporate daily exercise into your life with a collection of 40 individual movements and 25 quick routines for strengthening the major muscles in your core. Maintain good form and get the most out of every exercise with step by step instructions. Illus. in color. 150 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. At $12.95

★ 5879736 THE GREAT AMERICAN HEALTH HOAX: The Surprising Truth About How Modern Medicine Destroys You. By Raymond Francis. Pops the lid off the healthcare industry and exposes the truth about why the conventional approaches to healthcare make you sick. Shows how medical negligence, outsourcing, and skyrocketing healthcare costs are threatening to bankrupt our economy. Argues that doctors are not trained to look for root causes of illness—they are in the business of managing symptoms. 216 pages. Health Communications. Paperbound. At $14.95

★ 6076185 TIRED—SO TIRED! And the Yeast Connection. By William G. Crook. Tires readers with chronic fatigue syndrome and other causes of exhaustion about steps they can take to improve their health. 366 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. At $16.95
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9797493 THE BONE-STRENGTH PLAN: How to Improve Bone Health for a Long, Active Life. By Laura Sterlin. If you know how bones grow and why they lose density, and ways you can increase the strength of your skeleton through science and exercise, you'll find detailed information in this book that includes healthy recipes. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Welbeck. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


* 572323X YOU ARE YOUR OWN GYM: The Bible of Bodyweight Exercises. By Mark Lauren with J. Clark. Using Lauren’s motivation techniques, expert training, and nutrition advice, you’ll see rapid results by working out just 30 minutes a day seven days a week. Using nothing more than the resistance of your own bodyweight, Lauren’s exercises build more muscle and strength, and are more effective at getting you in shape than a gym membership. Well illus. 178 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00

1376299 YOUNG FOREVER: THE SECRETS TO LIVING YOUR LONGEST, HEALTHIEST LIFE. By Mark Hyman. You’ll learn how to turn on your body’s key longevity switches, reduce inflammation and support the health of your immune system; exercise, sleep, and de-stress for healthy aging; and eat your way to a long and healthy life. Well illus. 172 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00

1999658 THE DASH DIET YOUNGER YOU: Shed 20 Years and Pounds in Just 10 Weeks. By Maria Heller. Proven to lower blood pressure and cholesterol without medication, DASH (Diary Approaches to Stop Hypertension) has now been completely redesigned to maximize its power to slow and even reverse aging. 252 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00

1999648 THE DASH DIET WEIGHT LOSS SOLUTION: 2 Weeks to Drop Pounds, Boost Metabolism, and Get Healthy. By Debi Holle. Proven to lower blood pressure and cholesterol without medication, DASH (Diary Approaches to Stop Hypertension) has now been specially formulated to boost metabolism, lower body fat, and transform your body in just two weeks. 248 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

782663X RESISTANCE BAND WORKOUTS FOR SENIORS: Strength Training at Home or on the Go. By Karina McGhee. An invaluable resource for older adults looking to improve their strength and body composition without having to purchase a gym membership. You’ll learn how to choose resistance bands and use them at home with a door anchor, and how to use them safely. Color photos. 173 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99


782663X RESISTANCE BAND WORKOUTS FOR SENIORS: Strength Training at Home or on the Go. By Karina McGhee. An invaluable resource for older adults looking to improve their strength and body composition without having to purchase a gym membership. You’ll learn how to choose resistance bands and use them at home with a door anchor, and how to use them safely. Color photos. 173 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99


7899490 5-MINUTE FOCUS: Exercises to Reduce Distraction, Increase Concentration, and Increase Performance. By Tiffany Shelton Marion. Shows you smart, neuroscience based exercises to focus and reduce distractions. Anyone can use these powerful self-help techniques to naturally improve concentration and experience a more balanced and resilient mind and body. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99
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**7829012** BOOK OF BODY MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: The American Physical Therapy Association. By M. Moffat & S. Vickery. This work offers illustrated descriptions of the structure and mechanics of each major body part, explaining how and why it can go wrong and how to properly care for that area. A middle section provides general information on posture, body mechanics, weight control, aerobic conditioning, and rehabilitation programs. Adults only. 288 pages. Holt. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $41.99 $31.95

**7897014** ULTRA-PROCESSED PEOPLE: The Science Behind Food That Isn’t Food. By Chris van Tulleken. The author marshals the latest evidence to show how governments and doctors have allowed transnational food companies to create a pandemic of diet-related disease. Explores the origins, science, and politics of ultra-processed food in its catastrophic impact on our bodies and the planet. 376 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

---

**SCIENCE OF YOGA:** Understand the Anatomy and Physiology to Perfect Your Practice. By Ann Swanson. Reveals the benefit of yoga with annotated illustrations that show the mechanics and angles, the effects on blood flow and respiration, the key muscle and joint actions working below the surface of each pose, safe alignment, and much more in this fascinating reference. 216 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**POSTDIABETIC: An Easy-to-Follow 9-Week Guide to Reversing Type 2 Diabetes. By E. Edmeades & R. Ruiz. Over the course of nine weeks, you’ll learn how to make subtle changes to your lifestyle and deep changes to your psychology. You’ll look at what you eat and why you eat it. You’ll find out how to shift your metabolism from primarily sugar-burning to primarily fat-burning, learn more about seasonal eating, and reap the benefits of cyclical eating patterns. 199 pages. HarperHouse. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95


**MEN’S COMPLETE HEALTH GUIDE: Expert Answers to the Questions You Don’t Ask. By Neil Baum et al. Men no longer need to suffer in silence or dwell in denial. This valuable resource enables every man to become his own health advocate, more likely to discuss body concerns with family and friends, and more open to seeking a doctor’s advice for remedy. 378 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**DIABETES, REVISED SECOND EDITION: The Calorie and Carb Cure.** By John M. Pothulull. Shows how you can follow eight simple steps to change your diet to lower your blood sugar, develop new habits for better health and weight control, and reconnect with your “authentic” weight. 210 pages. New Insights. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

**7 WEEKS TO 100 PUSH-UPS.** By Steve Speirs. Sculpt every muscle group with these easy-to-follow plans. Each level offers techniques and exercises for preventing problems, as well as homemade remedies and solutions for dozens of specific conditions. Illus. 135 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**SUPERNATURAL SEX: A Groundbreaking Guide to Every Aspect of Sex.** By Rachel Kramer Bussel. Get ready for the ultimate erotic experience with these 69 stories, voyeuristic mnemonics, alongside hundreds more from fantasies and fetishes to sex toys to all kinds of intimate adventures. This work of erotic stories has it all. These characters don’t just imagine it as far away as Mars as well, but also in the most magical and erotic ways right at home. Adults only, 392 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $20.95 $15.95

---

**MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: The Science and Practice of Herbal Medicine.** By David Hoffmann. Offers a textbook on the scientific principles of therapeutic herbalism and its application in medicine. It contains information concerning the use of medicinal plants both by chemical structure and physiological effect, the art and science of making herbal medicine, and the challenge to current research paradigms posed by complex plant medicines. Illus. 668 pages. Healing Arts. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $60.00 $47.95

---

**7828777** TANTRIC PATHWAYS TO SUPERNATURAL SEX: A Groundbreaking Look at the Chemistry of Sexual Electricity. By S. Peters. The book reveals dozens of erogenous zones so you can experience the many different kinds of orgasm and unleash dormant sexual energy. Explore more than sixty exercises to enhance the spiritual force that will transform your lovemaking into something supernatural every time. Adults only. Illus. 263 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**THE PEGGING BOOK: A Complete Guide to Anal Sex with a Strap-On Dildo.** By C.S. Beckett & L. Miller. Tackles all you’ve ever wanted to know about pegging. How do we do it? What are the right tools for the job? The authors answer questions about your safety, male anatomy, and the healthy benefits of being pegged. Adults only. 193 pages. Thorndale. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**A VISUAL HISTORY OF ORAL PLEASURE.** Ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. Get ready for the ultimate erotic experience with these 69 stories, voyeuristic mnemonics, alongside hundreds more from fantasies and fetishes to sex toys to all kinds of intimate adventures. This work of erotic stories has it all. These characters don’t just imagine it as far away as Mars as well, but also in the most magical and erotic ways right at home. Adults only, 392 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $20.95 $15.95

---

**5746639** WHO ARE YOU? 145 Easy-to-Score Quizzes That Reveal Your Personality. By S.V. Didato & T.J. Graughwell. Discover your true self with more than 140 quizzes, including: 50 IQ tests that determine if you are a logical thinker, a numerical whiz, or spatial inclined. 40 personality tests designed to answer who you are, and 50 EQ tests designed to analyze your emotional intelligence from a variety of perspectives. 408 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95
Art Books

794699 THE BEAUTIFUL NATURE COLORING BOOK. More than 95 illustrations of flowers, birds, fish, and butterflies, the collection celebrates the beauty of the natural world and its wonderful diversity. Full-page coloring guides are provided opposite each illustration, ready for the addition of color. Sirius. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

803854 WATERCOLOR ESSENTIALS: Hands-on Techniques for Exploring Watercolor in Motion. By Birgit O’Connor. Containing everything you need to paint with confidence, this spectacular guide features more than 80 lessons, exercises and demonstrations, including “live” instruction on the accompanying 70 minute DVD. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 9x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

79434X DARK ART GOTHICA: A Horror Coloring Book. Enter a beautiful world of dark drama in this gothic coloring book. Featuring sinister castles, twisted gargoyles, creatures of the night, and many haunting creations. 7½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

486614 GREAT BOOK OF CELTIC PATTERNS, SECOND EDITION REVISED: The Ultimate Design Sourcebook for Artists and Crafters. By Leora Irish. The essential guide for any artist or crafter seeking to create the historical beauty of Celtic art. Inside you’ll find the origins and history of Celtic patterns, and detailed instructions for creating twists, braids, and knotted lines, and easy methods for crafting your own layouts and knot patterns for all types of media. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $6.95

797279 LEARN TO DRAW DRAGONS. By Lord S. Irish. Create your own dragon art from more than 50 ready to use patterns. Whether you are a beginner or an accomplished artist, you’ll find terrific ideas here for draughtsmanship. Fully illus. some in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

797082 DIMENSIONS: A 3-D Insipred Coloring Book. Packed with stunning illustrations that leap off the page, including an astronaut floating through space, a sea monster bussing from the water, a butterfly appearing out of thin air, and everything weird and wonderful in between. It’s a celebration of 3D art and a detailed coloring adventure like no other. 112 pages. Plume. 7½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

4726198 MUSEUM QUALITY: 30 Postcards. Collects 30 works from the esteemed collections of the de Young and Legion of Honor. Demonstrates the breadth and quality of the museum’s noted collection of paintings that encompass masterpieces from the 15th century to the present day. Fully illus. in color. Galison. 7x4¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

7946680 BEAUTIFUL BIRDS COLORING BOOK. Features over 40 classic ornithology illustrations to use as reference, alongside clear line drawings ready for the addition of color. Includes beautiful and majestic birds of prey, as well as favorites such as the jay, kingfisher, and the flamboyant flamingo. Arcturus. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

4284658 WATERCOLOR FOR THE ABSOLUTE BEGINNER. By Mark & Mary Willibrink. Illustrations of some of the most beautiful botanical illustrations. Printed on high-quality paper, each artwork is simple to remove and ready to frame. A perfect gift for any nature lover. Deckchair. 8¼x12”. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $7.95

794165 THE BEATLES COLORING BOOK. Indulge your love of music with this beautiful collection of images for coloring. Features images from iconic albums, from Fab Four days to the height of their success, you can recreate some of the most important moments in music history. Igloo. 9⅝x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

10434X THE AUDUBON BIRDS COLORING BOOK. Indulge your love of birds with this beautiful collection of images for coloring. Features images from iconic albums, from Fab Four days to the height of their success, you can recreate some of the most important moments in music history. Igloo. 9⅝x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

7970381 HOW TO DRAW ANYTHING. By Anthony. If you can write your name, you have enough touch to learn to draw. Whatever you want to depict—a memorable holiday scene, a lifelike portrait of your family or favorite pet, or even a funny cartoon illustration—this book will show you the techniques to succeed. Fully illus. 286 pages. Robinson. 5¼x7¾. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

1043676 NATURE COLOR BY NUMBERS. Indulge your love of nature with this charming collection of more than 60 color by number pictures. From mountain vistas, beaches, and waterfalls to wild animals, birds, and butterflies. Sirius. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

4996445 ANTIQUE DOLLHOUSE COLORING: Enchanting Miniature Worlds to Color & Explore. Have fun coloring and exploring over 20 unique dollhouses, rooms, and shops, all filled with delicately detailed furniture, accessories, and inhabitants. Escape into this enchanting world full of charming details and nostalgic scenes where you can color and create to your heart’s content. Zakka Workshop. 8⅝x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

774045X DRAWING FAIRIES. By Peter Gray. Learn how to create fairy and elf faces, beautiful clothing, and wings which sparkle and flutter, as well as charming animal companions for their fairy folk. Gray teaches readers through a set of projects which will show you how to draw an array of enchanting fairies. Fully illus., many in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95


6080308 HOME WALL ART: Vintage Botanics. Update your space as often as you like with these beautiful botanical illustrations. Printed on high-quality paper, each artwork is simple to remove and ready to frame. A perfect gift for any nature lover. Deckchair. 8¼x12”. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

7946163 RIPLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! Odd Is Art. Ed. by Jordie R. Ollerton. Offerings by an artist with no arms or legs to sculptures made entirely of salt, you’ll find some of the most fascinating and unusual pages of art from the Ripley’s Believe it or Not! collection. Fully illus., many in color. 140 pages. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

7763005 POP MANGA COLORING BUKU. Easily change a character to collaborate with d’Enrico, adding the colors of your choosing to her gorgeous black and white art. Featuring haunted and surreal character portraits and pages filled with patterns and elaborate designs. Watson-Guptill. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

7934173 THE CLASSIC MOVIES COLORING BOOK. From silver screen classics to blockbuster hits, immerse yourself in cinema history, with over 40 coloring scenes inspired by classic movies. Grab your popcorn, sit back, and enjoy the best cinema has to offer. Igloo. 9⅝x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


497271 MAGNIFICENT ANIMALS: A Coloring Book. Explore the marvels of the animal kingdom through this intricate collection of lush line drawings ready for your creative coloring. Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. National Geographic. 9¾x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95


2559358 ENCHANTED FOREST COLORING BOOK. Each unique page is filled with magical fairies and whimsical creatures. There are over 120 hands fired, ready-to-color images for your meditative coloring pleasure. Page Publications. 8⅝x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95
Art Books

★ 8031460 FOREST & WOODLAND WILDLIFE COLORING BOOK. These 31 realistically detailed illustrations include a bald eagle, black bear, deer, elk, hedghog, porcupine, raccoon, red skunk, and wolf, plus dozens more forest animals posed amid gorgeous natural settings. Dover, 8⅛x11½. Paperback. $6.95

1043625 HAPPI NESS COLOR BY NUMBERS. From children playing and counting pets to sports, music and beautiful landscapes, these pictures will remind you of the good things in life. Sirius, 9x11. Paperback. At $12.99 $4.95

★ 8579558 GODZILLA: The Official Coloring Book. Mothra, Rodan, King Ghidoroh, Megagodzilla and the King of the Monsters are all waiting for your creative spin in this official coloring book. So pick up those pencils and join the unstoppable force of nature that is Godzilla. Titan, 8⅛x11½. Paperback. At $15.99 $11.95

4989449 CURR IER & IVES: AMERICA—From a Young Nation to a Great Power. By Walter Halls. Over the last six decades of the nineteenth century, thousands of colorful Currier & Ives prints were circulated throughout the land. This collection features more than three hundred full-color plates, and offers a truly representative selection from the wide variety of print issued by our country’s best loved lithographers. 488 pages. Abbeville. 9¾x12¼. Hardcover. At $49.95 $29.95

★ 8754652 THIS IS CARAVAGGIO. By Annabel Howard, illus. by I. Spozio. Caravaggio spent a large part of his life on the run, leaving a trail of illuminated chaos wherever he passed, most of it recorded in criminal justice records. When he did settle long enough to paint, he produced works of staggering originality and inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Laurence King. At $19.95 $5.95

★ 7941481 ELVIS: THE Coloring Book. Bring your own unique creative twist to the art of King of Rock and Roll, including legendary album covers and famous film roles, with 45 iconic scenes to color in. Slick back your hair, grab your guitar, and immerse yourself in some of the most important moments in music history. Igloo, 9¾x9¼. Paperback. At $7.99 $4.95

★ 1998137 THE DOGG BUTT COLORING BOOK. Let’s face it, our canine pals have no shame in displaying their butts for the whole world to see. Laugh your butt off with 60 hilarious coloring pages, celebrating our furry friends in all their glory. Igloo, 9¾x9¼. Paperback. At $7.99 $4.95

★ 4942493 HOW TO DRAW COOL STUFF STROKE BY STROKE. By Jonathan Stephen Harris. Discover the joy of drawing, inside you’ll find tons of fun projects that range from weird to the wild, and you’ll learn how to draw each project using the simple stroke by stroke method, which uses color to show each new stroke in a step. Fully illus. 271 pages. Dorling Kindersley. At $19.99 $14.95

★ 7972844 DOT-TO-DOT AMAZING ANIMALS. By Jeni Child. Intricate, challenging and rewarding, the puzzles range from 352 to 1,020 dots and will have you transfixed as you progress through the dots to see what emerges. Amicus Publishing. 8⅛x11. Paperback. At $11.99 $6.95

★ 7898363 PEACE BE WITH YOU: An Inspirational Coloring Book for Religious Comfort. Pairs beautiful art alongside uplifting Bible verses and inspiring quotes for reflection. Meditate on God’s goodness and faithfulness as you carve out peaceful moments for prayer and contemplation while coloring the calming and detailed illustrations. Zondervan. 10⅛x11. Paperback. At $15.99 $4.95

★ 2665611 CHOOSE JOY: 24 Postcards. This set of 24 detachable postcards offers an invitation to slow down and take a moment to reflect, as you choose joy in the midst of your day. WaterBrook. 4⅛x6. Pub. at $12.00 $5.95

★ 7800294 HOME WALL ART: Pattern Collection. Update your space as often as you like with these beautiful patterned illustrations. Printed on high-quality paper, each artwork is removable and ready to frame. A perfect gift for any design lover. Deckchair. 8⅛x11. Paperback. At $7.95 $5.95

★ 6998680 TOULOUSE-LAUTREC AND THE STARS OF PARIS. By Helen Bunnham et al. This tour of the Parisian scene focuses on six performers who were dazzling artists—Lautrec’s renditions and explores how the performers and the artist collaborated in exploiting new mass media to create stardom. Shines a spotlight on the stars of the Paris stage, the Britain & the brilliance of the artist who gave them enduring life. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. MFA, Boston. 8⅛x10. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

★ 7753115 LEARN TO DRAW EXCITING ANIME & MANGA CHARACTERS: Lessons from the World's Top Japanese Illustrators. By Sideranch. The tips, techniques and insider secrets you’ll only learn from the pros. From creating characters, telling stories or building worlds, this one of a kind guide contains expert insights and instruction with 200 easy to follow lessons. This is the all in one resource every manga and anime artist needs! Fully illus. 216 pages. Tuttle. 7x10. Paperback. At $19.95 $11.95

★ 7804954 ALPHONSE MUCHA: PICTURES & IMAGES. By Rosalind Ormiston. Showcasing more than 150 Art Nouveau masterpieces of one of the world’s most imaginative artists, this beautifully illustrated volume charts the life and work of a man who epitomized Parisian art during the fin-de-siecle. 200 pages. Flame Tree. 11¼x11⅛. Hardcover. At $21.95 $11.95

★ 1549693 HANS JURGENS BOSCH: Masterworks of Art. By Rosalind Ormiston. Gives an overview of what is known of this elusive painter and draughtsman, providing the reader with the long ago world that he inhabited. Bosch’s work portrayed largely religious and moral themes, as was usual at the time, but his style was highly unconventional, even revolutionary. Fully illus, in color. 127 pages. Flame Tree. 8⅛x9¼. Hardcover. At $11.95 $7.95

★ DVD 1048724 CLOSE TO VERMEER. Widescreen. Go behind the scenes of the largest Vermeer exhibition ever mounted, on view at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. This documentary is a unique opportunity to discover what goes on behind the scenes at exhibitions of this scale, from the planning and preparation, right through to the opening. Vermeer truly a Vermeer, to new discoveries while searching for the master’s paintings. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. 81 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 1543687 THE CONTEMPORARY ILLUSTRATED PIN-UP. Compiled by Joseph Schaefer. From the girl next door to the sexy switch-blade sisters, the pin-up girls depicted in this collection of works by 15 of today’s best artists boldly display the full spectrum of the genre. Themes in these 280+ works cover action, horror, ’70s cinema, mythology, comic books, science fiction, and fantasy. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11¼. Paperback. At $34.95 $14.95
Art Books

**1191861** VELVET LOVE, VOLUME THREE: Girl on Girl. By S. Andres & S. Mazzotti. At last, the third and final phase of this sumptuous feast of female passion is ready for hungry, personal perusal! The stunning artwork of Mazzotti has made this series the stand-out in sapphic desire and stunning detail. Adults only. Fully illus., in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95.

**5780055** TREASURES OF BURLESQUE by Robbi Satter. Shares part of the collection of British art, spanning from the 16th century to the present, on one of the finest art collections in the world includes works by such artists as Joseph Mallord William Turner, William Blake, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, David Hockney, and William Morris. Adults only. Fully illus., in color. 256 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.

**788689** WALT DISNEY'S NINE OLD MEN: Masters of Animation. Text by Charles Solomon. After roughly 40 years of mentorship, the Nine Old Men were all named Disney Legends in 1998 in recognition of their lasting contributions, not only to The Walt Disney Company, but to the animation industry as a whole. This stunning volume offers a deep dive into the esteemed work and life stories—and a rich offering of the legacy they helped shape. Fully illus., in color. 160 pages. Weldon Owen. 12x9/16. Pub. at $50.00. 12.95

**8007572** TAKARABUKUO TREASURE ARTIST Notebook. By Mitsiharu. A translation of the notebook kept by the artist, Mitsuko Ohara (1810-1875), preserved by his family. This document, presented in this cloth and string bound edition, is a fascinating guide to one artist’s creative world, illus., in color. 182 pages. Art Media Resources. 9x6/12. Pub. at $85.00. 21.95


**5871115** STRUDELHEID: Optical and Visionary Art Since the 1960s. Ed. by David S. Rubin et al. Exhibition catalog. Offers an illustrated history of the psychedelic sensibility. In pop culture, that sensibility is associated with tachist, album covers, and “headshops,” but it first manifested itself in the extreme colors and kaleidoscopic compositions of 1960s op artists. 140 pages. MIT. 8x2. Pub. at $36.95. 11.95

**12489933** BOILY: Scenes of Parisian Life. By François Baudot. Exhibition catalog. Introduces readers to Louis-Leopold Boilly’s richly detailed paintings and drawings, emphasizing his technical precision and attention to detail. Drawn from observation and his own sense of humor, Boilly’s (1761–1845) also popularized trompe-l’oeil paintings by depicting daily life on the streets of Paris for the first time. 96 pages. Nancy Galerry, London. 9x1/4.10. Pub. at $25.00. 9.95

**7843186** BERLIN ORIGINS: Bourgeoisie in Lust and Ecstasy. By Hans-Jürgen Dopp. An exciting contemporary record of Berlin’s skyline of female. At last, an exciting showcase of the shamless lustful performances of a society with a love and a lust for copulation in the Roaring Twenties. Adults only. Fully illus., in color. 96 pages. Goldilax. 8x11/4. Pub. at $39.95. 31.95

**7959745** THE VATICAN: All the Paintings. By Anja Grebe. Exhibition catalog. Explores nearly 1,000 works of art, including every Old Master painting and fresco on display in the galleries, chapels, libraries, and palaces of the Vatican. Catalog. Includes reproductions of the Vatican’s Rinascimento, Renaissance, Baroque, Neo-classical, and Art Nouveau collection, as well as famous works by Caravaggio, Raphael, Michelangelo, Rubens, and Rembrandt. Adults only. Fully illus., in color. 525 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 10x11/10. Paperbound. Pub. at $47.99. 24.95

**257697X** ARTIST’S PAINTING TECHNIQUES. Ed. by Bob Brodie. Begins with the basics, then with step-by-step workshops, takes in an in-depth look at working with watercolors, acrylics, and oils in turn. This comprehensive guide will equip you with the skills and confidence to develop your own style and grow as an artist. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8x11/4.10. Pub. at $30.00. 14.95

**6081843** JASPER JOHNS: Mind/Mirror. By Carlos Basualdo et al. Exhibition catalog. An innovative retrospective look at the work of one of America’s most iconic artists, utilizing the concepts of mirroring and doubling, which had been employed in his work since the 1950s. John’s. Fully illus. in color. 348 pages. Yale. 9x11/10. Pub. at $60.00. 16.95

**8051275** SEX AND HORROR: The Art of Fernando Carolupino. Celebrates the publishing phenomenon known as “fumetti sexy.” Italian adult comics and cartoons with a unique take on such genres as horror, crime, fantasy, history and fairy tales. This volume focuses on the work of one artist, the highly-acclaimed Carolupino, for his comic work and his pin-ups as well. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Koreo. 8x11/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95.

**1120484** WARS: Lords of the Ancient Andes. By Susan E. Bergel et al. Features 170 objects from South America, Peru, and the United States. The collection focuses on the art of Wari elite artists; elaborate textiles, which were probably at the core of Wari’s systems, sophisticated ceramics of various styles; personal ornaments made of precious materials; carved wood containers; works in stone and other materials. 296 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x11/4.11. Pub. at $60.00. 19.95

**531724X** SPIRIT ANIMAL COLORING BOOK. Release your creativity and deepen your connections with the animal world as you bring the majestic, mysterious, and grand life to Llewellyn. 8x11/10.10. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95. 17.95

**6001932** WHISTLER TO CASSATT: American Painters in France. Ed. by Timothy J. Standring. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, American artists flocked to France in search of instruction, critical acclaim, and international recognition. This lavishly illustrated volume offers a sophisticated examination of cultural and aesthetic exchange as it highlights many figures who were left out of previous histories. 248 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x11/4.11. Pub. at $60.00.

**7806841** THE ART OF RUBE GOLDBERG. Selected by Jennifer George. Goldberg (1883–1970) was the most famous caricaturist and cartoonist of his time, best known for his comic inventions. Here, Goldberg celebrates all aspects of her grandfather’s life, from his youth to his career, from his personal life to his work in his high school newspaper, his inventions, comic strips, and advertising work, his Pulitzer Prize-winning political cartoons and later sculptures. 193 pages. Abrams. 14x10/11. Pub. at $60.00. 19.95

**P241677** BECKY-GRIFFITH HALLOWEEN COLORING BOOK: A Spine-Tingling Fantasy Art Adventure. Find a range of the usual Halloween suspects—pumpkins, witches and skeletons—and along with beautiful Gothic illustrations and text, the author offers a unique and unparalleled record of the otherwise lost art of the Middle East. Over 300 photos, some color. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x11/4. Pub. at $50.00. 21.95

**1120832** THE WORLD NEW MADE: Figurative Painting in the Twentieth Century. By Timothy Hyman. Explores the work of more than 50 individual painters, presenting a collective “Resistance” who together offer a human-centered alternative to the dominance of the Abstract concept in contemporary art.

**277533** MASTERS AND LEGENDS OF FANTASY ART, 2ND EDITION. By the editors of ImagineFX. Loaded with step by step tutorials and in depth interviews with some of the biggest names in the genre. You’ll find everything you need to know to create your own imaginative art and sci-fi art. With advice from 36 legendary artists, these artists reveal their secrets for designing and painting. Fully illus., in color. 224 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. 17.95

**T1277398** SKETCHING FROM THE IMAGINATION: Magic & Myth. Ed. by Marisa Lewis. Dive into the magical world of fantasy art. Learn to sketch everything from mermaids to unicorns, from medieval castles to the world. Fully illus., in color. 320 pages. 3DTotal. 9x11/10. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.00. 27.95

**4193776** FRANK FRAZETTA: An Artist’s Tribute. Ed. by Marisa Lewis. Frank Frazetta is often referred to as the dean of fantasy art. Discover nearly about the man behind the art through in-depth interviews with members of the Frazetta family. Includes newly created pieces inspired by Frazetta’s work and style, as a selection of incredible artists from around the world pay tribute. Fully illus., in color. 288 pages. 3DTotal. 9x11/10. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00. 37.95

**6997503** BLACK OUT: Silhouettes Then and Now. By Asma Naeem et al. Exciting contemporary record of the silhouette as an American art form. Tracing the rise of the silhouette in the dressmaker’s shops and the role of the silhouette in international festivals, and some magical autumn fairies. Each illustration features an enlightening description about the original painting it is based on. Llewellyn. 8x11/10.10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 14.95
Art Books

**1994095 ROTHKO.** Ed. by S. Page & C. Rothko. Exhibition catalog. A key figure on the New York scene, Rothko was an uncategorizable artist who deployed an extensive palette of color and light with the talent that triggers emotion. His great legacy includes a poetic, enigmatic universe that leaves one untouched. Fullly illus. most in color. 316 pages. Citadelles & Mazenod. 11x12½. $42.95

**607847 THE UNBELIEVABLY FANTASTIC ARTISTS’ STICKER BOOK.** There has never been a better collection of more than 350 stickers from artists that include some of the most iconic names in contemporary art such as Andy Warhol, Jeff Koons, Donald Sultan, Josef Albers and many others. Fullly illus. in color. 52 pages. 7½x10. $7.95

**6998712 JACKSON POLLOK: SUPPLEMENT NUMBER ONE.** Ed. by Francis Valentine O'Connor. Contains entries for 48 new-found works by Pollock that have been reviewed and certified authentic by The Pollock-Krasner Authentication Board. Also contains entries for several problematic or minor objects, the text of a number of documents written by the artist that have come to light since 1978. Cloth cover in decorative slipcase fully illus. in color. 89 pages. Pollock-Krasner Fdn. 11x11½. $41.95

**4994442 SAGEBRUSH AND SOLITUDE: Maynard Dixon in Nevada.** By Ann M. Wolfe et al. The first work on the great American landscape painter, Maynard Dixon, to focus primarily on his work in Nevada, capturing the beauty of the American West, and the landscape at the dawn of the modern era. Fullly illus. most in color. 288 pages. Rizzoli. 12x12¼. $74.95

**499857X GIOVANNI BELLINI: The Last Works.** By David Alan Brown. This volume’s focus on Bellini’s last works, together with the cutting-edge technology used to explore them, has produced dramatic new insights into a Bellini practically unknown to the history of art. Fullly illus. most in color. 375 pages. Skira. 9¾x11¼. $85.00. $39.95

**7931093 STUART DAVIS: A Catalogue Raisonné.** Ed. by A. Boyajian & M. Rutkoski. The first work on Davis’s life and career, one of America’s leading figures of the “lost generation.” This definitive, first-time overview of Davis’s work not only documents his “American Modern” style of the 1920s but also reveals new insights into his life and concerns. Many color plates. 236 pages. Putnam. 10½x8½. $49.95

**7996756 MAGNIFICENT 19TH CENTURY FURNITURE: Historicism in Germany and Central Europe.** By Ference Flesch. The Historicism movement (1830-1920) was perhaps the most democratic of all European furniture makers sought to recapture the magic and allure displayed by highly architectonic and artistic pieces of the Gothic, Rococo, Renaissance, Baroque, and Classicism periods— at a fraction of the cost. Fullly illus. in color. 666 pages. 16½x10. $40.00. $39.95

**7819737 NINETEENTH-CENTURY EUROPEAN PAINTINGS AT THE STERLING AND FRANCINE CLARK ART INSTITUTE.** Ed. by Sarah Lee. Published on the 100th anniversary of Sterling Clark’s first purchase of a European painting. Includes a substantial bibliographic and historical survey, and over 450 illustrations. Features works by Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Jean-François Millet, Camille Pissarro, J.M.W. Turner and others. 989 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Clark Art Institute. 10⅛x15½. $350.00. $124.95

**1043864 LARGE PRINT MEDIEVAL ART: By Numbers. LARGE PRINT EDITION.** Use the simple act of focusing on coloring in an image to clear your mind and retrain your attention. Containing helpful large-print, easy-to-read type you will complete your challenging images inside just waiting for you to bring them to life. Sirius. 9x11. $12.99. $4.95

**6999854 LARGE PRINT BIRDS COLOR BY NUMBERS.** LARGE PRINT EDITION. Featuring large print numbers, it is to be easy on the eye, coloring enthusiasts can take while away the hours as they complete more than 60 bright and joyful pictures featuring a variety of species, from brilliant flamingos to wood-rippling woodpeckers and curious kingfishers. Fullly illus. Sirius. 9x11. $12.99. $5.95

Photography

**7934009 EULVIRA: Mistress of the Dark.** By Cassandra Peterson. Showcases 35 years of Eulvira’s work, uniquely revealing her seductive charm and undeniable sex appeal. Readers will find hundreds of photographs from Peterson’s private archives—a celebration of the Mistress of the Dark in all her curvy, campy, and seductive splendor. 240 pages. Colebancl Publishing. 10x13¼. $69.99. $24.95

**6077994 HOWARD HUANG’S URBAN GIRLS.** Ed. by Dian Hanson. In fantasy worlds inspired by comic books and anime, Huang’s heroines escape on sleek motorcycles; rob banks with guns drawn; brandish swords like Japaneses samurai; conjure fire, hunt big game; and generally kick ass while displaying their own very generous assets. Adults only. Color photos. 256 pages. Taschen. 8x12. $135.00. $59.95

**4996763 AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL: A Story in Photographs.** Celebrating America in all its glory, this inspiring collection of photographs includes more than 250 National Geographic images from across the United States. This majestic volume features both the iconic and hidden gems of our beautiful country. 416 pages. National Geographic. 10x10½. $119.95

**221802X JACIE: Life and Style of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.** Text by Chiara Pasqualetti Johnson. Jackie Kennedy-Onassis was the beloved First Lady of all time. Discreet but seductive, she lived a life of fortune, success, social stardom and grief. The life, loves and style of the leading lady of an unforgettable period of history come alive in this volume. 224 pages. White Star. 9x11. $30.00. $9.95

**7877572 FINGER LAKES SPLENDOR.** By D. Doefler. This large volume unexpectedly opens up to eye-catching two-page photo spreads of some of the best views. Finger Lakes of New York has to offer. Still lakes, rushing river gorges and idyllic country scenes give way to small town festivals and whimsical roadside stands. McBooks. Pub. at $16.95. $6.95

**6081746 ALFRED STEIGLITZ: Taking Pictures, Making Painters.** By Phyllis Rose. An enormously influential artist and nurturer of artists even though his accomplishments are often overshadowed by his role as George O’Keeffe’s husband. Rose reconsideres Steiglitz as a revolutionary force in the history of American art. illus. in color. 259 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00. $8.95

**4992105 VERY NAKED MOMENTS.** By Mario C. Velenti. One fashion photographer throws the models overboard and photographs his favorite models without clothes. The result is a transitioning of boundaries, shameless, hot, free and easy. Adults only. 192 pages. Goliath. Pub. at $54.99. $44.95

**7930313 CANDICE B: Top Models of MetArt.** Ed. by Isabella Catalina. Candice B is one of MetArt’s top erotic models. The curvaceous Ukrainian blond is a real attention-grabber, her sultry smile radiating all the confidence of a woman who knows she’s stunning and gets pleasure from sharing her naked beauty with the world. Adults only. Color photos. 125 pages. Edition SkyLight. 7x9½. $34.95. $27.95

**4992067 GLORIA: Top Models of MetArt.com.** Ed. by Isabella Catalina. Standing a mere 5’1” tall, Gloria is proof that good things come in small packages. Adults only. Color photos. 125 pages. Edition SkyLight. 7x9½. $34.95. $27.95

**4992042 ALYSHA A: Top Models of MetArt.com.** Ed. by Isabella Catalina. Alysha A, founder of the MetArt model with exceptionally sweet appearance. Her angelic features and warm personality shine through in her photo galleries making her the model of admires all around the globe. Adults only. 125 pages. Edition SkyLight. 7x9½. $35.00. $27.95

**1043323 NANCY A: Top Models of MetArt.com.** Ed. by Isabella Catalina. Gorgeous brunette Nancy A has movie star looks and an exhibitionist nature. The sultry Czech sweetheart is sheer physical perfection, with golden tanned skin, a peachy bottom and perky breasts. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Edition SkyLight. 7x9½. $35.00. $27.95

**4992075 LILIT A: Top Models of MetArt.com.** Ed. by Isabella Catalina. Lilit A is the kind of hot girl you desire at first sight. Adults only. Color photos. 125 pages. Edition SkyLight. 7x9½. $35.00. $27.95

**1043315 MILA AZUL: Top Models of MetArt.com.** Ed. by Isabella Catalina. Mila Azul a vivacious brunette with a sweet face and huge natural breasts. The adorable Ukranian babe takes such obvious pleasure from sharing her spectacular body. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Edition SkyLight. 7x9½. $35.00. $27.95

**1043307 METART.COM: World’s Top Models.** Ed. by Alexandra Haig. From the girl next door of your dreams to the unattainable goddess of your most intimate fantasies. These girls are as real as the women you’ve dreamed of, yet are as far away as you could imagine. From fresh, innocent beginner models to women that have everything under the sun and are ready to sate your desires. Adults only. 288 pages. Edition SkyLight. 8x11. $46.95. $36.95

**1179595 PAWFRIENDS.** Ed. by Jack Russell. As the saying almost goes: cats and dogs that eat together, stay together. Whether it is dinner together, snuggling by side or even giving piggyback rides. This work shows in 90 color photographs that cats and dogs can be far better buddies that we often imagine.
Square & Co. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00

the foremost experts on space photography. 214 pages. Goliath. 5½x8¼. Pub. at $69.99
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1996531 NEW YORK DOLLS: All Boiled Up. In the early 70s, rock photographer Bob Gruen and his wife Nadya purchased a portable video recorder. In a period of three years they shot over 40 hours of New York Dolls playing live. Now, for the first time ever, this footage is unveiled. Captures the band during early performances in New York. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

7726758 100 BEST-SELLING ALBUMS OF THE 70S. By Hamish Champ. A celebration of the 100 best selling albums of the 1970s based on recording industry figures.Helping you to learn at your own pace while saving thousands of dollars for lessons. Each lesson comes with its own materials, which can include sheet music PDFs, helpful chord charts and/or tablature. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $99.99. $29.95.

6080359 JELLY ROLL BLUES: Censored Songs & Hidden Histories. By Elijah Wald. Full of previously unpublished lyrics and stories, painting a new and surprising picture of the dawn of American jazz. When jazz, blues and ballads were still the private, after-hours music of the Black "sporting world." 16 pages of photos. 336 pages. $17.95.

7740913 LEARN TO PLAY ELECTRIC GUITAR. Over 100 interactive, fun, easy to follow lessons help build basic knowledge and beginning techniques. Includes note reading, teaching chords, keys, and essential scales with clarity and speed. Contains step by step printable sheet music and lesson materials, so you can follow your lessons with you anywhere! Over 20 hours on ten DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $69.99. $17.95.

7866135 TAYLOR SWIFT: The Whole Story. By Nick Duerden. Features tales of drug addiction, bankruptcy, depression and divorce, but also of optimism, a genuine love of the music, and Tom shared their story, in their own words. 32 pages of photos. 437 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95.

7966636 EXIT STAGE LEFT: The Curious Afterlife of Pop Stars. By Chas Newkey-Burden. Explores the amazing, eye-witness accounts from those who were there. Photos. Over 20 hours on ten DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $69.99. $17.95.

7852371 LEARN TO PLAY PIANO IN SIX WEEKS OR LESS. By D. Delaney & B. Chotkowski. A captivating account of The Beatles musical transformation throughout the pivotal year of 1963, as the world became caught up in the magic of The Beatles, and its far-reaching cultural impact. Tells the story through gripping, exclusive eye-witness accounts from those who were there. Photos. 408 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $32.00. $23.95.

2078034 PLAY ACOUSTIC GUITAR. Learn to play guitar in the comfort of your own home from professional musicians. Includes 19 hours of lessons on 12 DVDs, allowing you to learn at your own pace while saving thousands of dollars for lessons. Each lesson comes with its own materials, which can include sheet music PDFs, helpful chord charts and/or tablature. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $99.99. $29.95.

5878536 WE ARE THE WORLD. Fullscreen. On January 28th, 1985, forty-five of the biggest names in popular music got together to record We Are The World. The song raised millions which enabled USA for Africa to help those in need. It is more than a moving collection of words, pictures, and music—it is a living piece of history. Includes a bonus DVD. Not Rated. 52 minutes. Image Entertainment. $11.95.

7805020 CHORD PROGRESSIONS: Pick Up & Play. By Jake Jackson. This comprehensive guide is ideal for understanding progressions, whether for songwriting, learning tunes, or playing with others. It leads you through sixty simple structures and shapes how to apply them, and includes clear chord diagram illustrations. 176 pages. Fame Pub. at $19.95. $7.95.

1996452 ELVIS: Destination Vegas. Many programs have told the story of the early life of Elvis Presley, his army career and his death, but Destination Vegas is the first definitive documentary to give an insight into Elvis’s residency in Vegas, a town that was to become synonymous with him. 80 minutes. Warner Bros. $14.95. $11.95.


8401144 FAMOUS CLASSICAL PIANO SOLOS. Ed. by David Dukas. Sixty masterpieces by renowned composers are featured—among them Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, Debussy, Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff, Schubert, Schumann, and Tchaikovsky. Pieces are perfect for the beginner and intermediate pianist, challenging and inspiring you with every keystroke. Dover. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

5883470 BROADWAY SONGS: Legends. Vol. 1. By Donnie Raye. This collection of the 100 best selling albums of the 1970s based on recording industry figures. Helpings you to learn at your own pace while saving thousands of dollars for lessons. Each lesson comes with its own materials, which can include sheet music PDFs, helpful chord charts and/or tablature. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $99.99. $29.95.

7894447 MANON LESCAUT: By Giacomo Puccini. In the Flemish Opera’s acclaimed co-production with the Opera de Paris, Puccini’s tale of conflict between true love and wealth received both critical and widespread praise, notably for designer Anthony Ward’s sets and costumes, the orchestra’s performance under the guidance of Silvio Varviso, and the talented young cast. In Italian. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95.

6490093 THE ONLY GUITAR BOOK YOU’LL EVER NEED. By M. Schonbrun & E. Jackson. Filled with clear instructions and professional tips, this guide teaches you all you need to know about playing a guitar, from buying the right model to performing all your favorite songs. It also includes helpful information on tuning, reading music, mastering scales and chords, and more. 400 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $13.95.


1997025 THE WOODSTOCK TAPES. Book. By B.G. Sackett, photos by B. Levine. Features nearly 300 color photographs, many never before seen, capturing the performers, personalities, and events of this icon American rock band. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95.


1173669 LINDA RONSTADT 1969 TO 1989: Every Album, Every Song. By D. Delaney. This book provides a track by track breakdown of the first 20 years of Ronstadt’s solo career, when her output totaled an amazing 17 albums. All the best-known hits are covered; however, the real fun is finding new, travel代理商, keys, and essential scales with clarity and speed. Contains step by step printable sheet music and lesson materials, so you can follow your lessons with you anywhere! Over 20 hours on ten DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $69.99. $17.95.


1257371 STOMPBOX: 100 Pedals of the World’s Greatest Guitarists. By Elliott Richardson. A captivating account of the many actual effects pedals owned and used by Jimi Hendrix, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Frank Zappa, and more. Matched with fresh, revealing interviews and contemporary photographs, this book tells the stories from the artists themselves, who describe how these fascinating and often devilish devices shaped their sounds and songs. 512 pages. Running Press. 8½x11¾. Pub. at $30.00. $15.95.

5219559 SONGS. By Jake Jackson. This comprehensive guide is ideal for understanding progressions, whether for songwriting, learning tunes, or playing with others. It leads you through sixty simple structures and shapes how to apply them, and contains clear chord diagram illustrations. 176 pages. Fame Pub. at $19.95. $7.95.
About Music

**6076394 THE BEACH BOYS: The Beach Boys’ Story Told for the First Time in Their Own Words and Pictures.** By Brian Wilson et al. The ultimate anthology of one of the world’s greatest bands. Their remarkable journey is accompanied by previously unseen and rarely seen ephemera that offers an intimate insight into the lives and stories of the group. 408 pages. Genesis Publications. 10x12%. At $65.00 $49.95

**4162595 THE JAZZMEN: How Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, and Count Basie Transformed American Jazz.** By Larry Te. This is the story of three revolutionary American musicians, the maestro jazzmen who orchestrated the chords that thr at 1927, and in the process changed forever. America—Duke Ellington, Louis Daniel Armstrong and William James Basie. Based on more than 250 interviews. 16 pages of photos. 393 pages. Mariner. At $32.50 $24.95

Fashion & Costume

**8041792 THE ART OF BOB MACKIE.** By F. Vlastnik & L. Ross. The first-ever comprehensive and authorized showcase of the legendary designer’s life and work, featuring more than 1,500 photos and sketches—many from Mackie’s personal collection. In profiles of 14 distinguished companies that all design, make and sell their own products, Crompton offers detailed insight into the way which has been an ongoing success to the next, always remaining relevant because it is always a true visionary. 293 pages. S&S. 10x12%. At $50.00 $16.95

**1117157 THE FINEST MENSWEAR IN THE WORLD: The Craftsmanship of Luxury.** By Simon Crompton. In profiles of 14 distinguished companies that all design, make and sell their own products, Crompton offers detailed insight into the way which has been an ongoing success to the next, always remaining relevant because it is always a true visionary. 293 pages. S&S. 10x12%. At $50.00 $16.95

**8538993 UNDERNEATH IT ALL: A History of Women’s Underwear.** By Amber J. Keyser. This feminist exploration of women’s underwear—with a nod to codpieces, tight-whities, and boxer shorts along the way—reveals the intimate role lingerie plays in defining women’s bodies, sexuality, gender identity, and body image. It is a story of control and restraint but also female empowerment and self-expression. Well illus. some in color. 96 pages. Twenty-First Century Bks. Paperbound. At $37.32 $9.95

**1247018 HOUSE STYLE: Five Centuries of Fashion at Chatsworth.** By L. Burlington & H. Bowles. Exhibition catalogue. Accompanying a major exhibition opening in the spring of 2017, this book charts an unprecedented glimpse across five centuries of historic costume and glamorous fashions worn by members of the Cavendish family from the 18th century to the present day. Georgian, Duchess of Devonshire, to the 21st century supermodel Stella Tennant. Fully illus. most in color. 206 pages. Skira/Rizzoli. 9x11%. At $45.00 $22.95

**1503412 LIBERTY EQUALITY FASHION: The Women Who Styled the French Revolution.** By Anne Hoguet. The 18th century’s French women were a diverse and fascinating group. From Empress of France; Tereza Tallien, the most beautiful woman in Europe; and Juliette Recamier, muse of intellectuals, but nothing in the celebrated couture sartorial revolt. Together they shed the undergarments and overall, rigid garments that women had been obliged to wear for centuries. Fully illus. in color. 286 pages. Norton. At $35.00 $26.95

**1177251 A DICTIONARY OF WONDERS: Van Cleef & Arpels.** By Fabienne Reyboud. This indispensable reference guide includes from the Maison’s historic pieces to its iconic creations, from pioneering jewelry techniques to the signature craftsmanship behind the contemporary high jewelry collections, and more. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Flammarion. 8x10%. At $85.00 $69.95

Needlecrafts

**7856830 A TO Z OF CROCHET: The Ultimate Guide for the Beginner to Advanced Crocheter.** Ed. by Sue Gardner. This indispensable guide provides the reference tool for everything from a tutorial for making your first project, to the versatility and timelessness of the craft, to the projects themselves. Includes patterns for every shape and texture imaginative. With step by step instructions and close up photos, there’s an easier way to learn to crochet! 160 pages. Martingale. Paperbound. At $18.99 $9.95

**7867204 THE BIG BOOK OF CROCHET STITCHES: Fabulous Fans, Pretty Picots, Clever Clusters, and a Whole Lot More.** By L. Heishower & R. Weiss. Find step by step instructions for more than 300 stitches, from easy to complex. stitch clusters, bobbles, and more. Each stitch is represented in a full-color photograph. Stitches are grouped by style for easy reference, and an alphabetical index is also included. 192 pages. Martingale. 8x10%. Paperbound. At $19.99 $6.95

**7854620 CROCHET MINI ANIMALS: 12 Tiny Projects for Animal Lovers.** By Thy Doung. Crochet tiny replicas of your favorite animals, such as a baby elephant and a koala bear. In this kit are all the materials needed to make the 12 featured projects, from the domestic cat to the majestic swan. Also, a 72 page instruction booklet. Fully illus. in color. Thunder Bay. Paperbound. At $16.99 $6.95

**486655X ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CLASSIC & VINTAGE STITCHES.** By Karen Hemingway. Includes 245 embroidery stitches accompanied by stitch instructions and meticulous charts and diagrams. Patterned in 24 projects that demonstrate every kind of embroidery from cross-stitch to crewel to bargello and more. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. IMM. 8x11%. Paperbound. At $19.99 $6.95

**7800312 QUICK CROCHETED ACCESSORIES: 3 Skeins or Less.** By Sharon Zientara. Presents a collection of crochet projects that make use of one, two, or three skeins of yarn. You’ll enjoy quick, easy, and ideal for beginners. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Interweave. 8x10%. Paperbound. At $23.99 $6.95

**30 KNITTED HEADBANDS AND EAR WARMERS: Stylish Designs for Every Occasion.** By Jenise Hope. Includes 30 headbands in a variety of styles, from traditional skinny bands to lacey mesh headbands to a headband for great for outdoor exercise. You will have fun knitting eye-catching colorwork, twisty cables, and open lace patterns. Fully illus. in color. 8x10. Paperbound. At $19.99 $9.95

**7818151 WEEKEND WRAPS: 18 Quick Knit Cowls, Scarves & Shawls.** By C.C. MacDonald & M. LaBarre. Features 18 designs that make short work of knitting gorgeous accessories. Many of these quick knits require less than a sweater, making them the perfect projects for those special skneevs you’ve been hoarding. Create a chic and cozy collection of cowls, shawls, shrugs, and pashminas. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. At $25.95 $21.95

**8009651 PAINT WITH NEEDLE AND THREAD: A Step-by-Step Guide to Chinese Embroidery.** By Grace Shou. This comprehensive guide takes the reader through key stitches and techniques involved in Chinese embroidery, explaining in detail how each stitch should be executed and utilizes techniques and instructions, graphics, to master 20 classic techniques using cotton threads. Also includes 22 embroidered patterns with printed patterns to actual size. 212 pages. Shanghai Press. Paperbound. At $17.95 $6.95

**8056828 A YEAR OF GRANNY SQUARES.** By Kylie Moleta. Discover the versatility and timeless appeal of the grannysquare, with 52 grannies to take you through the year. Four seasonal projects are included, with the flexibility to use any of the 6x6 inch squares for the projects. You’ll find designs for all skill levels, written patterns, and corresponding charts to help you create. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Search. Paperbound. At $23.95 $17.95

**1946699 CUDDLY CROCHET PLUSHIES: 30 Patterns for Adorable Animals You’ll Love to Snuggle.** By Glory Shofowora. Crochet the softest, coziest, most squishable stuffed animals of your dreams. Created with simple stitches, minimal parts to sew together and step by step instructions, making these sweet animals quick to make and ideal for beginners. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. At $22.99 $17.95

Arts & Crafts

**7916353 THE ANTIQUARIAN STICKER BOOK.** Ed. by Daniel Nayeri. Peel and decorate or browse and find the beauty of this lush sticker collection. This treasure trove of authentic stickers from around the world. The omnipotent Victorian era can be adapted to embellish stationary, make collages, or adorn your coffee table. Perfect for scrappers too! Fully illus. in color. Odd Dot. Paperbound. At $24.99 $7.95
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**Movies**

**DVD 1344439** LA LA LAND. Widescreen. While navigating their careers in Los Angeles, a pianist and an actress fall in love while attempting to reconcile their aspirations for the future. Stars Ryan Gosling and Emma Stone. English SDH. 128 minutes. **$5.95**

**DVD 790360X** WHITE CHRISTMAS. Widescreen. A successful song-and-dance team become marooned in a blizzard on the last day of school in 1976. In a celebration of urban sensibilities, the movie tells the story of two duffle bags containing a large sum of money. Northern Maine discovers a dead woman with her nose turned blue. A freelance journalist Max Frome suspects it to be a murder, not a suicide. Also stars Kevin Costner and Hailee Steinfeld. English SDH. 117 minutes. Lionsgate. **$5.95**

**DVD 1338702** HAMBURGER HILL. Widescreen. For the 14-war weary soldiers of Bravo Company, the time is ripe to tell the story of America’s bloodiest conflict, war may be hell, but Hamburger Hill is worse. Stars Anthony Anthony and Michael Boatman. Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. Lionsgate. **$5.95**

**DVD 8053618** THE LIMEHOUSE GOLEM. Widescreen. Victorian London is gripped with fear by a serial killer dubbed the Limehouse Golem, who sends cryptic messages written in his victim’s blood. With few leads and increasing public pressure, Scotland Yard assigns the case to inspector Kildare (Bill Nighly), a seasoned detective turned by the man he is hunting into a maniacally driven, genocidal trance. English SDH. 109 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $29.96. **$5.95**

**DVD 8590642** RICH AND FAMOUS. A decades-long friendship travels a sexy, savagely honest, and often humorously bumpy road in this film starring Jacqueline Bisset and Candice Bergen. One friend is a serious writer. The other pens-trashly inspired tales inspired by her neighbors. Also stars Meg Ryan in her film debut. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98. **$5.95**

**DVD 7988474** 4 FILM FAVORITES: Epic Romance Collection. Widescreen. Collects four spellbinding romantic sagas with today’s greatest stars: Dangerous Liaisons with Glenn Close, The Piano with Naomi Watts and Edward Norton; Silk with Keira Knightley; and The Affair of the Necklace with Hilary Swank. Most Rated R. CC. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

**DVD 6075697** LD Acme ZOMBIES: 20th Anniversary Edition. When a clan of hillbilly dirt farmers turn a misplaced barrel of chemical waste into a whiskey still, going blind is the least of their worries as the toxic moonshine turns them into the undead. Includes a bonus CD featuring the film’s soundtrack. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Troma Retro. Pub. at $19.95. **$4.95**


**DVD 4999754** THE NIGHT VISITOR. Widescreen. Cult icon Max Von Sydow leads this powerful Gothic suspense tale of a man wrongly accused of murder. Committed to an asylum for the criminally insane, he makes a series of incredible escapes to methodically wreak vengeance on those responsible for putting him there. Also stars D. L. Uhlman. Not Rated. 102 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. **$5.95**

**DVD 1345346** MIDWAY. Widescreen. The story of the Battle of Midway, told by the leaders and the sailors who fought it. Stars Ed Skrein, Mandy Moore, Dennis Quaid and Woody Harrelson. English SDH. 138 minutes. Lionsgate. **$5.95**

**DVD 7975988** INTO THE WHITE. World War II: After aerial battle over Norway, British and German airmen find themselves stranded in the wilderness. Finding shelter in the same cabin, they realize the only way to survive the winter is to set aside the rules of war. Stars Rupert Grint and David Kross. Rated R. Magnolia. **$4.95**

**DVD 1979777** CLINT EASTWOOD: 3 Film Collection. In The Outlaw Josey Wales Missouri farmer Josey joins a Confederate guerrilla unit and wins up on the run from the Union soldiers who murdered his family. In Pale Rider a mysterious preacher protects a handful of women in the teeth of a greedy mining company. In Unforgiven a retired Old West gunslinger takes on one last job. Most Rated R. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

**DVD 1999327** CRYPTID. Widescreen. A shaman is shocked when a mysterious animal leaves a local resident brutally ripped apart. Deemed to be a random bear attack by town official, free-lance animal biologist Max Frome suspects it might be something more. Not Rated, CC. 114 minutes. Screen Media Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 1999931** MONSTROUS. Widescreen. A young woman goes searching for answers after her fiancé mysteriously vanishes in Whitehall, New York, an Adirondack town known for its Bigfoot sightings. She quickly learns that hiding in the woods is an evil more sinister than she could ever imagine. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Unorkd Entertainment. **$5.95**
**Movies**

**DVD 7985304 THE LAST STAND.** Widescreen. The leader of a drug cartel breaks out of a coutnry prison and baroques to the Mexican border, where the only thing in his path is a sheriff and his inexperienced staff. Stars Arnold Schwarzenegger and Johnny Knoxville. Rated R. CC. 107 minutes. Liongate. $9.95.

**DVD 7960727 BILLY BATHGATE.** Widescreen. Details the rise and fall of notorious mobster Dutch Schultz. His story is told through the eyes of his wife and neighbor Billy Bathgate, who begins to seriously question his passport to the good life will come from the icy Dutch and his gang. Stars Dustin Hoffman and Nicole Kidman. Rated R. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95.

**DVD 1352423 UNCUT GEMS.** Widescreen. With his debts mounting and angry collectors closing in, a fast-talking New York City jeweler risks everything in hope of staying aloft and alive. Stars Adam Sandler and Julia Fox. Rated R. English SDH. 135 minutes. Liongate. $5.95.

**DVD 4998103 SIEGE.** Widescreen. One of the most disturbing and rarely-seen Canadian shockers of the ’80s, inspired by the actual 42 day Halifan police strike. When a local group of right-wing vigilantes massacre the patrons of a gay bar, the sole survivor seeks refuge in a nearby apartment building whose residents must now defend themselves against a night of terror. R. R, 84 minutes. - Severin. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95.

**DVD 6993672 MARAUDERS.** Widescreen. When a bank is hit by a brutal heist, all evidence points to Bruce Willis and his high-powered clients. But as a group of FBI agents (Christopher Meloni, Dave Bautista and Adrian Grenier) dig deeper into the case and the deadly heists continue, it becomes clear that a larger conspiracy is at play. Rated R. 107 minutes. WS Films. $5.95.


**DVD 2887819 BEN-HUR: 50th Anniversary Limited Edition.** An amazing limited edition collector’s box set, celebrating the 1959 winner of a record-setting 11 Academy Awards, including Best Actor (Charlton Heston) and Best Direction. (over three hours), the 1925 silent version (in B&W, 142 minutes), a 128 page hardcover replica of Heston’s personal and insightful journal, and a 64 page hardcover volume of rare photography, character bio and more. Also includes a DVD of vintage special features. Five DVDs. Price: $49.92 $11.95.

**DVD 7960921 FORCE 10 FROM NARVARE.** Widescreen. The action-packed sequel to the classic World War II adventure *The Guns of Navarone.* Screen legends Robert Shaw and Harrison Ford star as fearless commandos on a deadly mission in the darkest days of World War II, 126 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95.

**DVD 7973500 FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS.** Widescreen. Director Clint Eastwood boldly explores the complicated nature of heroism, courage, and patriotism in the harrowing true story of the six men who made up the last stand of the Battle of two Jima, a turning point in World War II. Stars Ryan Philippe and Jesse Bradford. Includes a bonus DVD of extras. Rated R. CC. 132 minutes. DreamWorks. $5.95.

**DVD 8054746 THE CAPTAINS.** Widescreen. Star Trek’s original Captain Kirk, William Shatner, travels around the globe to interview the elite group of actors (Chris Pine, Patrick Stewart, Avery Brooks, Kate Mulgrew, and Scott Bakula) who have portrayed the role of Captain James T. Kirk, giving fans an exclusive behind the scenes look at a pop culture phenomenon. English SDH. 96 minutes. E One. $5.95.

**DVD 7321781 DETECTIVES: 10 Movie Pack.** Features ten whodunits: *Bulldog Drummond’s Revenge; Bulldog Drummond Escapes; Bulldog Drummond in Africa; Dick Tracy versus Cueball; Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome; Phantom of the Opera; Night; Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon; Dick Tracy, Detective; Mr. Moto’s Last Warning;* and *Sherlock Holmes Dressed to Kill.* Stars include Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce. In B&W, 11 hours on three DVDs. Cinema 389. $13.95.

**DVD 1999729 13 MINUTES.** Four families in a Heartland town are tested when a massive storm hits, giving them just 13 minutes to get shelter before the largest tornado on record touches down. Featuring the scenes for their loved ones and fighting for their lives. Stars Amy Smart and Trace Adkins. 109 minutes. Quiver. $5.95.

**DVD 7987634 NIXON.** Widescreen. takes a riveting look at a complex man, played by Anthony Hopkins, who became the first American president to resign, due to the threat of impeachment and his involvement in the nation’s security. This three DVD edition includes both the original theatrical cut and the extended director’s cut. Rated R. Over 3 hours. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95.

**DVD 7985000 DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER.** Widescreen. A diamond smuggling investigation leads James Bond to Las Vegas where he uncovers an evil plot involving a rich business tycoon. Stars Sean Connery and Tiffany Case. English SDH. 120 minutes. R. $4.95.

**DVD 7990103 THE NESTING.** Widescreen. Agoraphobic mystery novelist Lauren Cochran decides to leave the city in an attempt to cure her recent writer’s block. She rents an old Victorian house in the quiet countryside, unaware of its shocking history. As those around her suffer increasingly violent deaths, Lauren begins to unravel the truth. Rated R. English SDH. Underground. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95.

**DVD 7985780 CLASSIC WAR COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon.** You’ll experience four times the action with these classic war films! *钢板 (Knut Donlesy); To Hell and Back (Audrey Munley); Battleground (Rock Hudson);* and *Gray Lady Down (David Carradine). English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95.


**DVD 7973877 GOLDEN HISTORY OF HOLLYWOOD.** Eighty stars and over 80 movie legacies are brought together in this amazing collection of documentaries and biographies. Featuring the biggest feature film talent and showcasing their achievements, the Academy Awards. Stars profiled include Warren Beatty, Elizabeth Taylor, Robert Redford, DeNiro, and many more. In B&W. Nearly 47 hours on eleven DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $7.95.

**DVD 7994995 CHAPLIN: 15th Anniversary Edition.** Robert Downey Jr., captivates as the iconic genius Charlie Chaplin in a compelling, nuanced performance. -Traces Chaplin’s impoverished London upbringing, extraordinary success as an actor and director, his troubled marriages, scandalous affairs, shocking exile to Switzerland, and his triumphant return to Hollywood. Also stars Dan Aykroyd and Geraldine Chapman. 135 minutes. Lionsgate. $6.95.

**DVD 6077362 THE YOUNG LAND.** Widescreen. Patrick Wayne stars as a lawman with high morals, Sheriff Jim Ellison, and Dennis Hopper stars as a rebellious gunslinger, Haffield Caines. Comes out of the mean streets of young Mexican, which tests the American system of justice in the newly formed state. Not Rated. In B&W. 89 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $5.95.

**DVD 7976232 THE WAVE.** Widescreen. Although anticipated, no one is really ready when the mountain pass above the scenic, narrow Norwegian fjord Geiranger collapses and creates a violent tsunami. A geologist is one of those caught in the middle. Dubbed in Norwegian and with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95.


**DVD 7838777 IRON CROSS: The Road to Normandy.** Widescreen. Captain Miller (Tom Hanks) struggles to survive fighting overwhelming Russian forces. Wounded, he is sent to Normandy as our Americans Lee and Trey are preganant. Miller scores the battle and brings our GIs and Germans on the same path. Not Rated. English SDH. 115 minutes, 123 Go.
Movies

**DVD 7891374 THOSE WHO WISH ME DEAD.** Angela Jolie stars as Hannah, a smoke jumper reeling from the loss of three young lives she failed to save from a fire. When she comes across a bloodied and traumatized 12 year old boy, the two set out together, unaware of the dangers they face. English SDH, 100 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 789334 LANCASTER SKIES.** Widescreeen. Douglas Miller, a broken, solitary Spitfire ace who survived the Battle of Britain, flies to Berlin to confront a pilot determined to take the war to the skies over Nazi Germany. Taking the place of a Lancaster bomber skipper killed in action, he tries to gain the crew's trust and become the leader they desperately need. English SDH. 98 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 242320 THE BROTHERS GRIMM.** Widescreeen. Will (Mark Dameron) and Jake (Health Ledger) are traveling con-artists who encounter a genuine fairy-tale curse which requires true courage instead of their usual elaborate performances. 118 minutes. Lionsgate. $9.95

**DVD 6993729 THE RATTINGS GAME.** Fullscreen. Danny DeVito stars as a New Jersey trucking magnate whose only dream is hitting it big as a Hollywood producer. Luckily for him, he has a girlfriend (Rhea Perlman) who works for the TV ratings service. Together they pull off a hilarious scam on television's sacred ratings system. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $24.95

**DVD 7825013 AMERICA: The Story of Us.** Focuses on the people, ideas and events that built our nation, covering 400 years of American history in the most extensive 12-part series. Brings this story to life firsthand through home movies, this collectible set is an invaluable resource for anyone interested in American history. In B&W. 687 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 3855635 4 DRAMATIC TRUE STORIES.** From sex addiction to abusive relationships to a violent religious leader, dark secrets emerge from the shadows in four films based on true stories. Sex, Lies & Obsession, The Unspoken Truth: Darkness Before Dawn, and Prophet of Evil. The Evil Life Story. Stars include Lisa Thompson, Brian Dennehy, Harry Hamlin and others. Not Rated. 6 hours on 2 DVDs. TGG. $9.95

**DVD 7969767 COME BACK TO THE 5 & DIME JIMMY DEAN, JIMMY DEAN.** Widescreeen. A group of James Dean devotees cause and lasting effects of Berlin's station. This documentary is a frank and spirited look back at a simpler time, when birds of all kinds suddenly begin to migrate. San Francisco socialite pursues a potential vacation rental must keep going further and further out, as the monsters get bigger. Will the city be able to fight back? Fullscreen. A group of young shopping mall employees stay behind for a late night party in one of the stores. When the mall is looted before they can get out, the robot security system malfunctions, and goes on a killing spree. Rated R. 77 minutes. Lionsgate. $5.95

**DVD 7905410 THE GRISSOM GANG.** Widescreeen. Barbara (Kim Darby) is a wealthy socialite whose biggest dilemma is life itself. Will she attend next, but when she's kidnapped by a dangerously depraved family of outlaws, Barbara's choices become far more terrifying. This quirky and violent fairy tale also stars William Shatner and Connie Stevens. Rated R. 128 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 3895029 SHOPPING MALL.** Fullscreen. A group of young shopping mall employees stay behind for a late night party in one of the stores. When the mall is looted before they can get out, the robot security system malfunctions, and goes on a killing spree. Rated R. 77 minutes. Lionsgate. $5.95

**DVD 1026461 SWIM.** Widescreeen. A family stuck inside a hurricane-flooded vacation rental must keep going further and further out, as the monsters get bigger. Will the city be able to fight back? Fullscreen. A group of young shopping mall employees stay behind for a late night party in one of the stores. When the mall is looted before they can get out, the robot security system malfunctions, and goes on a killing spree. Rated R. 77 minutes. Lionsgate. $5.95

**DVD 1999745 ALIEN SHARK.** Widescreeen. When Alesha's friends throw her a military deployment party on her island, a meteor crashes into the dunes and a massive alien shark targets the beach. Now Alesha must fight back to save the planet from this predator beyond the stars. Not Rated. 72 minutes. Green Apple. $5.95

**DVD 788415X AUSCHWITZ.** Controversial director Uwe Boll's daring documentary depicts the atrocities of the Holocaust, set inside one of the most notorious concentration camps. Combining archival footage, dramatic reenactments, and current on-camera interviews, it explores the “how” and “why” of one of mankind's most horrific events. Not Rated. Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 1340648 HIGHLANDER: 30th Anniversary Edition.** Widescreeen. An Immortal Scottish swordman must confront the last of his immortal opponents, a murderous brutal barbarian who lusts for the tabbed “Prize.” Stars Christopher Lambert and Sean Connery. Rated R. English SDH, 116 minutes. Lionsgate. $7.95

**DVD 6077765 THE GREEN PROMISE.** Fullscreen. In this nostalgic look back at a simpler time, when birds of all kinds suddenly begin to migrate. San Francisco socialite pursues a potential vacation rental must keep going further and further out, as the monsters get bigger. Will the city be able to fight back? Fullscreen. A group of young shopping mall employees stay behind for a late night party in one of the stores. When the mall is looted before they can get out, the robot security system malfunctions, and goes on a killing spree. Rated R. 77 minutes. Lionsgate. $9.95

**DVD 789922X DARKEST HOUR.** Widescreeen. In May 1940, the late of World War II hangs on Winston Churchill, who must make the decision to negotiate with Adolf Hitler, or fight on knowing that it could mean the end of the British Empire. Stars Gary Oldman and Lily James. English SDH. 125 minutes. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 7895840 OCTOPUSSY.** Widescreeen. Roger Moore once again portrays the smoldering sex appeal, acerbic wit, and deadly expertise of immortal action hero James Bond. This time he's investigating the murder of a fellow agent who was clutching a Fabregue egg at the time of his death. English SDH, 131 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 1026465 PLANET DUNE.** A crew on a mission to rescue a marooned base on a desert planet turns deadly when the crew finds themselves hunted and attacked by the planet's apex predator. Stars Jean Young and Kit Killian. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Asylum. $5.95

**DVD 7896329 SAVAGE ATTRACTION.** Widescreeen. Based on a shocking true story! In 1980s Austria and later Germany, an abused wife learns in horror that her surgeon husband is actually a modern-day Nazi. Stars Kerry Mack and Ralph Schicha. Rated R. 90 minutes. Code Red. $5.95

**DVD 7835904 THE SHACK.** Widescreeen. After a family tragedy, Mack (Sam Worthington) spirals into a crisis of faith, and questions God's existence and life's purpose. Mack is forced to move, until he gets a mysterious invitation to an abandoned shack. There, God reveals Himself in the form of three strangers led by Papa (Octavia Spencer). English SDH. 132 minutes. Summit. $9.95

**DVD 7971127 THE QUAKE.** Widescreeen. After a devastating earthquake in San Francisco, a Christian and his family find themselves at the center of another natural disaster. This time, the ground beneath Oslo, Norway can't be trusted. For people like Kristian, proving the daily quakes proves that it's no longer a matter of if, but when the next catastrophic event will strike. Dubbed and in Norwegian with English subtitles. 108 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95
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### Movies

**DVD 798772**  GAME NIGHT COLLECTION. Widescreen. Collects nine sports films including Major League (Rated R); Fear Strikes Out (Not Rated, in B&W); Bang the Drum Slowly; Hardball; Talent for the Game; The Bad News Bears; Bad News Bears; The Bad News Bears in Breaking Training and The Bad News Bears Go to Japan. CC. Over 15 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. **$5.95**

**DVD 792242**  THE ICEBREAKER. Widescreen. Antarctic, 1985. The icebreaker Gronov was trapped after trying to dodge a giant iceberg. That long in the cold and deafening silence, the crew attempted to find a way out. Not Rated. English dubbing. 120 minutes. In Distribution. **$4.95**

**DVD 798528**  LADY BIRD. Widescreen. Christine "Lady Bird" McPherson (Saorise Ronan) is a high-school senior from the "wrong side of the tracks". She longs for adventure, sophistication, and opportunity, but finds little of that in her Sacramento Catholic high school. Her senior year improves. Also stars Laurie Metcalf. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Lionsgate. **$5.95**

**DVD 798075**  5 FOOTBALL FAVORITES. Widescreen. Collects five victorious football favorites. Includes Varsity Blues (James Van Der Beek); The Longest Yard (Adam Sandler); The Longest Yard (Burt Reynolds); North Dallas Forty (Nick Nolte) and Necessary Roughness (Scott Bakula). Most Rated R. Over 9 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. **$5.95**

**DVD 199979**  COUNTY LINE: No Fear. Sheriff Rockwell's retirement gets derailed when he helps Sheriff Porter with a ruthless syndicate boss from Atlanta who moves to his county. Stars Tom Wopat and Robert Crane. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Imagemotion. **$5.95**

**DVD 499193**  HOW TO BE THE HIGH COST OF LIVING. Widescreen. Susan Saint James, Jan Curtin, and Jessica Lange star as high school friends, now grown, facing the reality that their marriages and mortgages are not the life of suburban bliss they had imagined. They hatch a plot to steal a "money ball" loaded with cash from a local mall. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 **$9.95**

**DVD 795550**  FLOWERS IN THE ATTIC & 4-FLM COLLECT. Widescreen. Collects Flowers in the Attic starring Heather Graham; Petals on the Wind starring Ellen Burstyn. If There be Thorns starring Rachel Carpani; and Necessary Roughness starring Scott Bakula. Most Rated R. Over 4 hours on five DVDs. Lionsgate. **$5.95**


**DVD 1026739**  SPENCER. Widescreen. Diana Spencer, struggling with mental-health problems during her Christmas holiday tour of duty at their Sandringham estate in Norfolk, England, decides to end her decade-long marriage to Prince Charles. Stars Kristen Stewart and Jake Fromm. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Neon. **$5.95**

**DVD 1999850**  THE HUNTRESS OF AUSCHWITZ. Widescreen. A young American girl travels to Europe to track down the Nazi guard responsible for the murder of her great-grandparents. Not Rated. 82 minutes. High Fliers. **$5.95**

**DVD 7896743**  MOTHER. Widescreen. Jennifer Lawrence and Javier Bardem deliver unforgettable performances in an Academy Award-nominated Darren Aronofsky's film which shattered audiences and critics around the world. Experience the visually arresting psychological thriller that America is to its core. Stars Brad Renfro and Nick Stahl. Not Rated. CC. 115 minutes. Lionsgate. **$5.95**

**DVD 798578**  JOHN WICK. Widescreen. An ex-hitman comes out of retirement to track down the gangsters who killed his dog and stole his car. The International. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Summit. **$5.95**

**DVD 7997094**  ’80S COMEDY: 5 Film Collection. Widescreen. Brings together five comedies! Includes Ferris Bueller's Day Off with Matthew Broderick; Planes, Trains and Automobiles with Steve Martin; Airplane! with Robert Hayes; The Naked Gun with Leslie Nielsen; and Police Academy with Steve Guttenberg. Some Rated R. Over 7 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. **$5.95**

**DVD 7972555**  THE STAGECOACH. Widescreen. The true story of Pearl Hart, a woman who goes through a series of bad relationships, eventually turning to a life of crime with a drifter named Joe Boot, making her one of the most famous female outlaws of all time. Stars Lorraine Etchell and Travis Milis. Not Rated. 86 minutes. In Distribution. **$4.95**

**DVD 7972830**  THE WAR WITH GRANDPA. Widescreen. Upset that he has to share the room he loves with his grandfather, Peter decides to declare war in an attempt to get it back. Stars Robert De Niro and Uma Thurman. English SDH. 95 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

**DVD 8005125**  ROUGH CROSSINGS. Widescreen. When Britain tried to resist America's struggle for independence in 1776, they offered the slaves a deal: Come and fight for us and we'll set you free. In this gripping true story of escape and adventure coming roaring back to life. 84 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $34.98 **$5.95**

**DVD 778565X**  MYTHICA: The Complete Collection. Widescreen. Mythica (Melanie Stone) is an indentured servant until she escapes her master and begins a journey to discover her greater potential as a warrior. After she assembles her own band of heroes, they fight to stop sinister enemies, rescue dear friends and save the world. Includes all five Mythica films: A Quest for Heroes; The盒Nonectomist; Darkpowers; The Necromancer; and The Godslayer. Also stars Kevin Sorbo. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. SunWorld. **$8.95**

**DVD 1048430**  YOU'VE BEEN TRUMPED. In this David and Goliath tale, a group of proud Scottish homeowners take on Donald Trump as he gets set to destroy the beautiful beach town of Inverness. Rated R. 100 minutes. Docurama. **$5.95**

**DVD 135292X**  V.C. ANDREWS' LANDRY FAMILY. Widescreen. The V.C. Andrews' Landry family movie series follows the story of Ruby Landry as she digs deeper into the roots of her mysterious family history in five Lifetime original movies including Ruby; Pearl in the Mist; All that Glisters; and Hidden Jewel. Not Rated. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. Lionsgate. **$7.95**

**DVD 7992460**  BLOODY PIT OF HELL. Widescreen. A photographer and models go to an abandoned castle to shoot some sexy covers for horror novels. Unbeknownst to them, the castle is inhabited by a ghost and its aim is to be the reincarnated spirit of a 17th century executioner. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 **$5.95**

**DVD 7960360**  STAND ALONE. Widescreen. A WWII vet is pushed to the limit when gang members and drug dealers take over his neighborhood. Stars Charles Durning and Pam Grier. Rated R. 94 minutes. Scorpion. **$5.95**

**DVD 7993058**  KILLING KENNEDY. Widescreen. A young man from a wealthy family rises to become the leader of the free world after his father is assassinated. The former marine grows disillusioned with America. When their paths cross, the course of history is changed forever as seen in this mesmerizing film about the assassination of JFK and its chilling aftermath. Stars Rob Lowe and Michelle Trachtenberg. English SDH. 87 minutes. 20th Century Fox. **$5.95**

**DVD 7960425**  THE TERROR WITHIN II. Widescreen. In this exciting sequel, Andrew Scott (Ian Fleming) is trapped in a hostile and remote landscape where thelast human colony struggles to survive underground beneath a land of nightmarish mutants who seek to destroy them. Also stars Stella Stevens. Rated R. 90 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95 **$5.95**

**DVD 7955911**  THE SPY WHO LOVED ME. Widescreen. Roger Moore brings his inimitable style to Agent 007 as he teams with his beautiful assistant (Barbara Bach) to stop the megalomaniac Stromberg (Curt Jurgens) from unleashing a horrifying scheme for world domination. English SDH. 126 minutes. MGM. **$3.95**

**DVD 7997183**  CIRQUE DU SOLEIL: Worlds Away. Widescreen. Visionary filmmaker James Cameron and Andrew Adamson present an all new spectacular movie adventure unlike anything you've seen before. Leap, soar, swim and dance with the legendary performers of Cirque du Soleil as they transport a young couple on a "magical" journey far beyond imagination. Over 8 hours on seven DVDs. Warner Home Video. **$9.95**

**DVD 7997485**  PLAYING GOD. Widescreen. David Duchovny plays Eugene, an ex-surgeon lured into a dark underworld by the hip-but-mothetl-obsessed Vigo Mortensen (Steve Hulten). Eugene gets caught in a web of murder and mayhem as he grows close to Raymond's dangerously seductive mistress (Angelina Jolie). Rated R. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. **$5.95**
Movies

**DVD 8004994 BESSIE.** Widescreen. The story of the transformation of a struggling young singer (Queen Latifah) into the “Empress of the Blues,” one of the most successful and influential recording artists of the 1920s. Capturing Bessie Smith’s professional and personal highs and lows, the film paints a portrait of a tenacious spirit who, despite her demons, became a legend. 135 minutes. HBO. $5.95

**DVD 7990596 LIONS FOR LAMBS.** Injuries sustained by two Army generals behind enemy lines in Afghanistan set off a sequence of events involving a congressman, a journalist and a professor. Stars Robert Redford, Meryl Streep and Tom Cruise. Rated R. 92 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 7903583 STEPHEN KING: Movie & TV Collection.** Collection of 13 TV Mini-series & Golden Years (TV Mini-series) (both Not Rated); The Dead Zone; Pet Sematary; Steven King’s Silver Bullet; Steven King’s Graveyard Shift (All Rated R); and The Langoliers (TV Mini-series). Over 19 hours on nine DVDs. Paramount. $14.95

**DVD 7936794 BRAM STOKER’S VAN HELSING.** Widescreen. When his fiancée Lucy falls victim to a mysterious illness, Arthur Holmwood turns to a former rival in her affections–Dr. John Seward–for help. Seward calls in his mentor, Professor Van Helsing, who quickly uncovers the terrifying truth. Not Rated. 89 minutes. High Fliers. $4.95

**DVD 7979176 CARLITO’S WAY CRIME SAGA COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Follow ex-drug lord Carlito Brigante as he tries to escape his violent, treacherous past in the original Carlito’s Way, Stars Al Pacino and Sean Penn. Then delve into Carlito’s early years as he is seduced by the brutish New World underworld in the prequel Carlito’s Way: Rise to Power, Stars Jay Hernandez and Louis Guzman. Both Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7960104 HANNIBAL BROOKS.** Widescreen. A prisoner of war is given the chance to escape from the Germans, so he does and he takes with him the elephant that he’s been caring for. Together they head for the Swiss border and freedom. Stars Oliver Reed and Michael J. Pollard. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 798568X IN THE NAME OF THE KING: KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.** Widescreen. In the Name of the King a man named Farmer sets out to rescue his kidnapped wife and avenge the death of his son, two acts committed by the Krugs, a race of cannibals who are controlled by the evil Gallian. Stars Jason Statham. In Kingdom of Heaven (Rated R) Balian of Ibelin travels to Jerusalem during the Crusades of the 12th century, and there he finds himself embroiled in a battle between the upstart forces of Godfrey de Bouillon. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 7997515 RACE FOR THE YANKEE ZEPHYR.** Widescreen. A group of people search for a missing plane with cargo worth $50 million dollars. Unbeknownst to them, Theo and his gang of mercenaries are watching and waiting for their chance to move in on the treasure. Stars Ken Wahl and Lesley Ann Warren. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

**DVD 1943448 SKIN: A History of Nudity in the Movies.** Widescreen. The definitive documentary on the history of nudity in feature films from the early silent days to the present. Studies the changes in morality that led to the use of nudity in films while emphasizing the political, sociological and artistic changes that shaped that history. Not Rated. 130 minutes. Masacre Video. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**DVD 795994X BAFFLED! Fullscreen.** Tom Kovak (Leonard Nimoy) is a hard-nosed racing driver until a sudden supernormal vision causes a near fatal crash. Michele Breton (Susan Hampshire) is the woman who convinces Kovack that his visions are significant. Not Rated. Collects the U.K. Version (89 minutes) and the U.S. Version (99 minutes). ITV Studios. $7.95

**DVD 7972474 MONSTERS OF WAR.** Widescreen. Something has awakened, and a group of strangers must work together before prehistoric monsters and other deadly creatures take back the planet. Stars Chelsea Greenwood and Stephen Staley. Not Rated. 81 minutes. In Distribution. $4.95

**DVD 7995177 THE GATE: Monsters Special Edition.** After an old tree is removed from the ground, three young children accidentally release a horde of nasty, pint-sized demons from the hole in a suburban backyard. What follows is a classic battle between good and evil as a nightmarish hell begins to consume the Earth. CG. 85 minutes. Lionsgate. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 1048813 LAST OF THE DOGMEN.** Widescreen. A bounty hunter, hired to bring two convicts to trail; three escaped convicts, and their trail leads him to a secluded area where he finds a strange arrow shaft. He takes the arrow to an expert in native American culture and together they set off in search of an impossible mystery. Stars Tom Berenger and Barbara Hershey. In Distribution. $14.95

**DVD 1174053 THE MADNESS OF KING GEORGE.** Widescreen. Based on the true story of the deteriorating mental health of Britain’s King George III, this historical drama stars a cast of British acting royalty with Nigel Hawthorne as King George and Helen Mirren as his wife and staunchest supporter. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**DVD 7813821 THE LAND BEFORE TIME.** SAGA COLLECTION. Widescreen. The film paints a portrait of a tenacious spirit and his family, Reed, a young Neanderthal, banding together to get revenge. Stars Jessica Y. Martin and Sandy Penny. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Green Apple. $5.95

**DVD 7884060 ALEXANDER THE GREAT.** Widescreen. An epic movie that follows the life of Alexander the Great, the Macedonian King that conquered all of the ancient Greeks and led the Macedonian Army against the vast Persian Empire. Alexander conquered most of the then known world and created a Greek empire that would spread from Alexandria to the Balkans to India. Stars Richard Burton, Fredric March, Not Rated. 136 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**DVD 7973055 THE RESISTANCE.** Widescreen. During the infamous occupation of WWII, Japanese atrocities have gone too far. In response, a Chinese peasant girl forms a band of assassins to take on the Imperial Army and their allies. Rated R. In Chinese with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Xenon Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 1033239 DEAD AMERICAN WOMAN.** After being brought back from the grave, murdered go-go dancers go on a killing spree. This is followed by a group of male killers. Tabitha brown is exacting bloody vengeance against all those who wronged her, in the hope that through her acts of violence she’ll earn a place in the Kingdom of Hell. Unrated. 96 minutes. Masacre Video. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**DVD 7937016 STRANDED ON MARS.** Widescreen. After a string of tragic accidents on a distant planet, cosmonaut Chapayev is all alone. His life is in constant accidents on a distant planet, cosmonaut Chapayev is all alone. His life is in constant flux. With English subtitles. 80 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**DVD 7972466 MONSTER PYTHON.** Widescreen. A film crew shooting in an isolated village comes upon a collection of WWII, Japanese eggs that they find as props for their movie, only to discover that the mother of the eggs will kill to get them back. Not Rated. English dubbing. 65 minutes. In Distribution. $4.95

**DVD 1048457 BOTTCHED.** Widescreen. Richie is a for-hire thief sent to Moscow to steal a priceless artifact from a penthouse. Get in, get out, go home to L.A. What could go wrong? Short answer: everything. Long answer: beheadings, impalings and feverish shock till you drop bid to survive. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $8.95

**DVD 4670220 JERSEY BOYS.** Widescreen. Director Clint Eastwood brings the Broadway hit to the screen, telling the story of four young men on the wrong side of the tracks in New Jersey, together to form the iconic ‘60s rock group Frankie Vallie and The Four Seasons. Stars John Lloyd, Erich Bergen, and Christopher Walken. Rated R. English SDH. 134 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $8.95

**DVD 6353114 DIMLINGER THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE/MILLER’S CROSSING/THE TAKING OF PELHAM ONE TWO THREE.** Widescreen. Collects four films including Dimlinger (Warren Oates), The Manchurian Candidate (Lauren Bacall), Miller’s Crossing (Alfred Finney), and The Taking of Pelham One Two Three (Robert Shaw). Most Rated R. Nearly 8 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/401
**DVD 7972482** ONCE UPON A TIME IN TOMBSTONE. Widescreen. The Earp Brothers. The Doc Holiday. Johnny Ringo. The inhabitants of the town of Tombstone. Follow them, as this film digs deeper into the lives of the gunfighters and what led up to the now historic gunfight. Starring Paul Clayton and Russell Tobot. Not Rated. 82 minutes. In Distribution. $4.95

**DVD 7972597** SORORITY HOUSE. Widescreen. The River Falls University is having its best football season and the students are celebrating, cakes, nuts, and sorority sisters ake are flocking to massive parties. But when a serial killer starts crashing these events, colors go from gold to red. Not Rated. 91 minutes. In Distribution. $4.95

**DVD 7985916** MOONRAKER. Widescreen. James Bond blasts into orbit in a pulse-pounding adventure that takes him from Venice to Rio de Janeiro and to outer space! Roger Moore is back as Agent 007 and joins forces with NASA scientist Holly Goodhead (Lois Chiles) to prevent a power-mad industrialist (Michael Lonsdale) from destroying all human life on Earth. English SDH. 121 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 7996084** WILL ROGERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 2. Celebrate the genius of Will Rogers in four classic comedies, all aglow with his inimitable dry wit and irresistible delivery. He plays Ambassador Bill in a hilarious send-up of politics and propriety; a small-town banker in the nutty racetrack romp David Harum; a down on his luck dad hitting the road in Mr. Skitch; and a hobu looking for his runaway wife in Too Busy to Work. In B&W. Nearly five hours on 4 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 7985655** WIZARD: DOUBLE FEATURE. Widescreen. The Wizard of Oz. Widesc reen. Dorothy, Scarecrow, Tin Man and Cowardly Lion find the high-minded high schooler sets out to rescue Toto. With a special gift for beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois. Stars Eric Roberts and Arianna Scott. Rated. 90 minutes. Asylum. $5.95

**DVD 8006224** SECOND TO E. Widescreen. Rich Morgan (Erika Eleniak) thought her husband’s (John Wesley Shipp) murderer would solve all her problems. But as she soon discovers—no murder is not enough. Rated R. 89 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. $5.95

**DVD 8012429** MACKINTOSH AND T.J. Widescreen. In his final film role, Roy Rogers stars as Mackintosh, a migrant cowboy traveling across the West Texas plains. While looking for work, Mackintosh befriends T.J. (Clay O’Brien), a day laborer. The two form an unlikely bond at a cattle ranch. Trouble, however, is on the horizon. 96 minutes. Verdugo. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

**DVD 8114717** THE PAWNBROKER. Widescreen. Rod Steiger is Sol Nazerman, a survivor of a Nuremberg death camp who still lives in his wife, parents, and children were murdered. Seeking refuge in misery, he manages a Harlem pawnshop as his idealistic assistant (Jamie Sánchez) dreams of a better life. In B&W. 116 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 8075932** CLOAK & DAGGER/ THE WIZARD: Double Feature. Widescreen. In Cloak & Dagger’s imaginary friend is a super-spy named Jack Flash. When Dovey witnesses the real murder of an FBI agent, he finds himself up to his neck in trouble. In The Wizard, three of the Wiz’s friends, one with a special talent, evade their parents and a bounty hunter on their way to a video game championship in California. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Universal, Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 797244X** METEOR. Widescreen. After a meteor collides into Earth, a lonely rancher and a lost young girl are on the run from vicious mercenary. statt Robert Keith and Olivia Nash. Not Rated. Nearly 135 minutes. In Distribution. $4.95

**DVD 7979300** DAUGHTER OF THE WOLF. Widescreen. Following the death of her father, ex-military specialist Clair Hamilton returns from the Middle East to claim her inheritance only to find that her son has been kidnapped. Desperate to save her boy, Clair embarks on a perilous journey deep into the Alaska mountains to hunt down the kidnappers. Rated R, English SDH. Stars Gina Carano and Richard Dreyfuss. 88 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 797005S** JULIUS CAESAR. Widescreen. This 1970 adaptation of William Shakespeare’s tragedy includes brilliant performances by an all-star cast including Charlton Heston, Jason Robards, and John Gielgud, Julius Caesar stands as the mighty ruler of the Roman Empire, but jealous rivals in the Roman senate wish to rob him of his power—by taking his life. 117 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**DVD 7973020** THE BLACK GODFATHER. Fullscreen. J.J. (Rod Perry) is a hustler with a conscience. But after a violent confrontation with mobster Tony Burton (Don Chastain) leaves a friend dead, J.J. becomes the ally of local numbers king Nate Williams (Jimmy Witherington), who teaches him how to bring down Burton’s empire. Rated R. 95 minutes. Xenon Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 498261X** DIFFERENT STROKES/ULTIMATE TABOO. Fullscreen. In Different Strokes: a farmer (Landon Hald) falls in love with a female artist during a photo shoot which puts their newfound romance at odds with the model’s photographer boyfriend. In Ultimate Taboo: A Colorado school trustee brings Hitlers racial laws to his classroom. Rated R. 116 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**DVD 795366B** COAT OF MANY COLORS. Widescreen. Experience the magic and warmth of the inspiring true story of living legend Dolly Parton’s rags to richeses upbringing in Tennessee’s Great Smoky Mounains. Stars Jennifer Nettles and Ricky Schroder. English SDH. 85 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 7986186** DESPERATELY SEEKING SUSAN. Widescreen. Bored New Jersey housewife Roberta (Rosanna Arquette) gets her romantic kicks by following the romance of two mysterious drifters living the free-spirited lives Roberta dreams of living. But when she accidentally shows up at the couple’s New York apartment, a stormy outcome. Adult Content. CC. 86 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $29.95 $11.95

**DVD 7984782** AFTERWARDS. Widescreen. John Malkovich and Evangeline Lilly star in this intense thriller about a high-powered attorney who finds his life unraveling when he is visited by an ominous doctor who predicts people’s deaths. Unable to stop the fatal predictions, the lawyer races against time to put his life in order before he becomes the next victim. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Weinstein. $5.95

**DVD 1026399** APE VS. MONSTER. Widescreen. Ape, lost in space, crashes-lands back to Earth. The vessel oozes a sludge that triggers massive growth in both the ape, as well as a passing Gila monster. Once the creatures reach titan size, their paths cross again, leading to a giant brawl in which mankind hangs in the balance. Stars Eric Roberts and Arianna Scott. Rated. 90 minutes. Asylum. $5.95

**DVD 3801241** SUMMER LOVER. Widescreen. Sappho Lovell and her husband have set off on a summer-long trip to the Greek island of Lesbos. There she meets Helenia, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menace a trois of love and lust—handle with a very stormy outcome. Adult Content. CC. 86 minutes. Phase 4 Films. Pub. at $10.95 $5.95

**DVD 7766629** LOGAN’S RUN. Fullscreen. In the year 2274, computerized servomechanisms provide all needs and everyone can pursue endless hedonism. Endless, that is, until Lastday, when anyone over 201 must face the one road you don’t come back from. Logan decides that Carrousel is not for him. Starring Michael York and Jenny Agutter. CC. 118 minutes. Warner Home Video. $11.95
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**Movies**

**DVD 2433066 CONVICT STAGE.** Fullscreen. When an woman is brutally murdered, her cowpokes set off seeking vengeance against the outlaws who took her life. But his quest for vigilante justice meets with a challenge when he meets a wise old laureate, Harry Lauter and Jodi Mitchell. CC. In B&W, 71 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 796946X ALONE WE FIGHT.** Widescreen. Facing mounting odds, a small, but determined, band of American soldiers venture into enemy territory on a mission to stop an advancing German unit from breaking through the Allied Line. Stars Aidan Bristow and Corbin Bernsen. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Sony Baby. $4.95

**DVD 7960050 THE FIFTH FLOOR.** Widescreen. A young woman collapses on a disco dance floor from what’s revealed to be an aneurysm. Her boyfriend has her committed to an asylum with crazy inmates. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

**DVD 1174002 THE BABYSITTER.** Widescreen. Heading out for a friend's party, a couple hires high school student Jennifer (Alicia Silverstone) to watch their two children. But what begins as a quiet evening of babysitting escalates into a night of emotional confrontations, physical altercations, and one life-shattering event. Rated R. 89 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**DVD 1994255 TOM CRUISE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Tom Cruise rides into the Danger of the Universe (Judd Holdren), along with trusted aids Joan Gilbert (Alme Tomwe) and Ted Richards (Schallier), must foil the various schemes of The Piler (Gregory Cay), an evil alien life form hell-bent on taking over Earth. Collects all 12 episodes of the sci-fi serial. In B&W. Six hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**DVD 7969783 COMMANDO CODE: Sky Marshal of the Universe.** Comando Code, the Youngest of the Galaxy’s Enforcers takes the lead when he’s pressed into service to lead the last of the Earthians in a desperate fight to save Earth from the coming invasion of the alien life form hell-bent on taking over Earth. Collects all 12 episodes of the sci-fi serial. In B&W. Six hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**198169 THE PROFESSOR AND THE MADMAN.** Widescreen. The unbelievable true story of a murderer (Sean Penn) confined to an insane asylum and his unlikely bond with a brilliant Oxford professor (Mirren). Drawn too closely the fine line between madness and genius, these remarkable men form an unbreakable friendship in pursuit of changing the course of the English language. English SDH. 124 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 1993550 THE ALICE FAYE COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Her girl next door looks and her intriguing voice, made Alice Faye one of Hollywood’s biggest stars in the golden age of cinema. Her talent’s get to shine in these four musicals including “Lillian Russell: The Avenue, That Night In Rio; and The Gang’s All Here.” In Color. B&W. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Century Fox. Pub. at $49.98. $11.95

**DVD 1979738 THE IMMACULATE ROOM.** Widescreen. A thirty year old married woman is possessed by a demon and greets a new couple that is looking for their first home. When the couple turns the house into a brothel, the female demon decides to return to his old place to do what he did before. Stars Emile Hirsch and Kate Bosworth. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**DVD 7921235 BAD COUNTRY.** Widescreen. When Baton Rouge police detective Bud Carter (Willem Dafoe) busts a dangerous affair is ignited. When Michael Gross, Fred Ward, Reba McEntire, and Jamie Kennedy. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universe. $9.95

**DVD 7959931 BAD MANNERS.** Widescreen. Four teens on the run from an orphanage spring a fellow recently adopted by a rich, bizarre family. The kids then make a break for freedom. Stars Martin Mull and Karen Black. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Scorpion. $5.95

**DVD 797230X BLOOD BITE.** Widescreen. When a wealthy industrialist attempts to increase attendance at his aquarium, he enlists the help of a group of scientists to conduct experiments on the sharks to create the ultimate underwater killing machines. When the experiments increase the sharks’ intelligence, the team themselves find themselves fighting for their survival. Not Rated. Olive Films. $9.95

**DVD 7913451 DRAGONHEART: 4-MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Collects the complete epic saga of the fantasy action-adventure series: Dragonheart; Dragonheart: A New Beginning; Dragonheart 3: The Sorcerer’s Curse; and Dragonheart: Battle for the Heartfire. Stars include Dennis Quaid and Chris Masterson. Also includes the voices of Sean Connery, Ben Kingsley and Robbie Benson. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.98. $7.95

**DVD 7956625 HAMMER OF THE GODS.** Widescreen. Britain, 871 AD. A young Viking warrior, Steinar, is sent out by his father on a quest to find his estranged brother, who was banished from the kingdom many years before. Stars Charlie Bewley and James Cosmo. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

**DVD 7990856 GOING IN L.I.E.** Widescreen. Lifelong buddies Willie, Joe and Al decide to buck retirement and step off the straight and narrow for the first time in their lives when their pension funds become a complete washout. They all sign on at by embarking on a daring bid to knock off the bank that absconded with their money. Stars Morgan Freeman and Alan Arkin. English SDH: 96 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95

**DVD 7993346 VANISH.** Widescreen. A kidnapped young woman is forced on a road trip full of murder and mayhem that takes place entirely in her captor’s getaway van. Stars Mischa Barton and Danny Trejo. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Raven Banner. $9.95

**DVD 7953657 5 ICONIC FILMS OF THE 2000S.** Widescreen. Collects Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy (Will Ferrell); How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (Kate Hudson); Save the Last Dance (Julia Stiles). She’s the Man (Amanda Bynes), and Zoolander (Ben Stiller). CC. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 1979596 SERENA.** Widescreen. Geena Davis is Special Agent Diane (Christopher Walken); and Zoey Deutch as a murder of a general where the only clue at the scene is a calling card bearing the crest of the Stalamar. Diane soon discovers a conspiracy trail leading to top military officials. Also stars: John Schneider, Anthony Quinn. Not Rated. 102 minutes. ITV Studios. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

**DVD 7960395 TALKING WALLS.** Widescreen. A student (Stephen Slethen) who tapes sexual encounters in a Hollywood hotel for his thesis, finds things go rocky when he falls for one of his subjects (Maria Lauren). Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Scorpion. $9.95

**DVD 7972369 DRAGON FURY.** Widescreen. Ness, a retired soldier, is recruited along with his colleagues to hunt downaliens in the local mountains. Stars Nicola Wright and Chelea Greenwood. Not Rated. 89 minutes. In Distribution. $4.95

**DVD 7988858 HUNTING GROUNDS.** Widescreen. After losing their home following a devastating tragedy, a father and son take a trip into the Badlands. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**DVD 4991729 BREAKER! BREAKER!** Widescreen. J.D. Dawes (Chuck Norris) is a trucker on a mission to locate his kidnapped teenage girlfriend who has been forced to get the water with a corrupt judge and his henchmen. Dawes finds himself engaged in a fight for his life. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**DVD 7993975 BG.** Widescreen. A student (Tina Minor) who tapes sexual encounters in a Hollywood hotel for her thesis, finds things go rocky when she falls for one of her subjects (Maria Lauren). Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Scorpion. $9.95

**DVD 7959966 SERENA.** Widescreen. Geena Davis is Special Agent Diane (Christopher Walken); and Zoey Deutch as a murder of a general where the only clue at the scene is a calling card bearing the crest of the Stalamar. Diane soon discovers a conspiracy trail leading to top military officials. Also stars: John Schneider, Anthony Quinn. Not Rated. 102 minutes. ITV Studios. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

**DVD 7953657 5 ICONIC FILMS OF THE 2000S.** Widescreen. Collects Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy (Will Ferrell); How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (Kate Hudson); Save the Last Dance (Julia Stiles). She’s the Man (Amanda Bynes), and Zoolander (Ben Stiller). CC. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 7953657 5 ICONIC FILMS OF THE 2000S.** Widescreen. Collects Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy (Will Ferrell); How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (Kate Hudson); Save the Last Dance (Julia Stiles). She’s the Man (Amanda Bynes), and Zoolander (Ben Stiller). CC. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 7953657 5 ICONIC FILMS OF THE 2000S.** Widescreen. Collects Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy (Will Ferrell); How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (Kate Hudson); Save the Last Dance (Julia Stiles). She’s the Man (Amanda Bynes), and Zoolander (Ben Stiller). CC. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 7953657 5 ICONIC FILMS OF THE 2000S.** Widescreen. Collects Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy (Will Ferrell); How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (Kate Hudson); Save the Last Dance (Julia Stiles). She’s the Man (Amanda Bynes), and Zoolander (Ben Stiller). CC. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 7953657 5 ICONIC FILMS OF THE 2000S.** Widescreen. Collects Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy (Will Ferrell); How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (Kate Hudson); Save the Last Dance (Julia Stiles). She’s the Man (Amanda Bynes), and Zoolander (Ben Stiller). CC. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 7953657 5 ICONIC FILMS OF THE 2000S.** Widescreen. Collects Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy (Will Ferrell); How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (Kate Hudson); Save the Last Dance (Julia Stiles). She’s the Man (Amanda Bynes), and Zoolander (Ben Stiller). CC. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $19.95
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**DVD** 19996749 **GO ASK ALICE.** This is a true story based on the actual diary of a teenage girl caught in a vicious web of drug addiction and her desperate fight to save herself. Stars William Shatner and Jamie Smith-Jackson. Not Rated. 73 minutes. HumasUSA. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD** 7993919 **SUPER VIXENS 6.** Widescreen. Max Lords creates a monstrous clone of SuperNova and pits them against each other. Blue Bird is all out of sperm and the evil hechman Komodo has learned how to control the poison inside her. Metal Skull wants to take down Marvel Girl. After learning her secret weakness to steel, he will use everything in his power to corrupt her. Stars Ashley Lane and Jackie Jew. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Troncic Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD** 1038516 **CLASSIC GAY ROGUES: COLLECTION 13.** Products in rugged in tumb collection contains 13 movies including South of the Rio Grande; The Girl from San Lorenzo; Satan’s Cradle; The Stranger from Arizona; The Spirit of the West. 350 minutes. ClassicFilx. Pub. at $69.99 $52.95

**ALICE IN WUNDERLAND.** Widescreen. The world’s favorite fairy tale is finally a bedroom story—just NOT FOR KIDS! This sexy adult musical version stars Playboy cover girl Kristine DeBelie as Alice. Alice is a naive virgin who has never felt true desire. Streaming through her non-seeing glass, she finds herself in Wonderland. Rated X. 79 minutes. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**DVD** 4987980 **HORRORS OF SPIDER ISLAND.** In 1680 Body in the Web it became a notorious Adult film throughout Europe, and was banned in the UK. Three years later, sheared of its nudity, it was repackaged for the American audience as a skyscraper monster movie. Includes both the complete uncensored version and the alternate U.S. release. Not Rated. In B&W. In German with English subtitles. 84 minutes. Adults only. $19.95

**DVD** 8002746 **LA BELLE CAPTIVE.** Widescreen. After encountering a mysterious woman at a smoke-filled nightclub, secret agent Walter Rain finds the temple of love in a country he doesn’t know. He takes her to an isolated mansion, setting in motion this mesmerizing tale of erotic fantasy, film noir, and horror. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Adults only. $19.95

**DVD** 7767862 **THE COEN BROTHERS MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Rediscover the brilliance of the Coen Brothers. Collects five films including Fargo (1996); Barton Fink (1991); Raising Arizona (1987); Hail Caesar (2016); In the Search of (2018). 1303 minutes. Collector's Choice. Pub. at $119.95 $79.95

**DVD** 1048716 **CARMEN.** Widescreen. A small Mediterranean village, Carmen (Natascha McElhone) has looked after her brother, the local priest, her entire life. After he dies, Carmen begins to see the world, and herself, a different light. Not Rated. In Maltese and English with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD** 7707076 **JOHN WAYNE WESTERNS COLLECTION.** Collects nine western films including Honda; The Man Who Shot Liberty (in B&W); True Grit; The Shootist; McLintock!; The Songs of Katie Elder; El Dorado; Donovan’s Donkey; Gallant. 649 minutes. Collector's Choice. Pub. at $69.99 $49.95

**DVD** 784448 **CLARK GABLE: The Signature Collection.** This box set features: Boom Town (1940); Adam’s Rib (1949); China Seas (1952); Honeymoon (1954); A Letter to Three Wives (1955); And Justice For All (1979); A Woman in Love (1955). 875 minutes. ClassicFilx. Pub. at $99.98 $99.95

**DVD** 7828588 **THE YOUNG SEDUCERS.** Widescreen. Stunning and spectacular, The Young Seducers stars superstars Ingrid Steeger stars in Erwin C. Dietrich’s rollicking and ribald blast from Euro-erotic’s smutty past. Buxom and perpetually horny young lassies screw up in classrooms and everywhere anywhere and anywhere they can find willing men—and women—who will satisfy their lusts. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD** 699555X **AMATEUR PORN STAR WANTED.** Widescreen. In this follow-up to the underground sensation Amateur Porn Star Killer, the sadistic stalker Brandon goes back behind the camera, this time posing as an adult film director. He shoots his favorite young victim into his dungeon of death for a night of sexual gratification and murder. Not Rated. 77 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD** 1063295 **SEXANDROIDE.** Welcome to the temple of fear and scope, where lustful, deviant pornstars destroy poor young girls. See the sensual act of vodka performed on an innocent bar patrol. View the lustful bite of a vampire. Not Rated. 51 minutes. Adults only. Massacre Video. $5.95

**DVD** 6995551 **AMATEUR PORN STAR KILLED.** Widescreen. The unfortified mind of a killer who kidnaps and kills three girls. Tell through the tale of his last victim. Director Shane Ryan presents the first chapter in the notorious series, in which he repulsed and fascinated anyone who has dared to watch. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**DVD** 7889097 **SIX WEDNES IN PARIS.** Widescreen. The sex-starved world of Swedes, see it again, diving deep into forbidden erotic adventures, but this time doing it in the sunny tropical tourist trap of Ibiza. Get ready to get busy in Ibiza as everyone’s favorite Swedish nymphos deliver the goods time and again. Unrated. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD** 198411X **VINTAGE EROTICA ANNO 1970.** At the time when pornographic became illegal in the U.S., the adult film through Europe, and was produced a different kind of adult cinema, shot in public, featuring common people, in real situations, in hardcore style. Collects 14 short films. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Adults only. Cult Epcis. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**DVD** 8044929 **SWEDISH BOARDING SCHOOL GIRLS.** Bunk with these beauties in their dirty dorm and you’ll learn lessons that no school dare teach! Once more, sex film Sultan Erwin C. Dietrich casts French girls, including Sylvie Labaie, France Komay, and Nadine Pascal as sexually inhibited virgins causing all manner of mayhem at their exclusive swiss boarding school. Not Rated. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD** 6985778 **AMATEUR PORN STAR KILLER 3.** Widescreen. Brandon is back, and he has one last order of sadistic business as the trilogy winds towards its conclusion. Offered a ride by a handsome and kindly truck driver, this beautiful actress manages to get into the passenger seat of Brandon’s car with no clue as to the humiliation and violence that awaits her as his camera rolls. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $14.95

**DVD** 7693613 **EXPOSED: TV’s Lifeguards Babes.** The wettest and wildest behind the scenes look at the hottest and best known bodies in the world. These beach beauties reveal their own stories—up close, personal and very intimate. See these beauties like you’ve never seen them before. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Adults only. $6.95

**DVD** 8042322 **CANDY LAND.** Widescreen. Remy (Olivia Lucardi), a seemingly naive and devout young woman, finds herself cast out from her religious cult. With no place to turn, she immerses herself into the world of truck stop sex workers AKA “lowlords,” courtesy of her hosts, Sadie (Sam Quinn), Riley, Liv and Levi. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $11.95
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★ DVD 7898428 BIKINI SORORITY HOUSE. Fullscreen. Gamma Phi, the hottest sorority on campus, is looking for new recruits, and when bookish seniors Marge and Anita rush the house, they make a big splash. Sit back and enjoy as these coed cuties copulate across their college campus in their quest to make it as a pledge. Stars Erika Jordan. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 790744 STRANGE DIARY. Fullscreen. Two women are interviewed by a man who wants to know about their deepest sexual desires. As their fantasies play out on screen, we learn exactly what the women crave for pleasure. Stars Toni Scott and Desi Reed. West. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 1980440 FAMOUS T&A 2. Widescreen. Follow up to the infamous ’80s skin-soaked VHS classic, a carnal compiliation of clips from a cavalcade of movies featuring today’s most fetching female stars baring it in films made before they were famous. Hosted by the iconic Diana Prince. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 795192 PRIVATE PRIVATE. A woman named McTash (Rene Bond) enters the office of Detective (Ric Lutze) with the intention of killing him. Figg shot her lover in self-defense and she’s not happy about it! Soon, Figg is embroiled in a plot to rob a bank—all while enjoying the sexual pleasures offered by a mysterious woman. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 7888978 THE WOMEN OF INFERNO ISLAND. Widescreen. In the spine-tingling Ibiza, Spain, a erotic exploitation romp sees smokin’ hot Eurocult legend Brigitte Lahaie as an unlucky prostitute who is kidnapped and taken to a remote hellhole prison. There she and a pack of other abducted hookers are stripped and tortured while also enjoying the odd after-hours tumble with the marauding guards. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 3941930 GIRLS NEXT DOOR UK. Babe, Bombsells and Hostesses. Watch as sexy, beautiful, English girls take baths, change their underwear, try on lingerie and perform a variety of everyday tasks while you watch them on your voyeur without getting caught. Over 2 hours. Adults only. Live Wire Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

DVD 7818822 THE DEVIL IN MADALENA. Widescreen. Madalena is a young sensual woman, with a tormented soul. Separated from her husband, who won’t grant her a divorce, she desperately seeks true and sincere love. Driven by her erotic passions, she meets a young priest, Madalena sees her own spiritual and physical salvation. Not Rated. In Italian with an English dubbing. Adults only. CA$H $5.95

★ DVD 790778 SECRETS OF A FRENCH MAID. Grab your feather duster and get down on “the help” with this steamy bit of vintage erotica! Three comely women and a pack of other abducted hookers are taken to a remote hellhole prison. There she and a pack of other abducted hookers are stripped and tortured while also enjoying the odd after-hours tumble with the marauding guards. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 7888837 SWEDISH GAS PUMP GIRLS. Widescreen. In this follow-up flick to Erwin C. Dietrich’s 1979 classic Six Swedish Girls, the girls skip their higher education pursuits in favor of servicing men and women at their very own gas station. Unrated. 84 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 1928856 CINDERELLA. Widescreen. Cinderella traces the misadventures of our heroine, who, via the help of her “fairy” godmother, is granted heightened sexual prowess to win over Prince Charming. Stars Cheryl; Rainbeau Smith. Burst. Smiley. Rated R. 95 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 1042681 THE CORPSE OF ANNA FRITZ. Widescreen. Anna Fritz, a famous and beautiful actress, has recently married a young monger ordely sneaks his two friends into the monger for a glimpse of the beautiful startlet. As the whiskey bottles and coke packets empty, the crew begins to develop with the corpse of Anna Fritz. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 76 minutes. Adults only. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 7899062 ROLLS ROYCE BABY. Widescreen. Neon Romay is a fast sexually uninhibited stars as Lisa, a curvy nymphomaniac who provis the countryside in her classic, chauffeur-driven Rolls Royce, picking up any man she can find and engaging in all manner of explicit sexual acts. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 7969937 GUILT OF ROMANCE. Widescreen. The long-awaited film “Shit’s Hate Film” trilogy follows a female police detective (Miki Mizuno) whose murder investigation draws her into the sexual underworld of Tokyo. It also tells the story of a housewife (Miyoko Hara) who ventures into Tokyo’s seedy side to explore her fantasies. Unrated. In Japanese with English subtitles. Includes a second DVD with the original Japanese cut. 113 minutes. Adults only. $19.95

★ DVD 1931776 CALIGULA & MESSALINA. Widescreen. When the deranged emperor (Vladimir Brjajov) falls for an insatiable gladiatrix (Betty Roland), their reign will launch a mind-bending bacchanal of torture, sodomy, incest, castration, borrowed footage and aroused livestock. Not Rated. English dubbing. 101 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 1035840 PARANOID GARDEN. In Japan, during the waning days of WWII, recent widow Noriko clings to her husband’s family after he’s killed in battle. But the young times of war could place all their lives in peril. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 60 minutes. Adults only. Massage Video. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ DVD 7888945 SWINGING STEWARDESSES. Widescreen. Swiss smut King Erwin C. Dietrich propels legendary sex starlet Ingrid Steeger to new heights in this skin-tastic trash classic where frequent flyers really like to get up in the air. Check your luggage, fasten your seat belts and enjoy the really like to get up in the air. Check your luggage, fasten your seat belts and enjoy the ride! Unrated. 86 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 3957098 FARMER’S DAUGHTERS. Fullscreen. An afternoon of spying on their parents turns into trouble for three daughters when escaped convicts pick their farm to hide from the cops! A horrifying afternoon of assault and torture ensues as the convicts take advantage of the entire farm family, supported by Nosferatu, McCain, and Spalding Gray. Not Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ DVD 479091X LOVE SCENES. Fullscreen. Sexy ’70s drive-in goddess Tiffany Bell delves into full-screening performance of her career in this erotic ’80s classic. She plays a Hollywood actress preparing for an uninhibited role in her husband’s new film. Once One had done, she finds herself surrendering to a twisted spiral of forbidden desires. Not Rated. Adults only. Private Screening Collect. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


★ DVD 4784648 THE GIRL THE GIRL. Unrated. Not Rated. In English. 83 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

Television & Radio

★ DVD 7895207 HORATIO HORNBLOWER. Collector’s Edition. From midshipman to commander, experience the thrilling escapades of the ultimate high-seas hero with this eight-volume treasure chest of sweeter and swankier than ever before. Collects over 130 hours over three DVDs. Prometheus. Pub. at $34.99 $29.95

★ DVD 1048376 TV’S LOST SHOWS. Collects episodes from some of the greatest TV shows that were produced during the 1950s and 1960s. Includes the shows The Life of Riley, Adventures of Robin Hood, Spy King, and more. In B&W. 103 episodes. Collect. Flick Back. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 232086X COLONEL MARCH OF SCOTLAND YARD. Colonel March (Boris Karloff) of The Department of Queer Complaints investigates unusual cases, locked-room murders, and mysteries concerning the supernatural. Supported by Inspector Ames (Ewan Roberts). Collects all 26 episodes. In B&W. Over 11 hours on three DVDs. Film Chest. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

★ DVD 6796785 TEXAS RANGER. TV Movie Collection. An All-American hero and man of action, Texas Ranger Cordell Walker (Chuck Norris) aims to set the world right again—and he never misses his mark in these 12 episodes! One year, One Ranger, Nothing But Rangers, Something in the Shadows, Star Dust, The Red Robe to Black Bayou, War Zones; and Whiskeytown. English SDH. Over 12 hours on eight DVDs. Paramount. $7.95
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**DVD 7986370 DALZIEL & PASCOE: Season 2.** Detective Dalziel and partner InspectorPascoe investigate murder, and find a bond forming between them despite their blatantly different personalities. Stars Warren Clarke and Colin Buchanan. Collects all four episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95

**DVD 8048290 CUSTER: The Complete Series.** Wayne Mauder stars as one of American history’s most famous figures in this Western adventure series. Based on the life of General George Armstrong Custer, the series follows the career of George Armstrong Custer as he leads a team of swift cavalrymen in post Civil-War America. Collects all 13 episodes. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.94 $5.95

**DVD 6079490 CONVICTION: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. This Law and Order spin-off features five young district attorneys just entering the world of public justice and their struggles to make sense of their challenging cases and provocative personal lives. Stars Stephanie March and Eric Close. Collects all 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $34.98 $5.95

**DVD 7985673 THE WHITE PRINCESS.** Widescreen. A tale of power, family, love and betrayal. The tempestuous marriage between Elizabeth of York and King Henry VII officially marks the conclusion of the War of the Roses, but the real battle for the throne is far from over. Collects all eight episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $44.98 $9.95

**DVD 7985517 SONS OF LIBERTY.** Widescreen. The story of a group of very different men fighting for the freedom of American Colonies for freedom, and how they will shape the future for the United States of America. Stars Ben Barnes and Henry Thomas. Collects all three episodes from this mini-series. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Lionsgate. $5.95

**DVD 8053502 THE BEST OF RED SKELTON: The Complete 20th Season.** Twenty years after The Red Skelton Show first aired in 1951, America’s beloved comic appeared in his final episodes, bringing his wonderful characters to the screen for the last time. This collection presents all 23 of these final episodes, with memorable appearances by such guest stars as Jerry Lewis, Vincent Price, and more. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $39.98 $5.95

**DVD 7984928 THE BEST OF BENNY HILL: The Early Years.** Fullscreen. Featuring some of Benny’s best songs, sketches and sizzling “Hill’s Angels” moments, this collection takes us back to the roots of the award-winning comedy classic. Benny delights as a randy surgeon, an inept fitness instructor, a befuddled countess, a bumbling talk show host and more. Lionsgate. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

**DVD 4991968 PIGEONS OF RED RYDER.** This 12-chapter series is based on the popular comic strip by Fred Harmon, the popular theme of good vs. evil. Red Ryder (Don ‘Red’ Barry) rounds up other ranchers like his trusted companion Calver Drake and his chief henchman Ace Hanlon. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 1999624 LONESOME FOR THE DARK.** Widescreen. As she deals with an unexpected pregnancy, D.I. Helen Weeks must return to her hometown and confront her painful past, to help her childhood best friend free herself from the clutches of a sadist following the abduction of two teenage girls. Collects all four episodes of this mini-series. Stars MyAnna Buring and Ben Batt. English SDH. Over 3 hours. BBC. $5.95

**DVD 7972695 NCIS: The First Season.** Widescreen. Follow an elite team of special agents who operate outside the military chain of command. Lead by Special Agent Leroy Jethro Gibbs, this tight-knit crew investigate everything from murder and espionage to terrorism and kidnapping. Stars Mark Harmon and Michael Weatherly. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. Nearly 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 7986142 FEAR ITSELF: The Complete First Season.** A 13-episode suspense and horror anthology series that takes horror to shocking new heights with its mix of mind-bending stories, spine-tingling chills, and top Hollywood talent. Stars Brandan Routh and Elizabeth Moss. Over 9 hours on four double-sided DVDs. Lionsgate. $9.95

**DVD 1993704 CAPTAIN’S LOG: Star Trek-Fan Collective.** Widescreen. Fans voted online for their all-time favorite captain’s episodes—and so did the captains themselves! William Shatner, Patrick Stewart, Avery Brooks, Kate Mulgrew, and Scott Bakula helped in compiling this set. Ten episodes include highlights from Star Trek: The Original Series; The Next Space Nine; and Enterprise. CC. Thirteen episodes. In Color and B&W. Over 6.5 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98 $5.95

**DVD 8005176 WOMEN IN LOWE’S.** Widescreen. A powerful adaptation of D.H. Lawrence’s novel about the lives of two sisters, Ursula and Gudrun Brangwen, as they struggle with their own desires and passions. Collects all four episodes of this mini-series. Stars Rosamund Pike and Rachael Stirling. English SDH. Three hours. BBC. $5.95

**DVD 7754893 THE WILD WILD WEST: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Relive the heroic adventures of 1870s Secret Service Agents James West (Robert Conrad) and Artemus Gordon (Ross Martin) as they cross the country in a high tech railroad car, executing impossible missions assigned to them directly from President Grant. Includes all 26 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 22 hours. Paramount. Pub. at $49.99 $5.95

**DVD 7985681 THE WHITE QUEEN.** Widescreen. The Complete Series. Features over 300 episodes, including the original series that takes horror to shocking new heights with its mix of mind-bending stories, spine-tingling chills, and top Hollywood talent. Stars Brandan Routh and Elizabeth Moss. Over 9 hours on four double-sided DVDs. Lionsgate. $9.95

**DVD 1026232 NAKED CITY: Prime of Life.** Fullscreen. Gritty and realistic, this is one of television’s best police dramas. Collects four episodes including Prime of Life, The One That Got Away, Cold Hand For Gloria Christmas, and A Horse Has a Big Head-Let Him Worry!. Stars Paul Burke and Horace McMahon. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Image Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 6995853 DIRTY JOBS: Collection 5.** Widescreen. Mike Rowe, the nation’s quinessa pig of grime, immures us in his extraordinary quest to find some of the filthiest, most disgusting jobs on the planet. Collects nine episodes. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Garium. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 8002924 LONDON SPY.** Widescreen. Ben Whishaw delivers a career-defining performance as Danny, an innocent young romantic drawn into a dangerous world of intrigue and espionage. Follows all the key events of the story following the abduction of two teenage girls. Collects all four episodes of this mini-series. Stars Charlotte Rampling. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95

**DVD 1993720 CLASSIC CARTOON COLLECTION: Premium Edition.** Here are the iconic names that populate the greatest era in animation history. Relive your childhood with 160 cartoon favorites from the glory days of Saturday morning entertainment. DVDs are set in their original color and in their original 16:9 aspect ratio. Over 20 hours on six DVDs. Boxed. Go Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**DVD 6075908 BODY OF PROOF: The Complete First Season.** A compelling psychological drama that delves into a sharp-witted, headstrong medical examiner with unorthodox crime-solving methods and strained relationships with the living. In all 13 episodes, Dr. Hunt’s relentless fight for justice meets a personal journey of redemption. English SDH. Over 6 hours on six DVDs. ABC Studios. $5.95

**DVD 1384329 BLUE MOUNTAIN STATE: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Three incoming freshmen attending Midwestern college football powerhouse Blue Mountain State must quickly adapt to college life and juggle football, girls, classes and nonstop hazing. Collects all 39 Season One through Three episodes. Stars Darin Brooks and Alan Ritchson. Over 14 hours on six DVDs. Lionsgate. $7.95

**DVD 7848680 PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING: Collection 1.** Widescreen. This 12-chapter series based on the popular comic strip by Fred Harmon, the popular theme of good vs. evil. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 7957114 LAREDO–SPECIAL EDITION: Season One.** Fullscreen. Follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmentile (Pamela Reed as Neville Brand). Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown) are equally good at roughhouse humor and serious law-keeping in these 30 classic episodes. In Color and B&W. Over 27 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $29.93 $5.95

**DVD 7846450 POINT PLEASANT: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. When a storm sweeps into the beach town of Point Pleasant, it brings with it a mysterious body of Christina Nickson. Her whole life, Christina has been followed by a dark mystery, and she’s brought it to this town–along with grave supernatural danger. Collects all 26 episodes. Over 20 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 8004970 THE ROCKFORD FILES: Season Four.** Fullscreen. Jim Rockford returns as the wiscracking private investigator who solves the biggest crimes in Los Angeles from his no-frills mobile home in Malibu. Along for the ride this season are such celebrated guest stars as Larry Hagman, Rita Moreno and more! All 26 Season Four episodes. In Color and B&W. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7892288 TV GUIDE SPOTLIGHT: TV’s Greatest Heroes & Legends.** Includes 32 episodes of Bonanza, 36 episodes of Season One of Wanted: Dead or Alive starring Steve McQueen, all 39 Season One episodes of The Adventures of Robin Hood, a compilation of 57 episodes from the five-season series The High Chaparral, all 23 episodes of The Coward Kidd, The Roy Rogers Show, The Rifleman, and more. Also includes the complete 26 episode WWII documentary series, Victory at Sea. In Color and B&W. Nearly 10 hours on five DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**DVD 7989660 NCIS: The Eighth Season.** Widescreen. Special Agent Gibbs (Mark Harmon) and company are tested like never before with a flurry of high-stakes cases and administration concerns surrounding the Navy and Marine Corps forensics lab. Front and center, is a Qaeda plots, brutal serial killings and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $5.96
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- **DY 1062400 NAKED CITY: Spectre of the Rose Street Gang.** Fullscreen. Gritty and realistic, this is one of television's best police dramas. Collects four episodes including Five Cranks for Winter—Ten Cranks for Spring; Torment Him Much and Hold Him Goodbye Mama, Hello Auntie Maid; and Spectre of the Rose Street Gang. Stars Paul Burke and Horace McMahon. Over 3 hours. Image Entertainment. $5.95

- **DVD 7800483 CLASSIC SCI-FI TV: 150 Episodes.** Contains episodes from 24 classic sci-fi series. Collects 150 episodes, some as many as 24. Shows include Captain Z-Ro; Clutch Cargo; Johnny Jupiter; Lights Out; One Step Beyond; Phantasmagoria; Star Trek: Phase II; The Meaning of Daydreams; From the Moon; Space Angel; Undersea Kingdom; and more. In Color and B&W. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $65.99. $3.95

- **DVD 7754285 HAWAII FIVE-O: The First Season.** Starring Jack Lord as tough as nails Detective Steve McGarrett and James MacArthur as his second in command, Danny “Danno” Williams, this series follows the Five-O team as they crack down on crime while relentlessly pursuing McGarrett’s nemesis—Sinister Wo Fat. Collects all 24 Season One episodes. Over 21 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

- **DVD 7990991X MOTHERFATHERSON.** A fractured family at the heart of politics and power is pulled together under circums. Collects all eight episodes. Stars Richard Greer, Helen McCrory, and Billy Howle. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95

- **DVD 8053561 DANTE’S COVE: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. Possessed and undressed, the ultimate guilty pleasure revelations. The sexy and supernatural residents of Dante’s Cove are back with explosive desires, devious plots, and passions laid bare. Stars William Gregory Lee and Tracy Scoggins. TV-MA. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. $24.98

- **DVD 799978X THE FOLLOWING: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. With serial killer and Fulfillment leader Joe Carroll (James Purefoy) presumed dead, ex-FBI Agent Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon) has spent a year rebuilding his life. But a horrifying killing spree resurfaces, targeting the lone survivor. It’s not long before he is once again an assassin’s target. Includes all 15 episodes. English SDH. Over 10 hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $12.95

- **DVD 7770782 DCI BANKS: Season One.** Widescreen. Based on the bestselling Inspector Banks novels by Peter Robinson, this series follows the tenacious Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks (Stephen Tomkinson) and his team, especially Annie Cabbot (Andrea Lowe) as they attempt to solve three gruesome crimes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. $19.50

- **DVD 7990984 STAR TREK-DEEP SPACE NINE: Seasons 1-3.** Fullscreen. A new Starfleet crew is assigned to manage Deep Space 9—a space station in a strategic location for interstellar trade and exploration. Led by Captain Benjamin Sisko (Avery Brooks), they must learn to work together in order to safeguard the large vessel from rival species. Includes all 72 episodes from Seasons One Through Three. CC. Over 54 hours on twenty DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

- **DVD 7814143 TWIN PEAKS: Definitive Gold Box Edition.** When Laura Palmer is found brutally murdered, FBI Special Agent Dale Cooper (Kyle MacLachlan) and Sheriff Harry S. Truman (Michael Ontkean) soon discover that in the small town of Twin Peaks, no one is innocent and nothing is what it seems. Truman (Michael Ontkean) soon discover that in the small town of Twin Peaks, no one is innocent and nothing is what it seems. In B&W. CC. 145 episodes. Includes all six-episode prequel season. Over 35 hours on 13 DVDs. Anchor Bay. $12.95

- **DVD 7953735 VIKINGS: Seasons 1 & 2.** Widescreen. Vikings transports us to the brutal and mysterious world of Ragnar Lothbrok, a Viking warrior and farmer who yearns to explore—and raid—the distant shores across the ocean. Stars Katheryn Winnick and Gustaf Skarsgard. Collects all 19 Season One and two episodes. Rated TV-MA. English SDH. Nearly 14 hours on six DVDs. MGM. $19.95

- **DVD 7770782 DCI BANKS: Season One.** Widescreen. Based on the bestselling Inspector Banks novels by Peter Robinson, this series follows the tenacious Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks (Stephen Tomkinson) and his team, especially Annie Cabbot (Andrea Lowe) as they attempt to solve three gruesome crimes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. $19.50

- **DVD 7818234 THE LIBRARIANS: Season One.** Widescreen. A group of librarians set off on adventures in an effort to save mysterious, ancient artifacts. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Stars Rebecca Romijn and Christian Kane. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $7.95

- **DVD 7867720 THE LIBRARIANS: Season Two.** Widescreen. The life of Spartacus, the gladiator who leads a rebellion against the Romans. From his time as an ally of the Romans, to his betrayal and becoming a gladiator, to the rebellion he leads and its ultimate outcome. Stars Andy Whitfield and Liam McIntyre. Includes all seasons (33 episodes) and the six-episode prequel season. Over 35 hours on four DVDs. Anchor Bay. $19.95

- **DVD 7865156 THE MERV GRiffin SHOW: The 80’s.** Fullscreen. Considered one of the premier talk shows in the history of television. This collection gathers 15 classic episodes from the 1980s. Guests include Jayne Mansfield, Richard Pryor, Jerry Lewis, Richard Nixon, Jane Fonda, Willkie Mays, and more! Twelve hours on 4 DVDs. MPL. Pub. at $39.98. $12.95

- **DVD 7806450 WORLD WITHOUT END: The Epic Eight-Part Miniseries.** This epic eight-part miniseries spans centuries and continents. Collects all six episodes. In B&W and Color. Anchor Bay. $9.95

- **DVD 7851562 THE TERENCE RATTIGAN COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Some of the greatest stage actors of the age—seen Connelly, Judi Dench and others—perform in this series produced by England’s most popular 20th century playwright. Collects BCC. Produced on The Heart of a Touch: Venus of Venus; All on Her Own; Separate Tables; French Without Tears; The Winslow Boy; The Bonging Version; Adventure Story; After the Dance; and The Deep Blue Sea. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

- **DVD 7990657 NCIS: The Seventh Season. Widescreen. This season, the highlight of 1966. In B&W and Color. $7.95

- **DVD 7999498 THE LAST POST.** Widescreen. The Librarians embark once again to save the world but this season their greatest challenge will come from the Library itself. Collects all 12 Season Four episodes. Stars Rebecca Romijn and Christian Kane. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

- **DVD 7985533 SPARTACUS: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. The life of Spartacus, the gladiator who leads a rebellion against the Romans. From his time as an ally of the Romans, to his betrayal and becoming a gladiator, to the rebellion he leads and its ultimate outcome. Stars Andy Whitfield and Liam McIntyre. Includes all seasons (33 episodes) and the six-episode prequel season. Over 35 hours on four DVDs. Anchor Bay. $19.95

- **DVD 7867719 THE LIBRARIANS: Season Four.** Widescreen. The life of Spartacus, the gladiator who leads a rebellion against the Romans. From his time as an ally of the Romans, to his betrayal and becoming a gladiator, to the rebellion he leads and its ultimate outcome. Stars Andy Whitfield and Liam McIntyre. Includes all seasons (33 episodes) and the six-episode prequel season. Over 35 hours on four DVDs. Anchor Bay. $19.95

- **DVD 7849842 THE BEST OF THE MARCUS & HARRIET.** The Nelsons were a real-life family and Ozzie and Harriet, along with their sons, Ricky and David, were playing themselves, giving the show a genuine appeal. Nearly 24 episodes representing the 14 seasons that concluded in 1966. In B&W and Color. $9.95

- **DVD 7754825 THE DEEP BLUE PEOPLE.** Widescreen. In 1865, a crew of tele vision. This collection gathers 15 classic episodes from the 1960s. Guests include Jayne Mansfield, Richard Pryor, Jerry Lewis, Richard Nixon, Jane Fonda, Willkie Mays, and more! Twelve hours on 4 DVDs. MPL. Pub. at $39.98. $12.95

- **DVD 7806450 WORLD WITHOUT END: The Epic Eight-Part Miniseries.** This epic eight-part miniseries follows Caris, a visionary young woman struggling to survive the Dark Ages. With her lover, she builds a community in Kingbridge that stands up to the Church and the Crown. Together, they unearth a dangerous secret and must fight to save their town from ruin. Stars Michael Elwyn and Peter Baynham. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. $11.95

- **DVD 7986977 THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS.** Widescreen. War and romance collide in the swirling heat and political unrest of 1960s Aten, where the British Royal Military Police battle local militia in an battle to control the strategically important port. Stars Jesse Buckley and Jeremy Neumark Jones. Collects all six episodes. English SDH. $5.95
**Television & Radio**

**DVD 7849850 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete 13th Season.** Fullscreen. Ronald Reagan hosts the 13th season of this Western classic. Taking over hosting duties from previous host Stanley Andrews (in his “Old Ranger” character) in the 1964-65 season, Reagan brought a new level of gravitas to this anthology series. Collects all 26 episodes. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.97. $5.95

**DVD 7990510 SANCTUARY: The Complete Fourth Season.** Widescreen. Dr. Helen Magnus (Amanda Tapping)—along with forensic psychiatrist Dr. Will Zimmerman (Robin Dunne), tech expert Henry Foss and the real Biffoot—tracks down, studies and protects the monstrous creatures that secretly live among us. Collects all 13 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. E-One. $18.95

**DVD 1993801 FLASH GORDON: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Follows the adventures of Flash (Eric Johnson) and his companions Dale Arden (Gina Holden) and Dr. Hans Zarkov (Judd Racine). Together they unify the different teams of heroes out on a venture that is literally out of this world! Includes all 22 episodes. Over 16 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $54.98. $5.95

**DVD 776538X LOONEY TUNES: Spotlight Collection Double Feature.** It’s two times the fun with your favorite Looney Tunes stars! Looney Tunes: Spotlight Collection, Volume 2 features 30 classic cartoons, from Porky in Wackyland to What’s Opera, Doc? Then, the antics move to the big screen with Looney Tunes: Movie Collection, Volume 3, featuring together The Bugs Bunny Road Runner Movie and Bugs Bunny’s 3rd Movie: 1001 Rabbit Tales. In Color and B&W. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98. $7.95

**DVD 8005206 COPENHAGEN/FLEMING: The Man Who Would Be Bond.** Widescreen. In Copenhagen, Daniel Craig and Rachel Weisz play Norwegian intelligence officer Werner Heisenberg and his Danish mentor-turned-rival, Niels Bohr, involved in atomic physics on the eve of war. Fleming: The Man Who Wrote the Secret History of James Bond, directed by Sam Mendes, tells the story of James Bond creator and British naval intelligence officer Ian Fleming (Dominic Cooper) to the screen. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $19.95

**DVD 6995688 EMILY OF NEW MOON: Seasons 1 & 2.** Based on L.M. Montgomery’s novel, Emily of New Moon is the story of a free-spirited, orphaned girl (Martha MacIsaac), whose vivid imagination, passion to write, and romantic nature clash with her strict adoptive parents. Collects all 26 Season One and Two episodes. Over 20 hours on four DVDs. Echo Bridge. $5.95

**DVD 7934977 EL DORADO: Temple of the Sun and Part Two: City of Gold.** Directed by John Ford, El Dorado is the story of a down-and-out gold prospector (John Wayne) and a young farm boy (Burt Lancaster) who team up to find El Dorado, a mythical land of gold. Stars Shera Danese and Katherine DeMille. Over 3 hours. Questar. $5.95

**DVD 1994199 STAR TREK THE NEXT GENERATION: Season 5.** Fullscreen. Nothing can stop the Enterprise from exploring deep space, and that fact is never more apparent than in these 24 Season Five episodes. Leonard Nimoy returns as the famous Vulcan Scotty in this fifth season of Star Trek. Collects 13 Season Five episodes. English SDH. Over 19 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $55.98. $9.95

**DVD 6995687 DIFFRENT STROKES: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. The story of an African-American family (cousins Peter and Todd Bridges) from Harlem who move to Park Avenue to live with a wealthy white widower (Conrad Bain) and his precocious teenage daughter Dana. Collects all 17 Season One episodes. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 7764456 DICKENSIAN.** Widescreen. Set within the fictional realms of Charles Dickens’ critically acclaimed novels, bringing together some of his most iconic characters as their lives intertwine in 19th century London. Collects all 20 episodes. Stars Tuppence Middleton and Sophie Rundle. Over 13 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $7.95

**DVD 488454X HAVE GUN—WILL TRAVEL: Seasons 1-4.** From his base at the Carlton Hotel in San Francisco, Paladin dispenses justice to the wicked and hope to the hopeless across the Old West. Relive this iconic western series’ most memorable moments with all 155 episodes from Seasons One through Four. Stars Richard Boone. In B&W. Nearly 64 hours on twenty-five DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 7770820 HATS OFF TO DR. SEUSS: Collector’s Edition.** From the chaotic antics of The Cat in the Hat to the heartwarming Horton Hears a Who! to the perennial favorite How the Grinch Stole Christmas!, these timeless tales are packed full of songs, laughs, and life lessons. Also includes Green Eggs and Ham, and The Cat in the Hat. Over 3 hours. DVD. $7.95

**DVD 789877X THE CASUAL VACANCY.** Widescreen. J.K. Rowling’s novel for adults comes to the screen in this BBC production. Widescreen. J.K. Rowling’s novel for adults comes to the screen in this BBC production. Based on Lucy Maud Montgomery’s novel, Emily of New Moon is the story of a free-spirited, orphaned girl (Martha MacIsaac), whose vivid imagination, passion to write, and romantic nature clash with her strict adoptive parents. Collects all 10 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. EOne. $5.95

**DVD 7990421 HELL ON WHEELS: The Complete Third Season.** Widescreen. Former Confederate soldier Cullen Bohannon (Sutters Knoll) makes a home in Hell on Wheels while hunting down the men responsible for killing his family. Now, following the Indian attack that destroyed the railroad in Season Two, Bohannon has reshaped his lust for revenge into a burning ambition. Collects all 10 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. EOne. $5.95

**DVD 2388270 THE AMERICANS: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Undercover Russian spies in 1980s Washington, D.C. Philip (Matthew Rhys) and Elizabeth Jennings (Keri Russell) seem to be a typical suburban couple, but they’re actually artists who are part of a Russian spy ring. Now, they are forced to live in a small, depressing town they once bought as a joke. Includes all 13 Season One and Season Two episodes. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. EOne. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**DVD 8053650 STEVE MARTIN: The Best of the Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour.** From one of the most beloved talents in American comedy comes two rare specials. Steve Martin: A Wild and Crazy Guy (1978) is Martin’s first network special for NBC –half hour of televisions. This collection gathers 13 classic episodes from the beloved NBC comedy show. $24.95

**DVD 607586X ALIAS SMITH AND JONES: Season One.** Fullscreen. Kid Curry and Hannibal Hayes are two ex-bandits who just want to walk the straight and narrow, but in order to do so they have to team up with two more ex-bandits, Thaddeus Jones and Joshua Smith and avoid the bounty hunters on their trail. Collects 15 episodes. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $39.98. $5.95

**DVD 1993542 ALCATRAZ: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. In 1963, all prisoners were transferred from Alcatraz Island Federal Penitentiary. Now America’s worst criminals—known as the 63s—are returning to the streets of San Francisco. It’s up to two FBI agents, Dana Scully and Diego to figure out why they’re back and uncover a larger, more sinister threat. Collects all 13 SDH episodes. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $39.98. $7.95

**DVD 7990472 NIP/TUCK: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Dylan Walsh and Julian McMahon portray two hotshot Miami South Beach surgeons in full-blown midlife crises, confronting career, family, and romantic issues. The narratives are graphically bold, and cutting-edge stories ranging from funny to suspenseful to powerful. Collects all 13 Season One episodes are over 12 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $59.98. $5.95

**DVD 1361082 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Carol’s Favorites.** The star-studded extravaganza of sketch comedy, song and dance wasn’t before a live audience. This set features 16 uncut episodes as they originally aired on television, and showcases some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments of the Burnett Show. Over 18 hours on six DVDs. TIME LIFE. $9.95

**DVD 7930510 INSTINCT: Season One.** Widescreen. Former CIA operative who has since built a “normal” life as a gifted professor and writer is pulled back into his old career by a colleague who needs his help. Stop a serial killer on the loose. Stars Alan Cumming and Bojana Novakovic. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Nine hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**DVD 7936788 INCORPORATED.** Widescreen. In the year 2074, the world is controlled by companies with unlimited powers. But when a young executive with a secret past infiltrates the monopolistic SPiCa Corporation, he learns just how deadly the corporate jungle can be. Collects all 10 episodes. Stars Sean Yeal and Allisent Miller. English SDH. $9.95

**DVD 7951590 THE MERY GRIFFIN SHOW: The 70’s.** Fullscreen. Considered one of the premier talk shows in the history of television. This collection gathers 13 classic episodes from the beloved NBC comedy show. Includes Steve Martin, John Denver, Gene Wilder, Farrah Fawcett, Lucille Ball, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, and more! Twelve hours on four DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**DVD 1358138 BEAVIS AND BUTT-HEAD: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. Beavis and Butthead’s unique idiosyncrasy profoundly changed television, movies, pop culture and the world. Now, the animation created by Mike Judge, this collection includes their finest episodes and the full-length film Beavis and Butt-Head Do America. Not Rated. Over 15 hours on twelve DVDs. Paramount. $29.95

**DVD 1993534 ABDUCTION: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. Based on the bestselling novels by Tess Gerritsen. Collects all 13 Season One, Two and Three episodes as they originally aired on television. In this case, a college freshman goes missing and is found hiding in the woods. As the investigation continues, she becomes a part of something bigger. CC. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $9.95
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DVD 695900X FAIRLY LEGAL: Season One. Widescreen. Newly-minted mediator Kate Reed’s (Sarah Shahi) intuitive understanding of human behavior, thorough legal knowledge and wry sense of humor make her a natural when it comes to conflict resolution. Includes all 23 Season One episodes. SD. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $14.95

DVD 789222X ESSENTIAL TV WESTERN: 150 Episodes. Set gathers over 67 hours of Westerns, including episodes of The Adventures of Jim Bowie; The Adventures of Kit Carson; Annie Oakley; Bonanza; Cowboy 6-M; Dusty’s Trail; The Gabby King; Roy Bean; The Range Rider; Rango; The Roy Rogers Show; and Outlaws. In Color and Widescreen. B&W, 12 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $7.95

DVD 782187X MIKE HAMMER: Private Eye 1957-1968. Fullscreen. The sly, tougher, more sarcastic and blunt-witted private eye. Mike Hammer, who offers a salute to the early years with his fedora. A bevy of beautiful women swarm around his world and his use of his fists, wits, and savvy tenacity against enemies are the norm. Stars Stacy Keach. CC. 23 episodes. 775 minutes. New Video. $14.95

DVD 799849X THE CRIMSON FIELD. Widescreen. On the coast of France a team of doctors and nurses work together to heal the men wounded in WW II. Knobby, Rosalie and Flora arrive at the hospital’s first volunteer nurses and struggle to be accepted by the medical team. The girls are flung headlong into a world for which nothing could have prepared them. Stars Kevin Doyle. Collects all six episodes. PBS. Pub. at $15.95 $7.95

DVD 784925X THE STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO: Seasons 1-3. Fullscreen. Crime never rests in this mind-bending series starring two Hollywood legends. When a grizzled veteran cop (Karl Malden) teams up with a driven newcomer (Michael Douglas) you might expect their styles to be at odds. However, this partnership makes for unbeatable crime-fighting. Collects all 73 episodes from Seasons One through Three. CC. Over 63 hours on twenty DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

DVD 784991X MY FAVORITE MARTIAN: Best of Collection. Fullscreen. The original supernatural sitcom returns with out of this world laughs. Collects seven of the series’ favorite episodes. Stars Bill Bixby and Roy Watston. 175 minutes. MPI. $9.95

DVD 780892X NOAH’S ARK: The Miniseries Event. One of the most powerful and awe-inspiring epics of all time is brilliantly brought to life by an outstanding cast including Jon Voight and Mary Steenburgen. As the brave and gentle Noah goes against all odds and builds an extraordinary ark to protect his family from the threat of a great flood. 167 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

DVD 799971X THE FOLLOWING: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. When notoriously capable criminal (James Purefoy) escapes from Death Row and embarks on a new killing spree, the FBI recruits former agent Ryan Hardy (Kevin Spacey), the scarred and witty agent Carroll nine years earlier. Includes all 15 spellbinding Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. $14.95

DVD 796083X THE DOGFATHER. Fullscreen. Set in 1937, the Godfather, this center’s around a bumbling pack of canine mafiosi. Backed by his overgrown henchman Pug and the diminutive Louie (voiced by Draw Butler), the Dogfather (voice of George Newbern) tries to disorganize crime in these 17 cartoons. Not Rated. 117 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

DVD 392566X THE TONIGHT SHOW: The Vault Series Collector’s Edition. This six-DVD set contains 12 lost shows as they aired, features the 10th and 11th anniversary shows, Johnny’s birthday episodes, a week of shows from March 1976 and more! Appearing as guest stars are: Muhammad Ali, Jack Benny, Sean Connery, Bing Crosby, Paul McCartney, Bob Hope and many others. Over 17 hours. TIME LIFE. $9.95

DVD 798863X THE LIVING AND THE DEAD. Widescreen. When the death of his mother Motte (voiced by Celeste Yarnall) leaves his family’s estate in an isolated Sommerton valley, strange and inexplicable events begin to swirl around the increasingly troubled Nathan. English SDH. BBC. $5.95

DVD 781385X MISSION: Impossible–Seasons 1-3. Widescreen. An elite covert operations unit carries out highly sensitive missions subject to official denial in the event of failure, death or capture. Collects all episodes from Seasons One through Three. stars Peter Graves, Barbara Bain. Over 65 hours on twenty-one DVDs. Paramount. $14.95

DVD 786512X ERIC IDLE’S PERSONAL BEST: Monty Python’s Flying Circus. Determined to showcase the entire entertainment world in his image, Eric has gathered what he considers to be the very best Monty Python material of the entire four-year run and placed it all into one convenient package. It’s amazing what some zillionaire mega-stars will do for a few minutes. New Video. $5.95

DVD 3975806 NORTHERN EXPOSURE: Complete Series. Fullscreen. Return to one of TV’s most memorable towns when New York doctor Joel Fleischman (Rob Morrow) takes on a residency in Anchorage, he’s sure that he’s in for a cushy, comfortable gig. But upon his arrival in Alaska, Joel finds that it’s a fish out of water when he’s assigned to a tiny village full of eccentrics. Includes all episodes of Seasons One through Six. English SDH. Over 48 hours on twenty-six DVDs. Shout Factory. $79.97

DVD 7892356 THE ROCKFORD FILES: Season Three. Fullscreen. In the season that won him an Emmy, James Garner stars as the wisecracking ex-con turned private investigator, Jim Rockford, who’s cooler than his sleek Pontiac Firebird and more casual than his mobile home in Malibu. Collects all 22 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over 18 hours on five DVDs. Shout Factory. $5.95

DVD 780893X THE OUTPOST: Season Two. Widescreen. Having defeated Dred and retook the Outpost, Talon and Gwynn prepare for war. Talon delves deeper into deception and searches for his family’s killers, and discovers her supernatural powers, which she must learn to harness. Stars Jessica Green and Jake Stormoen. Collects all 13 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Arrowstorm. $9.95

DVD 7867632 THE OUTPOST: Season One. Widescreen. Talon, the lone survivor of his family’s attack, sets off to track her family’s killers, and discovers her supernatural powers, which she must learn to harness. Stars Jessica Green and Jake Stormoen. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Arrowstorm. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

DVD 7951604 THE MERV GRiffin SHOW: The 80’s. Fullscreen. Considered one of the premier talk shows in the history of television, it collected 14 classic episodes from the 1980s. Guests include George Clooney, Rosie Parks, John Travolta, Brock Shields, Jerry Seinfeld, Whoopi Goldberg, Mel Gibson, and more! Nine hours on 4 DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $39.98 $12.95

DVD 7758441 HAWAII FIVE-O: The Eighth Season. Fullscreen. In the Aloha State, the action doesn’t get any hotter, and the most diabolical criminals never take a vacation. Ultimately, neither does the most elite police force ever assembled: Five-0. Collects all 23 Season Eight episodes. Stars Jack Lord and James MacArthur. CC. Over 20 hours on six DVDs. 1755 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $59.97 $17.95

DVD 7993715 RICK AND MORTY: The Complete Seasons 1-4. An animated series that follows the exploits of a super scientist and his not so bright grandson. Collects all 4 Season One through Four episodes. Available in both Widescreen and English SDH. Over 18 hours on eight DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $69.99 $11.95

DVD 7898672 WARNER BROS. HOME ENTERTAINMENT ACADEMY AWARD–NOMINATED ANIMATION: Cinema Favorites. This 13-cartoon set represents the best of the best from animation history, featuring the creations of Tin Man, Avery and Chuck Jones. Enjoy remastered, restored classics like Popeye the Sailor meets Sindbad the Sailor, Superman, A Wild Hare, Wapsy Hawk, the Blackbloods, sets off to track her family’s killers, and discovers her supernatural powers, which she must learn to harness. Stars Jessica Green and Jake Stormoen. Collects all 13 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Arrowstorm. $9.95

DVD 7899971 ROCKY & BULLWINKLE & FRIENDS: Complete Season 1. Rocky, a plucky flying squirrel and Bullwinkle, a bumbling but lovable mouse, have a series of adventures. Stars the voice talents of June Foray and Bill Scott. Collects all 26 Season One episodes. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. $11.95

DVD 7895576 TURN–WASHINGTON’S SPIES: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. A farmer living in British-occupied Long Island during the Revolutionary War bands together with a disparate group of childhood friends to form the Culper Ring. Together they risked their lives and honor and turned against family and King, ultimately helping George Washington turn the tide of war. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $49.98 $7.95

DVD 1277049 TRAIL OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED. Fullscreen. Jack Logan is the heir to half of a map to a hidden Indian mine. The trader and villain, Jean Gregg, sends his chief henchman, Max, to make life difficult for him. Eight hours on four DVDs. 876 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $59.99 $14.99

DVD 1365940 THE GOOD WIFE: Seasons 1-4. Widescreen. Julianna Margulies is Alicia Florrick in the iconic role. Not only is Alicia The Good Wife, she is also a gifted litigator, devoted mother, enthusiastic lover and dedicated friend—unless certain lines are crossed. Includes all 90 episodes from Seasons One through Four. English SDH. Nearly 65 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Paramount. $24.95
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**DVD 7786338: THE BEST OF SPEED RACER: Races.** Fullscreen. Speed Racer is an 18-year-old son of a professional racer. Rev up for five of the most nail-biting, death-defying episodes from the 1967 classic! Included episodes are "The Most Dangerous Race," "Bob's the One," and "The Fastest Car on Earth." Over 125 minutes. Fumimation. $5.95

**DVD 6075918: CHARLIE'S ANGELS: Season 2.** Fullscreen. Charlie's Angels are back! The crime-fighting team Sabrina and Kelly have a new addition to their team, rookie Kris Munroe, little sister to former Angel Jill. Collects all 26 Season Two episodes. Stars Kate Jackson, Jaclyn Smith, and Cheryl Ladd. Nearl 19 hours on six DVDs. Columbia TriStar. $5.95

**DVD 7788671: CATCH-22.** Widecreen. Follows the adventures and misadventures of a U.S. air squadron in Italy during World War II. Starring Christopher Abany, Kyle Chandler and George Clooney. Collects all six episodes of this mini-series. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**DVD 7905815: LARRY KING LIVE: The Greatest Interviews.** Fullscreen. Television's greatest talk-show host shares the funniest, most fascinating moments from his most unforgettable guests, from the funniest, and most fascinating moments from Howard. In B&W. Nearly 69 hours on twenty-two DVDs. Warner 77905815

**DVD 7846142: RAWHIDE: The Eighth and Final Season.** Fullscreen. Saddle up and head for the Open Road for the Final Season. Loaded with danger, excitement, and adventures of the West. Clint Eastwood leads the way as the brave and high-minded trail boss Rowdy Yates in this Golden Globe nominated classic that features all 13 episodes from Season Eight. In B&W. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Warner 77846142

**DVD 7804342: RAWHIDE: Seasons 1-6.** Fullscreen. Before he was Dirty Harry, he was Rowdy Yates. Watch Clint Eastwood in his breakout role as the impetuous cowboy. This series follows the adventures of Rowdy Yates and trail boss Gil Favor (Eric Fleming) on their cattle drive along the Sodail Trail. Collects 174 episodes. In B&W. CC or English SDH. Over 149 hours on forty-seven DVDs. Paramount. $34.95

**DVD 7895429: PROJECT BLUE BOOK.** Widecreen. A tough U.S. Air Force officer and a skeptical scientist investigate UFO and alien conspiracies as Cold War paranoia spreads. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Lionsgate. $14.95

**DVD 2721129: ONE STAGE BEYOND: 70 Episodes.** Fullscreen. Produced a year before *The Twilight Zone,* this cult classic sparked the growing interest in paranormal suspense in the late 1950s. Included are fictional tales, it regales viewers with the true stories of supernatural events, presented in gripping re-enactments. Collects 70 episodes. In B&W. Nearly 29 hours. Film Chest. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**DVD 7907068: THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: Seasons 1-5.** Fullscreen. One of the most successful series in television history, "The Andy Griffith Show" ranked among the top ten shows in the nation during its entire run. This collection includes 56 episodes of Seasons One through Five. Stars Andy Griffith, Don Knotts and Ron Howard. In B&W. Nearly 69 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Paramount. $39.95

**DVD 2920077: THE AMOS & ANDY SHOW: Platinum Edition DVD Boxed Set.** You are cordially invited to enter this very special world of comedy. Sit back and enjoy the timeless antics of the Kingfish, Andy, Sapphire, Momma, Amos, Algonquin J Calhoun and Lightning. Stars Alvin Childress and Spencer Williams. In B&W. Collects 44 episodes on nine DVDs. Twenty-two hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $59.95

**DVD 7722808: SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE'S THE LOST WORLD.** Fullscreen. The adventures of a band of explorers stranded in a mysterious land inhabited by dinosaurs and other dangers. Collects all 66 episodes of the TV series (including the original 2-part Pilot). Stars Peter McAulay and Rachel Blakely. Over 48 hours on twelve DVDs. Film Chest. Pub. at $39.98 $29.95

**DVD 1994102: STAR TREK ENTERPRISE: The Complete Second Season.** Widecreen. Captain Jonathan Archer (Scott Bakula) commands the Enterprise NX-01, the first Earth-built vessel capable of breaking the Warp 5 barrier. Jioned by his trusted team, Archer is tasked with exploring new, unknown star systems. Includes all 26 Season Two episodes. Over 18 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. $29.95

**DVD 1038567: STAR BLAZERS: The Quest for Iscandar--Series 1.** In the year 2191, a starship must make a dangerous voyage to the distant planet Iscandar and back to save Earth from an alien invasion. Collects all 16 episodes of Season One. English dubbing. Nearly 10 hours on six DVDs. Voyager. Pub. at $99.99 $74.95

**DVD 7861126: 21 BEACON STREET: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. In the city of Boston, Cpt. Richard "Dick" Cabe (Dennis Morgan) is the go-to private investigator for law enforcement and citizens alike. With the help of his secretary Joana (Joanna Barnes), street-smart attorney Brian and high-tech wiz Jim, Dennis keeps a close watch on law and order by devising clever methods to trap lawbreakers. Collects all 13 episodes. In B&W. Over 5 hours. Classic TV, Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

**DVD 7696299: THE ULTIMATE MOVIE & TV COLLECTION.** Collects the feature films *The Incredible Hulk* starring Edward Norton and Hulk starring Eric Bana, as well as all five seasons of the classic 1970s television program starring Bill Bixby and Lou Ferrigno. English SDH. Over 72 hours on twenty-two DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $109.99 $79.95

**DVD 7888591: FROM DUSK TILL DAWN: Season One.** Widecreen. Based on the 1996 cult classic film created by Robert Rodriguez and Quentin Tarantino, this ten-episode original series is a supernatural crime saga that centers on bank robbers Seth and Richie Goldco who, while escaping across the Mexican border, take a detour to a strip club populated with vampires. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 775641X: FRINGE: The Complete Series.** Widecreen. An F.B.I. agent, Olivia Dunham, is forced to work with an institutionalized scientist, Walter Bishop, and his son, Peter, in order to rationalize a breathtaking array of unexplained phenomena. Starring Anna Torv, Joshua Jackson and John Noble. Collects all 100 Season One through Five episodes. Nearly 76 hours on twenty-nine DVDs. BBS. Bros. Enter. $49.95

**DVD 7949715: JAG: Seasons 1 - 4.** Fullscreen. Television's beloved Lieutenant Commander "Harm" Rabb (David James Elliott) and his loyal team fly into action as they battle in the entire series. This collection includes 152 episodes, the original 2-part Pilot, and all 34 episodes of Season One through Four. Also stars Catherine Bell. Over 64 hours on twenty-two DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 7963580: BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: The Complete Series.** Widens the perspective of the human race as a small but determined fleet quests for the fabled planet Earth while being hunted by theirfcnous· the Cylons. Stars Edward James Olmos and Mary McDonnell. Collects all 74 Seasons over twenty-five DVDs. Paramount. $59.95

**DVD 795726X: WINGS: Complete Seasons 3 & 4.** Clear the runway for 44 episodes of high-flying comedy. The brothers of Sandipper Air and their co-workers at Tom Nevers Field venture through new loves, old flames, and a whole new life with a new kind of guest star in Seasons 3 and 4. Stars Tim Daly and Steven Weber. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 7945205: WELCOME BACK, KOTTER: Complete Series.** Meet the Sweathogs. They’re the rowdiest, goofiest bunch of students to ever step foot inside a high school. But if they think they’re too unruly for a good teacher to handle, they in for a rude awakening when they meet Mr. Kotter. Collects all 95 episodes. Stars Gabe Kaplan, Marcia Strassman and John Travolta. Over 38 hours on DVDs. Shout Factory. $34.95

**DVD 7813716: GRIMM: The Complete Collection.** Portland homicide detective Nick Burkhardt discovers that he’s descended from a long line of “Grimms,” who are charged with keeping balance between humans and the creatures of myth. Collects all 123 episodes of David Giuntoli and Russell Hornsby. English SDH. Over 88 hours on twenty-nine DVDs. Universal. $59.95

**DVD 7767974: DOCTOR WHO: The Complete Eleventh Series.** Widecreen. The dazzling Eleventh Doctor (Jodie Whittaker) falls out of the sky just in time to thwart an alien hustler who is stalking human time. With little time to spare and the world (and Earth) at risk, the Doctor recruits three new friends. Collects all 10 Series Eleven episodes, hours on three DVDs. BBC. $17.95

**DVD 4837290: FREAKS AND GEEKS: Yearbook Edition.** Set in 1990 at the fictional McKinley High in Detroit, this acclaimed series focused on two groups of outsiders—the stoners, tough kids and bad girls, and the brains, nerds and squares. Stars Seth Green, Edward Furlong, Linda Cardellini and Jason Segel. Eight DVDs are packaged within an 80-page yearbook filled with essays, rare photos and memorabilia. Twenty hours. Shout Factory. $29.95

**DVD 7957343: VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA: Season One, Volume One.** Fullscreen. Join Admiral Harriman Nelson, Captain Lee Crane and the crew of the Seaview, as they venture through new loves, old flames, and a whole new life with a new kind of guest star in Seasons 3 and 4. Stars Tim Daly and Steven Weber. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 7844867: STAR TREK: VOYAGER: Seasons 1-3.** Fullscreen. While searching for a renegade starship, the U.S.S. Voyager is pulled 70,000 light years into the far reaches of space. The heroes, including Captain Janeway (Kate Mulgrew) must lead her crew on the long journey back to Earth. Collects all 67 episodes from Seasons One through Three. CC. Over 51 hours on nineteen DVDs. Paramount. $29.95
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**Blu-ray**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLUE SENSATIONAL</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A sequel to the original, featuring the same cast and crew, with added special effects.</td>
<td>Lionsgate.</td>
<td>3 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLUE SKIES</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A collection of popular songs from the 1950s.</td>
<td>MCA.</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLUE'S CLUES</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A preschool favorite with interactive features.</td>
<td>PBS.</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>81 HOURS ON 25 DVDS</strong></td>
<td>Contains all episodes from Seasons 1-4.</td>
<td>Universal.</td>
<td>81 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20TH CENTURY FOX</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all seasons.</td>
<td>20th Century Fox.</td>
<td>40 hours</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TATIANA MASLANY AND JORDAN GAVARIS</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Features new footage and commentary.</td>
<td>Lionsgate.</td>
<td>3 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Blu-ray**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MABURO</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A coming-of-age story set in the 1960s.</td>
<td>Sony.</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE CAT WALKS</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A two-part mini-series.</td>
<td>Fox.</td>
<td>4 hours</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes special episodes.</td>
<td>CBS.</td>
<td>5 hours</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MURDER MYSTERIES: COMPLETE SERIES</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all seasons.</td>
<td>Shout! Factory.</td>
<td>40 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LAST MANSION</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A story of love and loss.</td>
<td>MGM.</td>
<td>3 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE CRYSTAL CAGE</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A thriller set in the 1940s.</td>
<td>MCA.</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Blu-ray**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MALICENT</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Features10 episodes.</td>
<td>Shout! Factory.</td>
<td>8 hours</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WISHERMASTER COLLECTION</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all seasons.</td>
<td>Lionsgate.</td>
<td>4 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE MARY POPPINS RETURNS</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all songs.</td>
<td>Disney.</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HERCULES: THE LEGENDARY JOURNEYS</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all seasons.</td>
<td>ABC.</td>
<td>40 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MUPPET'S MOST WANTED</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all Muppets.</td>
<td>Disney.</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SAVAGES</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A biographical drama.</td>
<td>Shout! Factory.</td>
<td>3 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Blu-ray**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MALICENT</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all episodes.</td>
<td>Lionsgate.</td>
<td>8 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WISHERMASTER COLLECTION</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all seasons.</td>
<td>Lionsgate.</td>
<td>4 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE MARY POPPINS RETURNS</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all songs.</td>
<td>Disney.</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HERCULES: THE LEGENDARY JOURNEYS</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all seasons.</td>
<td>ABC.</td>
<td>40 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MUPPET'S MOST WANTED</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Includes all Muppets.</td>
<td>Disney.</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SAVAGES</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A biographical drama.</td>
<td>Shout! Factory.</td>
<td>3 hours</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Blu-ray

Blu-ray 1365290 DOLEMITE. Sent to prison on a frame-up by some crooked cops and his archrival, the notorious Willy Green, Dolemite is offered an early release--on one condition: he must bring down Green and the city leaders in his pocket who are terrorizing the city. Includes Ray McCoy. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 91 minutes. Xenon. $4.95

Blu-ray 7975031 VAMPIRE IN BROOKLYN. Widescreen. Eddie Murphy's got the bite stuff in this movie mix of some-cha-chaing goop and chutzpah comedy. He's the Vampire Maxminilliam, and also morphs into two other must-see characters. Angela Bassett plays the cop whose world is rocked by Maxmillian's attempts to make her his mate for eternity. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

Blu-ray 7898575 FARGO. Widescreen. Minnesota car salesman Jerry Lundegaard's inept crime falls apart due to his and his henchmen's bungling and the persistent police work of the quite pregnant Marge Gunderson. Stars Frances McDormand and William H. Macy. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. MGM. $4.95

Blu-ray 6993842 WOODSTOCK: 3 Days of Peace and Music. Widescreen. For three days in the rural town of Bethel, New York, half a million people experienced the defining moment of their generation. A concert unprecedented in scope and influence, a coming together of people with a single communal music. They called it Woodstock. Rated R. English SDH. SDH. Over 3 hours on three Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

Blu-ray 7999917 REVENGE OF THE NERDS. Widescreen. A group of socially challenged misfits at Adams College decide to start their own fraternity, the campus nerds soon find themselves in a battle royale with the rival fraternity of the Alpha Jocks. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

Blu-ray 8086245 WILD ORCHID 2. Widescreen. After her father dies, Blue (Nina Siemaszko), is forced to grow up fast. Taken in by Elle (Wendy Hughes), a high-class brothel madam, she discovers a beguiling world of power and pleasure--but also the tightening grip of Elle's control. To make matters worse, she's falling for Josh, a regular guy who knows nothing about her double life. Rated R. English SDH. SDH. Over 3 hours. On three Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

Blu-ray 7985193 GREEN ROOM. Widescreen. A punk rock band is forced to fight for survival after witnessing a murder at a neo-Nazi skinhead bar. Stars Anton Yelchin and Patrick Stewart. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Lionsgate. $3.95

Blu-ray 7957351 WESTWORLD. Widescreen. For $1,000 a day, vacationers can indule whangs at the themepark called Westworld. It's all sale: the park's lifelike androids are programmed never to harm the customers. But not all androids are getting with the program. Starring Yul Brynner and James Brolin. English SDH. 89 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

Blu-ray 7901746 STEEL DAWN. Widescreen. When his mentor is killed before he can take the job of peacemaker in the town of Meridian, Nomad lends the townspeople his fighting skills instead, gaining the trust of war widow Kashia and her son, Jux. Stars Patrick Swayze and Lisa Niemi. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Lionsgate. $5.95

Blu-ray 7986664 QUICKSILVER. Widescreen. As he darts through the city traffic, making his rounds in the fast-paced world of maverick messengers, Jack (Kevin Bacon) uncovers a sinister web of murder and intrigue. When he falls for Terry (Jami Gertz), a fellow messenger, he becomes a pawn of a drug dealer, it's up to Jack to act quickly. English SDH. 106 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

Blu-ray 7883796 COLLATERAL DAMAGE. Widescreen. After his family is killed by a terrorist act, a firefighter goes in search of the one responsible. Stars Arnold Schwarzenegger and Cliff Curtis. Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

Blu-ray 7999852 HITCHCOCK. Widescreen. Alfred Hitchcock (Anthony Hopkins) becomes obsessed with a grisly murder story that the studios won't back. Determined, he risks everything, even the love of his wife Alma (Helena Mirren), as he sets out to make the film. Ultimately, he and his wife collaborate to make a masterpiece. Rated R. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Over 3 hours. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

Blu-ray 7923228 DAY OF THE WARRIOR. Widescreen. Willow Black (Julie Strain), and a devastatingly beautiful team of L.E.T.H.A.L. Ladies go deep undercover to stop the diabolical society of New Orleans in a desperate race to stop an epidemic. In Widescreen. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

Blu-ray 1337998 THE GREEN KNIGHT. Widescreen. An epic adventure based on the timeless Arthurian legend. The Green Knight tells the story of Sir Gawain (Dev Patel). Kind, headstrong nephew, who embarks on a quest to confront the enigmatic Green Knight. Also stars Alix Vikander. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray Special Edition. 129 minutes. Lionsgate. $4.95

Blu-ray 1361007 BLOOD QUANTUM. Widescreen. The indigenous people in the isolated reserve of Red Country are immune to the zombie plague that has taken over the nation. It's up to Taylor (Michael Greyeyes), the tribal sheriff, to protect the families residing on the reserve and the flood of refugees. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. $4.95

Blu-ray 7988850 DOMINO. Widescreen. A recounting of Domino Harvey's life story. The daughter of actor Laurence Harvey turned away from her career as a Ford model to become a bounty hunter. Stars Keira Knightley and Mickey Rourke. Rated R. English SDH. 128 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $4.95

Blu-ray 7990928 PLANET DINOSAUR. Widescreen. Will transport you back hundreds of millions of years to meet T-Rex's bigger, meaner, weirder cousins. You'll discover a completely immersive visual experience studded with curious facts and jaw-dropping action. Narrated by John Hurt. English SDH. 53 minutes. BBC. $4.95

Blu-ray 7990952 SE7EN. Widescreen. Two cops (Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman) track a brilliant and elusive killer who orchestrates a string of horror crimes, each targeting a practitioner of one of the Seven Deadly Sins. Also stars Gwyneth Paltrow. Rated R. English SDH. 127 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $4.95

Blu-ray 7955118 DRIVE ANGRY. Widescreen. A vengeful father escapes from hell and chases after the men who killed his daughter and kidnapped his granddaughter. Stars Nicholas Cage and Amber Heard. Includes 3D Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Summit. $6.95

Blu-ray 1994328 ZOOLANDER. Widescreen. Clever the runaway for Derek Zoolander (Ben Stiller), VH1's three-time male model of the year. His face falls when hippie-chic Hansel (Owen Wilson) scooters in to steal this year's award. The fashion guru Mugatu (Will Ferrell) sees his opportunity to turn Derek into a killing machine. This Steelbook edition includes a SDH. 89 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

Blu-ray 800644X SOME KIND OF FAMILY. Widescreen. Forty two year old Maximilian native Isaac Davis (Woody Allen) has a job he hates, a 17 year old girlfriend he doesn't love and a lesbian ex-wife (Meryl Streep) who's writing a tell-all book about their marriage. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. MGM. $5.95

Blu-ray 8006393 MANHATTAN. Widescreen. Forty two year old Maximilian native Isaac Davis (Woody Allen) has a job he hates, a 17 year old girlfriend he doesn't love and a lesbian ex-wife (Meryl Streep) who's writing a tell-all book about their marriage. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. MGM. $5.95

Blu-ray 7999887 PANIC IN THE STREETS. Fullscreen. Richard Widmark and Jack Palance co-star in this nerve-wracking thriller. When a ruthless hit man (Palance) is exposed to a deadly and contagious plague, a medical examiner (Widmark) chases him through the streets of New Orleans in a desperate race to stop an epidemic. In Widescreen. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

Blu-ray 8002584 COLLATERAL. Widescreen. Hired to kill five witnesses before they testify against a drug cartel, a hit man (Tom Cruise) forges a cabbie (Jackie Fox) to drive him through Los Angeles as he embarks on his mission. Directed by Michael Mann. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

Blu-ray 1994034 OFFICE SPACE: Special Edition. Widescreen. White collar peon Peter Gibbons has had enough. Armed with a bold new attitude and a sexy new girlfriend, he neglects his job with a vengeance--and is quickly promoted to upper management. Stars Ron Livingston and Jennifer Aniston. Rated R. English SDH. SDH. 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

Blu-ray 1327356 TERMINATOR: Dark Fate. Widescreen. An augmented human and Sarah Connor must stop an advanced liquid metal Terminator from hunting down a young girl, whose fate is critical to the human race. Stars Linda Hamilton and Arnold Schwarzenegger. Rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95


Blu-ray 8006180 THE PEACEMAKERS. Widescreen. Siblings Kristy and Jeffrey are buying supplies at a Baja desert gas station when some members of a biker gang come cruising in. The bikers recognize Kristy. The pair get away, but the bikers follow them in a nearby commune, and start making their battle plans to bring Kristy back. Stars Clint Ritchie and Jess Walton. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $39.95 $5.95
Blu-ray

Blu-ray 7874922 FUNNY FACE. An impromptu fashion shoot at a bookstore brings about a new fashion model discovery in the shop clerk. Stars Audrey Hepburn and Fred Astaire. Not Rated. English SDH. 103 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

Blu-ray 8053553 CLOSER. Widescreen. The relationship of two couples becomes complicated and dangerous when the man who meets the woman of the other. Stars Julia Roberts, Jude Law, Clive Owen and Natalie Portman. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

Blu-ray 1993828 THE FROZEN GROUND. Widescreen. The shocking true story of Alaska State Trooper Jack Halcombe (Nicolas Cage), hunting one of the country’s most prolific serial killers, Robert Hansen (John Cusack). With the help of a would-be victim, Halcombe steps into the shady underworld of Anchorage for a cat and mouse. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 105 minutes. VVS Films. $4.95

Blu-ray 7990804 DEN OF THIEVES. Widescreen. An elite unit of the LA County Sheriff’s Department and the state’s most efficient bank robbery crew clash as the outlaws plan a seemingly impossible heist on the Federal Reserve Bank. Stars Gerard Butler and Chris Pratt. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. VVS Films. $4.95

Blu-ray 8005382 BODY AND SOUL. Widescreen. Golden Gloves champ Leon (Leon Isaac Kennedy) has no interest in becoming a pro boxer. But when his little sister requires immediate and expensive medical treatments, he decides to go for the title and all the money that comes with it. Leon succeeds in the boxing ring, but comes with success: money, flesh, ego. 106 minutes. MGM. MPub. at $39.95 $4.95

Blu-ray 8006040 THE DELTA FORCE. Widescreen. When a U.S. passenger plane is hijacked by a crew of terrorists, the president calls in The Delta Force—a crack team of commandos led by Colonel Nick Alexander and Major Scott McCoy. Stars Chuck Norris and Lee Marvin. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. MGM. MPub. at $39.95 $5.95

Blu-ray 7985096 DREDD. Widescreen. In a violent, futuristic city where the police have the authority to act as judge, jury and executioner, a corporal named Dredd (Karl Urban and Olivia Thirlby) tries to down a drug lord that deals the really-ally-thinking drug, SLO-MO. Stars Karl Urban and Olivia Thirlby. Rated R. 96 minutes. Lionsgate. $4.95

Blu-ray 7975589 THE BIG LEBOWSKI. Widescreen. Jeff “The Dude” Lebowski, mistaken for a millionaire of the same name, seeks restitution for his ruined rug and enlist his bowling buddies to help get it. Stars Jeff Bridges and John Goodman. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $4.95

Blu-ray 1291300 MCFARLAND, USA. Widescreen. Jim White moves his family after losing his job as a football coach, and at his new school he is seen disappointing students into one of the best cross-country teams in the region. Based on the inspiring true story. Stars Kevin Costner and Maria Bello. English SDH. 99 minutes. Disney. $4.95

Blu-ray 7830501 THE KILLING OF A SACRED DEER. Widescreen. Steven, a charismatic surgeon, is forced to make an unthinkable sacrifice after his life starts to fall apart when the behavior of a teenage boy he has taken under his wing turns sinister. Stars Nicole Kidman and Colin Farrell. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Lionsgate. $8.95

Blu-ray 8053510 THE BIG HIT. Widescreen. The criminal anarchy is hilarious when a foursome of hit men looking to score extra cash kidnap the boss’ goddaughter. And when wise guy Mel is set up to take the fall, the underworld antics and domestic absurdities collide. Stars David Harington and Christina Applegate. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Tristar. $5.95

Blu-ray 7890915 BLADE RUNNER: The Final Cut. Widescreen. A blade runner pursues four replicants who stole a ship in space and have returned to Earth to find their creator. Starring Harrison Ford and Rutger Hauer. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

Blu-ray 7985614 WARLOCK COLLECTION. Widescreen. An evil warlock flees from the 17th to the 20th century and works to unleash Satan upon the world in these three supernaturally chilling films. Collects Warlock; Warlock: The Armageddon; both star Julian Sands; and Warlock III. Directed by Bruce Payne. All Rated R. English SDH. Two Blu-rays. Lionsgate. $15.95

Blu-ray 7973063 A WOMAN CALLED MOSES. The legendary Cicely Tyson stars in the epic tale of Harriet Tubman, who led hundreds of slaves to freedom through the Underground Railroad, and was one of the most important orators in the abolitionist movement. Narrated by Grover Water. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Over 3 hours. Xerion Pictures. $4.95

Blu-ray 7988567 ENCHANTED KINGDOM. Widescreen. Take a spell-binding journey through seven realms of Africa. Narrated by Idris Elba, the film flows like a stream, with extraordinary time-lapse photography, sweeping aerial shots, and micro and macro propelling us into the landscapes. Includes Blu-ray, Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. $4.95

Blu-ray 1347268 THE PROTEGE. Widescreen. Rescued as a child by the legendary assassin Moody, a world-class hitman, aquetes as the world’s most skilled contract killer. However, when Moody is brutally killed, she vows revenge for the man who taught her how to kill. Stars Michael Keaton and Maggie Q. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $4.95

Blu-ray 1997424 THE MAN WHO KILLED HITLER AND THEN THE BIGFOOT. Toby (Adam Driver), a cynical advertising director, finds himself trapped in the outrageous delusions of an old Spanish shoemaker who believes himself to be Don Quixote (Jonathan Pryce). In the course of their comic and surreal adventures, Toby is forced to confront the tragic repercussions of a film he made in his youth. Not Rated. English SDH. 132 minutes. Sundance Media Films. $4.95

Blu-ray 7910711 HELLBOY. Widescreen. Caught between the worlds of the supernatural and human, Hellboy battles an ancient sorcerer bent on revenge. Stars David Harbour and Milla Jovovich. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Lionsgate. $6.95

Blu-ray 1365479 DOUBLE IMPACT. Widescreen. Twin brothers are separated when their parents are murdered but 25 years later they re-unite in order to avenge their parents’ death. Stars Jean-Claude Van Damme. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. MGM. $5.95

Blu-ray 7899316 GAME NIGHT. Widescreen. A group of friends regularly gather for game night. They plan a series of heists against the bank that’s about to foreclose on their family ranch. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Lionsgate. $9.95

Blu-ray 7888656 THE PLANET EARTH COLLECTION. Widescreen. Collects Planet Earth and Planet Earth II both narrated by David Attenborough. Each episode covers different habitat: deserts, mountains, deep oceans, shallow seas, forests, caves, polar regions, fresh water, plains and jungles. Collects all 17 episodes from both of the series. Over 14 hours on eight Blu-rays. BBC Earth. $12.95

Blu-ray 1386727 I, TONYA. Widescreen. Competitive ice skater Tonya Harding rises amongst the ranks at the U.S. Figure Skating Championships, but activity is thrown into doubt when her ex-husband intervenes. Stars Margot Robbie. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $4.95

Blu-ray 7994451 INSIDE MAN. Widescreen. A police detective, a bank robber, and a high-power broker enter a high-stakes game of cat and mouse after the pampered heir is snatched during a hostage situation. Stars Denzel Washington, Clive Owen and Jodie Foster. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. Universal. $4.95

Blu-ray 1336904 ESCAPE PLAN. Widescreen. When a structural-security authority finds himself set up and incarcerated in the world’s most secret and secure prison, he has to use his skills to escape with the inside. Stars Sylvester Stallone and Arnold Schwarzenegger. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 132 minutes. Marvel. $8.95

Blu-ray 1339370 HELL OR HIGH WATER. Widescreen. Toby (Chris Pine) is a divorced father who’s trying to make a better life. His brother (Ben Foster) is an ex-con with a short temper and a loose trigger finger. Together, they plan a series of heists against the bank that’s about to foreclose on their family ranch. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Lionsgate. $9.95
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**Blu-ray 1360728 THE BIG SICK.** Widescreen. Pakistan-born comedian Kumail Nanjiani and Emily Gardner (Zoe Kazan) fall in love but struggle as their cultures clash. When Emily contracts a mysterious illness, Kumail finds himself forced to face her family’s expectations, and his true feelings. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Lionsgate. $4.95

**Blu-ray 4991650 FATAL INSTINCT.** Widescreen. A tough and outlandish parody of classic crime and horror surrealism, Double Indemnity and Basic Instinct to Fatal Attraction, director Carl Reiner’s film has its tongue planted firmly in cheek. Stars Sean Young and Demi Moore. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pu. $29.95 $12.95

**Blu-ray 799768X HOTEL COLONIAL.** Widescreen. When a young Italian-American (John Slago) living in New York hears that his older brother (Robert Duval), an infamous terrorist, committed suicide in South America after being caught, he flies to Columbia to bring his brother’s body home. Instead of finding him, he’s led into a hellish nightmare. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Scorpion. $5.95

**Blu-ray 1026216 REPO CHICK.** Widescreen. When the car her own car is repossessed, rich girl Poo De La Chasse is now the best repo chick around. But her latest bounty is a lot more dangerous than it seems: terrorists are plotting to blow up downtown Los Angeles! Stars Jacklyn Jonet and Miguel Sandoval. 88 minutes. Industrial Entertainment. Pu. $29.95 $4.95

**Blu-ray 7897111 AMERICAN MADE.** Widescreen. Test pilot who becomes a drug-runner for the CIA in the 1980s in a clandestine operation that would be exposed as the Iran-Contra Affair. Stars Tom Cruise and Sarah Wright Olsen. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $9.95

**Blu-ray 7990653 WALLANDER: Faceless Killers/The Man Who Smiled/Faces of Winter.** Kenneth Branagh returns as Inspector Kurt Wallander in the detective drama based on the best-selling books by Henning Mankell. In these new features, the idyllic tranquility of Ystad in Southern Sweden is shattered by violence and murder. Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. BBC. $5.95

**Blu-ray 1265988 EARTH.** Widescreen. Disneynature. Disneynature’s breathtaking documentary follows three remarkable animal families on a journey across our planet–polar bears, elephants and humpback whales. Narrated by James Earl Jones. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 90 minutes. Disney. $4.95

**Blu-ray 1336819 DEEPWATER HORIZON.** Widescreen. In the wake of the disaster in April 2010, when the offshore drilling rig called the Deepwater Horizon exploded, resulting in the worst oil spill in American history. Stars Mark Wahlberg and Kurt Russell. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 107 minutes. Lionsgate. $9.95

**Blu-ray 1339834 HELLBOY 1 & 2 ANIMATED.** Widescreen. In Hellboy Animated: Seed of Destruction, the magical denizens of Japan to fight an ancient demon. In Hellboy Animated: Blood & Iron Hellboy and his team face off against a new threat, while Professor Bruttenholm investigates the reemergence of a vampire. Both star the voice talents of Ron Perlman and Selma Blair. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Both Not Rated. English SDH. 152 minutes. Lionsgate. $9.95

**Blu-ray 1993617 BECKY.** Widescreen. Spunky and rebellious, Becky (Lulu Wilson) is brought to a weekend getaway by her father Jeff (Joel McHale) in an effort to reconnect. The trip immediately takes a turn for the worse when a group of men plan on invading the lake house. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Quiver. $4.95

**Blu-ray 8053545 THE BOOST.** Widescreen. Living the high life–figuratively and literally–a couple Lenny and Kinda Brown will see their fast lane L.A. lifestyle come crashing down around them when the real estate market goes bust. Rated R. English SDH. 143 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**Blu-ray 7897917 AQUAMAN.** Widescreen. Arthur Curry, the human-born heir to the underwater kingdom of Atlantis, goes on a quest to prevent a war between the worlds of ocean and land. Stars Jason Momoa and Amber Heard. Includes 3D Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 143 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**Blu-ray 7975864 THE EAST.** Widescreen. A young Dutch soldier deployed to suppress post-WWII independence efforts in the Netherlands’ colony of Indonesia finds himself torn between duty and conscience when he joins an increasingly ruthless commander’s elite squad. Narrated. Dubbed and in Dutch with English Magnolia. $4.95

**Blu-ray 8005052 LES MISERABLES.** Widescreen. Hugh Jackman, Russell Crowe and Anne Hathaway star in this critically-acclaimed adaptation of the musical phenomenon. In 19th-century France, Jean Valjean, who for decades has been hunted by the ruthless policeman Javert after breaking parole to care for a factory worker’s daughter. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 158 minutes. Universal. $4.95

**Blu-ray 7895231 THE IMPOSSIBLE.** Widescreen. The story of a loving family in Thailand caught in the destruction and chaotic aftermath of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. Stars Naomi Watts and Ewan McGregor. English SDH. 114 minutes. Summit. $5.95

**Blu-ray 2336782 INTIMATE LESSONS.** Another unhinged sex odyssey from cult filmmaker Philip Marshak. Intimate Lessons takes you on a wacky journey through the world of unusual sex practices, complete with any and every array of bizarre and kinky act imaginable. Stars Jay Parker and Paul Thomas. Not Rated. English SDH. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pu. $34.98 $21.95

**Blu-ray 7993455 CROSSING OVER.** Widescreen. Harrison Ford is on a quest for justice as an immigration agent investigating the case of a missing illegal. In a cross-fire of crime and bureaucracy, fraud and murder, he must race against time to try to save a family from becoming collateral damage in the fight for the American Dream. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

**Blu-ray 1993674 A BLUEBIRD IN MY HEART.** Widescreen. Attempting to lead a normal life, an ex-con finds refuge in a motel run by a single mother and her daughter. Claire, the peace and freedom he has found in this safe haven is destroyed when Claire is assaulted, forcing him to face his old demons and exact revenge. Stars Roland Moller. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Entertainment One. $4.95

**Blu-ray 1357876 ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN 2.** Born in Earth to find Gabriel’s Horn, but along the way meet up with a young boy named David, who ran away from home. Stars the voice talents of Charlie Sheen and Dom DeLuise. English SDH. 83 minutes. MGM. $4.95

**Blu-ray 799491X STOKER.** Widescreen. Following the death of her father, India Stoker meets her charismatic uncle, whom she never knew existed. When he moves in to comfort India and her mother, the two find that the newest member of the family might actually be in their worst nightmare. Stars Nicole Kidman and Matthew Goode. Rated R. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

**Blu-ray 7972268 STUART LITTLE.** Widescreen. In a world where all cats are people, a little family adopts a charming young mouse named Stuart (voiced by Michael J. Fox), but the family cat wants rid of him. Stars Hugh Laurie and Frank Whaley. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 85 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

**Blu-ray 7995649 WAXWORK/ WAXWORK II: Lost in Time.** In Waxwork, a wax museum owner uses his horror exhibits to unleash evil on the world. Not Rated. In Waxwork II: Lost in Time, owners of the first film, fleethrough the doors of time in search for proof of her innocence, Rated R. Both star Zach Galligan. Over 3 hours. $14.95

**Blu-ray 7993544 KILL GAME.** Widescreen. In high school, they had it all, including the power to pull cruel pranks. But years later this group of friends find themselves on the wrong side of the law as a masked killer terrorizes each one of them in a way reminiscent of their earlier tricks, secrets are unearthed about the group. Not Rated. $4.95

**Blu-ray 8006105 THE KILLING BOX.** Widescreen. During the Civil War, a Union soldier is recruited to investigate a series of crucifixions by a renegade band of Confederate soldiers. He enlists the help of his mentor and a mute runaway slave girl, the only witness to the renegade band’s attacks. Stars Adrian Pasdar and Cynda Williams. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Mill Creek. $5.95

**Blu-ray 19940X MIDNIGHT SPECIAL.** Widescreen. Roy’s young son, Alton, has mysterious powers coveted by religious cultists. On the run, the two escape in the night, and as the chase escalates into a nationwide manhunt, Roy will risk everything to help Alton find his ultimate purpose. Stars Michael Shannon and Kirsten Dunst. English SDH. 112 Enter. $5.95

**Blu-ray 7813449 ROXANNE.** Widescreen. Comic genius Steve Martin delivers an incredible performance as small town fire chief C.D. Bales, who has one small flaw–make that one huge flaw–his astonishingly long nose. He wows gorgeous astronaut student Roxanne Rojas (Gigi Rice) for a fellow fireman, even though C.D. is attracted to her herself. CC. 107 minutes. Mill Creek. $4.95

**Blu-ray 7949444 THE THREE FACES OF EVE.** Widescreen. Joanne Woodward carves out another Oscar for her unforgettable portrayal of a woman with multiple personality disorder. She plays Eve White, a troubled housewife who begins suffering from multiple personality disorder. Under hypnosis, Eve’s two additional personalities are revealed—a vampire and an independent sophisticate. In B&W. 91 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**Blu-ray 7938772 THE RUNNING MAN.** Widescreen. In The Running Man, a disgraced Black (Laurence Harvey) has successfully faked his death in a plane crash and escaped to sunny Malaga under a new identity, waiting for his wife Sally to drive with the life insurance money. It’s the start of a blissful new life–until the insurance agent suddenly arrives in town. Not Rated. English SDH. 104 minutes. ArrowAcademy. Pu. $39.95 $19.95
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Blu-ray 1322923 LIVE AND LET DIE. Widescreen. James Bond battles with the forces of black magic in this high-octane adventure that hurries him from the streets of New York City to Louisiana’s bayou country. Stars Roger Moore and Yaphet Kotto. English SDH. 116 minutes. MGM. **$4.95**

Blu-ray 1997440 NAKED SINGULARITY. Widescreen. An idealistic young New York City public defender burned out by the system, on the brink of disbarment, and seeing signs of the universe collapsing all around him, gets pulled into a dangerous high-stakes drug deal with an eccentric former client. Stars John Boyega and Olivia Cooke. Rated **R.** **$7.95**

Blu-ray 7887604 REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE. Widescreen. More than half a century after its original release, this film remains one of the most enduring motion pictures of all time. Starring James Dean in what many consider to be his finest performance, this cinematic and cultural milestone is presented in a special 4K UHD Blu-ray SDH. 94 minutes. DreamWorks. **$4.95**

Blu-ray 1994018 MONSTERS VS. ALIENS. Widescreen. A woman is transformed into a giant after she is struck by a meteorite. She becomes part of a team of monsters sent by the U.S. government to defeat an alien mastermind trying to take over Earth. Stars the voice talents of Reese Witherspoon and Seth Rogen. Includes 3D Blu-ray, Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 94 minutes. DreamWorks. **$4.95**

Blu-ray 7949804 THE ORDER/NOWHERE TO RUN. Widescreen. Jean-Claude Van Damme stars in this double feature. The first film is an artifact smuggler Rudy, framed for murder, who enlists the aid of a mysterious beauty (Sofia Milos). Nowhere to Run follows Sam who always manages to be in the wrong place at the right time. Risking his freedom, Sam aids a young widow (Rosanna Arquette). All Rated R. English SDH. Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. RLJE Entertainment. **$5.95**

Blu-ray 1997368 THE JESUS ROLLS. Widescreen. The Jesus rolls on. Hollywood is still being rolled, Jesus Quintana (John Turturro) pairs up with fellow misfits Petey and Marie (Audrey Tautou), and embarks on a road trip with a furry car, a leopard, and a romance. Rated R. 85 minutes. Screen Media Films. **$4.95**

★ Blu-ray 2328372 HEY FOLKS! It’s the Intermission Time Video Party! Fullscreen. In the 1990s, Something Weird Video gifted humankind with Hey Folks! It’s Intermission Time—a series of six half-hour TV shows made of drive-in ads. This is a loving tribute to those cathode tube fueled days. A mind-altering徙forn to a beloved era in home video history. Over 11 hours on two Blu-rays. AGFA.shr. $9.98 **$24.95**

Blu-ray 1999772X THE MIRACLE WORKER. Widescreen. After Helen Keller is stricken with scarlet fever as a toddler, the malady leaves her blind, mute, and deaf. Helen’s helpless family reach out to teacher Anne Sullivan, who helps them to help Helen learn to live comfortably in a world of sight and sound. Stars Patty Duke and Melissa Gilbert. English SDH. 98 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95 **$7.95**

Blu-ray 7895312 LEPRECHAUN: SEASON COMPLETE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Seven films from this classic horror series, including Leprechaun; Leprechaun 2; Leprechaun 3; Leprechaun 4; In Space; Leprechaun in the Hood; Leprechaun: Back 2 the Hood; Leprechaun: The Final Chapter. Actors include Jennifer Aniston, Warwick Davies and Ice-T. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 10 hours on four Blu-rays. Lionsgate. Pub. at $93.97 **$14.95**

Blu-ray 7897103 BUCK PRIVATES. Fullscreen. Bud Abbott and Lou Costello play con artists who accidentally enlist in the U.S. Army to avoid going to jail. Making matters worse, their no-nonsense drill sergeant turns out to be the cop who tried to arrest them. Featuring classic routines such as “Drill,” “Dice Game” and “You’re Forty, She’s Ten.” Not Rated. **$4.95**

Blu-ray 1326694 SUICIDE SQUAD. Widescreen. A team of the world’s most dangerous incarcerated super villains, with the most powerful arsenal at the government’s disposal, is sent off on a mission to defeat an enigmatic, invincible entity. Stars Jared Leto and Margot Robbie. English SDH. Includes theatrical cut (123 minutes) and extended version (134 minutes). Universal. **$4.95**

Blu-ray 1335723 ANTEBELLUM. Widescreen. Successful author Veronica Henley is finishing a book tour before she returns home and finds herself trapped in a horrifying reality and must uncover the horrifying truth about her own identity. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Lionsgate. **$4.95**

Blu-ray 6993559 DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID. Fullscreen. Legendary director Jean Renoir’s film version of Octave Mirbeau’s novel was adapted for the screen by Burgess Meredith. Paulette Goddard plays a chambermaid and small-town gangster, despite the odds, to save her lover’s father and son, bravely followed the troops through the fiercest and most blood-soaked battlegrounds of the conflict in Afghanistan. Rated R. English SDH. **$4.95**

Blu-ray 1997300 GOLD HOUND. Widescreen. Henry (Jean Reno), one of the world’s most wanted hit-men has isolated himself in a cabin in the snow-covered forest. One day, a woman appears at his door injured and on the verge of death. Henry rescues her but in doing so, has he now put his own life at risk? Also stars Sarah Lind. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Universal. **$6.95**

Blu-ray 1336752 CHAOS WALKING. Widescreen. Two unlikely companions embark on a perilous adventure through the badlands of an unexplored planet as they try to escape a dangerous and disturbing future where all thoughts are seen and heard by everyone. Stars Daisy Ridley and Tom Holland. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. **$9.95**

Blu-ray 1999441 30 FOR 30: SEASON II. Widescreen. Season II of this critically acclaimed series collects 30 more films from some of today’s finest directors. Films include You Don’t Know Bo directed by Ken Rodgers and NFL Films, Of Miracles and Men directed by Eric Drafth and, more. **$9.95**

Blu-ray 1999710 13 MINUTES. Widescreen. Four families in a Heartland town are tested when a massive storm hits, giving them just 13 minutes to get shelter before the largest tornado on record ravages the town, leaving them searching for their loved ones and fighting for their lives, Stars Amy Smart and Trace Adkins. 109 minutes. Universal. **$6.95**

Blu-ray 7766092 LEAVE NO TRACE. Widescreen. A father and his thirteen year old daughter are living an ideal existence in a vast urban park in Portland, Oregon when a small mistake derails their lives forever. Stars Dakota Ridley and Tom Holland. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. **$9.95**

Blu-ray 4991818 DARK BLUE. Widescreen. Two likely candidates for a police corruption case based on a story by noted crime novelist James Ellroy. A robbery homicide investigation triggers a series of events that will cause a corrupt LAPD officer to question his tactics. Stars Kurt Russell and Brendan Gleeson. Rated R. 118 minutes. Olive Films. **$12.95**

★ Blu-ray 1979754 SHOWGIRLS. Widescreen. Vegas. Baby. Where the dresses are too big for the bodies to make it fit are as sharp as a stiletto heel. Enter Nomi, who quickly bumps and grinds her way to the top. But there’s only room for one star. Enter Elizabeth Berkley and Kyle MacLachlan. NC-17. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray version and a bonus Blu-ray. English SDH. 131 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $44.98 **$24.95**
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**Blu-ray 7956401 STAR WARS: THE Last Jedi.** Widescreen. The Skywalker saga comes to an end as the Force Awakens join the galactic legends in an epic adventure that unlocks new mysteries of the force. Stars Mark Hamill, Carrie Fisher and Mark Hamill. Includes Blu-ray DVD versions and a bonus DVD. Starts David Bradley and Jessica Raine. English SDH. 90 minutes. **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 78445X AN ADVENTURE IN SPACE AND TIME.** Widescreen. On November 23, 1963, a TV legend began when the very first episode of Dr. Who was broadcast on BBC. Now, over fifty years later, the genesis story of this remarkable series is retold in this extraordinary film by Mark Gatiss. Includes Blu-ray DVD versions and a bonus DVD. Starts David Bradley and Jessica Raine. English SDH. 152 minutes. **$5.95**

**Blu-ray 115110X JOYSTICKS: Rewind Collection.** Widescreen. When a successful businessman and his two bumbling nephews decide to shut down the local video emporium, a group of dedicated gamers battle to save the arcade. Stars Leif. Widescreen. When a successful businessman and his two bumbling nephews decide to shut down the local video emporium, a group of dedicated gamers battle to save the arcade. Stars Leif. English SDH. 107 minutes. Paramount. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 7974981 THE NUTTY PROFESSOR.** A timid, nearsighted chemistry teacher discovers a magical potion that can transform him into a handsome Romeo. Lucky Lovey. The Jekyll and Hyde game works well enough until the concoction starts to wear off at the most embarrassing times. Starts Jerry Lewis and Stella Stevens. English SDH. 97 minutes. Sevirin. Pub. at **$29.95** **$17.95**

**Blu-ray 11026275 PSYCHOTICA.** A group of friends head out to an abandoned farmhouse to kick a nasty habit. Little do they know that they are in for the night of their lives. Rated. 90 minutes. Shrink. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 6079970 ALL LADIES DO IT.** Widescreen. After five years of marriage, Diana (Claudia Koell) discovers the joys of adultery, claiming that she can save her failing relationship in this erotic masterpiece from Tinto Brass. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. 97 minutes. **$5.95**

**Blu-ray 117424X SALVADOR.** Widescreen. An unflinching depiction of the Salvadoran Civil War as seen through the camera lens of Richard Boyle, a down on his luck photojournalist played by James Woods. Also stars Jim Carrey. Rated R. 122 minutes. MGM. Pub. at **$29.95** **$21.95**

**Blu-ray 114855X MEAN GIRLS/CLUELESS.** In Mean Girls, Cady (Lindsay Lohan) is hit with a Thelastics, the A-list girl clique at her new school, until she makes the mistake of falling for Aaron, the ex-boyfriend of alpha Plastic Regina. In Clueless, Cher (Alicia Silverstone) is a teenage matchmaking 15 year old of Beverly Hill High, who has shopping and boys on her mind. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 199722X CODE NAME BANSHEE.** Widescreen. Caleb, a former government assassin in hiding, resurfaces when one of the world’s deadliest killer known as Banshee, discovers a bounty has been placed on Caleb’s head. Stars Antonio Banderas and Jude Law. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. **$5.95**

**Blu-ray 199735X TRIGGER POINT.** Widescreen. Follows Nicolas Shaw, a retired U.S. special operative who becomes part of an elite “invisible” team that quietly takes out the worst villains around the world. Stars Barry Pepper and Eve Harlow. Not Rated. CC. 82 minutes. Screen Media Films. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 1997270 BLOOD AND MONEY.** A retired vigilante hunting in the Allagash backcountry of Northern Maine discovers a dead woman with a duffel bag containing a large sum of money. Things spiral out of control when he becomes a target of a group of criminals in search of the money. It leads to a test of will and survival where the hunter becomes the hunted. Not Rated. CC. 155 minutes. Slip into Silk. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 1997335 DEVIIL’S PEAK.** Widescreen. Set in North Carolina’s Appalachian Mountains, 18 year old Jacob McNeil is torn between appeasing his mother’s wishes to become a rancher and leaving these mountains forever with the girl he loves. Stars Billy Bob Thornton and Hopper Penn. Not Rated. CC. 98 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at **$22.95** **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 1291599 MILLION DOLLAR ARM.** Widescreen. A sports agent, J.B. Bernstein, stages an unconventional recruitment strategy to get talented Indian cricket player to play Major League Baseball. Stars Jon Hamm, Aasif Mandvi and Alan Arkin. English SDH. 124 minutes. Disney. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 1360930 BLACK SAILS: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. The action begins in 1715 on New Providence Island, lawlessness is rife and the most notorious pirate captains... including Captain Flint, Stars Jessica Parker Kennedy and Toby Stephens. Collects all 3 episodes. Rated TV-MA. English SDH. Nearly 36 hours on twelve Blu-rays. Lionsgate. **$29.95**
**Blu-ray 1997211** 9 BULLETS. widescreen. a former burlesque dancer turned author discovers a secret chance at life and redemption when she risks everything to save a neighbor’s boy whose life is threatened by her ex-lover. stars lena headendon and sam wynn. not rated. cc. 97 minutes. screen media films. $4.95.

**Blu-ray 1997319** COME OUT FIGHTING. widescreen. set during world war ii, a squad of american army soldiers are sent on a rescue mission behind lines to locate their missing commanding officer. stars kellen lutz and tytelse gibson. not rated. cc. 99 minutes. screen media films. $4.95.

**Blu-ray 7975957** BIGFOOT: THE LOST COAST TAPEs. widescreen. when a hunter claims to possess the body of a dead saquatuch, a disgraced investigative journalist stakes his come back–and the lives of his documentary film crew–on proving the hoax to be a fact. the truth, it turns out, is much more terrifying. stars drew rausch. includes dvd and blu-ray versions. not rated. english sdh (blu-ray) and cc (dvd). 89 minutes. xlrator media. $4.95.

**Blu-ray 7904290** WILD ORCHID. widescreen. a tale of sex, passion and exotic taboos–a snapshot of the rich and powerful. emily hopes to land a job with an international law firm, and soon finds her life inexplicably changed when her new employer whiskers her off to rio de janeiro. stars mickey rourke and jacqueline bisset. rated r. 105 minutes. olive films. pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 7975848** CENTURION. widescreen. a splinter group of roman soldiers fight for their lives as many lines after their legion is devastated in a guerilla attack. stars dominic west and ola kurylenko. rated r. english sdh. 98 minutes. magnolia. $4.95.

**Blu-ray 7910665** ACTION COMEDY: 4-MOVIE COLLECTION. widescreen. collects pawp shop chronicles (brendan fraser, operation pete, jackie brown, joe anderson); breathless (gina gershon) and jack brooks monster slayer (trevor matthews). all rated r. english sdh. over 6 hours on four blu-ray anchor bay. $7.95.

**Blu-ray 1342649** KIN. widescreen. chased by a vengeful criminal, the feds and a gang of otherworldly soldiers, an ex-con and his adopted teenage brother go on the run with a weapon of mysterious origin as their only protection. stars myles fruit and dennis quad. includes uhd blu-ray and blu-ray versions. english sdh. 102 minutes. lionsgate. $9.95.

**Blu-ray 3999505** DOCTOR STRANGE. widescreen. while on a journey of physical and spiritual healing, a brilliant neurosurgeon is drawn into the world of the mystical arts. stars benedict cumberbatch and chiwetel ejiofor. english sdh. 115 minutes. marvel. $5.95.

**Blu-ray 6083242** RED ROCK WEST. widescreen. upon arriving to a small town, a discharged marine turned drifter is mistaken for a hitman. mike takes full advantage of the situation, collects the money and runs. during his getaway, things go wrong, and soon get worse when he runs into the real hitman, lyle. stars nicolas cage and dennis hopper. rated r. english sdh. 98 minutes. universal. pub. at $39.98. $24.95.

**Blu-ray 8004927** ELI ROTH’S HISTORY OF HORROR: SEASON 1. widescreen. each episode takes viewers on a chilling exploration of how horror has evolved through the years and examines the genre’s impact on society as well as delving into how horror entertains its fan base and audience. includes interviews with stephen king, quentin tarantino and more. collects all 7 episodes of season one. nearly 5 hours on three blu-rays. $9.95.

**Blu-ray 6993575** EARTHFLIGHT: THE COMPLETE SERIES. widescreen. feel your heart pound as you scramble with snow geese to escape the talons of a bald eagle above north america. glide with cranes over white and the white doves of Dover sail over south american mountains, jungles and waterfalls with humuhumbirds and condors. david fennant narrates this 13 episode series. $14.95.

**Blu-ray 7985436** RAMBO: THE COMPLETE COLLECTOR’S SET. widescreen. from vietnam to burma, john rambo’s (sylvestre stallone) entire thrilling journey is presented in one hard-hitting set. experience every bullet, every explosion, every battle cry with first blood: rambo first blood part ii, and rambo iii. then, the action goes with rambo. all rated r. over 6 hours on two blu-rays. $14.95.

**Blu-ray 499194X** HOW TO MURDER YOUR WIFE. widescreen. stanley ford (jack lemmon) is a successful cartoonist happily living a carefree, single and unattached life in manhattan. his life takes a dramatic turn after a drunken proposal to a woman who pops out of a cake at his birthday party. regretting the decision he asks for a divorce. unfortunately the new mrs. ford will have none of it. 118 minutes. olive films. pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 7757654** STAR TREK BEYOND. widescreen. the crew of the uss enterprise explores the furthest reaches of uncharted space, where they encounter a new ruthless enemy, who puts them, and everything the federation stands for, to the test. stars chris pine and zachary quinto. includes blu-ray and dvd versions. also includes three mini star trek ships. cc. 122 minutes. paramount. $9.95.

**Blu-ray 7988877** FLORIDA’S STATE PARKS. florida has one of the most diverse landscapes in america, from white sand beaches, red rivers to mossy swamps and pine forests. explore more than 15 of florida’s state parks, from falling waters state park to john pennekamp coral reef. includes blu-ray and dvd versions. 80 minutes. totox entertainment. $5.95.

**Blu-ray 7988882** KING OF HORROR COLLECTION. collects four films including satan’s lot (david soul); cat’s eye (james woods); the shining (jack nicholson, patrick stewart); and it (tim curry, not rated). over 10 hours on four blu-rays. warner bros. enter. $9.95.

**Blu-ray 4991907** HAWAII. widescreen. reverend abner hale and his wife, jerusha, missionaries who travel to hawaii to convert the natives to christianity, only to find that they’ve instead brought destruction. stars max von sydow and julie andrews. not rated. 161 minutes. mgm. pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 1997580** KINGSMEN: THE GOLDEN CIRCLE. after the kingsman’s headquarters are destroyed and the world is held hostage, an allied spy organization in the united states is discovered. these two enemy organizations must band together to defeat a common enemy. stars collin firth and julianne moore. includes uhd blu-ray and blu-ray versions. rated r. english sdh. 141 minutes. 20th century fox. $9.95.

**Blu-ray 5206517** FRIVOLOS LOLA. widescreen. join lola as she plots to loosen up her fiancé in this exuberant, sexy comedy. everyone is wild about lola—even, some suspect, her own stepfather. includes a 20-page illustrated book that explores Lola and in italian with english subtitles. 105 minutes. cult epics. pub. at $34.95. $21.95.

**Blu-ray 8002754** MAN ON A SWING. widescreen. a small-town police chief, lee tavman (robert rosenberg) investigating the murder of a young woman is offered help by a supposed clairvoyant, franklin wills (joel grey), who gives him details of the murder as he’s seen in visions. but the details are so startlingly correct, that Tucker begins to suspect wills of the crime. 110 minutes. olive films. $7.95.

**Blu-ray 7957017** FROM DUSK TILL DAWN. one. widescreen. based on the 1995 cult classic film, this original series is a supernatural crime saga that centers on bank robbers sith and richie gcko, who while escaping across the mexican border, take a detour to a strip club that is populated with bloodsucking creatures of the night. includes all 10 season one episodes. english sdh. over 7 hours on three blu-rays. e one. $9.95.

**Blu-ray 1993952** HOUSE OF CARDS: TRILOGY. fullscreen. a delicious tale of greed, corruption and burning ambition. at its heart is francis urquhart (ian richardson), a conniving and deceitful politician with a smiling face, who shares with the viewers his estranged humor and innermost thoughts to destroy each of his political rivals one by one. english sdh. 121 minutes. uhd blu-ray and blu-ray versions. rated r. $25.95.

**Blu-ray 1177036** SOUTHERN COMFORT. widescreen. a platoon of national guardsmen on an isolated weekend exercise in the louisiana swamp must fight for their lives when they anger local cajuns by stealing their canoes.their experience begins to mirror the violence they have been exposed to when they are immediately attacked by terribie life forms. not rated. includes uhd blu-ray and blu-ray versions. english sdh. $11.95.

**Blu-ray 1341065** HUNTER KILLER. widescreen. an unsung american submarine captain teams with u.s. navy seals to rescue the russian president, who has been kidnapped by a rogue general. stars gerard butler and gary oldman. includes uhd blu-ray and blu-ray versions. rated r. english sdh. 121 minutes. lionsgate. $29.95.

**Blu-ray 1991826** ERIK THE VIKING. widescreen. norse mythology meets monty python humor. erik (tim robinson), in an effort to petition the gods to save the planet for the impending Ragnarok—the end of the world—must travel to an even less than stellar crew at his side. 107 minutes. olive films. pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 1174010** THE COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL. widescreen. at the end of wWw, airplanes have only been used for reconnaissance, but brigadier general billy Mitchell begins to campaign for an american air force to defeat the military’s will to war. he is branded a traitor, setting the stage for the most sensational military trial in u.s. history. stars gary cooper and rod steiger. 100 minutes. olive films. pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

102 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

Richard Burton. Rated R. 1 12 minutes. Olive Films. Widesc reen. Mike Seaver (Roy Scheider) is a powder keg of racial atrocities with them. A perverse love

95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

Blu-ray 7985487 DANZA MACABA, VOLUME ONE: The Italian Gothic Collection. Widescreen. In a genre known for its castles, crypts and candelabras, Italian Gothic also embraced themes of violence, madness and sexual deviance. With these four films, those images and characters are developed into the Monster of the Opera; The Seventh Grave (in B&W, and in Italian with English subtitles); Scream of the Demon Lover; and Lady Frankenstein (Dubbred and in Italian with English subtitles). Not Rated. Nearly 6 hours on four Blu-rays. Boxed. Secure order.
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**Blu-ray**

**Blu-ray 7890485 ENTER THE VIDEO STORE: Empire of Screams**

Remember the shelves of your local video store? Those aren’t gone! These golden age video classics will send you back to the 80’s. Collects live five rooms including The Devil’s Doll (Rated R), Cellebrity (Not Rated), Arena, and Robot Jox. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on five Blu-rays. MGM. Pub. at $99.95 $59.95

**Blu-ray 7978537 THE PROPHECY II-II: Widescreen. One of the bloodiest and most realistic true 90’s urban horror franchises. The Prophecy trilogy, all of which star Oscar winner Christopher Walken as the evil angel Gabriel, broke new ground in 90’s horror. Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two UHD Blu-rays. Also includes Blu-ray versions on two Blu-rays. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $69.98

**Blu-ray 895168 THE SUPERMAN MOVIE PICTURE ANTHOLOGY 1978-2006. Widescreen. Soar to new heights with the complete Superman movie collection. This boxed set includes: Superman I; Superman II; Superman III; Superman IV; The Quest for Peace; and Superman Returns. English SDH. Fifteen hours on 8 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter.

**Blu-ray 783713X THE MARY MILLINGTON MOVIE COLLECTION**

Widescreen. Collects six films including Come Play with Me; The Playbirds; Confessions of the Demented Gay Affair; Queen of the Blues; Mary Millington’s True Blue Confessions; and Respectable: The Mary Millington Story (a documentary). Includes an 80 page book with Millington World Striptease Extravaganza. Not Rated. Over 9 hours on five Blu-rays. Boxed. Adults only. Screenbound. Pub. at $69.95

**Blu-ray 1146953 THE CHURCH.**

Widescreen. From Dario Argento and director Michele Soavi come their first full collaboration. In a Gothic cathedral built on the mass grave of a Teutonic purge, an ancient discovery by the new librarian will release an unholy maelstrom of madness, violence and demonic vengeance. Not Rated. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $44.95 $29.95

**Blu-ray 1154956 THE SEXT.**

Widescreen. The third feature by director Michele Soavi–his second collaboration with Dario Argento. As a global satanic cabal grows in ferocity, and unwitting young school teacher is chosen to deliver the ultimate evil. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Stars Kelly Curtis and Herbert Lom. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Italian with English SDH. Pub. at $44.95 $29.95

**Blu-ray 1272317 SEEING RED 3.**

French Vigilante Thrillers. Widescreen. Following in the rich tradition of crime stories in Gallic literature and cinema, these films follow the exploits of common folk who fight against random violence in cities, as well as films which depict ordinary citizens directly confronting criminals. Collects Shot Patter, Street of the Damned, and Blest. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. Over 4 hours on three Blu-rays. Fun City Editions. Pub. at $64.95

**Blu-ray 1956000 STIFF COMPETITION.**

Widescreen. Athletes are gearing up for the annual “Suck Off” competition dedicated to the crowning of the woman with the best “oral technique.” Top coach, Jeff, loses his star contender, and he finds Tammy to replace her. Tammy becomes a sensation and her manager finds out they start a campaign so Tammy doesn’t win. Stars Gina Carrera and Patty Penny. Not Rated. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 94 minutes. Adults only. Peacock. Pub. at $42.98 $34.95

**Blu-ray 781708 CUSHING.**

CURIOSITIES. Widescreen. Celebrates six of the most unexpected, rarely seen and decidedly curious performances form the career of Peter Cushing. Collects Cones of Silence; Suspect; The Man Who Really Died (all in extended versions); The Bloodsuckers; and Tender Dracula. Includes a 200-page book. CC. Over 12 hours on six Blu-rays. Boxed. Severin. Pub. at $154.95

**Blu-ray 342472X STARGATE ATLANTIS: The Complete Series.**

Widescreen. Now you can own all Five Seasons of this groundbreaking science fiction series in this 20 DVD set. Atlants, built thousands of years ago by the highly evolved Ancients, is home base for an elite expedition team from Earth. English SDH. Over 71 hours. MGM. $59.95

**Blu-ray 7990442 COUNT DRACULA.**

Fullscreen. This gothic masterpiece from writer/director Jess Franco can now be experienced like never before, from its brilliant performances by Christopher Lee as Count Dracula, Hugh Lang as Van Helsing, Soledad Miranda as Lucy, Maria Rohm as Mina and Klaus Kinski as Renfield to its sumptuously unnerving cinematography and eerie Bruno Nicolai score. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions, a bonus Blu-ray of extras and a soundtrack CD. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $69.95

**Blu-ray 8083412 GOODBYE UNCLE TOM.**

Widescreen. From directors Gualtiero Jacopetti and Franco Prosperi, comes an epic reconstruction of the American slave trade tragedies. In 1971, distributors forced the filmmakers to completely re-cut the film and radically re-write its extreme narration, removing 13 minutes of scenes. Not Rated. English SDH. The English version (123 minutes), and the Italian Version (136 minutes), a bonus Blu-ray of ocras and the motion picture soundtrack CD. Blue Underground. Pub. at $69.95

**Music Recordings**

**DVD 7812760 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Lost TV Broadcasts.**

Fullscreen. Collects live performances by Simon & Garfunkel, recorded for TV broadcasts across their time together performing as a duo. Twenty-nine tracks, including Homeward Bound; The Sound of Silence; A Hazy Shade of Winter; and more. 82 minutes. Faster Records. Pub. at $49.95

**CD 4884860 PIANO MAGIC: Henry Mancini Piano & Orchestra.**

The extraordinary music of Mancini is collected in this double CD. Includes original recordings of Tender Dracula. Now Orleans by Johnny Mathis, Shelley Fabares: I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; and more. Imperitone. $9.95

**DVD 6994873 ELVIS PRESLEY: The Complete ’61 Sessions.**

This 55-track, two-CD set includes, Surrender; Lonely Man; I’m Comin’ Home; Blue Hawaii; No More; Can’t Help Falling in Love; Sentimental Me; Wild In The Country; and a Blu-ray version. Starting Today; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Chromed Dreams. $7.95

**CD 7994435 THE HITS ALBUM: 80s Young Guns.**

This 80-track, four-CD set includes Eileen by Dexys Midnight Runners, Mad World by Tears For Fears; Do You Really Want to Hurt Me by Culture Club; Up on the Catwalk by Simple Minds; Smooth Operator by Sade; and more. Sony. $6.99

**DVD 7966768 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: The Video Collection.**

This 103 minutes of Stevie Ray, with and without Double Trouble, taken from various TV transmissions of SRV performances from across the great man’s short but extraordinary career. Including clips from the 1980s, this film is an exceptional collection of rare Vaughan appearances. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 1334182 MARIE OSMOND’S MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS.**

Collects 17 tracks including The Christmas Song; Steigh Ride; Hark, the Herald Angels Sing/O’ Come all Ye Faithful; White Christmas. Incl. 80 page book with story. Mantovani. Pub. at $13.95

**DVD 7661922 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY MUSIC.**

This 32 country classics by the original artists, including Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; El Paso by Marty Robbins; Wolverton Mountain by Claude King; Wake Up Little Suzie by The Everly Brothers; I’ve Been Everywhere by Hank Snow; Green, Green Grass of Home by Porter Wagoner, and much more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $9.95

**CD 1048562 JIMI HENDRIX & TRAFFIC: The Legendary Sessions.**

The music recorded here consists of three separate jams recorded at Electric Lady Studios in New York City and in Hollywood. Tracks include Jam Thing; Guitar Thing; and Session In Thing. Warner Bros. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 4884737 SUNDAY MORNING COUNTRY GOSPEL: 40 Songs.** Two CDs make up this extraordinary collection of Gospel music sung by many country and gospel artists, including: The Old Rugged Cross by Ray Price; He’s Got the Whole World In His Hands by Tammy Wynette; There’ll Be Joy, Joy by the Carter Family; Take My Hand Precious Lord by Jimmy Dean, and more. TGB. $9.95
Music Recordings

**CD 6994946** THE HANK WILLIAMS STORY. Features a 23 track spoken word biography of Hank, and a 2-CD collection of sixty music tracks including Calling You; Never Again (Will I Knock on Your Door); I'm Just A Long Time Daddy; Calling You; I'm Brown Skin Man, Remember Me; The Street; The Prodigal Son; Jesus Died For Me, and more. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

**CD 4745124** GREGORIAN CHANT: Monastic Choir of the Abbey of Saint Pierre de Solesmes. Their Gregorian chants are all studio demos recorded between 1971 and 1978. Gregorian Chant that appeals directly to the modern ear. It may be that its serenity serves to counter the stress of everyday life. This two-CD set collects tracks from the following albums: I, Gloria I, Sanctus I, Spiritus Dominus I, Quam O Quam Gloria; Memento Verbi; and more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 4884965** THE STATLER BROTHERS: Golden Hits. Presents on 20 tracks the iconic Statler Brothers, with selections that include Flowers on the Hill; The King of the Road; Memphis; Ruby, Don't Take Your Love to Town; Ruthless; Green, Green Grass of Home; Walking in the Sunshine; This Old House; My Reward; There Goes My Everything; and more. Medley. $9.95

**CD 6995160** STEPHEN STILLS: The Broadcast Archives. This 36-track, three-CD collection is the result of Stephen Stills from 1979-1995, recorded from live FM broadcasts. Songs include Precious Love; Midnight Rider; Born Under a Bad Sign; Mallory; Money For Nothing; As Time Goes By; Unchained Melody; Yellow at Heart; and more. TGG. $13.95

**CD 6994806** BAD COMPANY: Still Running. From a live FM broadcast at Capital Center, Landover, MD in 1979. Collects 15 tracks including Bad Company; Good Lovin’; Gone Bad; Movin’ On; Gone, Gone, Gone; Shooting Star; Oh, Atlanta; Rhythm Machine; Feel Like Makin’ Love; Ready For Love; Simple Man; She Brings Me Love; and more. Lettfield Media. $6.95

**CD 6994970** JOHN COLTRANE: Evolution–The Road to Giant Steps. Four CDs tell a story of the musician’s development on the road to one of his greatest works. Includes nearly 40 tracks including Trane’s Blues; Round Midnight; The Way You Look Tonight; Milestones; Blue Train; Giant Steps; and more. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**CD 7913194** JIMI HENDRIX: The Ultra Rare Tracks. These 12 tracks are all studio demos recorded between 1967 and 1970. Songs include Asto Man Jam; Calling the Devil’s Children; Angel; God Save the Queen; Cherokee; Mr. Bad Luck; Jungle Jam; Hurricane; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**DVD 3550869** ROBIN TROWER: Live 2023. This performance was filmed live at Harlington Arts Centre in Fleet, Surry, United Kingdom on September 3rd, 2023. Collects two tracks including The Circle is Complete; Peace of Mind; I’ll Be Moving On; No More Worlds to Conquer; Bridge of Sighs; Rise Up Like the Sun; and more. DVD Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 6994857** CROSBY & NASH WITH NEIL YOUNG: The 1972 Broadcast. A 15-track live performance, captured at the peak of Crosby, Nash, and Young’s popularity. Legends of rock come together for Wooden Ships; I Used to Be a King; Southbound Train; Harvest; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; The Needle and the Damage Done; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**CD 4884930** ROGER WILLIAMS: Piano Gold. Two CDs present the spectacular piano style of Roger Williams on 40 tracks that include Autumn Leaves; Summermorn; As Time Goes By; Moonlight Love; Sunrise Serenade; Maria; Love Is a Many Splendored Thing; Enchanted Evening; The Last Time I Saw Paris; Temptation; Unchained Melody; Young at Heart; and more. Imperion. $19.95

**CD 1042726** RHYTHM & BLUES HELL RAISSIERS, VOLUME 2: Jail Bird. Collects 30 tracks including stories by Crawford Brothers; Jail Bird by Sonny Knight; Women and Whiskey by Wilbert Harrison; Talk About Party by Boogaloo; Don’t Tell Me It’s All Over by the Impressions; Thunderbird Ward; No No No; by Bobby Mitchell; and more. $9.95

**CD 3808467** RARE JUKEBOX HITS OF THE 60’s. No coins needed to play these jukebox hits in this two CD, 40 track collection. I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; Mash Potato Time by Dee Dee Sharp; Johnny Angel by Shelley Fabares; Hey Paula by Paul and Paula; It’s Burning by The Isley Brothers; I’m Gonna Make Him Love Me by the Platters; True Love by Artie Shaw’s Orchestra; and more. $9.95

**CD 678900X** THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit: Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Bells; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You’ve Been on My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travelin’; Rovin’ Gambler; When In Rome; Go Marching In; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 7865139** GRATEFUL DEAD: Laughter, Love & Music. From an FM broadcast recorded at the Bill Graham Memorial, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco in 1976. Includes Hell in a Bucket; I Know You Rider; Born on the Bayou; Bad Moon Rising; The Other One; Truckin’; Touch of Grey; Forever Young; and more. $9.95

**CD 7966558** BOB DYLAN: Under the Covers. Brings together 20 splendid live covers spanning 30 years, performed by the folk icon. Includes Don’t Start Me Larkin’; Hard Travelin’; Across the Borderline; Answer Me, My Love; Pancho and Lefty; Uranium Rock; I Forgot More Than I Learned; and more. $9.95

**CD 6994822** BOB DYLAN’S GREATEST HITS OF THE 60s. Collects 30 tracks from the Scene in 1961. This 50-track, two-CD set celebrates and embodies Greenwich Village’s most important year. Includes both Pete Seeger and Lead Belly; The Weavers; Little Richard; Woody Guthrie’s Pretty Boy Floyd; Simon and Garfunkel’s Sound of Silence; a Lenny Bruce performance on The Echafaud; Walkin’; Miles Davis Vol. 2 (1956); Relaxin’ with the Miles Davis Quintet; Miles Davis Vol. 3 (1956); Blues and Sketches of Spain; and many more. $9.95

**CD 7864817** 60’S COUNTRY: Cryin’ Time. A collection of some of the best country music from the 60s including I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; When I’m On My Way by Johnny Cash; Whole Lot-a Shakin’ Goin’ On by John Lee Hooker; and many more. AcroMedia. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 3521346** HI-STRUNG R&B, VOLUME 2. Collects 28 tracks including What’s Shakin’ by Ralph Wilson; I Can’t Rock ’n Roll To Save My Soul by Pearl Bailey; Shop Chimp by the Chimes; You Ain’t Movin’ Me by Linda Hayes; Chills and Fever by Ronnie Love; Ring a Ling by the Bongos; and more. Dimples, Jackson, and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 1149778** HI-STRUNG R&B, VOLUME 3. Collects 32 tracks including The Bluebird, the Buzzard, and the Oriole by Bobby Day; Let It Rock by Chuck Berry; Whole Lot-a-Shakin’ Go’in by Hank Ballard and the Midnighters; Rock House by Bird Maybelle; Hard Travelin’ by Lead Belly; Roll On, Roll On by Johnnie Johnson; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**DVD 7812590** GUNS N’ ROSES: The Classic Transmissions. Fullscreen. Featuring both rare and classic archive video footage of guns N’ roses in concert, drawn from their 1988-1993 period during the band’s “first wave.” With all film taken from TV broadcast programs, this collection includes Welcome To The Jungle; Patience; Down On The Farm; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; and more. Sowtloads. 104 minutes. Go Faster Records. $5.95

**CD 7864930** GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Sing Me Back Home. If you love music, you’ll love the 30 songs collected here. Includes BELLA LUMINOSA: I Used to Know by George Jones; The Bottle Let Me Down by Merle Haggard and the Strangers; Rose-Marie by The Ames Brothers; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**CD 104270X** JOE PASS: The Pacific Jazz Collection. Collects eight albums which Joe Pass performed as leader during his 1960s period, featuring Sounds of: Synanon; Bräsamba; Catch Me. Joy Of Spring; For Django; A Sign of the Times; The Stones Jazz; and Simplicity. Includes 73-tracks on four-CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95
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**CD 1267353** FREE: All Right Now. Collects 19 tracks including Fire and Water; Hard Hearted Woman; Hey Hey, My My; Here Come the Nymphs; in the Morning; Wishing Well; Walk in My Shadow; Heartbreaker; I'm on the Run; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Top Music. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 488433** THE EVERTY BROTHERS GREATEST HITS: 33 Songs. Two CDs capture one of rock 'n' roll's greatest duos, the Evertys. Brothers, on 33 tracks including Alice of Love; Walk Right Back; Claudette; Crying in the Rain; Love Is Strange; Cathy's Clown; Gone, Gone, Gone; You Send Me; So Sad; Bye Bye Love; All I have to Do is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; Good Golly, Molly; and more. Medley. $9.95

**CD 536194X** SHORTY ROGERS: The Classic Albums Collection. Collects nine albums including Modern Sounds; Shorty Rogers and His Giants; Collaboration: The Winging Mr. Rogers; Wherever the Five Winds Blow; Portrait of Shorty; Afro-Cuban Influence; Chances Jazz Waltz. Four CDs with 73 tracks. Union Square Music. $9.95

**CD 6995047** NEIL YOUNG: Austin City Limits. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Austin City Limits, Austin, Texas in September of 1984 come 23 tracks including Almost Home; Hawks and Doves; Comes a Time; Bound for Glory; California Sunset; Old Man; Down by the River; and more. Unicomp. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7870799** PUNK & NEW WAVE: The Obsession Festival. A unique collection that delivers 100 tracks on five CDs. Includes The Modern World by the Jam; Baby's Burning by the Ruts; Sweet Suburbia by the Skids; Identity by X-Ray Spex; Take Me I'm Yours by Squeeze; Is She Really Going Out With Him by Joe Jackson; Smash It Up by The Damned; and more. Union Square Music. $9.95

**CD 104550X** AMY WINEHOUSE: The Oceana Festival. Recorded from five live FM broadcasts, this 20-track CD collects two performances by Amy Winehouse from 2004 and 2008. Songs include Tears Dry On Their Own; Back To Black; Cupid; Love Is Losing A Game; You Sent Me Flying; Take the Box; You're Wondering Now; and more. Yard Stick. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7864906** GOLDFARBE: Don't Worry. This 2CD set collects 30 songs from the legends of country music's golden age, including Don't Be Cruel by Elvis Presley; The Cold Hard Facts of Life by Porter Wagoner; Don't Worry by Marty Robbins; Distant Drums by Jim Reeves; and more. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 7981309** LES MCCANN: The Pacific Jazz Collection. Collects eight albums including Les McCann Ltd Plays the Music of the Rainbirds; Shout; Les McCann Ltd. in San Francisco; Pretty Lady; Les McCann's Song; Something Special; On Time; and Jazz Waltz. Miller; and more. AP Music. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 487501X** SONS OF THE PIONEERS: Tumbling Tumbleweeds. Comprises selected A and B sides of the band's releases on the Decca, Vocalion, Columbia, RCA-Victor, and Bluebird labels from 1934-1949. Fifty-three tracks, including Tumbling Tumbleweeds; Cool Water; Stars and Stripes on Two Jims; Room Full of Roses; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99


**CD 6995659** DEEP PURPLE: Live in Concert. This 21-track, two-CD set was recorded live in concert from FM broadcasts. Songs include Smoke on the Water; Pictures of Home; Fireball; Woman from Tokyo; King of Dreams; Knockin' at Your Back Door; and more. More tracks. TOP. Pub. at $17.99

**CD 7873780** THE VERY BEST OF DAVID FRIZZELL & SHELLY WEST. Collects 18 tracks including You're the Reason God Made Oklahoma; A Texas State of Mind; Carryin' on the Family Names; I Just Came Here to Dance; Cajun Invention; Another Honky-Tonk Night on Broadway; Do Me Right; and more. Notelike Music. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 499258X** TEN YEARS AFTER: Transmission Impossible. This 29-track, three-CD set collects multiple performances by Ten Years After recorded after live FM broadcasts from 1968-1972. Songs include Help Me; Rock Your Mama; Love Like a Man; One of These Days; Once There Was a Time; Crossroads; Woodchopper's Ball; and more. To eat the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 791326X** THE SWINGING 30S. This 100-track, four CD set collects multiple performances by Dizzy Gillespie and the Double Six of Paris; Dizzy Gillespie and the Charlie Parker Quintet; and more. Collects 30 songs from the legends of jazz including Django Reinhardt; Miles Davis; Billie Holiday; and more. AP Music. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 7980877** MARK KNOPFLER & EMMYLOU HARRIS: Balcony of Love. Recorded from a live performance at Arena Della Verona, Verona, Italy on June 3, 2006. Nineteen songs, including Right Now; Red Staggering; Bella Star; This Is Us; All The Roadrunning; So Far Away; Why Worry; and more. John Cleese. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 115690X** SHAKE IT! Rhythm and Blues Gone Caribbeean. Collects 28 tracks including Geechie Goomie by Marga Benitez; Cat Music by Dave Bartholomew and his Orchestra; Where Were You by Jimmy Rushing; Shake It by Duke Jenkins; Yo Yo Yo by Slim Giallardo; Bongo Blues by Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 7808867** DIZZY GILLESPIE 1961-64: The Classic Phillips Albums. This 71-track, four CD set collects eight albums including Dizzy on the French Riviera; The New Continent; New Wave; Something Old, Something New; Dizzy Gillespie and the Double Six of Paris; Dizzy Gillespie & the Cool World; and Jamaica. Goes Hollywood; The Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99

**CD 4992571** SUPERTRAMP: Transmission Impossible. This 38-track, three-CD set collects multiple performances by Supertramp. Recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1976-1983. Songs include School; Bloody Well Right; Give a Little Bit; Crazy; Ain't Nobody But Me; Put on Your Old Brown Shoes; Crim; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 1262560** OZZY OSBOURNE: Transmission Impossible. Collects three performances recorded from live FM broadcasts by Ozzy Osbourne from 1982-2003. Includes three performances, including Over the Mountain; Crazy Train; I Don't Know; Bark at the Moon; Mr. Crowley; Goodbye to Romance; and more. Three CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 1267119** YES: Jersey City. On June 17th, 1976. Yes performed at Roosevelt Stadium in Jersey City, New Jersey. This performance was recorded from broadcast FM broadcasts. This 11-track CD set includes Apocalypse; Siberian Khutz; Long Distance Runaround; Heart of the Sunrise; I'm Down; and more. Two CDs. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 1146297** THE CHUCK BERRY SOUND. Collects 30 tracks including Rock to the Top by Billy Peck; Showdown by Tommy Cashmans; Johnny Go-Go by Jake and the Diamond Dolls. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 1048589** KEITH RICHARDS & THE X-PENSIVE WINGS: Busking in Boston. On February 13th, 1993. Keith Richards and the X-Pensive Wings performed at Orpheum Theatre in Boston. On February 13th, 1993. Keith Richards and this performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Something Else; How I Wish; Words of Wonder; Before They Make Me Run; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/401
Tonight by Elvis Presley. You are the Delia Denson, Bumble Bee by Lee Verne Baker. If I Don't Care by The Platters and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 8042268 AMERICA’S GREATEST! Your Hit Parade Hits 1936. This 98-track, four-CD collection comprises every record that featured in the Top 14 of your Hit Parade Chart in 1936, the first full year of the popular U.S. radio show. Songs include “I Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself Some Stories” by Bing Crosby; “On Treasure Island” by Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 7934432 THE ROY ROGERS COLLECTION, 1938-52: Happy Days. This 40-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on the Vocalion, Decca and RCA labels during this era. Songs include “Blow the Man Down” by Jack Teagarden; “I’m Just Wild About Harry” by Harry James; and more. Includes multiple renditions of some songs. 75-track, three-CD collection contains all of his career hits plus selected other notable releases on the Decca, Victor and Columbia labels. Songs include “Music Shouts Should Be Like Jukebox Music” by Louis Armstrong; “Tired of You; Honeysuckle Rose; A Little Bit Independent; Tuckin’ All My Life; Two Sleepy People; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7806782 THE HIGHWAYMAN: Transmissions Impossible. Includes three performances by The Highwayman from 1992-1996. All were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 67 tracks including “Good Hearted Woman; Highwayman; and many others. Don’t Leave Me Be Cowboys; Live Forever; I’ve Always Been Crazy; Big River; On the Road Again; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Etat’s Beat. Pub. at $22.95

CD 7935833 DEXTER GORDON: The Blue Note Collection. This 48-track, four-CD collection comprises eight albums by Dexter Gordon including The Resurgence of Dexter Gordon; Doin’ Allright; Dexter Calling; Lanslide; Gol’ A Man in Paris in Part. One Flight. Up. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99

CD 1262300 MADONNA: In a City of Angels. On April 28th, 1985, Madonna performed at the Universal Amphitheatre in Universal City, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including “Like a Virgin” by Shirlie & Lee; “Cherish” by Dinah Washington; and more. Includes two CDs. Columbia. Pub. at $19.99

CD 115462X THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. This 1993 recording of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Phantom of the Opera stars Claire Moore and Gary Barlow. Collects 16 tracks including “Thinking of Me; Angel of Music I; Angel of Music II; Music of the Night; All I Ask of Sunset Boulevard; and more. Jay. Pub. at $17.99

CD 7813257 THE ROLLING STONES: Montreal 1969. On December 14th, 1969, The Rolling Stones performed at Stade Olympique in Montreal, Canada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including “Start Me Up; Play; Rock and Roll; The Last Time; Midnight Rambler; Little Red Rooster, Tumbling Dice; and more. Two CDs. Wacker Man. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7945655 PINK FLOYD: Atomic Saucers. On November 28th, 1970, Pink Floyd performed at Saarlandhalle in Saarbrücken, Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects six tracks including “Libest Spacement Monitor; Fat Old Sun; Blues; Green Is the Colour; A Saucerful of Secrets;” and more. Two CDs. Unicorm. Pub. at $11.95

CD 4992963 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN & DOUBLE TROUBLE: The Soul to Soul Rehearsals. Collects 29 tracks from the Soul to Soul Rehearsal sessions at Dallas Sound Lab in Texas from March-May 1985 by Stevie Ray Vaughan & Double Trouble. Songs include “Empty Arms (Institutional); Little Wing; Third Stone from the Sun; The Gong” and others. Includes multiple versions of the tracks. Two CDs. Unicorm. Pub. at $19.95

DVD 1975870 A CELEBRATION OF BLUES AND SOUL: The 1989 Presidential Inaugural Concert. On January 20th, 1989, on the evening following the presidential inauguration, some of the biggest names in classic rhythm and blues performed at the Washington Convention Center at the Presidential Inaugural Concert. Musicians include Stevie Ray Vaughan, Bo Diddley, Percy Sledge and more. 120 minutes. Shout Factory.

CD 1149254 CAMELOT. The original 1962 London Cast recording of the musical Camelot starring Richard Harris as King Arthur and Fiona Fullerton as Guenevere. Collects 19 tracks including “I Wonder What the King is Doing Tonight? The Simple Joys of Maidenhood; Camelot; C’Est Moi; How to Handle a Woman; Resolution; and more. JAY Productions. Pub. at $17.99

CD 1149915 GRAHAM PARKER & THE RUMOUR: Live at Rockpalast 1978 & 1980. Graham Parker & the Rumour performed at WDR Studio L. in Cologne, Germany on January 23rd, 1978, and Grugahalle in Essen, Germany on October 18th, 1980. This 34-tracks including Stupelfacation; No Holding Back; Soul on Ice; Fool’s Gold; The New York Shuff; and more. Includes two DVDs of the performances. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99

CD 4982266 THE BEATLES: Rock ‘n’ Roll Revolution 1962-1966. A truly amazing collection of 260 tracks on ten CDs from the British rock legends. In addition to several live performances from around the world, you are treated to their first radio interview and a CD of outtakes. Includes multiple renditions of many of their hit songs, such as Yesterday, Can’t Buy Me Love, A Hard Day’s Night, I Want to Hold Your Hand; and more. Millenium Collection. Pub. at $29.95

DVD 5359384 LEELA GRIFFITH: Widescreen. A multi-artist concert celebrating the 40 year career of the Grammy, ACM, and CMA award winner. This one night only musical extravaganza highlights Griffith’s 40 years at Stix and 20 Top 10 singles with the help from Rock & Roll Hall of Fame, Grand Ole Opy, and Country Music Hall of Fame members. Not Rated. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $18.95

CD 7933706 BIG JOE WILLIAMS: Baby Please Don’t Go. This 115-track, five-CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of his releases on the Bluebird, Columbia, Bullet, Trumpet and VeeJay labels from 1935 to 1957, plus EP titles and the titles form some of his albums. Songs include “I’m Talking About You; Vitamin A; I Done Stop Hollering; Forty-Four Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 7925432 BEN SELVIN & HIS ORCHESTRA: The Hits Collection, 1919-1934. This 92-track, four-CD collection comprises most of his career hits and includes releases on the Victor, Emerson, Vocalion, Decca, Victor, Columbia and Columbia labels, including the hits he had under various names. Songs include “I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles; Take, Oh Take, Those Lips Away; My Stormy Weather; When It’s Springtime in the Rockies; Dancing in the Dark; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 5870755 CONCERTO FOR COOTIE: Selected Recordings, 1928-82. This 88-track, four-CD collection features over an hundred recordings by Coottie Williams for a variety of labels during these years in both small group and big band environment. Songs include Chasin’ Chippies; Delta Mood, The Boys from Harlem; Honky Tonk Blues; Honky Tonk Caravan; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 7784732 AMERICAN BANDSTAND US TOP 100: 5th August, 1957. Features records from the disc jockey show from the first TV broadcast of the USA’s most influential pop show Dick Clark’s American Bandstand. Collects 99 tracks including Teddy Bear by Elvis Presley, Goody, Goody by Teenagers, Doin’ Steppin’ by Rockin’ Blues by Ames Brothers; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95

CD 8042333 THE 1952 R&B HITS COLLECTION. This 90-track, four-CD anthology collects the top 20 R&B records in the U.S. Billboard charts during 1952. Songs include Cold Cold Heart by Dinah Washington; This Is My Desire by bb. King; Sweet Sixteen by Joe Turner; Wind is Blowing by Jimmy Witherspoon; I’m Gone by Shirley & Lee; How Long by fats Domino; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 7984738 AN ANTHOLOGY OF 20TH CENTURY BLUES. This 90-track, four-CD collection traces the history and development of U.S. blues from the early 1920s through the ’90s, featuring many of the great bluesmen of the genre. Songs include Stinger Blues by Alberta Hunter, Baby Please Don’t Go by Big Joe Williams, Judgement Day by Son House; Rollin’ and Tumblin’ by Canned Heat; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 1264370 PRINCE: Raw Power. On December 24th, 1988, Prince performed at Tivoli in Utrecht, Netherlands. this performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks on two CDs including Superstition; Chameleon; I Wanna Take You Higher; The Undertaker; and more. Also includes a documentary on Prince on DVD and a bonus CD featuring over an hour of Prince interviews with Palm Beach广电ere. Pub. at $24.99

CD 7786735 DOLLY PARTON & PORTER WAGONER: Just Between You and Me. For the first time, the complete work of Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton is together in one place! This 160-track, six-CD set features many rarities, obscurities and four live recordings. Includes a LP-sized, 80-page hardback book with many photos previously unseen, showing their famous hillbilly glitz style, and tells their story. Songs include Holding on to Nothin’; Just Someone I Used to Know; Please Don’t Stop Loving Me; and more. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $139.99
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